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INTRODUCTION

This 7.'anual is intendc,i to m,00t neds of elementary and secsnjary school

teachers and admi::istrators across the. United ..tates who have been charged with

the education of Vietnamese, Cambodian, l_aotian and Tai Dam refugee students.

With a year of experience (and hindsight), we have been able to reflect. npon the

needs of-both teachers and students, and compile what we thInk is a useful and

practical handbook.

There are five s-ecticns to.the ::annal. The first, "Retrospective", covern

basically what has happened in the education of.refugee children during the

-- 1975-76 school year. The second, ':orAlministrative Considerations", deals with

such continUing problems as grade placement, school records, testing, etc. The

third and largest section of the Manual, "Languago considerations", is also the

-most comprehensive-.---It-covers; varyingodiths;-nalo-phases ot language ll-e-arnW.-

needs, with methods, techniques and materials for oral communication in English

receiving the most attention. In the fourth section, "Cultural Considerations",

we deal (again, in varying depths) with the histories and value systems of the

peoples of Vietnam, Cam)-)odia, and Laos. The last section of "Appendices" is

basially bibliographic in nature and is intended to give background information,

or lead the educator tp further sources.

There are s:éveral deliberate inconSistencies in the Manual. ThroUghout we

have been indiscriminate in our use of "he" and "she" when referring to "teacher"

or "educator" or "aide" or "student". (There are Probably-more "ahes" for teachers

and "hes" for stud , but we have not kept count.) We have also been indiscrim-

inate'in ounuse of language names: "Cambodian" and "Khmer"; "Tai Dam" and'"Black

Tai"; "Laotian" and "Lao". 'One term that we have used throughout the text,

."Indochinee", we have used with reluctance. :While we realize that there are many

linguistic and cultural differences among Vietnamese, Cambodians and Laotians

(andiThat. and Burmese, who share the land mass called "Indochina"), we could find

no better terth than "Indochinese" when referring to the totality of the recent

.'refugee population.

.
In the preparation of this volume, the authors have had the generous assis-

tance of other members oT the.National Indochinese Clearinghouse staff: Huynh

Ngoc Can, Elizabeth Kimmell, Sonia Kundert, and Mary Ann Zima. Thanks are also\

due consultants such as Mary Galvan and Muriel Saville-Troike who helped us With 1\

materials and workshops during the past year. Finally, grateful acknowledgement \
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is made to the Office of Education, Department of.HeaAh, Education Welfare,

for its support of this Manual and the National IndochincSe Clearinghcluse through

<J. contract (0E-300-76-0022) with the Center for Applied Linguistics.

Allene Guss Grognt
Arlington, Virginia
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';:ATTOI:AL INDI)CHINPE CLEAINGHOUEE 1975-1976

S/)on after the Indochinese refugees started to arrive in the U.S., the Center

fo: AI/plied Linguistics was funded by the U.S. Office of Education, Department of

Health, Education and Welfare, to establish and operate a National Indochinese

Clearin:7house. The main focus of: the Clearinghouse was to be the collection,

anal:.a:is and dissemination of materials to meet the pressing educational needs of

teachers of refugees and the refugees themselves. These included an understanding

of the Vietnamese and Cambodian educational systems; grade placement; language
\

testing; English s a second language (ESL) techniques, methods and materials;

bilingual education possibilities; textbooks written in Vietnamese and Cambodian;

cross-cultural considerations; etc. As we began to collect and analyze iz9t:.Jrials,

it became apparent that another step would have to be added to our work process:

that of adaptation. The majority of material we handled was not in a form readily

useable by the classroom teacher, so 'the adaptation (or assimilation) process was

added before information and materials were disseminated.

Our basic field of concentration during the 1975-76 school year was the

g,,neral K-12.classroom teacher. The Refugee,Education Guides we developed, the

infcrmation in our Alert Bulletins, etc. was aimed at classroom teachers,. adminis-

.trators, speech or reading or DP teachers, who were unfamiliar with the needs of

te non-English or limited-English speaking child, and found themselves faced with

educating one or more refugee children. While much of the information which

appeared in our General Information Series was useful tp the ESL professional, or

the adult education teacher, or the bilingual education teacher, our basic aim

was to help non-professional language teachers and administrators across the

country (and there were thousands) deal effectively with the language and culture

n-eds of Indochlnese refugee children.

In staffing the Clearinghouse we were aware of the "mix" needed .co fulfill

our goals: linguists, ESL specialists, southeast Asian scholars, cross-cultural

specialists, elementary and secondary school teachers. We were also aware that.

the "mix" had to take dnto account national background as well.as professional

expertise, and the staff included Americans, Vietnamese and Cambodians.

An early staff decision was,to allow those we were working fdr-and.:with to

have direct and immediate access to the Clearinghouse, so a toll-free telephone.

"hot-line" was installed. As soon as the 1-ne was in working order, the tele-

phones started to ring, and'there was rarely a chance to catch one's breath for

1
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the first four months. But we found out what school teachers and administrators

and state and local education agency personnel needed, and we tried to couple

their needs with our esIdmation of information they should have, both in our tele-

phone answers and our subsequent Refugee Education Guides.

The hot-line was our contact point for quickly assisting educators. We fol-

lowed this with three other contact pcints: 1) a series of Indochinese Refugee

Education Guides; 2) periodic Refuqee hlert Bulletins; 3) Personnel Resources

DirectoriesfortheEducationofIndochineseRefugees.(seeAppendixAfor a full

listing.) In this way we were better able to give the'teacher sustained help

throughout the 3chool year.

The following "box-score" might aid in gaugiag the magnitude of the staff's

work. During the first nine months of operation (August. 1975 - April 1976) the

Clearinghouse compiled the following statistics:

Hotline calls -- approximately 15,000 calls

Mailing list compiled -- approximately 10,000 names

Information/material collected and analyzed -- approximately

RefUgee Education Guides/Alert Bulletins/Personnel Resources

prepared -- 47

RefUgee Education Guides/Alert Bulletins/Personnel Resources

distribuLed --'approximately 70,000 copies

Workshop/Conference participation -- 32

1,200 volumes

Directories

Directories

Our research and products were closely tied with technical assistance to local

education agencies being offered by five of the ESEA Title VII-Bilingual Resource

Centers: I* the Regional Cross-Cultural Training and Resource Center in New York

City; 2) the Bilingual Education Service Center in Arlington Heights, Illinois;

3) the Mational Bilingual Resource Center in Lafayette, La.; 4) the Institute for'

Cultural Pluralism in San Diego, Calif.; 5) the Bay Area Bilingual Education

League in Berkeley, Calif. We also'worked closely with the Office of Education's

Indochinese Refugee Task Force,,vr_rious state education agencies, and the academi-

cally based Southeast Asian studies departments and research centers across the

country.
-

There were some general principles which guided our mode of oneration at the

Clearinghouse from the beginning; We tried to produce quality work, linguistically
_

or cross-culturally c rrect, without being overly academic or pedantic. We tried
,

to provide educato/r and volunteers with er5ough easily readable information to

help them in thei specific teaching' taskfi, but we also'tried to guide them to

1 2i



further, more complex studies

almost every Refugee Education

helping the inexperienced

in the references

WO,tried

along whlt we

77
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frustrating, and Most resultoriented route even

teacher

which appeared at the end of

to be eminently practical --

believed to be the easiest, least

though that route may not have

been the "most fashionable in professional cires. And finally, ve tried to

maintain for ourselves, for the:teachers and

the refugee students, a sense of humor and a

vdiunteers we worked with, and, for

sense of compassion in trying and

often emotionally charged situations.

Tn setting'the general pattern for the Clearinghouse and its products, we

think we have demonstrated how linguistic and cross-cultural scholars can respond

to practical educational and social needs in an emergency situation. ;If a gimilar

emergency does ariS'e (and we all hope that it never does), we think the American

educational community is now in a better position to respond than it was in June

of 975.



A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE REFUGEE

CHILD IN THE U.S.

irodudtion

When the Vietnamese and Ca: Ln refugees arrived.in the U.S. a year and a

nalf ago, in May 1975, nearl, -) of them were under 17 years of age. This

massive influx of Indochinese children into the U.S. school system caused great'

concern among those teachers who had to teach them and among those education

officials who had to provide for their educational needs. Thc primary ,focus of

this concern was centered on the basic question of how test to help these children

continue their cognitive education in a totally differert school environment.,

Based on information collected by the National Indochinese Clearinghouse over

the padt 18 months, it is now safe to Say that, thanks to the efforte of U.S. educa-

tion officials and also to the traditionally positive attitude of parents regarding

educatioo, all the school-age refugee children -- with very few and isolated

exceptions -- have been going to school, add for the most part, placed at a grade

level generally commensurate with their abilities.

This is no small achievement when ,we remember that last SePtember, when the

Vietnamese and Cambodian children shyly walked into their unfamiliar American

classrooms all over the nation, not a single one of their teachers had ever set

eyes on a real-life Indochinese child; and,the teachers! upfamiliarity with thelr

previous schooling as well as-their cultural background was matched only by,the
,

children's bewilderment at the strange environment of their American sdhOols.

One year and a half after the children's admission to American schools, the

reports received on the children's progress are now generally encquraging, although.

some probleds remain. The Vietnamese children are reported to be doing very well

in mathematics and science but still need a lot_of help in mastering the English

language. They are said to relate well with their American peeis, bnt-still show

signs of being inhibited in their relations with their teachers and other elders.

These observations and others likethem that have been reported to us have

served as the basis for some tentative Conclusions about the Vietnamese refugee

child in the U.S. These tentative conclusions, which we report in this section,

,can be of some use'in the teacher's attempt to gain some insights into that

refugee child in her class. For, that little Indochinese child playing tag"

during recels with his American classmates -- with his unzipped :jacket open to

the unfamiliar cold -- is in many ways different from the American child he is

pursuing in the School yard. It'is well to let this piCture sink into, our minds

14
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because, in itself, it is symbolic of anothe, more difficult pursuit on the part
of the refugee child in the U.S.: catching up with his American peer, not just
in a game of tag, but in real life.

The profile of the refugee child offered here-is an aggregate picture based
on reports from ,eachers, direct observations, and conversations with parents as

11 as with the children themselves. The experiences are mainly those of Viet-
ri,mese children and parents, and the teachers of these children. Not that-we have
weflooked the Cambodian, Laotian and Black Tai child. It is just that the over-
whelming majority of Indochinese refugees in this country are Vietnamese, and
therefore, the rePorts we received reflect their experiences more than those of
other Indochinese refugees. We can say, however, that the experiences of the
Cambodian, Laotian and Black Tai child have been amazingly similar to that of---
the Vietnamese child, and that the aggregate profile we draw certainly includes

----them.

The War ExTerience

A former American reporter in Vietnam, talking'about a little Vietnamese war--

orphan he adopted and brought tack to the U.S. once said that,when the nine-year
old fellow was 't a boy, he was a little old man. The reporter was referring, of

course, to all the experiencei which, as'a -child born in war, groVing up in.war
and witnessing the brutal scenes of war, the boy had gone through. Although in
the case of this orphan the experiential makeup seemed to be extreme, it is fair
to say'that compared to an American child, the Indochinese refugee child is, in
many ways, a life-wise little individual.. His experiences with physical dangers,

death, deprivations, insecurity as well as with adult behaviors -- made more
admirable or more reprehensible under unusual conditions of crisis -- are a matter
of record. Most refugee children have seen, directly or indirectly, war and its

effects on-society and people. Whether these experiences and the hazardous and

trauma-filled exit from their native land have affected them in any significant

way, it is.difficult to say. We are aware of no systematic effort to examine
this problem. Thus, with the children "getting along very nicely", it is well
for a teacher to keep this particular aspect of their emotional makeup in mind,

just in case expert psychological help,is needed.,'

English Language Problems

Section III cif this Manual'will deal with the language probleMb-of-re ee-

ohildren and techniques for teaching English. In general, three factors have.

15
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influenced English language learning over the past year: age of the student,

motivation of the student, and the type of English language instruction received.

The younger the child, the easier it was to learn English. The most difficult

situation was that of the high student, given little direct help with language

learning, and expected to keep up with his American Teers. Hopefully this was

not a common situation, but we do know that it:d44. occur.
74

Erglish language learning still remains as-a major need for the current year.

ven though the majority of refugee students did get some instruction and can n6w.,
,

follow classwork to some degree, full participation in thy' ,rntire curriculum wi'

depend on how well the student can handle English. CouL,. d special instruction

is called for.

" Parental Pres.sure

Compared to an American child, the Vietnamese child is under more intense

,Tressure'from his parents to study. ,Products of a:culture which-places ahigh,

value on "book learning", Vietnamese refugee parents have been reported not just

to encourage their children to study but in many cases,with characteristic

1 authoritarian display, to force children to study-and to do well in school.

This traditional parental concern over study and learning can sometimes be

seen to involve a rather restricted definition of what learning is. A Vietnamese

parent inVirginiabnce reportedly withdrew-his son from the high school track.

team because he'felt the son had nb busineSS:associating'hiMself with the track

team while his tiMe could bebetter spent alone at a desk athome "learning"

more English. Learning English was thuszseen to involve a bodand a desk and

not communicaticin with other peoPle.

This.concern can, in ime cases, translate into an over-solicitous attitude

-- on the part of parents regarding help in homework. In one case reportedto ur,

a child's homework was almost Always. perfect. -The teacher therefore had an

erroneous idea of the progresS of the child,.Which led hpr tb give the.child less

'attention than he needed and deserved. Getting les5 attention-from the teacher,

the child had to rely even mote on the parents at'hOme: a vi.4.ous cycle unwittingly.

entered into by some Vietnamese parents (and, of course by any other overeager
;

iparehts anywhete).,

A Minimized Play Cycle

_ -1,An AmeriCan educator in-Vietnam with a good knowledge-of Vietnamese home-life

once observed that-in the eat-sleep-work-play routine of a child's life Ahe
._ _

16



Vietnamese child seems to have a shorter play-cycle than his American counterpart."
It is not unusual,-he said, to find.a Vietnamese high school student spendimg_the.-_____
entire weekend at his study desk at home furiously studying and "learning", to
the intense pride of his parents. Play was not insisted on for the Vietnamese
child, nor.was it elevated to the level of a counterpart and necessary complement
of work, as it is in the U.S. The saying about all _work and no play was not valid
for the Vietnamese child, and play-was seen only as a reward bestowed for good
work. V Ale the refugee Chinfhas changed somewhat during the last year, he and
h s p=,-ents still have.'a hard:time putting school athletic activities ihto proper
oer ctive.

Retpect For Age

..:According to a study:on,the problems of aging condUCted,by a team of experts
from the University of_Maryland, American .children have less and-less..contats
with old people and thus grow More andMore unfadiliar with people of old age.
The Vietnamese -child, Who Very' oftenlives.close-to-or7With

grandparents.under
the same'roof, can be 8aid to have more 'experience in this regard. His behavior

.stowarcithe aged as well as toward his elders is. usually-one of respeci and,
%/Obedience which is inculcated earlylin the confines_ cif the,family. This is,ofteh

seen in ',the manners which he is:taught'to use when dealing with his elders;
1 -

manners whiCh,,to an American seem to,be formal and. "exceedingly polite". Early
-in the.1975 school' year, many-Vietnameeechildren were reported to caiie to ther

teachers, when summoned,with their arms folded adross their theitsAn a pOsture
. _of respect. They were reported to bowtheir headswhen pasting their teachers' in

the hall and, were observeclto hand finished WOrk tob the teachers with both hands,
eyes cast:slightly downward. Afterayear and:a half'in a Oulture which is'
impatieht wi:th formalityand cumbersome etiquette, these children are now reported
to have largely,abandoned these Rractices, probably having,found outthey could
get by without them.

Caught !letween Two Forces

The seemingly simple fact of cultUral adjustment mentioned above helps to
focus Our attention, however,'on an important cross-cultural problem for the
Vietnamet4 child in America. While he is freed from the observance--Ofthese

Vietnamete forms Of-politeness at school, he'is still boundto them at home where
these.forms are insisted upon by the parents; What'this amolinta to, is the
necessity on,the,part of the child to, "switch cultures", so to speak, displaying
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one set of manners at school and another set of manners at home. This ability

to switch two cultures on or.Off as the situation requires is the essence of

cross-cultural adjustment. 'And upon this ability depends much of his success in

being accepted by both forces,: his family on one hand, and the new sOciety in

which he now lives on the other. It-is an acquired ability which, even for an

adUlt, requires a keet Sense of observation end a conscious effort; . Many Viet-

namese children are reportedly still not verY successful in acquiring it. This,

in a real sense, is NSIat is behind those complaints voiced by the Vietnamese:

parents we talked tg, who aonfided in 11E that somehow their children brought. home

"some pretty bad matters from school". the parents were appalled at the direct-

ness and the diminished deference which ihe children tow display at home.

This problem also help to reinforce.a key point beitg made by educators

involved in bilingual-biculturalceducation. The typical American school environ-

ment is not always, for.all children, an extension of the home. The refugee child

is the subject of a tug-of-war Fetween two forCes, with the school representing

the.new and dominant culture in which'he now lives, and the familY embodying the

old dUlture from which he was uprooted.

The Passiv,i Learning Style

American educators familiar with Vietnamese education often point out that

the Vietnamese child tends to learn things the "passive way" rather than the

"active way!" which,American children are encouraged to,adopt. The child is said
_

to learn by listehing, watching and iMitating'rather than by actively doing things

and discovering thitgs foi. himself. Still other experts point-out that this .

essentially non-dynamic approach to learning has deep roots in the Vietnamese,cul--
-

,

ture. Although this question cannot be delved into here, it is necessary to keep

thia in mind when a,Vietnamese child still displays reluctance or even discomfgrt

at the way a certain subject matter is handled at school. His poor mork, if it .

,-6(comes to that, might not be simple laziness, but rather might be a manifestation'

of his uneasiness with this new approach to learning. It will probably take some
T4 -

time for a refugee child to get accustomed to learning via the discovery process.

It-might be noted here.that when this active, dynamic approach to learning is

lq.extended from the not-so-large cOnfiteS of a Classroom ,to cover the child's life

outside of the school as well (after-school jobs, extra-curricular activities,
r

etcj, an added burden is put.on the child, and adjustment problems become more

pronounced.

18
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"They're very reluctant to ask questions"

This was what a teacher in PennulYania_once said-about the two Vietnamese
,girls in her social studies class. It was difficult in this case to tell how
imuch of the girls' reticence was due to the lack of adequate English proficiency
and how much was-due to a 'cultural factor'. But most observers of Vietnamese-
children's behavior -- Vietnamese .as well as non-Vietnamese -- agree that a Viet-
namese child,tends to place the teacher an a'high,level of respect and is less
inclined to be "familiar" with the teachers hat his American counterpart. It is
pointed out that the Vietnamese teachers themselves, wbo usually prefer a hrmal
and serious atmQsphere in the classroom and w, , are great disciplinarians, tend
to maintain a certain distance between themselves and the pupils. .Vietnamese
educators are quick to point out .that it is not the Case that a Vietnamese child
cannot express himself in class; but rather that self-expression on the part of
the children is practiced under such tight control that, to an American teacher,
the Vietnamese classroom:would seem inhibitive:

There is evidence that this control vas what initially the Vietnamese refugee

children expected from their new teacher's in America. The two girls mentioned

above, seeing for the first time the lively atmosphere.in their American class-
,

mates lacked respect for the teacher.and that the teacher was "too easy on the
students". Present reports iadicate that after a.year there is less reluctance

-to participate.inclass:discussion, and that there is a better underStanding Of
.

the nature of the American.classroom, but\the majority of refugee'children are
'still far' from outgoing.

There is, however, another dimension to this question: After spen4ing years.
under more rigid control, the Vietnamese child is reported to be a little confused -
by the new freedom he finds.in the.American classroom. Without much experience

,

in exercising this freedom, he is often reported not to know where the limit of
this freedom is, which makes him susceptible to becoming an actual disci linary
problem. Documentcd cases of this kind have come to our attention, and wil

probably continue td occur during the current school year.

Agility, Manual Dexterity and.a Genius at Improvisations

An Indochinese child is usually of slighter build than an American child o
the same age. ThiS slight build combines with a quick. reflex to make him excel

in games where agility, not muscular strength, is ralled for. He is usually

superb at yang-pong and soccer, but is a poor acquisition for other rougher games.
His manual dexterity has been praised time and again by American teachexs,

19 .
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and his handwriting has often been called good or superior. LiVing all his lite.

'in a culture where children's toys'are scarce, most of his toys are usually simple

.and are often invented and made by the child hiMself from discarded thidgs around

the house, a little-noticed fact which may have contributed'to theformation of a

Characteristic trait which his.elders are said to be remarkable fnr: the Viet-

namese geniuLl at improvisations. .1t has been reported that many very young Viet-

namese children quickly become bored with American toys, and look for sticks,

blocks, ( he'spins, -tc. ;1-1 their rlan-rr, ,n with v h pr

.ne older child,. ia also reported to be afraid of

the dark, and more often than not, believes in ghosts. A teacher maY havetobe

a little more solicitous of the child on gloomy, wintery days.

The brief sketch presented above comprises only a few of a rnultitt.de of

pieces that make up the interesting puzzle Which is the Indochinese refugee child.

Next to his Terents and others in his family, the teacher will probably be the

outsider who will get to know him best. As for his oft-mentioned adjustment prob-

lemS, it is useful to recall here what six Vietnamese refugee,children in a small

Maryland town unanf.mously told one of our staff researcherS'...'',Asked whether they
, .

would like to go back to Vietnam if there:lass a chance to do so', all of them

replied ."No", but they also added thatthey would like for all of their. relatives.

to cOme over here tg,live with them instead. Two Vietnamese parents, who witnessed'

...this little fun-poll, grimaced upon hearing the children's negative answer, thus -

,

codfirming for us something we hadoften.heard before, namely a deep attachment
_ .

on the part of the Vietnamese adtats for their native land. For the Children,

.this is clearly something they don't seemto be too concerned about.

2 0
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DS AND INT.*. _ESE NAMES

When 60,000 Indochinese students entered American schools in September 19T5,

one major administrative concern was that of how to list students on,permanent

school records. In this short chapter we will deal with Indochinese names ahd

suggestions for school listings. Since name order and naming patterns are differ-

ent for Vietnamese, Cambodians and Laotians, we will consider each nationality

separately.

Vietnamese usually have three names, e.g. Nguyin Hy Vinh or Hoang Thi Thanh.

The Vietnamese surname or femily name is written first and the given or chosen

' name last, which is, of course, the opposite of the American system. For example:

Burname. Given Name
Family Name Middle Name ChoSen Name
- ,

,Nguy'esn .. Hy Vinh (Vietnamese male)
. .

.

, ,Hokng. Thi -Tbanh (Viqtnamese female)

Jones Charles John

Brown Patricia .Anne

While the American- male adUlt wOuld be known formally as Mr. Jones and informally_ .

as John, his Vietnamese counterpart would be knotn-both forially and informally

by his-giVen name: -.Vinh or Mr, Vinh. The Nletnamese female 1.6 also known by her

given name; Thanh or Miss Thanh, (The title.Ms was not used in Vieinam.) If
. ,

she-is married (say to the above Mr. Vinh) she has a.choice: she can be knoWri

formally aseither Mrs, Thanh (her given name) or Mrs. Vinh (her husband's given

name). Informally she isalwaYs Thanh.

Given school records and dealing with parents, this obviously poses a problem

for administrators. How does one list and file a student's name, and how.does one'

list the parents? We suggest that_the principal record card for each-Vietnamese

student be filed by the individual'sgiven nathe, with a second card crossfiled by

' family name. The giyen name onboth cards Should be underlined or circled so that

the child dan be addressed properly. (Often younger children will identify them-

selves by given,name only, and might be very confused if the family name were

used.) Records.for -Hoa and Quang, children of Mr. and Mi7aVinb,.might look

like this:

et2
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Pr. Record

.Name:i Nguygn Cao Quang : Sex: M

Addr4ss: 5415 Jackson Street

Teleiphone 32-5790-
/

Parents Name: Nguygh Hy Vinh,(Mr.)

Hoang'Thl Thanh (Mrs.)
(can also be called Mrs. Vinh)

Birth Date: July 4, 1970'

Princiiml Record

Name: Nguyn Thi Mi-Hpa
: Sex: F

Addreas: 5415 Jackson Street

Telephone No.: 232-5790

Parents Name: Nguy% Hy Vj;nh (Mr.)

Hoang Thl Thanh (Mrs.)
(cap ale() be called Mrs. Vinh

Birth date: February 10, 1967

13

Secondary. Record

Name: Quang Cao Nguyen : Sex: M ;

Address:. 5415 Jackson Street

Telephone No. .232-5790

Parents Name: Nguygn Hy Vinh (Mr.)
.

. Hoang. Thi Thanh (Mrs,)
,

(can alLi be called Mrs. Vinh)

Birth date: July 4,.1970

SecondarY Record

Name: 21-Hoa Thi Nguyen : Sex: F,

Address: 5415 Jackson Street

/Telephone No.:

Parents-Name: Nguygn Hy Vinh (Mr.)/

Hoang Thl Thanh7c-tri.)
(can also be called Mrs.-Vinh)

Birth date: February 10, 1967

Should Quang take sick-..in class, the secondary crossfiled records will show that
he has an older sister in school.

A word of caution! Whiie the names sitUation may have seemed confusidg to
,

the American school administrator last September; it is really conftsing this
September. In an efforli- to. "Americanize", many Vietnamese adults have changed the
traditional order pf their names,,teavingthe

administrator gueseing about how to
list a newly enrolled chila. With theabove as your guide you can question the
parents;, and then crossfile records, if necessary.

Cambodians, like the Vietnamese, traditionally place their family naMes before'
their giyen names and are called by their given names. For. eltgple, SOCSam-to's
tamily name is Sok, but he would be called Bo cr Mr. Bo, as appropriat.,e. In keep-
ing'records, you can use the same system you devise for the Vietnadese.

:.

Laotians, however, traditionally write their names as we do in American with
.the given name first and the family name following. However, they follow the
Vietnamese and Cai'bodian cu-stom orbeing addressed, both formally and informally
by their given named. Thut Vixay (given dame) Sihareth family name) would,be
called Vixay- or Mr. Vixay. (Also Laotians usually have only two names.) While
cross-referencini of records may not be necessary, continuing to Underline or
pircle the name by which a person is addressed would be helpful.
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Just a word here about changing a child's name. In an attempt to make stu-

dents feel part of the American classroom, many teachers have "Anglicized" or

changed a student's name. Vinh became Vinny or Vincent and Nhung became Nancy.

A given name, for all of us, is probably our most personal possession, and forcibly

having it changed may well do violence to the,human psyche. Indochinese children
,

have had enough violence done to them in their short lives, and the school should

not add to it by taking away their identity. If, towever, the student wants to

be called by an American name (some high school students have chosen this as the
,

"in thing"), then we would suggest that in class the student be called by the name

.his cho,Ice. All school records, though, should contain only the official name.

..

2 4
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GRADE PLACEMENT

After' a child is enrolled, the next question which arises.is, "What grade do
I place him in?" In their initial contact with incoming Indochinese refugee
children in the fall of 1975, school administrators had to make a complex decision
about placing these children in the most appropriate grade level. Administrators
soon discovered that one sweeping principle will not work with all children, just
as it does not work with all American children. The task became even more diffi-
cult because the children did not have any records, could not speak English and
could not freely advise the school about their academic backgrounds and potential.

The essential problem of placement is still with us: that of knowing where
the Indcchinese student is -- academically, psychologically, physically, and
linguistically. The purpose of this section of the Manual is to develop strate-
gies for making sound decisions about grade placement. First let's examine some
early decisions about placement policy which have been reported:

1. Policy: Place-the Indochinese student one or twoyears behind his plac-e--
ment in Indochina. 1

If 'Lhe'problem here is that of the child not spiaking enough English
to cope, say with 8th grade work, putting him in 6th grade will likely,.
not help the language. The Ehglish used in instruction at the-6th grade ,
is aboirt as complex as that used at 8th grade. What such placement
means is that the student_will be exposed to concepts he has already
studied in his native land. While some,students have been willing to

,

repeat content while learning language, others have demonstrated expected
reactions of boredom and resentment. Some parents and sponsors'hav.1

asked for retardation of one or two years, expecting the burd n of-3.orn-

iing to be less and the Opportunity for success to be greater. Academic
success can be guaranteed by what goes on in the instruc94ria1 program,

riot in placement.

d"Y

2. Policy: Since many Indochinese students are smaller and appear to be

less sophisticated than their American counterparts, it-is-better to put
them with younger children.

This ccliald be a temporary solution which has dangerous consequences.
In the firstAplace, site of students has little to do with academic
maturity. ticial adjustment has more to do with compatibility of

-15
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interests and sharing ommon experierces than size does. In the second

place a year's observation of Indochinese students gives evidence that .

_

they model their behavior after their American peers rather quickly,

What a pity it would be to place a .13tudent with younger students for ,

social reasons and discover too late that he will never have a basis,for

compatibility. It would seem better to place the studentlrith Americans
,

near his MILL age and promote experiences which will make him-one of the

group.

3. Policy:: Place the student with his age group and hope he can cope.

This is probably a correCt placement decision, but coPing must be

erc4neered in the instructional program. It cannot be left to chance.
4

4. Policy: Find out what the student knows and place him in a grade:level

which will take him forward academically.

This is the thrust we will follow here. Procedures and sample tests

,arejncluded. I-Fassumes that the schoOl is willing to.modify its prograM

to meet the special needs of this new population. v_}
. ,r

,

: Obviouly,'nO:-one set of criteria will work for all stUdents. The enli'ghtened
, _...:

1

school staff is well aware that individual differences must be dealt with indivi4
e-,

9/40!

ually. A student's level Of academic maturity:, his social develoPment'hia parents
-

wishes, his background of exliarienCes, his w14ingness to try'new things will_all

have to be coLsidered.

In.preparing this section on placement procedures, Several:important questiOna.

were raised:
%

.,

1. What does.a comparison of schools in Vietnam and the United States reveal?'
,

'14hat is studied at a given age in each school?
_

Though the method of teaching inIthe two cduntries differs consider-,

0

ably, what is studied at a given age ia remarkably similar. A child of
.

,--,

eleven, for'example, has studied essentially the sam .. skills and concepts

his Ameriean counterpart has studied. The prioritie- iiffer but-the /
. ,

concepts and skills are very similar.
//

r

' i

2. Given the fact that most Vietnamese children do not handle English well .

enough-to conceptualize in it, will neq work (skills, concepts) be.impos-

sible if the.Vietnamese student is kept at gradelevel?

What was discovered in analyzing both school systems was that very
/ s

few new concepts were learned each year. Academic progression in both

systems was slow, steadily building on what had gone before. Essentially,

2 6
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he same limited number of key concepts and skills were studied and rein-
forced year after year in both systems.

3. If a student did not have enough English to understand a teacher's

explanation or read the text, would he not miss the concept? Further,

would this not seriously retard and frUstrate him?

Considering that the thrust of both curriculum and text material

seems to be to teach few concepts and skills repeatedly in a variety of

ways, it would seem that the teacher should be willing to find a way of

getting the concept to the child, with or without the text. Furthermore,
if he misses the concept once, he will have another chance at it again.

The curricula of both systems provide this.

4. If the Vietnamese child cannot keep up (with class discussion, teacher

lecture, reading the text, probably because of his lack of English).

lio,Ot ha completely miss the concept?

Concepts can be taught at many levels of abstraction. The most
1

complex concept can be expressed in very simple language. Teachers would
do well to learn how to express concepts at varying levels for all their

students.

. How fast can the Vietnamese student learn English so that he can partici-

nate fully in the instructional process?

That depends on how good the school's program of teaching Engliah

as a second language is. One year's experience has indicated that good

programs have enabled most Vietnamese to Continue their education with ,

little interruption. Schools which did not provide a good program of

English as a second language can expect the refugees to have aifficulty

for sOme time to come. In the latter situation the problem is not with

placement or with the refugee's background, but with the school's program

to meet his needs.

After an examination of texts 4)3:t all grade, levels (primarily English language

arts texts), the following general checklist was arrived at for placing Indochinese

students in an appropriate grade level.

1. What coneepts/skills are already known? How can thestudent monstrate .

-....,these? -..

.
-... .

2. What background for concepts/skills is known? How can the student demon\=\'

strate this?

2 7



3. What will be the 'most important skills to be covered this year?

4. Are there alternative strategies of instruction which can hurdle the
,

English deficiencies?

Are any materials ava.labie so that conceWskill development can go on

in his dominant language?

6. Where should the student be placed according to: academic preparation,

social adjustment, sense of security, problems of adjustment.

It is clear that if Vietnamese students' are placed in a grade level appropr-I-
,

ate -to their own educational background, and the student speaks little or no Eng-

lish, school staffs will have to employ a variety of ways for determining what the

student knows. The placement process may involve some nonverbal measures ouch as:

doing m4hematical computations, sequencing pictures into meaningfUl order, recog-

nizing thè,symbolic nature of reading, responding to a nonverbal cartoon, responding

by drawing kpicture or choosing a picture, etc.

The best check on grade placement can be made by having a bilingual aide

,(or any bilingual adult or older student) present to give directions and interpret

the response. This process involves one or more of the following:

.,

An administrator or teacher would decide what concept'br:skill is to be

tested and prepare an appropriate question or task. The bilingual aie

would then translate the question or material into Vietnamese or Cambodian

and administer the test under supervision of the American staff member.

The aide would relate to the teacher what response the child gave so that

results could be evaluated And appropriate judgments made.

2. Pull together a se:uence of qUestions. The answers, taken together,

reveal what the student knows. Skills and concepts critical to success
-

at school are complex; no single question or teSt is definitive. SeVeral

related questions or tasks, however', will'reveal much about what a student

knows and can do

3 Reduce the complexity of language for the partial'bilingual. Remember,

concepts can be expressed in very simple language. The process of

reducing language complexity involves using shorter sentences, fewer

clauses, less technical vocabulary, and repetition of key ,-,ords and,phrases

related to thk.: concept. The partial bilingual may be able to demonstrate

good mastery of a goncept in simple language.

4. If the student can read.some English, let him read the test rather than

2 8
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take it orally. Many Vietnamese students have demonstrated a greater

ability to read English than to orally understand and/or produce it.

5: Let the student respond to a qUestion or stimulus in his own language and

from his own cultural background, the bilingual aide translating what is

said. Asking a student. to explain a concept or demonstrate a skill in a

foreign language (English, in this case), even though he knows the

material very well, places a great burden on him. If he can respond in

his own lang.age through a bilingual aide, he can speak more fluently

and fully. The aide can then indicate to the teacher just how much the

student knows.

Model Placement Processes

. Following are some sample or model processes that can be used as "placement

tests". They are based on concepts didcovered in textbooks currently in use. The

concept is identified and then several "placement tests" are suggested. to deter-

mine thV student's control of the concept.

The models given here are from the two content areas of reading/literature and,

study skillb. A comprehensive testing for placement program is not attempted here.

-These samples get at much of the curriculum, however -- study habits, reading

ability, conceptualization, value judgments, artistic understanding; processes of

logic and inquiry, Cul!-.ural foundations, and response to-stimuli. For each

.iyolacetent test a suggested grade level is given. A designation of "Grades 3 and

up It

assumes students below grade 3 would likely hot be able to handle the test,

but that students above grade 3 would.

It is hoped that the school can build upon these model processes in develop-

ing other measured for placement. In finding suitable placement materials, a

bilingual aide will be invaluable, but even without a bilingual aide, suitable

material.can be selected from Refugee Education Guides bibliographies.

Reading and Literature

A. Concept: Words can be used to paint a picture or set a mood.

Placement tests:

1. Give student a short poem in his natiVe language -- description of a

season or a scene.

a. 6psk student:to draw a picture from the poem. Teacher or aide can

_evaluate accuracy. (Grades 3 and 4)

b. Ask student to list words of color, shape, design, mood. List

2 9
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phrases in poem which best describe scene or paint the picture. .

(Grades 5 - 7) 7-

c. Ask students to point out.one.or more metaphOrs and-tell what they

mean. (Grades 8 and up)

2. .Give stuient a short paragraph in Vietnamese describing a particular

place.

B. Concept: Pieces of literature have structure.

Placement tests:

1. Ask student to read a brief Story in his native language.

a. Tell in order the events in the story. (Tests for higher grades

would involve more events and more compli-cated ones.)

b. If the story is a Vietnamese translation from a reader to be used,

pictures in the_teacher's manual or student workbook can be,used..

Or pictures can be drawn. The student's.task would he-t6-arrange

the pictures in Chronological order. (Grades 1 - 4)

c. Is the title.appropriate to the story? Why? (Grades 3 and up)

d. Was the ending appropriate? Make up an alternate ending which could

have happened. (Grades 4 and up)

2. Ask student to read a short dialogue (or very short play).

-Tell who the characters in the-play are (how many, their names,

their funotion). (Grades 3 and up)

b. Let two children role play the skit, playing the characters and

improvising the dialogue. (Grades 4 and up)

3. Ask student to read a short narrative poem in his native language.

a. Ask him to retell the story, keeping events in chronological order.

(Grades 4 and up)

b. What was the author trying 'to make the reader feel about the story?

(Grades 3 and up)

C. Concept: Literature refledts the experiences and attitudes of both the ,

,

author and reader:-

Placement tests:

1. Ask student to read a short bre forceful poem in his'native language.

30
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a. Tell-what-experienci=in-the Author's life is mentioned in the poem.

Te/1 what happened. (Grades 3 and up)
_

b. -Make up a story telling what might have happened ta the author to

have inspired the poem. (Grades 5 and up)

2. Ask student-to read a short, personal esSay on a universal theme.

a. Tell a story from your own life which is similar to something men-

tioned in the essay. (Grades 3 and up)

3. Show child a picture (available in any reading program) with one or more

aspects of the picture wrong. 'Ask child to tell what is wrong. (Grades

1 - 3)

. Concept: Literature is based on the folklore and history of a cultural group.

Placement tests:

Ask child to tell a fragment of folklore from his native-country.7

(Grades 1 - 3)

_-
2. Ask student to read a short potTbearing a reference (rather obvious) to

a folk tale.

a. Tell briefly the story alluded to. (Grades 5 - 7)

b Tell what tale or myth is referred to and why it is appropriate to

the poem. (Grades 8 and up)

(Note: The Indochinese.student will be unfamiliar with Western myth and folk-

lore; thus information about them would be inappropriate for placement. If

he understands his own folklore, he can begin to study Western folklore with

'relish.)

Study Sacills

A. Skill: Studenta should be able to taRe notea on significant aspects of class

. discussion:

1. Have an aide or older student read aloud a short essay in Vietnamese,

Cambodian or Laotian, with aclearlysidentifiable main idea and at least

three supporting details. Before the reading ask the students to write

down notes as they hear the essay. (Grades 5 and up)

Dictate three sentences, asking students to write it.verbatim. Grades

'3 and up)-

0.
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B. Skill: Students should be able to make usable notes on materials they read.

1. Ask the studelt to read a short essay in his native language containing

an identifiable main idea with at least three supporting details. Ask

him to make notes as he reads. (Grades 7 and up) - _
.

,

C. Skill: Students should be able to write a brief report using at .:east three\

sources. (Time limitation should require use of skimming and use of

- key words.)
,

1. Ask student to- read three short paragraphs in his native language, all

4\
related to he same topi. Pose a question about the material. Ask

student to ma e notes containing information relative to the question.

Then student should write a short answer to the question using his notes.
_

(Grades 5 and up)

Th-ls_section on placement processes assumes that accurate,grade placement can

be made for refugees if there is present in the school a bilingual adtlt or-older

-Student who can translate the test to the child and the-child's answe7. to the .

1

school. Any alternative to the use of the aide will make ,even semi-accurate
-

academic evaluation exoaedingly difficult. A certain amount can be learned from

observing non-verbal behavior and, as the child learns English, he will be able

to reveal more of what he inows. Initially, however, it will be difficult to know

what a child knuws without the presence of a bilingual aide. In such cases, we

reiterate what was suggested at the beginning of this section: it is best to

place the child in a grade level which will take him forward academically.
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MiSCELIANEOUS Al5MINISTRATIVE CONrERNS

Intelligence Testing

In the previous chapter we gave some possible models for ad-hoc grade place-

ment tests, and Appendix E lists the available tests of English language profi-

ciency which teachers and administrators can use both for placement and diagnostic

purposes. We have not mentioned anywhere, other tests frequently administered

in schools, e.g. I.Q. tests or standardized achievement tests. We recommend that

these tests not be given to refugee students.

During the past year we have gotten several requests for translations of I.Q.

tests (Stanford-Binet, Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children, etc.) into Viet-

namese, CambOdian or Laotian. We have discouraged such translations, since

standardized American intelligence tests are culture-bound, even when translated

into another language.

Recent studies of testing practices in American schools have revealed gross

biases against minority groups...Robert Williams (a black psychologist who is

author of the Black Intelligence Test Counte'rbale;ced for Honkies, also known as

the B.I.T.C.H. Teet) has demonstrated the unfairness of determining black intelli-
,

gence scores based on tests requiring knowledge'of white, middle-class culture.-

Similarly, a study by Jane Mercer shows that there has been a disproportionate

classification of Mexican-Americansas.retarded because of their low I.Q. scores.

Even when tests have been purported to be culture-free or culture-fair (such as-

those requiring non-verbal stimuli) there are problems. Such tests often require

analytical thinking to process the "correct" answer, and some Native American

Children value mythelogical over analytical explanations of natural phenomena.

If our current tests are biased culturally against blacks, Mexican-Americans, and

Native Americans, they certainly are biased against .vietnamese, Cambodians and

Laotians. Wile minorities born and raised in the U.S. may not'be of American

culture, they are still in American culture; not even that much can be said about

the Indoehinese,refugees.

If the school finds that it is absolutely necessary to have some measure of

a child's.intelligence, it is suggested that an ad-h6c test be devised in the

student's native language by someone who shares the same cultural background as

the student. In general terms, such a test should be descriptive and prescriptive

23
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(not selective and predictive) and should be used to determine the learning

experiences required to more adequately ensure academic success.

Health Problems

-As most refugees arrived in thiS country without school records, they also

arrived without health reCords: In some cases, refUgee children were immunized

against the same diseases as we'ra American children (smallpox. diphtheria), in

some cases not. And, of course, there are diseases prevalent ih Southeast Asia

which do not usually show up in this untry. Two short publications should help
. -

the administrator and school nurse. The first, a 24-page booklet
-\

Care and Adjustment of Vietnamese and 6ther Asian Children in the

from the Children's Bureau, Office of Child Development, R.0, Box

, Tips on the

U.S. is available

.1182, Washing-

ton, D.C. 20013. The chapter on' health information, while brief, is.very usefUl.

The second publication was prepared by the Orange County (California) Depart-

ment of Education. It is a 48-page booklet of Health Services Forms with Vietnam-

ese Translations. Since forms used throughout the COuntry are often very similar,

schools can easily adapt these forms.for their-own needs. The booklet can be
.

obtained for $1.25 from the Orange -County Department of\Education, PUblication

Sales,.P.O. BoX, 11846, Santa Ana, California 92711.
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO ..LEARN A SECOND LANGUAGE?

In learning to speak English (his second, or maybe third language), the

refugee child has to Master four different aspects of the language. First, he

must learn to understand spoken English, and to pronounce it in such a way that

he is readily understood by native English speakers. He must also learn how t6-

combine words into,sentences which express vhat he wants to say. In dddition, he

must learn vocabulary in English suitable for his work'in the classroom and his

social life outside it. And finally, he must learn the correct style of English -

Jahether formal, informal, colloquial, etc.-- to use in the various social situations

he finds himself in. These four aspects of language - pronunciation, sentence

struCtures, vocabulary, and styles - will be learned in different-ways and at

different rates-by the refugee child, depending on his age, his motivation, and the

amount_of special attention his language problems get.

There is a correlation between the age of a child and his ability to learn a

language. The very young Child - between the ages of one and four or five - can

learn a language simply,by hearing it spoken around him. .As the child-grows older,

he gradllally loses this ability, so that by 'the time he is in high school he and

his teachers have to make.a directed effort if he is tRjearn more than isolated

-*words and phrases.

The six- or seven-year-old, for example, will quickly pick up vocatularY,

pronunciation and the simpler structures of conversational English; in a very'short

time he will sound pretty much like his American classmates. (He will probably,

however, need help learning the more complex structures which occur in written

English; otherwise, he will have trouble later. On in.understanding his textbooks

and writing in more formal English.) In.contrast the older child - say, the

thirteen- or fourteen-year-old - will pick up Understandable pronunciation, but he

will speak with an accent. And, unless.he is given special help,.he will have a

sreat deal of trouble with English sentence structures.

Naturally, the interaction between age and language learning is mitigated by'

several other factors. The most important'of these is motivation: the child who

nor one reason or another is highly motivated to learn a language will overcome all

kinds of obstacles, and seem to pick it up almost overnight; conversely, the child

who doesn't want to learn a language simply won/t, even in an optimum 2anguage-
Ilearning'situation. Motivation comes in all sizes and shapes, of course, but,in

general the greatest source for the refugee child will peers: he will want
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to learn English sn he can -interact with them. This is one of the reasons why it

is'so important to place the refugee child with other children his age: if he is

with children much younger than he, he will not identify wdth them, and therefore

will not be compelled tb interact with them-.

Earlier, we mentioned four aspects of languag- which the refugee child must

master: pronunciation, structures, vocabulary, and style. It seems useful, at

this point, I'D go into more detail as to what each of these aspects involves.-

Learning to oronounce a new language involves, first, learning to hear it in

terms of its own sound system (instead of the sound system of one's native language),

and thri learning to Produce the sounds of the new system in such a way as to be

understood: The Vietnamese speaker, for example, will hear the t of top-as a com-

pletely different sound from the t of stop; there is a difference in pronunciation

between the two t's, and in the Vietnamese language that difference is focussed on,

and the two are heard as different sounds entirely. The Vietnamese speaker has to

learn that in English this difference is j_gnored, and that English speakers react

tO the two t's as-though they were identical. Conversely, the Vietnamese speaker

will not hear the qfference betweenith and t,,and so will hear thank and tank'as

the same word; the sound we spell as th does not exist:in Vietnamese, and so he

interprets it as the sound in/Vietnamese phonetically the most similar-to it, i.e.

t. He has to-learn to hear the difference between th and t, and to memorize which

sound goes in which word, as yell as learn how to pronounce the th.

Learning the structures of a language involves, basically, learning how to

link words (and suf,f1x-e-S1 toge'ther in sentences. There is much, much more to lan-

guage than getting the-proper vocabulary items and pronouncing them underttandably.

The following excerpt from a letter in the National Indochinese Clearinghouse files

monstrates this: "I'm is refUgees from Vietnam please help me gives some books...";

the author intended to say "please help me by giving me some bcoks", but we were

able to figure this out only because he couldn't have meant anything else. Although

--alY-the nouns and verbs in this sentence are all right, the grammatical trappings

which indicate the relationshipt among the words are either lacking or'in the wrong

place, and as a consequence the sentence doesn't say what the author means, In-the .

absence of a firm knowledge of how words are grouped togetherto form sentences, the

Vietnamesetor'Khmer or Lao speaker will arrange them in a way which seems natural

to him, i.e. the way they are arranged in his native language. The result either

will or will not communicate what he means, depending on haw closely it happens to

cope to the:English sentence we actually say. The yietnamese,or-'Khmet ot Lao speaker.

must be shown, one by one, the sentence structures by which the Various relationshiPt

among words are expressed, for example first the--sentelide pattern
, .
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then perhaps the Plural These are ....; then the question forms Is this a

and Are these 9; and so on.

It'should be pointed out here that the language used in the third grade class-

room is not structurally simpler than the language used in the seventh or eighth

grade classroom; a comparison of textbooks will show that while the concepts and

vocabulary increase in complexity, the langua+-e is pretty much the same. Compare,

for example, the sentence

A resistance bridge employs a highly sensitive salvanometer as an indicating

device, together with a calibrated variable-resistance standard and a voltage

source in a suitable circuit arrangement.

with the sentence

Your library has a carefully chosen collection of books as its most impz,rtant

part, together with a selection of records and films in a s ecial viewing room.

These sentences are structurally nearly identical; it's the vocabulary that makes

the first so much more complex than the second.

Learning vocabulary involves at first learning the words for objects and actions

in one's immediate environment, then branching out into more remote areas of interest.

Specialists-in the ESL field are agreed that learning vocabularvis best done in

cOntext: the child given a long list of words to memorize will never master them

as well as the child who hears them'used over and over, and who is required to use

them himself in meaningful situations. The refugee child, by virtue of the fact that

he is going to school in En English-speaking environMentWill hear words used over

and over, and will have to use themhimself if he expects to communicate; his circum-

stances, therefore, will force him to.learn vocahula7.in the best possible way.

Learning the various styles of English will.also .6-6-Tbrced on him by his circum-

stances, assuming that care is taken to place him among,peers he can identify and be

friends with. We all use different styles of English in different-social situations.

A woman talks to her husband in one style ("Darling, I'm out oflogs for the

to her children in another ("Jackie, if you don't get your muddy feet off.

that chair right now I'mgonna brain you!"), and to her boa's in yet another ("I've

read the proposals,_and if it's all right with you I think We should schedule the

workshop for the second, week'in'October.") Cnildren, also, use different styles on

the playground, in-the classroom, to their parents, and so on; the child who knows,

say, only playground English,will come across as brassy when he talks to his teachers,

and the child who knows only English-teacher English will come across as stuffy and

pedantic on the.playground. The refugee child, if placed with his own age group,

will quickly learn the different styles appropriate to his age and social situation

by, observing and imitating his peers.'
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ESL INSTRUCTIONAL SITUATIONS

, In the previous section, we talked about the various aspects of lariguage

learning. In this section, We will discuss these aspects from the point of view

of the American school. and teacher.

In general, the Vietnamese or Cambodian or Laotian child should be exposed as

much as possible to native.American English. This is a condition easily met.in

most parts of the U.S. (In areas of heavy, heavy refugee concentration, bilingual

education with an ESL component is possible, and we will discuss bilingual/bicultural

strategies in a later chapter.) Where there are a few Vietnamese or Khmer or Lao

:s.peakers in a class or school, the children should be ,(gently and unobtrusively)
- - _

separated So. that they will be with their American peers as much as possible. The

point here is riot to make the child use English in situations.where he would

norm,ly use his native language, but to engineer the situation so that .he is

regularly in situations wnereHEnglis.his the only language he can use.

To expect the child to use English with other speakers of his native language

is, first of all, futile. Second, it will Make the child feel guilty over some-

thing basically beyond his control; he cannot, for example, naturally.use English

at home with his parents; the family's language is'their native language, and--

using anything else. is in violation of the social and pSychological functions of

language. 'Third, it is impossible to require a child-to speak English without

seeming to make some kind of value judgment of his native language.

The refugee child in an English=speaking environment will learna. great deal

Of the language on his own, but to ensure that he develops equal Competence in all

aspects of the language, he should have special help.

He will-need special work on pronunciation depending on,his age. If he iS

younger, he probably won't need much beyond an occasional pointing out, for example,

that I, eyes, and ice_are three different words. If he is.older, on the other

hand, he will need to be taught to hear the difference among these three words,

.and drilled.in their pronunciation.

Whatever the age of the child, he will need special help with the structures

of English. In the lower grades, he will pick up the Simpler structures from his

classmates,,but will have to be taught the complex structures that occur in written,

English; in the upper grades and high schOol, he will have to be taught all the

structures. ,Teaching structure is something that simply can't be done efficiently

29
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in anordinary classroom, so it will be necessary to arrange special classes,.

tutoring sessions or in-class learning groups.

The responsibility for teaching vocabularY will fall on the shoulders of the

classroom, teacher or teachers. The child will-pick it up one way-or another on his

.own, but the classroom teacher can make it much easier for him in several Ways.

First, she can keep whoever ic teacTAng the child structure up-to-date with what

is going on in the classroom (a note on Friday afternoon, "I'm covering-Chapters 2

and 3 in Social Science next week; see pp. 18 and 35 for relevant vocabulary", will ,

enable the structure teacher to incorporate those vocabulary items into her stiluc-

ture drills). Second, she can give the refugee child b. list of crueal terms, so

that he can get used to them (and perhaps look them up in-his dictionary) before

she talks about them in class. Third, she can make sure that the child never uses

words in isolation,.by requiring him to speak in sentences or phrases (learning

vocabulary involves not only learning the meanings of words, but also how the words

fit into sentences). If,she teaches younger children, she can encourage the

_refugee child to paste pictures of thingS he's interested.in in a-scrapbook; then,

during reading groups, she can supply the chird with the necessary vocabulary to

talk about his pictures.
. .

The most that teachers can dO in helping;achild learn Ae different st:,- es

is, again, to see that the:child has ample opportunity to with his peers, then'

sit back and watch him,learn from them. There,will be times when the-child will

get his signals crossed, and say something te' ribly inapPropriate in the classmom;

it is necessary in these cases not to judge the child as,if:he were a native

speaker, but to explain gently that whatever he said isn't used in the classroom. .

_ To summarize: pronunciation and structure -should be taught in special classes

or tutoring sessions; vocabulary will be learned in the regular classroom; and

styles will be learned from peers.

The composition of the special ESL class for refugee children will vary,

depending on circumstances. In areas where there are several refugee children in

a school, it will be possible to group the children into ESL classes, and possibly

hire.a trained ESL teacher. In areas where there is, say, only one or Wo children,
4

in a school, clearly classes won't be possible, and the English language training

of the Child will 1-,e dealt with through existing personnel in the school.
-

Because of differences in the ability to pick up another language, it is

inefficient to,group'children of widely differing ages in.:the same ESL class. Thrt

six-year-old, for example, will learn tcle language much, much faster than his

fourteen-year-old brother, but will have to be taught to read; the fourteen-year-

old won't need much work on reading skills; but will need drilling in pronunciation;
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. the ESL textbook appropriate for the six-year-old is much too babyish for the

fourteen-year-old; and so on. Grouping children in classes as follows Allows for

\more efficient teaching and better use of ESL textbooks:

K.-a: ESL and beginning reading skills

ESL and beginning writihg 6iills

ESL

\10-12: ESL

In stie ideal world, the teacher of these special ESL classes has had special_\

training ESL techniques and metiodology. the real,morld - especially inr

areas of United States whei .! there has been litt e or no experience with

foreigr therefore no need to develdp expertise in 'ESL - the teaching will

fall to the reading teacher, the speech therapist, th DP-teacher, volunteer

pdrent , or the classroom teacher. Fortunately, there is a wide range of ESL text-
.

books available which have been written with the inexperienced'teacher in mind.

Thes textbooks will be discussed later, but for the moment it should be pointed

out,that a native speaker of English who is equipped with an ESL textbook well-
/

. _
suited to the age and interests of her students is in a very good position' tiS teach

the language effectively.

Whoever it is that teaches,the special classes, it is c4ucial that he or she

speak English natively or have native fluency. First, the students need a good '

model to imitate. Second, if 'the teacher does not speak the native language of ,he

students, it is i,npossible for the class or tutoring session to become a discussion,

in the students' native language, of English grammar. In a good ESL class, the

native language of the students is used - if at all - only to save time and to

clarify difficult points; it is not the medium of instruction. For this reason,

it is not necessary for the ESL teacher to speak the language of her students.

Ideally, the refugee child should be given as many ESL sessions as possible;

the sooner he learns E glish, the faster lie can take full advantage of his other

classes.. It is not nec ssary for him to have the same ESL teacher; as long as

they coordinate their fifforts, he can have any humber of ESL teachers, and will

ben_fi from being exposed to the different American English accents of each. It

makes sense to pull the chilld out of any class which he can't benefit from because

he doesn't speak English; beyond that, the mechanics will vary according to the

number of student6', and the /various resources of the school or schools involved.'

Here are some exaMples:

The single refugee child in the first grade,_for'example,miat be

pulled out for special sessions at the time when his classmates are learn-

ing phonics (the phonics won't do him anigood until he learns the sound!'
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C

system of English); every day at this 1mea Volunteer mother works

through an ESL book with him, until he is,comfortable using English. As

he learns to read (ESL books for this leVel teach reading skills) she

checks his comprehension of longer sentences.

The fiVe children in grades 73 through 6are grouped into a single class

for their ESL class; the reading,apecialist teaches them oral-English for

an hour a day. (Note that she won't be teaching reading - refugee children

this age already know how to read, under nOrmal circumstances;)

The two refugee t'enth-graders have had their schedules arranged so that

rather than take sophomore English, or adyanced American history, they

meet daily for ESL lessons. Their teacher is a twelfth-grade honor student

who is crazy about grammar;-he gets special.credit.for his teaching, and.

. works under the,supervision of his English teacher.

The fourteen refugee high-school students ,in a school di8trict_are

assembled at a central location,daily during specified hours in the.morning_Cr afternoOn or after school (misei:able 'for tht kids, mho might rather be

playing basketball or rehearsing with the orchestra ot: working at Mac-

Donald's, but if this is the best that.can be done, it'smuch better.than

nothing) for ESL classes with the district's traveling ESLAeacher.

It-is important,-in working, out the details of special classes and so on, not

.to expe&t miracles, especially in working with older refugee students. Learning a

language takes a long time; under average circumstances, the refugee highschool -

student should not be expe'Aed to,be workineup tO grade level for about two years,

especially if the community resources are such that'his learning has to stop until
.

he learns English. The more special attention thestudent has, however, the sooner

he will learn.

It 'is often the case that the special ESL classes take on an additional func-

tion; that of cultural advising. The ESL class is the only place where life moves

at the' slower pace of the refugee child, and.he.often jases the time to ask ques-

tions and get advice on aspects of American life that puzzle him. His ESL teacher,

therefore, assumes an importahce in his life over and above that of his other

'teachers. Since teaching a second language is also teaching a second culture, the

ESL teacher automatiC-ally will become cultural advisor on a whole range of subjects:
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ESL TEACHING MATERIALS

As we mentioned in the preceding chapter, ESL materials are designed to teach

English to students who speak another language. They present all the basi&language

skills that a student has to master in order to understand and usegEnglish to commu-
,

nicate with teachers and peers. Almost all basic ESL textbooks are based on an

"audio-lingual" or "oral communication" approach, rather than a "grammar-translation"

approaCh. This means that they emphasize oral skills_in learning language, and

they concentrate on developing listening comprehension andconversational fluency,

by teaching pronunciation, sentence structures, and active control of conversational

rcabulary. While reading and writing are usually introduced in early ESL lessons,

in the beginning these skills argAised mainly toreinforce and supplement basic

oral language development- Reading and writing receive more attention in later

classes, and'most ESL programs include ESL readers, writing textbooks, and other

materials.

ESL materials teach English language skills in a natural luld efficient way.

Since.oral skills 'are primary in language learning, ESL programs concentrate on
".

teaching the fundamental elements of spoken English: pronunciation, sentence pat-
.

terns, or,structure and vocabulary.

An adequate control of gfonunciation is necessary for communicating in spoken

English. A student has to be able to pro:ace the sounds of English and to hear

them accurately id normal converaation. The goal is to achieve an adequate control

of English sounds and sound patterns, not necessarily flawless or accentless pronun-

ciation, but close enough to. standard English so as not to prevent or distort

communicatior in informal spoken English.
cr,

English - like every human language - organizes words in an orderly and sys-

tematic way to convey meaning. To communicate, even at a very elementary level, a

student must master basic patterns of English-sentences, as we illustrated in the

preceding chapteri. These patterns generally have to be taught patterns in a care-

fully ordered sequence, beginning with simple and common structures. Mastering

these basicIentence patterns means becoming able to use them automatically and

fluently to express ideas.

The particular vocabulary a student has to learn immediately depends a lot on

the student's age. Adults and often high school students ne d a fairly predictable

vocabulary of "survival terms," including words for personal information, shoPping,

banking, and so on. A student in primary school, however, m y have a greater need
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for words like "scissors," "crayola," and "ball." Good ESL materials recognize

these differences and present a vocabulary and context that is relevant to the

student's needs and interests.

Materials are graded according to the level of language achievement. Basic

or elementary texts require no previous knowledge of English, While intermediate

.,- materials are Nor students who have already mastered basic structures and vocabu-

lary. In fact, some ESL materials are available in a gra:ded.series of textbooks

in six or more volumes, and they can take a student from the zero level through

full command and fluency Ln English.

Most 'ESL texts are designed with a particular audience'in mind: some are

written for young children, others for high school students or adults. Although .

they are based on the same general principles of language learning, they often. use

quite different teaching techniques. Materials for adults emphasize drills and

controlled conversations, while children's tekts often use games, sOngs, and other

activities to teach the sounds and patterns,of English. The grading of texts

shouldn't be confused with age or school crass level. For instance, the third or

fourth volume of the series,by Faye Bumpass, The New We Learn English, would be too

advanced (in la-;;uage) for the beginning adult student, even though it is intended

for a second-grader.

As. mentioned above, one of the most important elements in grading ESL materials.
.

is the careful sequencing of structures. -This means that the simplest, and most

common English structures are introduced fir.st, and that the student goes on to

more complicated structures by building on those he has already learned. This

carefully ordered sequencing.of sentence patterns in an ESL text has seVeral impor-
.

tant advantages.for the teacher, especially the inexperienced ESL teacher. First

of all, solVes the teacher's immediate prOblem:-what pattern.to teach, and
-

when to teach it. Moreover, it allows-the teacher to conduct the classes entirely

in English; withouthaving to use (or knowhOW'to speak) thestudent's native lan-

guage to ..explain structures or basic vocabulary. The pattrns'end vocabulary:that

are introduced first can be explained by demonstration, using pictures and objects'

in the classroom. For example, the-;teacher can teach the pattern "This is a bOok,"
,

and "That is a desk," entirely through gestures. -As the students master basic

patterns, they can 1:Nld on them to learh the Meanings of More complicated sentence's:

Because it presents. sentence patterns in a carefully ordered sequence that-eneburages

efficient language learning, a good ESL text is a guide fOr the teacherewhith offers

a teaching plan Tor an English language course that has clear and achieveable goals.

By following the lessons in the book, a teacher.can be sure that the student will

be taught everything about English that he has tolmow.

4 4
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We should mention here, what EaL materials are not. First, they are not

literacy materials. Literacy materials, such as a basal reading series, are not

designed to teach ESL. They were developed to teach reading skills to students

who have already mastered the basic patterns and vocabulary of spoken English.

They don't teach basic oral language skills. But it is the oral skills,.thht the

4.ESL student needs to master first, not the literacy skills. (In fact, a large .

proportion of the Indochinese refugees over the age of seven are already

literate - in their native language.) Since they are not designed to teach oral

language literacy-texts are not nearly as effective as ESL materials in

teaching English to refugee students.

Second, ESL materials are not grammar books. Standard grammar books - the

kind of textbook that might be used in a high school &Iglish class - are not very

effective either. Their goal is to teach American students information about the

language they speak, namely English. They teach points of correct "usage" (such

as the distinction between "sit" and "set"), but they assume the students have

full mastery of the language (even if some of their usages are not "standard.")

It is a Case of misplaced energy to try to teach a fine distinction of usage to

an ESL student who has not yet mastered the most basic English structures, and

therefore standard grammar books (even bilingual ones) are not appropriate for the
,-/
ESL program.

There are several different general varieties of ESL texts: full or extensive

courses, "survival" courses, and intensive or review courses for college prep:

In addition, there are supplementary,materials, such as readers and reading VrO-

grams. 'Finally, there are language caSsettes and so-called "self-taught". coUrses.

Extensive courses. Extensive ESL materials teach the entire range of English

structures. They take the student,from the beginning level through advanced.
'

Once a student has worked thAugh an extensive course (typically a series of

gradgd texts), he should be able to handle any kind of written or spoken English.

An extensive course may be designed so that it will fit direCtly into a school'

. curriculum, and it may be used in classes over a period of years.' There are

extens-ive courses available for all ages of,students.

There are several extensive'courses that are widely used with students in

the-primary grades. English Around the World (and e mention specific series or

individual texts only as examples, not as recommendations. A selected bibliography

of ESL teaching materials appears as App8ndix D.) is a six-volume series for

elementary school studenti. In addition to textbooks which are colorfully illus-

trated,otheseries contains many supplementaty-materials, including posters,-

records, word cardS., and other display items that-appeal to younger children.
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The teacher's' manual iS aimed at-the ade school teacher with little ESL experi-
enee, and the series is appropriate f r students in the first six grades. The

New We Learn Engli,sh, and We Speak Eniglish, are similar in'their approdc.I. The
first is for primary students, and.the latter for the upper elementary grades.'

The Region One Curriculum Kit (w.o.ci,K.)._ is an oral language development system

for the first two grades,:and it contains toys, puppets, and other objects, as

well as posters and filmstripa, for/teaching language skills to primary students.

A number of series are available,for students in the upper grades. One of

the most widely used is English fo,- Today: This set of six books is designed to

take the student up to a full conu,4and of spoken and written English- Both reading
and writing exercises are intrOd ced early in the'program, and controlled composi-

:

-tion exercises continue throughTt the books. The vocabulary and the reading pas-
,

sages are geared to the needs a d-interests of older students, and there is a

drilla(and less on games and class exercises).

n extensive teacher's guide whieh sets out ESL

-airs the teaching goals'in eaeh lesson. English-

er full course for secondary-school ikudents and

s carefully sequenced,and strUctured within.a situa-

er s edition is annotated for each level.

greater emphasis on structured

Eacnvolume is accompanied by

techniques and methods, and o

for a Changing World is snot

young adults. The material

tional framewerk. The teac

Most extensive, multirvolume courses also contain a variety of supplementary

materials, including posqrs, displays, charts, readers and workbookar.and often

tapes-or cassettes. /

There are also Selo -Extensive courseS that are in wide uSe. These courses
take the student from eginning through intermediate English: They differ most
notably from Extensiv courses in that there is less concentration on advanced

skills such as writing and high level reading-comprehension. New Horizons is an
example of such a cdurse. It contains six books

0

covering oral-skills. Drill work

is accomplished threugh picture stimuli and-Student resppnse.nw,ourvival" ecurses. Survival courses are intended for students (most ,Often

adults) who are .in immediate need of enough English to get along in an English;
,,

speaking environment. Unlike extensive courses, theyA.on't teach the full range

of English,.rarely going beyond the intermediate level. They focus heavily on
.

understanding and speaking, and incorporate int& each lesson survival vocabulary

(like "social security number" and "driver's license")-.4nd survival skills.(such

as filling out job applications and opening a. bank.account). The goal of these

courses is to develop basic control and fluency within a limited vocabulary and

range of ,structures in order to communiCate in common situations. One of the

most suedessfUl survival courses for Indochinese adults._has proved t,ebe English
A

A
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as a Second Language, A New Approach for the 21st Century.

College prep courses. College-prep materials -- they maybe a quick review
or an intensive course in "collegiate" English -- are widely used in colleges and
universities to bring foreign students up to the level Of English used in regular .

college level courses, These materials are good for students who have already had
a good deal of English An their.own country before comingto America, or for stu-
dents who need a high level of English in order to go to college. They can be
used .,h high school seniors. But, because these materials were primarily pre-
pared for professional ESL terichers, they often lack guides for inexperienced
teachers.

Readers and reading programs. As students gain control,of basic vocabulary
and patterns, they are often anxious to.readoutside the classroom, both to
dpvelop their skills and for recreation. Like ESL texts, ESL readers' are graded
according to language difficulty. Usually this is done bY controlling bdth vocab-
ulary range and structures. There are ESL readers available to interest slents
of all ages at different levels of difficulty.

A graded series that was written for elementary students, the Miami Linguis-
tics Readers (D,C. Heath) are colorful readers that work well with young.ESL
students. The series is divided into tWo groups of readers: 'the first a reading
readiness kit, and the second short, appealing stories, written in simple language.

There are readers for both yOung students and older ones in the series, New
Method Supplementary Readtrs. This is a classic ESL series (though now 'more than
a little old-fashioned in method-and approach, and often heavily British in
idfom), but it ,contains titles that interest a-wide range of students. A more _

.recent series, Falcon Books, contains eighteen "best sellers" abridged and simpli-.

fied, and thus appealing for the.intermediate ESL student. Each title in this
.

series is accompanied by a teacher's manual, so it can be used in class as well
as outside reading.

Some texts intended mainly for adults can be read with interest by high
'school students as well. No Hot Water Tonight; for instance, follows the experi-
ences of a group of people living in a tenement in a big city, and treats situa-
tions that typically occur in this setting. A reader that can be used with any
elementary text, its subject'matter includes such crucial topics as retail

installment credit agreements, leases, sChedules, and so on.

A reading program that has beennsed quite successfully with ESL-students
of all ages and levels of ability is-the S.R.A. Reading Laooratory series; Each
Reading Lab cOntains a large number of carePUlly graded reading lessons -- a.short
reading passage followed bycomprehension and skill exerCises. .The student works
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through the Lab at his own pace, with a minimum of teacher monitor-ing. Although

not developed for ESL students, the Labis a good resource for building second

language reading skills. Most schools and many libraries have sets of Reading_

Lab materials which the ESL student can use.

Language Cassettes and self-taught courses. Students at the high school

level are often very interested in "language tapes." There are,a number of

recorded ESL tapes and cassettes available. The typical recorded series contains

pronunciation and fluency drills", oral comprehension exercises,.and model conver-

sations. They can be used by the individual student, either in a fullyequipped

language laboratory, or on a small home tape recorder or cassptte player.

Some of these recorded courses claim to 'be.verY nearlY self-tutorial, in

the sense that all the Materials that a student needs -- text, workbook, and

tapes .are provided. But even the most complete program cannot'entirely,replace

the language teacher. P,irst, it is extremely difficult for the beginning student

to hear the sounds which', occur in English, but not in his own language. It is

also hard for him to hear and correCt his-own pronunciation. The problem is made

more difficult because few small tape recorders dr cassette players can reproduce

sounds accurately enough to benefit the beginning student'. A teacher -or tutor,

'on the other hand, can provide an accurate model of English sounds, and can..

immediately recognize and: correct the student's mistakes. A few minutes of

direct drill work with-a teacher can be far more productive than hours spent with

tapes played on an inadequate tape Machine.-

Trpes can be a valuable supplement to classwork, and they are particularly

useful for students who have only a little time for language classes. But tapes

aren't a magic "langUage ill." They should supplement' some teacher-student =-

interaction. A student c 't be expected to learn English entirely on his own.

andEven the most highly motiVated'student needs a teacher or tutor to monitor

guide his progress.

As we have-,seen -ale choice of ESL materia2s depends on a number of factors.

The most important,relate to the stuaent's goal in learning English., A "survival

course" may be ideal to get an older student functioning quickly in basic English,

but it may" not help the student who needs to advance beyond the intermediate

level. A /Ull, extensi e set of,ESL materialt, on the other hand, may provide a

structured; yet flexib e framework for the ESL student' who wants to achieve an .

adyanced level of flu ncy in English. And a course.with extras -- tapes, charts,

teacher's manuals, e. -- may prove more effective for the inexperienced teachers,

than a'course,Lhat 4es not provide supplementary materials.
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DTVTONARTES AND THEIR US;Y,S

The high school or young adult refugee student -- and his teacher -- nearly

always seems to feel that what-he needs most is a dictionary. In this section, we ,

wilI provide.information on the uses and limitations c)f both bilingual,and mono-

lingual dictionarieS. Appendix P contains a bibliograyft of dictionaries appropri-

ate for speakers of Vietnamese, Khmer, and lao.

The dictionaries in the annotated list in the appen dix are.either monolingual

or bilingual. Monolingual dictionaries are those.in whic h the words and their

'definitionS-are both in thesame-language. They are desiE:ned to be used by.a

native speaker of the language, and range from unabridged clictionaries, which aim

at listing all the words in use in the language at the time of publication, tp

dictionaries with very limited scope, such as those written for preschool children.

Bilingual dictiOnaries are those in which the worth. are listed in one language,

but their definitions (as well.as information on grammar and rronunciation) are'

given in another language. They are designed to be used by soh'eohe who is learning

One or the other of-the languages. A bilingual Vietnamese-Engl:'.sh dictionary, for

example, lists Vietnamese words -(inVietnamese'alphabetical crde;-), and gives English

equivalents, definitions,and grammatical information for therr; it is useful to the

student of Vietnamese or English.

Bilingual dictionaries are either one-way or two-way. One-way bilingual diction-

aries contain two lists of words: a two-way Vietnamese-English', Eng.lish-Vietnamese

dictionary has a. list of Vietnamese words with English definii;ions, a.nd a list of

English words with Vietnamese definitions. (If the dictionarlr is at extensive,

the lists of words will be in two.volumes, for reasons having to do witil portability.).

The title of a dictionary will ordinarily indicate whether it is one- or two.,..waY,

and which way it.goes: a Vietnamese-English dicfionary.has a Vietnamese word list -

with EngliSh defilnitions, an English-Vietnamese dictionary has an English word list

with Vietnamese definitions, and a-Vietnamese-English, English-Vietnamese di,?.tionary
has both. The preface and explanatOry notes of a dictionary will be in the sLime

,
language as the definitions..

Problems with bilingual dictionaries

A bilingual dictionary differs from a monolingual dictionary in that in a

bilingual dictionary, equivalents.are given whenever possible. tn a monolingual,

dictionary, for-example, the word dog is defined ("...common dome.stic animal...
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a friend of man, of which there are: many breeds..."); in an English-Vietnamese

dictionary, however, the Vietnamese equivalent of LE, i.e. ch6,.is given, with

nothing about domestic animalS me'ntioned at all_ In.many cases, this is all that

is necessary; the Vietnamese lea:mer of English already.knów§. wha, a ch6 is, so

when he looks up the word log, 1,eing told that it is a ch6 iT fine.for his purposes.

Likewise, if the Vietnamese lea rner of English wants'to find out what'the English

word fbr ch6 is, his Vietnamese-English bilingual dictionary will tell him that it

is dog, and, he can proceed wi'Lh whaCever he was saying.

Words like-dog which tr(inslate fairly straightforwardly across languages are

for the most part nouns and verbs denoting common objects and actions; as long as

the language learner restri cts himself.to talking about mundane items and activi-

tieS his bilingual diction ary will not lead him astray. Even on this,level, how-

ever, problems can arise.

The most obvious pr( Ybiem stems from the fact that in every language words have

multiple,meanings. The best a bilingual dictionary ilmn do is to list the equiva-
.

lents for,these multip] e meanings, usually with the most frequently occurring

meanings ordered before the less frequently occurring ones. The drotionary user

must depend on the sitwation to supply him wrth enough clues'to enable him to,/

choosethe right equivalent,-and very.often the situation doesn't.' In one Eriglish-
.

Vietnamese dictionary, for example, dog is translated as ch6, the Vietnamer

equivalent for dog. as we 'mentioned above; an alternative equivalent given'is gig

trong lsi, which-translates as "fireplace rack"; a third equivalent
0

given is nedi dlu-sia, which translates as "unabrupulbus person", as well as

"dog".. The Eng-lish half'of this dictionary is British rather than American.) The

Vietnamese learner of Ilhglish, given the sentence-"There's the dog," has only the

sitUation to tell him 'which of the three, eqUivalents is the right one. Conversely,

the Vietnam?se learner"of English who looks up ch6 in a Vietnamese-English dtction-

ary is givem the EngliBh equivalents dog and unscrupulous person, and he has to

choose be,ween them. The Vietnamese is as much at a loss deciding between dog and'

unscrupillous person as., the American is who is deciding between ch6, de mil

trong slik and rlsr181 deu-gia.

Often these decisions are arbitrary ones, and the rekilts are the sorts of

"fractured English" like Id like someone book, we need it in the English program

the° present. (There are countless examples of "fractured Vietnamese" and "frac-

tured Cambodian" as well.) The only way for, say, a Vietnamese to guard against

mistakes of this so7:t is to look up a word firot in a Vietnamese-English dicttbnary,

and then look up ea21 of the alternative -equivalents in an English-Vietnamese

dictionary to double-check its ,meaning. All of which is tedious and time-consuming
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to the point of being counter-productive.

Another unavoidable problem in using a bilingual dichsary is that very
often there is no exact equivalent in one language for a word in the other, And
the dictionary has to list a definition. In English, for example, there is no
direct equivalent for the word cgi, whiCh functions grammatically like the word
piece in apiece of cake. One of the ietnamese-English dictionaries defines it
as "word denoting inanimate objec ; a Vietnamese refugee inexperienced in the
ways of dictionaries might w translate the phrase mat cAi 9ug:n -- which means
"pair of pants" -- as " word denoting inanimate object trousers"!

Choosing a dictionaiy

Unfortunately, really excellent thlingual dictionaries simply don't exist,
except for languages like German-English and French-English, where there has been
sufficient interaction between the\countries speaking the langugges to warrant the
expense of the extensive research necessary to produce a good bilingual dictionary.
Nonetheless, an intelligent user can get something out of even a very poor-quality
dictionary, if he is aware of its limitations. As we mentioned before, words for
common, ordinary things and actions are likely to have direct equivalents in both
languagRs; these are the items the newly-arrived refugee will be looking up, and

1
they are also the ones most successfully dealt with in a bilingunl dictionary.

The psychological value of simply having a dictionary in one's hands should
not be discOunted, especially with highly educated refugees. Often, a dictionai-y
serves -- like the "courage medicine" the Wizard of Oz gave the Cowardly Lion --
not 'so-much to provide knowledge that wasn't there, but to provide the confidence
to use the knowledge.

In any event, the refugee should be encouraged to switch from a bilingual
dictionary to a monolingual dictionary as soon as possible, not only because it's
better for his English, but also because there is such a wide range of excellent

monolingual dictionaries, he can pick one exactly suited to his age and interests.
To bridge the gap between a bilingual dictionary and a monolingual dictionary

designed for native speakers of English, the refugee should be given a monolingual
English dictionary especially designed for those who are learning English as a
Foreign Language. The refugee who arrives in the United States able to read and
write English pretty well can use one of these dictionaries from the start and,
if he learns to use it to its fullest potential, he will appreciate the wealth of
information it contains -- not just on words, their definitions and grammatical--characteristics, but also in areas problematic to foreignerssuch-as abbrevia-__

_tions, affixes, weights, meaSures, common-firtt-names, country names, and so oh._
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ESL METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Virtually all contemporary ESL materials and ESL programs share the conviction

that oral'communications skills are primary and should be Amphasized througtout

language learning. They concentrate on listening comprehension and speaking,' the

aural-oral skills. While there is general concensus about this fundamental prin-

ciple, there is a great deal of variation, and even strong disagreement, about

what particular teaching methodology is most effective in the language classroom.

When we use the term, "the audio-lingual'approach," we are taking it in a very

general sense, to refer to the emphasis on oral communication. It is not meant as

a'specific teaching methodology,,but rather it is intended to encompass the common-
.

,assumptiors that are held by practitioners of many different methods of teaching

elk ESL. .Tbose who follow .suc h'methodologies as "the Direct Method", the "SR

Situational-Reinforcement Approach,"-the "Silent Way," and "Counseling-Learning"

all agree that in order to learn to communicate fully and effectively in English,

am E'L student has to be taught English directly and orally. Learning about the

languilge (the approach most often used in Nietnam'-- the "grammar-translation

metbod") is not an effective way to learn to communicate in a second language.

.. Before You begin to tea2h an ESL text or'set of materials, you must be fully
0

conversant with the particular teaching approach it is based on. The teacher's

manual should explain the:general approach and its assumptions, and it will, in

most cases, discusS drills and pacing, ways of-getting meanings across without

translating, and other general methods'and techniques. However, certain materials

are designed for trained and experienced profesSional ESL teachers, and for this

reason may lack a teacher's manual altogether. Such materials should be avoided-
,

by inexperienced ESL teachers until they have mastered the techniques and methods

which these materials assUme.

Whatever the particular teaching methodology, any ESL class Will have to

teach English pronunciation'and intonation Tat-terns, vocabulary that is relevant

to the age and interests of the sttident; and the structures of English sentences.

Teaching Pronunodation

It is vitally_important to teach pronunciation in tbe.ESL class, and it is
, ,

especTally so for Indochinese students. Understandable pronunciation is absolutely
.k,

eHsential to someone who lives in an English-speaking environmen't. A sentence can

be pretty badly mangled and-still be undei'standable if it is pronounced well

142
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enough, and, conversely, the most flawlessly constructed sentence won't do it,/
speaker a bit of good ir hitJ pr(Inuno101101 iffidevoLood.

Pronunciation problems can almost always be traced to differences between the
language the student speaks and the one he is trying to learn. By and large, the

.

more points tbe_sound systems of the two languages have in common (whether by
accident or by history) the less trouble the student will have. The sound systems
of Vietnamese and English have very'little in common; as a consequence, the Viet-
namese learner of English will Hhve a terrible time with prenunciation.

It is therefore absolutely necessary for you to spend time working'Airectly
on pronunciation, and to get your st.udent to make the effort necessdry to speak
understandably. If you overdo it, however, you're very likely to make hini so
self-conscious about his pronunciation that he'll clam up and become reluctant to
talk at all. (This is a standard pedagogical problem in ESL.)

It's impossible, to tell you exactly.how much emphasis to'put on pronunciation
-- too much depends on yoUr student's personality -- but some general pointers can
be given.. First, don't correct every-pronunciation vistake your student makes;
if you do, you'll drive him batty. Focus on one pronunciation problem per lesson'
or two, and forget about -ghe rest, except for gentle reminders. (After you've
taught your student how to pronounce s and z at the ends of words, for example,
you will have to remind him time and time again to put them on; a qUick reminder
,will be all that:s ne.cessary, however.)

Second, don't worry about his pronunciation when he is making up sentences of-
his own, or answering realquestions; he is strUggling with meanings, vocabulary
and structure all at once, and he can't worry about pronunciation as well. . Later
on, when he has a particular sentence pattern doWn pat and can easily make up
sentences with it, you can get him to ,focus on his pronunciation, but not until
everything else is easy.

Third, take everyopportunity he gives you to praise-him for pronouncing
something well: Nothing encourages.lifke.encouragement.

.All this' discussion will probably not prepare you for- the shock you-will get
/ when you.hear your beginning student's first rendition of This is a book. :if he
is typical, he will Tironounce the th of' this as d; he will leave the s o'ff.this
and the z off is-; and he Will pronounce the k of book in such a way that you won.'t

:hear it. The overall result,is a'sentence-'You would never recognize as This
'book if you didn't know beforehand.that that was what was being said.

Don't be overwhelmed. First, Spectacularly un-understandable.prOnUnciation

is often the result of just one:pronunciation error; Oor ect that error, and fhe
overall pronunciationmakes dramatic improvement-. You wil be surprised ,and
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gratified at the Improvement in This is a book when your student can pronounce

this and is with the final consonants! And reMember, you don't have to tackle his'

pronunciation as a whole. YOu proceed with one problem at a time.

Finally, there's lots of help available, some of it directly aimed at speakers

of Vietnamese and Cambodian. Quite often, the teacher's manual will give'step-by-
,

step instructions in teaching a particular pronunciation problem. There are also

books available which deal with the particular pronunciation problems Indochinese

speakers have, and which furnish drills and exercises to correct these problems.

One text, which isavailable through ERIC User Services, is English for Vietnamese

Speakers, Vol. I (Pronunciation), prepared by the Southeast Asian Regional English

Project. It deals with Vietnamese pronunCiation difficulties in a comprehensive

way.. Other valuable resources include Don Nilsen's Pronunciation Contrasts in

English (Regents), and the ELS materials, Drills and'Exercises in English. Pronun-

ciatiOn, 2 Vols: (Collier Macmillan) With these resources, you can prepare the

additional pronunciation workthat most of your refugee students will need.

Teaching Structures

. .

Along With learning what English words mean and how to pronounCethem, the

ESL_ student also has to directly learn how to combine them roduce English

sehtences that express what he wants to say. English -- lfke every human language_

-- organizes words in a highly orderly and'systematic way tb convey meaning. In

learning to communicate in English, even at an elementary level, a person has to

maater basic English structures (or patterns). The structures of English have.to
. .

be learned so thoroughly ,that they become automatic habits of speech. ,Mastering:
-

structures means becoming able to use them automatically and unconSbiouslY.-

The organization of English, of course, is quite-different from thebrganiza-
-..

tion of the Indochinese languages. If an Indochinese student who had no training

in the structures .0.1. English were to take some English.words,yhe wouldtry:tO

.order them in a way that seemed "natural" to him. That order would coxrespónd'o.

'the Order Of Vietnamese or Cambodian sentence structures,:not to Engiish':ones.

Forced'to rely on his notion of what is natural and what isn't, hegould alMost.
,

certainly .come up with a sentence that an English speaker would find,difficult to

understand. "gbitetimes these,"pidgin" sentences will get the meaning across, but

very often they won't.

One way or another, being in an EngliSh-speaking environment,will force the

student to learn to communicate on a very basic level, but until he jearns!to

, control the structures-of English, he isn't very likely to achieve the precision

necesSary to understand and exPress more ,complicated ideas. Without the ability
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toexpress to other English spea?.-rs precisly what he wants to say, the student
will be severely handicapped whenever he tries to go beyond general conversation.He will have great difficulty with textboo'ls, ad:, job descriptions, forms, and
other critical material, even if he knows the vocabulary. In short, he will.be
limited -- probably for the r,est of his life -- to areas of work and social rela-
tionships where precise or,subtle communication is not important.

The ESL student has to be taught to master English structures. It is,generally
agreed.that memorizing rules of grammar ("A noun is the name of a person, place,
or thing") is not a particularly effici-3nt way to proceed. There is a much more
effective approach.in which the student learns the language by speaking it. In
thit approach, the student uses the ranguage while the teacher maintains various
degrees of control... Some teachers fel that students -- especially high school and
adult students -- respond more quickly when thej make extensive use of drills and
controlled responses. Qther teachers place far greater emphasis oh meaningful
communication, and reduce drillwork as much as they can. Instead, they carefully
set up situations in which typical struetures and vocabulary are used in a meaning-
ful way. Whatever the teaching methodology-, ,the goals are quite similar:, to
teach the student to control. the st:ructures awl vocabulary 'he needs to express his

--The teacher introduces a_structure first by speaking a model sentence, and,
at the same time, establishing its meaning. 7:n lower lgvel classes this can
usually be done through demonstration. The teacher says, for example, "The book
is on the table," with' natural Speed and intb-natioh, while, indicating that in fact

.. :

the book is indeed on the table. At this point, the teacher may initiate a simple
repetition drill by having the student repeat this sentence after him: The student
takes care to imitate the teacher's pronunciation as closely as possible. This is
not at.first, an exercise in meaningful comnunication. The goal', r ther, is to
develop purely mechanical,control of the sounds and sound patterns of the structure.

Once mechanical control is established, the teacher may begin another kind of
exercise. He may ask, "Where is the book?'" The-student ansWers, "The book is on
the table." Although this is still:a highly cz-ntrolled exercise, it is "meaningful"
.in the sense that the student's answer is el:Lcited by what he sees, as well as the.
expectations of tly-t drill. The teacher moves the book to_a desk. He asks, "Where

---,is the book Then the student ansWers, "The book is on the desk." Often the
teacher will accept a variety of correct answers, "The book is on the desk;" or
"It!s bn the desk," or "It's on Charlie's green desk."\, In this way, the teacher

.

is able to introduce-meaningful
sentences, ELnd, in fact; the begihning.of.meaning-.

ful communication while retaining the control necessary to teach basic structureg.

0
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Thejear.her moves closer to r,!al cO.timunication when he asks a question that'

only the studat can answer correctly. Ye may say, "Where is your book? It isn't

here. Where,is it?" Now when the tudeni: auswers, he is actually communicating

with his teacher. He may say, "It's on my desk Cat homer, or "It's on the floor."

Whatever he answers', he is actually answer:rig a real question. He is using English

to communicate.

There is, inevitably, a certair. amount of d-illwork or repetitive work of one

sort or another involved in learnin Flglish as a second' language. In the recent

past, some ESL programs used drills and repeldtion excessively, often losing sight

of the goal of:learning a second language -- which is-to use it to communicate

.7ith those who speak that language. Now, hAever, efficient, well-designed, and

successful ESL protrrams use a great -tariety of teaching methods and technique's in

the language ci-,ss. Purely mechanicEil drills are kept to a minimum, and much

greater emphasis is given to establishing situations in.the classroom in which

, students can actually use their language skills to communicate,

Whatever method of,teaching the ESL teacher follows, there are certain under-

lying probleMs about English structurs that have tu be dealt with, First, the

teacher.has to kno-g which sLructures t:o teach. 'There are some features of English

which seem quite obvious and natural to the.native speaker of.English, but which

are quite perplexing to the foreign spaker. Here, the teacher has to-rely on

the professional linguist to isolate the structures which must be directly taught.

Fortunately, most ESL ma`.erials have been designed by linguists and educators, so

the teacher cafi solve this problem for-the most part by relying on the ESL text-

book. Some structures will have to be given special emphasis because of the ways

in which English struCtures differ from those of Indochinese.langudg.s. It will,

help the -acher to know a littfe about the language of the-student, because this

-knowledge will help him anticipate specific problem areas. For example, if the

students are Vietnamese, the teacher can learn a good deal about their special

problems in the next chapter and by reading the IndoPhinese Refugee Education

Guide, "Teaching English Structures to the'Vietnamese" (General Information Series

No. 11). These give a brief overview oi some especially difficult areas of con-

traat between,English and Vietnamese. it will aid the teacher in adapting an ESL

-text to meet the particular needs of VietnameSe.

Another area of difficulty is the sequencing pf structures, orfdetermining

the order in which English structures shDuld be taught. It makes basic sense to

teach simpler patterns before more complicated ones, but it is often difficult

for the non-linguist to tell which ones Etre simpler than others. Once again,

good ESL materials will provide this guidance, and the tes,cher can rely on the .
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materials to introduce structures in the proper sequence.
These aspects of teaching ESL -- isolation of structures.and their sequeneing

have been built into ESL textbooks and materials. By using ESL materials ca:.e-
fully, and by following the teacher's manual, the native speaker of English can
teach English structures effectively, secure in the knowledge that the text will.
take care of those aspects.of English teaching that require, specialized linRisf,ic
training. Adapting these materials to the specialized needs of Indochinese stu-
dents is largely a matter of giving special emphasis to'English structures wni:h
have been idehtified as problematic. In most cases, this is within the capabili-
ties of the conscientious teacher. The teacher will continue to teach the struc.-
tures in the basic ESL text; and will continue to present them in the sequence in
Akhich they are introduced.

Teaching Vocabulary

.The vocabulary you will teach, especially in early classes, is generally
determined by,the particular text you have chosen to use. ESL materials are written
for a wide variety of different audiences, -- young children, high school students,
pre-freshman college students, and so on. These materials differ from one another
largely.on the basis of-vocabulary and situations. They all teach the same strttc-

. tures, and follow pretty much the same sequence, and they all teach the sounds ,and
sound patterns of English. But they teach quite different vocabulary becaus ESL
students of different ages have different immediate needs ani goals.

But no teacher will limit vocabulary to what happens to appear in tile tey.tbool,-
Additional words and phrases are introduced as they come up in the course Of the
lesson -- and in the student's

experiences outside the cl.-9ssroom, Whea-it.
sible, the,teacher will incorporate new :vocabulary into the structures the ,,,,tudents
afe learning and the ones theyhave already mastered. Vocabulary is thL.n
in context, not as long lists of words.to be memorized.

It isn't difficult to help elementary and high school students develor, -vr,eab-
ulary rapidly. A great deal of the vocabulary they need to know immediateI,. will
be contained in the ESL texts that are designed to be used in the classroom.
Additional words can be added easily.

-It is somewhat more difficult for adult and young adult students, especially
adults who are intent on.finding

jobTrelated vocabulai-y, and vocabulary ror survival
information. There are relatively few ESL texts that arespecifically intended
for this audience. In addition; those few texts written for adults of necessity
treat vocabulary in,a fairly general way. The student won't find in any textbook
-the particular vocabulary he needs immediately in order to fill out a Medicaid
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form, for example. There is a simple reason for this: government forms are con-

tinually being revised, and the vocabulary cOntinues to change. For this reason,

ESL texts, even those which are written to treat "survival information" needs,

contain a relatively general vocabulary.

-B-It this is not a great problem for the ESL teacher. Specific and immediately

relevant vocabulary can easily be introduced -- such as the Vocabulary of the

Medicaid form or a job application or the general world of work. Once again, the-

teacher introduces new words, while maintaining control over the structures in

which they are useL

A subject which often arises in high school ESL classes is that of slang.

Your students will hear a lot of slang, at school, at work and in other public

places, and they will ask you what certain words and expressions mean. Should

.you teach slang? Obviously,"yoa will have to teach some slang because slang is

such a common feature of American English. However, you and Your students will

be happier if you wait until the.student is fairly well advanced in his study of

English. There are many reasons why it is better to hold off.

The primary problem in teaching slang is basically a problem of usage, of

style. It's quite easy to teach slang as vocabularylequivalents: rip off =

to steal or 'cheat; chick' = girl; guy = fellow. But teaching your student to use

slang is-quite a different problem. If slang is taught in the classroom, then the

teacher must also teach when a given style of language is appropriate, and this

is not as easy as teaching vocabulary equivalents.' Distinguishing style appropri-
.

ateness is the product of years of living in a given culture. We, as native

speakers in our native culture, know that certain.language (both in terms of

vocabulary and structures) is appropriate with our peer group but that it-may be

inappropriate (indeed, may be offensive) to another group, say our teachers or

grandparents.

It's also true that some slang terms are either intrinsically offensive

("swear" words which are commonly-used) or are'offensive by association. .Few

women would be amused by someone referring to them as "chicks". On the other

hand, few men would be offended if someone referred to them as "guys". Teaching

these distinctions s very difficult and the student would be unwise to use slang,

at least initially. You might want to teach slang expressions only after the -

students had thoroughly mastered the words which the slang replaces, and then

primarily for comprehension, rather than use.

!there is also 9.nother probleM with slang-that should be mentioned. The use

of slang may indicate a-fluency with the language that the lear)r simply does

not possess. If a learner uses slang in conversation, his auditor may think that
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slang presents no problem and respond with more of he same. This can lead ve_y
rapidly to a breakdown in communication as the ESL student tries to understand the
slang which the other person is using.

SummPrv

As you are looking for vocabulary items, and planning your lessons to inálude
them; you.should never lose sight of the faCt that the student must have basic
control oT sentence patterns and an adeauate pronunciation, in order to communi-
cate. No matter how much vocabulary your student knows, he will not be able to
communicate if he can't put them together into 5entences which other English
speakers can understand. So while he focuses on learning the vocabulary and
remembering it, you should see to it that -- except when you're tc,aching the mean-
ings Of the words themselves he always puts the words into some sort of gram-
matical framework. Remember that your goal is not to teachthe student a large,
passive vocabulary which he can't use because he doesn't have a full control of
the basic English structures. Nor is_your goal merely to train him to respond to
drills and pattern repetition. Rather, your goal is to give him all the language
skills necessary to communicate his ideas fully and with ease and fluency to his
En6lish speaking teachers, employers, and friends. These skills are not abstract
bits_ofAnformation about English grammar. Rather, they include the active
ability to produce English sounds, use English sentence structures, and control
the vocabulary relevant for everyday comMunication.
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11
SOURCES OF DIFFICULTY IN LEARNING ENGLISH

FOR VIETNA!,rESE, rdriTER AND LAO

The particular difficulties with Er4glish that the refugee chilc.4 will have can

nearly always be traced to_differences between English.and his native language.

In both pronunciation and Structure, the points he will find hardest to learn,

then later to remember, will be those points.wh4.ch differ the most from his native

language. The Vietnamese student.of English, for example, will have difficulty

remembering to put the plural s on English nouns, because in Vietnamese the plural

is not marked with a suffix; on the other hand, he will have no trouble at all with

the English order of subject, then verb, then Object, because in Vietnamese the

order of subject, verb and object is the 'same. Another example, this one in pro

nunciation: the Vietnamese student of English will-have trouble hearing the'dif

ference between tank and thank, and learning how to pronounce thank, because th

does not ekist in Vietnamese; he .Will:have mo trouble, on the other hand, with

lane and rain,:because l and r both.eXist at the beginnings Of words in Vietnamese.

Sources of Difficulty for Vietnamese Learners of English

(Remember, here, that we are talking about sounds, and-not letters of the:.

alphabet. While Vietnamese spells a certaine'sound with the letters th, for example,

that sound is not the same as the sounds that are spelled in English as th. To

avoid confUsion, we will, when necessary, give examples of the sounds we.are

ing with, e.g. "th as in 'either".)
-

Sounds which occur in English but not in Vietnamese

These.are sounds,which will give the Vietnamese learner of.English the most

trouble. He will mistake them.for the closest Vietnamese or English equivalent

and pronounce themaccordingly, so heimist be directly taught to distinguish them

from other sounds, then to.pronounce them properly. These sounds are listed belpw,

together with EngliSnsounds they Ne.11 be confused with:

Sound:

th as in 'ether'

th as in 'either'

2. as in 'pin'

s as in 'Say'

las in 'sin'

zh as in 'pleasure'

i as in 'pin'

Confused with:

t as in 'tell' or s as in 'see'

d as in 'dog' or z as in 'zero'

b as in 'boy'

k as in 'king'

z as in 'Zen'

z as in 'zero' or as.in

ee as in 'beet'
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Sound: Confused with:

e as in 'bet' a as in 'bat'

a as in 'bat' e as in 'bet' or ah as in 'father'_ _ _ _
oo as in 'bdok' oo as in 'boc,:.' or uh as in 'above'

_

Sounds which Pattern differently in Vietnames and F,ngs

The sounds of Vietnamese and English,
1_711:.- :in all other languages,

-occur in patterns: some sounds occur in clusterL, don't; some occur

initially (at the beginnings.of words), others finally _(at the ends of.
'words); and so on. AS- might be expected, the sou.A. iH1'.:erns of Vietnamese and

English are often different; this means, among otht'.-! ..71.ng, that there are sounds

which occur in both languages, but which pattern diftiort-y. Unless the Viet-
namese learner of English is taught the English pattWru 'c:r these sounds, he' will

transfer the Vietnamese patterns onto his-English, jti often un-understandable

results.
,

One area in which the consonants of Vietnamese and Errglisi pattern differently

is in their occurrence in final position. Relatively few consonants occur in final
pobition in Vietnamese. All the English consonants except h, however, do occur
finally. SOMQ of_these will, for a variety,of reasons, cause no major problems

(like final -b); others will. The consonants which occur finally in English but
not Vietnamese are listed below, along with the sounds they are likely to be con-
fused with. (Remember that these sounds are problematic in final position only.)

English final consonants Likely to be confused with:.

-b as in 'dab'

-d as in 'bad' -t

-f as in 'laugh'

-v as in 'love'
--

-s as in 'bass'

-z as in 'jazz' -sh 'push' or -s

-sh as in 'rush'

-ch as in 'much' -sh 'push'

-1 as in 'all' -n 'pawn'

-I as. in 'car' -r will simply not be heard: -'car' and
'caw' will sound alike

-b or -p_

The final consonants in Vietnamese, besides eing fewer in numbel- than in

4;Inglish, also differ in character. They are what linguists call 'unreleased',

iie. in their production the air flow from the lungs is stopped somewhere in the

mouth, but not released for a fraction.of a second; it is these unreleased condo-
,
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nanta which gf.ve spoken Vietnamese its:abrupt, 'jerky flavor in the ers of an

American listener. English has unreleased consonants (-2_, -t and -k in final,

position, to be exact: say "Stop!" and don't open your mouth again after you say

the -p, and you .will have produced an unreleased -p), but they occur far less

frequently than Vietnamese unreleased consonants. The upshot of all this is that

the Vietnamese learner of English must be taught to release final -t, -k, -m,

-n, and -r2..E; the unreleased Vietnamese counterparts of these pronounced in Engllsh

words will simply not be heard'by Americans, and will give the impreasion of not

having been pronounced at all.

Am7her -roblem of patterning exists with words which start with t- and k-

in Englis:., i kind, tail, and so on. Vietnamese nitial t's and k's are

unaspirated ;and the Vietnamese speaker will un-aspirate initial also, when

he learns tc pronounce it), whereas English initial t's and k's are aspirated;.in

other words, the English initial t- or k- is pronounced wich a slight puff of air

Ibllowing it (which you can feel if you hold the back of your hand up to your

mouth and say kind, tall, or Sust t or k), and Vietnamese initial t- or k- is

pronounced wi-,hout the puff of air. (English has unaspirated t, and' k, but not

in initial position.) To American ears, initial unaspirated t sounds like d, and

unaspirated initial k sounds like so it is necessary to teach the Vietnamese

learner of Enclish to aspirate his initial t's and k's in English.

Take heart: these patterns problems are far, far easier to correct than they are

to read aboUt.

As we mentioned earlier, Vietnamese has no consonant clusters (i.e., sequences

of consonants in worda). English, on the other hand, does -- initially in words

('PEP.Y'l 'LEY', 'REy', 'please', 'clean', 'atrike', 'thread', and so on), medially

('basket", 'cluster', badly', 'footnote', 'unlike', and so on), and finally ('told!,

'sixth', 'sent', 'length', 'vowels', and so on). This difference'in patterning

results in the Vietnamese student's having difficulty pronouncing consonants in

sequence, over and above the difficulties he might have in pronouncing the conso-

nant-s by themselves. Since there are so many consolnt clusters in English., this

is probably the most immediately noticeable difficulty Vietnamese learners of

English will have. They will try to "break up" a consonant cluster 'hy inserting

a vowel between the consonants -(saying, for example, "suhtop" for "stop" etc.) 9

or simply by dropping the second or third consonant (saying, for example "tol"

for "told", etc.)

Final consonant clusters involve grammatical -,-)blets in addition to phono-
/

. lOgical ones. The Englisly plural ('book - books') sessive John's'),
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third person singular ('I bite - he bites'), and the past tense ('talk - talked')

are all formed by adding s, z, t or d to the ends ofwords, thereby creating final
consonant clusters., The Vietnamese learner of English will have difficulty with

the consonant clusters, because Vietnamese does not have clusters, and he will also

have difficulty remembering to put the plural, past tense, third person singular

or possessive endings onto the vords in the first place, because Vietnamese does not
have grammatical endings. All of which means that his.English teacher must pay
special attention to the following final clusters:

-bd as in 'rubbed'

-.Ed as in 'tugged',

-vd as in 'loved'

-thd as in 'breathed'

-zd as in 'buzzed'

713 as in 'judged'

-md as in 'bombed'

-nd as in 'banned'

-ngd as in 'banged'

-bz as in 'rubs'

Intonation

-Ez as in 'bags'

-vz as in 'loves'

-thz as in 'breathes'

-mz as in 'frames'

-nz as in 'bans'

-ngz as in !bangs'

-lz as in 'bills'

-rz as in 'bars'

-1d as in 'boiled'

-rd as in 'barred'

as in 'rapped'

-kt as in 'packed'

-ft as in 'laughed'

-tht as in 'frothed'
,

-st as ir 'passed'

-cht as in 'watched'

-RI as ip 'raps'

-ts as in..:bats'

-ks as in l'books'

-fs as in 'stuffs'

-ths as in 'baths'

Vietnamese, like Minese, is a tone language: every word has associated With

it a particular "tone of voice"; if a speaker does not pronounce the correct toile

for a word, he either mispronounces the word, or pronounces another word entirelY..

English has "tones", too (called intonation patterns), but they are associated

with whole sentences, and not with single words. (The difference in meaning between
the sentence "He's a doctor." and the question "He's a doctor?" is carried solely
by the different intonation patterns.) Vietnamese students of English must he

taught to associate tones with sentences, and not wordS, and they must be taught

the important intonation patterns directly; the most commonly-occurring of these
are: r-.

Sentence-i /tonation: "He's a doctor." (Heavy stress on doctor; voice pitch

goes down at the end of the sentence.)

Yes-no question intonation: "Is he a doctor?" (Heavy stress on doctor; voice

pilch goes up at the end of the sentence.)

Wh- question intonation: "What does he do?" (Heavy stress on la, voice pitch

doeFt ,I.own at the end of the sentence.)
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There are, of course,intonation patterns associated with sentences in Viet-

namese, but not enough iS known about them and their interaction'with the Vietnam-
-

ese tones. At any rate, the Vietnamese learner of English must be taught to focus-

on sentence intonation in, English, or he will confuse himself locking for tones

that aren't there.

Structures

In choosing structures to discuss, we have focussed on just those which are

difficult for the VietnaMese student in particulgr. We have not discussed such

problems as irregular verbs like sink (sank, sunk instead of sinked, sinked,

sinked) because they are inconsistencies in the grammar of English per se, and not

problems which are due to differences between Vietnamese and English. Because

everyone learning English (including native-speaking toddlers!) has trouble with

such things, ESL texts devote a good deal of attention to them, and so you will

generally not have to worry about them.

We have also only dealt with the structures that occur in simple sentences.

t is in simple sentences that the worst problems occur, anyway: it never seems

to be the intricacies of complex sentences that plague the student, it's the picky

little details like plurals that make his life difficult.

1. Suffixes

There are no suffixes in Vietnamese; as a consequence,ithe Vietnamese learner

of English will probably have trouble remembering to attach the necessary suffiXes

to English words.

We are not talking here about what linguists call derivational suffixes.

Derivational suffixes like -ion (attention), -ive (attentive), and -ant (attendant),

do not combine freely with all words (note that while -ion will go on intend to

produce intention, neither -ive nor -ant will: intendive and intendant are not

English words); the Vietnamese student, and the native English speaker, for that

matter, learns these suffixes as part of individual vocabulary items, and only

later -- if at all ,- notices the relationship between, say, attend, attention,

----a-t-t-entive and attendant (a relationship which generally has to do with the histori-

cal origins of the words).

The suffixes we are talking about are what linguists call inflectional suffixes.

These are sUffixes which, first, play an important role in the grammar of English,

and which, second, combine -freely with all words of a certain class (like nouns or

verbs). Because of their grammatical role and the frequency of their occurrences

these suffixes are" important for the Vietnamese/ptudent to master. Fortunately,

English has only a handful of inflectional suffixes; they are discussed one by one

below.
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The plural -s English regularly forms the plural of a noun by adding -s

(actually, the plural suffix is pronounced either -s, or something approximat-
ing -iz, depending on what the sound that immediately precedes the Suffix is):
whenever we want to talk about more than one book, for example, we must add s to
get books, books on pinochle, and so on. As we mentioned before, Vietnamese has
no plural suffix; as the following sentences illustrate, the form of the noun (in
this case the noun sgch 'book') remains the same, and the number of the noun is
indicated by other words in the sentences,

T6i can sgch. 'I need books.'

'I"need' 'book'

T6i 'can m6t cuon sgch. 'I need a book.'

'I"need' 'one"piece"book'

T6i can ba cu6n sgch. 'I need three books.

'I'-'need' '3"piece' 'book'

T6i can vai cuon sgch. 'I need a few books.'

'I"need' 'few' 'pieCe' 'book'

.The difficulty the Vietnamese student:has with the plural -s is compounded
by the fact that neither s, nor z occurs at the ends of words in Vietnamese; it iS

further compounded by the fact that there are no consonant clusters (i.e. sequences
-

of consonants like ts, sks, etc.) either. All of which means that both the

grammar and_the prrnunciation of the plural will cause problems.

The possessive -s One of the ways English indicates possession is the possessive

with "apostrophe 5", as in phrases like John's book, the store's closing hours,

your father's moustache and the razor's edge. The "apostrophe s", which is pro-

nounced exactly the same as the plural s with the -z and -iz (alternatives),

gives the Vietnamese student the same problems in pronunciation. It gives him

grammatical problems also, as the possessive in Vietnamese is expressed in a form
closer to the English possessive construction with "of" as in the toy of the table

1
or the point of the story. The Vietnamese student will have no trouble mastering

this "of" construction (notice that it doesn't involve suffixes), but he will

probably try to use it in placer: ,-.4':ere the "apostrophe s" must be used: John's

book is ungrammatical as the book of John unless you're talking about the New

Testament. Here's an example of a possessive phrase in Vietnamese:

T6i can caln* sgch cua 8ng Quang.

'I"need"piece' 'book' 'property' 'Mr.,Quang' 'I need Mr. Quang's book.'

*These cuein's, which we keep translating as "piece", sometimes translate letter e;
"the", as we will explain in the section on articles.:,>
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The,word cla, which we have translated as "property" because it is a noun in

Vietnamese, is nonetheless on a sunerficial level directly parallel to the English_

preposition "of". Vietnamese possessive phrases are, by the way, ambiguous in the

same way that English possessives are: M. Quang's book, like cugn sgch cia E5r1

Quang, can mean "the boolt that Mr. Quang wrote",."the book that Mr. Quan.:- owns",

"the book in Mr. Quang's possession at the moment", and so on.

The -er comparative and -est superlative Vietnamese students will have trouble

with sentences like John is taller than Bill and John is the tallest, boy in the

class, in that they will forget to Put the -er and -est suffixes on the appropriate

adjectives. The Vietnamese sentence vhich.expresses the idea of the comparative

is parallel to the English one, but without a suffix:

Minh cao hob Thgng. 'Minh is taller than Thang.'

'Minh"tall' 'than"Thang'

Minh- cao hob het d trong 184,L. 'Minh is taller than everyone
in the class.''Minh"tall' 'than' 'all' 'at' 'inside' 'class'

(hen, which we are. translating as 'than', really means something like 'superior-to';

,the sentence Minh hoh Thgng means 'Minh is superior to Thgng'.)

Thesuperlative in Vietnamese is expressed either with hal, as in the sentence

above about Minh being taller than everyone, or with the word nhgt, which translates

roughly as 'number one', 'tops', or 'most':

Minh cao nhgt, l6h. 'Minh is the tallest in the class.'

'Minh'''tall' 'tops"class'

-ly adVerbs In Vietnamese, the same form of a word serves as botli adjective and

adverb: i:he word den, for example, remains the same whether it.is being used as

an adjective 'pretty', or an adverb 'prettily':

,06 gy dep. 'She is pretty.'
,

she"pretty'

Cgi dep._ mgc hob. 'The pretty one is more expensive.'

'the"pretty"expensive"superior'

NO ve dep.

'he"draw' 'pretty'

'He draws prettily.'

The Vietnamese learner of English will, CorresPOndinglY, forget to put the

71y. suffix on his adverbs (or, in the case of adjectiVes like good, forget tO use

the adverb form well),,and come Up with sentences like qie draws pretty' or 'He

sings good.'

66
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In some dialects of English, sentences like 'He draws pretty.' and 'He sings

good.' are Perfectly all right; in other dialects, however, they are considered
incorrect. To be oh the safe side, the Vietnamese student should be taught to

put the -1v suffix on his adverbs, so that he will be using adverbs "correctly"

wherever he finds himself.

-ing forms used as nouns In English, we frequently conv rt verbs into nouns by

tackina on the -Ling suffix and proceeding as usual: sentences like Seeing is

telieving, Climbing mountains is dangerous, and I don't approve of his eating
goldfish before dinner are examples of these -ins nouns (called gerunds by grom-
marians). In Vietnamese, verbs can be used as nouns without changing their form:

the verb jna 'drink' can be used as a verb:

T6i lAng sua. '1 drink milk.'

q"drink"milk' '

or it can be used as a noun:

U8ng sN., l t8i dau bung.
.....-

'drink"milk"is"I"ache"stomach'
'Drinxing milk gives me a stomach

ache.'

Here.is another example, this time with the verb di 'go' or 'leave':

-Minh dil mhLI: th1MLE. 'Minh is going to Ae hospital.'

'Minh' 'go' 'hospital'

Di m6t nsay dgmg, hoc m6t sing kh6n. 'Even a one-day

'day"road"learn"one"basket"wisdom' journey is worth a
basketful of wisdom.'

(This last sentence is a famous proverb in Vietnamese.)

The Vietnamese learner of English will try to use verbs as nouns without put-

ting the -ing suffix on, and produce sentences like Learn English is hard for

'Learning English is hard.' or I anureciate you send me sort books for 'I would

appreciate your\ en ding me some books'.

-ing forms used'as adijectiVes We also use the -L.1E:suffix to change verbs into

adjectives. In phrases like dancing bear and running water, the verbs dance and

run are changed to dahlias_ and running via the -ing suffix, then used as.adjectives

mod.fying bear and wa-at. In Vietnamese, verbS can function as adjectives, but ..r-,..

like verbs functioning as,nouns -- they do so without benefit of suffix:\ The verb

example,
9

s a%ordinary-verb-in-the-following-sentence:-:
A

9
NUb'e chay.

water"flow'

'Water flows.'
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but it can with no modification be used as an adjective:

9
NUtlec chay sach holl nulYc clo:ra- 'Running water is cleaner

'water"flow' 'clean"superior"water"stagnant' than stagnant water.'

The Vietnamese student ofEhglish will have a tendeney to :ase verbs as adjec-

tives without putting the -ins suffix on; this lack of-suffix, combined with .prob-

lems of adjective placement (in Vietnamese, they go after the noun; in English,

they go before) can lead to undecipherable sentences like Mothers do work very

roncerned about tnat probIen. (What vaa meant here was 'Working mothers 'are very

concerned about that-proolem' !).

2. Tenses

One of the most important features of the English language is its system o

tenses. In just about every sentence, time relationships -- whether present; past

or future, in progress, already over with, and se on are carefully indicated:'

with a suffix, an,auxiliary or helping verb like have, be, or-will, or a combina-

tion of suffix and.auxiliary. ..4m example of just part of the English tensesystem

is given in the sentences below ; hote how the ',leaning of each sentence changes as

'the tenses are juggled.

I was eating. breakfast when the package arrived.

I ate breakfast when the package ayrived.

I had eaten breakfast when the package arrived.

I will be eating breakfast when the package arrives.

I will eat breakfast when the package arrixes.

I will have eaten breakfast when the package arrives..

Native speakers of English can juggle tenses with the greatest of ease, and

are generally unaware of the interactions between aux:iliaries and suffixes that

produce the kinds of time relationships exemplified in the sentences above.

-Speakers of VietnaMese, on the other hand, find the English tense System very dif-

ficult indeed; because there is no one grammatical feature in Vietnamese which

corresponds directly to it.

To begin with, any overt-grammatical indication whether something is happening

now, in the past or in the future is often completely lacking in- a Vietnamese Sep=

tence; the situation alone tells the listener this type of information. The follow-

ing sentence,'for example, can mean eitherII'm buying a sweater and looking for

soMe-boots.,-I-bought-a-weate;r-and-looked-for-some-bouts "-or "I will lmy a--

Sweater and look for:some boots.":

:1roi-mua AO len Va klem mua giAy hat-

'I"buy"sweater"and' 'look-fort 'buy' 'boot'
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This sentence will have one or the other of the meaningS,given abovedepending on
what has gone on previously in the ConverSation: if the speaker is talking about
his shopping trip yesterday, it means "I boug-' ..."; if he is discussing hi-S plans
for next Saturday morning, it means "I will ouy..."; and he is answering the
question "What are you doing here at Macy's?" it means "I'w_ buying..."

Even when time is:overtly indicated in a Vietnamese sentence, the means Tor
,doing so do not .correspond to tenses English. One of the ways of specUying tim(
a Vietnamese sentence like the one above involves the use of WOrds and phrases like
h6m qua 'yesterday', ngay mai 'tomorrow' or sing mai, lc 9 gib' 20 'tomorrow morn-
ing at'20 after 9!. ..Words and phraseS like these. ?unction just like their counter-
parts in English; Rut in English, the time phrase and tense in a sentence must
It agree" ('I will eat breakfast yesterday' is funny,because a future verb occurs
with a past time word), whereas in Vietnamese the verb fon,' doesn't change, what-
ever the time Word or phrases. A consequence of all this is that the Vietnamese
learner of English will tend to leave tenses off his verbs, and produce sentences
like 'Yesterday I buy.a sweater', which, although it is pertec ...:rstandable,

iSnot correct.

The other way to be more specific about tiMe in a Vie...camese sentence s-to-

.use one or-the other of a series of words which behave 7- oh a superficial level,

at least -- like the English auxiliaries can, may, will, should-and so on. Some
71or these Vietnamese "auxiliaries , have tai do with time, some don't; in the follow-

ing sentences,-note how,.-tbe meaning changes a§ one Vietnamese "auxiliary" is

Substituted for another:

TOi [hay] UOng_ ndbiC tra.

'I"often' 'drink"tea'

TO1 [mi uong_ nupt tra.

'just'

TOi 1 uong nufob tra.

'about to"

'I often Arink tea.'

'I just drank tea.'

'I am about to drink tea.'

T6i Lse uOng nuf* tra. 'I intend to drink tea:.'

'intend to'

T6i uong nubb tra.

Ted dang tiOng nufic tra.

'continue'

'I drank tea.'

cl

'I am drinking tea.',. 'I was drinking tea.'

;*.

T61 uong nuf* tra. ,'I drink tea anyway.'

'anyway'

ey.§
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T8i thubbg

'usually'

T8i 1.c6

emphatic

uong

uong.

nutit tra.

nubh'trA...

'I usually drink tea.'

'T did drink tea.'

The Vietnamese learner of English will have a tendency to equate English

tense's with these "auxiliaries". Sometimes this will work out all right (the

English future, for example, con.3iste of the auxiliary will plus the verb with no

zuffixes; it is thtis parallel to the sentences above in construction). Sometimes

it won't work out all right (the English present perfect-tense, as in 'I have

eaten eggplant'involves not only the auxiliary have, but also the past participle

eaten; its construction is not parallel to that in the sentences above, and will

cause problems.)

There is another "auxiliary" in Vietnamese -- the word rh, which Occurs

after the verb (unlike the auxiliaries just discussed) and which indicates that

the action of the-Verb took place prior to a given point in time. (In linguistic

parlance, it is 'called a perfect aspect marker, and can be equated very, very

roughly with our present on past perfect tenses.) Vietnamese students of English

very often equate r61 with the English adverb already, and try to express a

variety of past tenses by leaving the verb tenseless and tacking on already.

Watch out for this, and be aware that the student who says "I go already" really

means "I have gone", "I had gone", or "I went", ana correct him accordingly.

To summarize, English tenses will cause problems on twb majpr fronts. First,

it is not necessary to indicate tense in.most.Vietnamese sentences, so the Viet-

namese learner of English will have a tendency to leave tenses out of his English

sentences. Second, there is nothing in Vietnamese which corresponds to the

auxiliary + suffix combinations which compl'ise many:English tenses, and so the

Vietnamese learner of English will need extensive practice to get and keep these

tenses straight.-

3. be Sentences

Sentences in which the verb is a form of be, like Goldfish are pretty and

John is hungry, will give the Vietnamese learner of English trouble on two counts.

The first problem is that be is one of those inconsistencies we talked about

on page 54: it is the only verb in the language with special forms for first,

'second and third person subjects (we say I am rather than I is, you are rather

than iOiLa.122 and so on). These alternations are thoroughly presented and drill,ed

in `ESL textbooks because they give all learners of English trouble; chances are

: that you will find the treatment of them in your textbook adequate for your stu-
,

dents' needs.
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The other, problem with be sentences -- and this one is a problem for Vietnam-
ese speakers in particular -- is that in the Vietnamese parallels of some English
be sentences, the equivalent of be simply does not occur. To be specific, the

Vietnamese equivalent of be (which is lg) does not occur in sentences with predi-
cate adjectives. (In case you don't remember, the word pretty functions as a
predicate adjective in the sentence Goldfish are pretty!)

For example, the Vietnamese equivalent of the sentence"Minh is a student" is
Minh lg. hoc trO.

'Minh' 'be' 'student'

in which lg, the equivalent of English14be, occurs. (In this sentence, in both

English and Vietnamese, hoc tn.:5 and student are functioning as predicate nouns.)

On the (ther hand, the Vietnamese equivalent of the sentence "Goldfish are
pretty" is

C. vgng de

'goldfish' 'preqy'

in which there is no la at all.

The upshot of these disappearing la's is.that it will feel 'natural' to the

Vietnamese student of English to leave out be, and t-o Come up with sentences like
"Goldfish pretty", or "John nice". This, combined with the is-am-are-was-were

'problem, means that the student will require extra work on' be, especially with
Predicate adjectives.

(Incidentally, la is like all verbs in Vietnamese in that it can refer to
present, past or future depending on context.)

4. 'Questions

Another area of difficulty for Vietnamese learl-.ers. of EngliSh Is English

questions. There are two types of questions, from a grammatical poInt of view:

yes-no questions (those which are answered by yes.or no, like "Did John see the

goldfish?") and what linguists call WE- questions (questions that involve words

starting with wh like what, Who, when, which and so on, e.g. "What did John see?").

Both types of questions involve rearranging the word order of the verb phrase, and

therefore cause trouble; word order in Vietnamese does not change from statement

to corresponding question.

yes-no questions Ye -no questions in English differ from their corresponding

stittements in that the first. word of the verb phras: is moved to the beginning of

the sentence. In the question which corresponds to the statement "John will buy a

goldfish", for example, the word will, which is the first element in the verb
e

phrase will buY, is moved to the beginning of the question, to.get "Will John:r-buy -

a goldfish?".
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.
If the verb phrase consists of only one word, as in, for examp1 t c7-rtence

"John eats goldfish," we English speakr-rs conjure up a do with the appropriate

tense, and move it up to the beginnirNg, as in "Does John eat goldfiSh?". And if

the verb-phrase is one of tne single-word forms of be, as. in "John is a bit

etrange," we forget about the do and just move the be verb up to the beginning:

"Is John a bit strange?"

Yes-no questions in Vietnamese are nowhere near so messy. They differ from-

their corresponding statements only in,that the word kh6ng 'no, not' has been

tacked on at the end of the sentence. Note that the following sentence and its

corresponding question are exactly alike except for the kneing:

Minh gn cg vAng. 'Minh eats goldfish.'

'Minh' 'eats"goldfish'

Minh gn cg yang khOng? 'Does Minh eat goldfish?'
.

'Minh"eats"'goldfish"no'

WH-question6 WH- questions inEnglisI1 differ from their corresponding statements

in twp_ways: .first, a WH- word (like w , what, when., where, why, which) replaces

the appropriate element in the statemenL and is moved to the beginning of the

sentence; second, the verb phrase is s lit up as it is for yes-no questions. The

WH- question "What has John°bought?", or example, differs from the corresponding
__--.

statement "John has bought a goldfish ' in that first, the phrase a goldfish is

replaced by the WH- word what and mov d to.the begipning of the sentence; and the

hats of the verb phrase has been relored in frbnt of the subject John.

/ 'Messy aS all-this is, it gets w9rse: if the WH- word is the subject 4e-the

sentence, the verb phrase is left alne, so that the iuestion corresponding to the

statement "John ate mY goldfish," islrWho ate my goldfish?", instead of "Did who

eat my goldfish?", as it would be i4 English grammar were consistent.

Vietnamese WH- questionsare m ch more straightforward. In them, the WH- word

1

,

(like cgi gl 'what', tai sao 'why', ai 'who' and so on) (which are of course not

WH- words because they don't start *.ith wh, but this is not the time to quibble

over details) simply,replaces the appropriate element in the sentence, and every-

thing else is left as is. -Note that the following statement and a corresponding

WH- question differ only in that the word cgi gi_ 'wh;-_,t' appears in place of the

phrase at \rang 'goldfish':

Minh gn 'cg vg.ng.

'Minh' 'eat' 'goldfish'

Minh gn cgi

'Minh' Twhat'

'Minh eats goldfish.'

'What dbes Minh eat?'

The upehot_rpf these differences in the strUcture of questions in Vietnamese
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and English is that it will be hard for Vietnamese learners of English to get used

to the differences in.word order between English statements and questions. They

will need extra practice on the question forms of each tense, as well as oh qaes-

tions themselves.

(A word about whom. Note that in the previous discussion of questions the

use of/whom was not mentioned. It.was deliberately ignored for several reasons,

the'most compelling of which is that in everyday conversational English, whom is

simply not used by the vast majority of English speakers, however educated they

might be. -The time to teach whom is after the ,student has learned spoken English,

and when he is learning the special structures and ("Yonventions of expository

writihg.)

5. Negatives

'Negative statements in English will be difficult for Vietnamese students for

much the'same reasons that questions are: negatives involve the same breaking-up

of tlie verb phrase, theaame use of the conjared-up do, and the same irregular

behavior of the verb be.
-

For example, the negative of the sentence John will buy a guppy is John will

not buy a guppy; the negative word not has been inserted between the elements of

the verb phrase will buy. Negatives of sentences with only one word in their verb

phrase, like John bought a guppy, are formed by conjuring up the do, attaching to

it the appropriate tense, and inserting it along with not before the verb: John

did not buy a guppy. Except wht_n the single-word verb phrase is one of the forms

of be, as dn Guppies,are too small to eat; in that case, the not is simply put

after the be form: Guppies are not toOsmall to eat.

As you must have guessed by now, none of these shenanigans are involved in
1

the Vietnamese negative. One makes a Vietnamese sentence negative simply by

inserting the word kh5ng 'not' in front of the verb. For example., the sentenCe

Minh mua cg mgt trgng.

'Minh' 'buy' guppy'

has the following negative:

Minh kh8ng mua

'Minh' 'not"buy'

cg mgt trgng.

guppy

'Minh bought a guppy.'

'Minh didn't buy a guppy.'

The only exception is with sentences in which the verb is la (which, you
2

remember from page 61, is .equivalent to be); in this case, the phrase kheing phai

'not.correct' is inserted before the la tO negate the sentence, so that,the nega-
.

tive of the sentence
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is

ca mgt trgne 1 môt loai cg vô dung. 'Guppies are useless fish.'

guppy' 'be' 'useless fish'

c. mgt trrig khEing phai la meit loai cg v8 dung. 'Guppies are not

OuppY' 'not correct' '411;. 'useless fish' useless fish.'

Because the English negative is so much more involved than the Vietnamese

negative, it will take the Vietnamese student some time to get used to forming

English negatives properly. He should be given extra practice in forming the

negatives of all the tenses.

A word on contractions: most ESL texts present contractiOns of not, as in

haven't, didn't, aren't and so on, at the same time as -- if not before -- they

present the noncontracted forms. .They do so for the very sound reason:that in

all but the stiffest, most formal speech and writing, contractions of the negative

are universally used. If you don't teach the contracteeLforms (Which are.'pro

nounced quite differently from the noncontracted-ones), ....r stUdents won't,

recognize them in ordinary conversation,' and for a while will be terribly confused.

6. Articles

The use of the articles a/an and the is one of the most difficult aspects of

English to teach, primarily ecause it is one of those areas of English grammar

that we don't understand Well enough to describe precisely. We know that in general

a/an is used when we are referring to one instance of.something or someone indefi

nite or general, as in John ate a guppy; we also know that.in general if we Want

to refer to more than one something or someone indefinite or general, we use the

bare plural of the noun with no article, as in John-eats guppies; and we know that

if.we want to refer to someone or something definite or specific, we use the article

the with both singular and pluralnouns, as in John ate the guppy belonging to his

sister, and John at& the guppies belonging to his sister. We can't, however,

explain the numerous exceptions to these "rules", like the sentence The goldfish

is a member of the carp family, in which the definite article the is used even

though the sentence is talking about, all goldfish, and not just One goldfish in

particular.

To further complicate the picture, there are many nouns in English (called

mass nouns or noncount nouns) which can't occur with a/an or in the bare.plural.

The nouns water, chalk, furniture, soap and milk are examples: note that we cannot

*The staff at the National Indochinese Clearinghouse is not sure that cg mgt trgng
is really a guppy. We feel that it is close enough, however; besides, this is a
bulletin on language, not fish.
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say Bring me a soap or.Bring me soaps. We can't use number8. with these mass nouns,

either: Bring me three soaps is ungrammatical.

:Vietnamese makes a distinction between general and specinc, but not through

the-use of words parallel'to a/an and the. It utilizes, instead, a.system which

is in many respects parallel to the behavior of English mass nouns. Look.at the

following sentences with the mass noun chalk, which translate alMost word for word

between the languages:

T81 can phan.

'I"need"chalk'

need chalk.'

T81 can mOt vign Ogn. 'I need a piece of chalk.'

'I"need"one"piece'' 'chalk'

T6i can ba vign phan. 'I need three pieces of chalk.'

'I' !need."3"piece"chalk'

Now compare these Vietnames2 seni;ence's with the ones on pages 55 and 56;

you will see that the word sgch 'book' behaves the same way as phL
The word-vign in the preceding sentences, and the word cu6n in the sentens

al:nut the book, are members of a group of, words sometimes called classifiers.

Just as the mass nouns,in English require a "classifier" when bits of them are

being talked about (for example a piece ofchalk or cake, a glass of water, a cube

or- block of ice, a bar of soap and so on) so-_do nearly all the nouns Of Vietnamese

require classifiers.

This use of classifiers in Vietnamese, and the fact that they parallel in

many respects the behavior of mass nOuns in English, results in a tendency on the

partf Vietnamese learners of English to assume that all nouns in English are

mass nouns; He wilLsay,'for example, "Minh ate guppy", when he moans "Minh ate a

guppy" or "Minh ate guppies", and he might even supply classifiers where they

shouldn't be. (And produce sentences on the order of notickee-no-laundlScseniences

like "You want one piece sh_Lr?") (Chinese has classifiers too!)

The ichmer_z Lao or Tai Dam Speal?er

The kind of contrastive analysis that preceded 6ur remarks On the differences

betwee:-. Vietnamese and. English in the previou5 section is possible only whena

fair amount is known 'aboIlt.the grammars of the two languages involved. Unfortt-
i

nately, until very recedtly there were not enough Cambodians, Black Tai or Laotians

among the refugee popliation to justify the time and expense of research in.the

languages they speak. Added to' thi., is-the fact that the previous research that

has been done on these languages is either non-existenti.sketchy, or unavailable.
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If your student:; Etre amotw: the "minority" refugee populatons, you. will pretty

much be forced to rely exclusively on your ESL text to cover 411 the points of

difficulty your students will encounter. You should be flexible here, and allow
for extra time on a lesson that is unexpectedly particularly/difficult. In the
meantime, you can spot problem areas by listening carefUllylto your students'

mistakes.

In teaching pronunciation, you can usually tell when a Ftudent has a problem
by listening to him_repeat after you. If your Cambodian Student says buh for bus,/
for example, try him out on other wurds that end in s: _chances 4re that he will ;

substitute h for s in them as well, and you can conclude that he/will need specia_
r

/help with final s. (There i8-available 4 short study-of the pronunciation 'problems
,

of.Tai Dam speakers. See General Information Series /10 in ApPendix A.)
IThere will be times when your students will, in mimicking you, produce a

sound that'doesn't sound "right"; what's probably happening hete is that they,are
N I.substituting-from their own language the s6und that's closesto the one you 1are

producifng. The best' you can do here is to get them to e4petiment, 'th exaggerated
, pronunciatiOns until theyjlappen to hit on onie,that sounds gbod -Co you,.. (This is
what Most traned ESL teachers do anyway. Even if they know preOiselYwhi*-gound

.

the students are making, and how they are making it, i... doesn't dO\the stUdents
i/

.,-
.any good for the ESL teaCher to explainor example,/that the student-producini\:-.-.

, ./
English initial /t/ 'o4th-ut aspiration, and that thiS sounds like /d/ to Am'er.4?cans,;,

,.

.

And that he must build 4-pressure so that when he releases the stop_eslight pUff:..

of air .is expelled...."!)
.-,.

-..

:

With structure 7.-,"obleMs, if you have access to a speaker of your ttudents''
; \language who also speaks English_very, very well, you might:be better able,tb

understand your students'Ll5iStakes

structure into his nat.:-':"e language

the sentence as,h'brdinarily says

.by asking-him first to translate a particular

(be st,re you'hake it clear here that you Want

it, so that he,abeSn.'t trans]ate: the sentence

word for word from English), then asking,him to tranSlate.the .senten6e back into

English for you word for word. Chances.are that the word-for-word trarislation will

come very closc, to the errors yOur st)id-ents make.
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EUIDFLEMTM.ARY LANGUAGE ACTIVITIES 1.1, THE REGULAR CLASSROOM

Regular Classroom teachers ae for the most part not had any experience

teaching English as a Second Iánguage to non-English speaking-children. This

section will hopefully provl e some suggestions and ideas for those teachers carry-

ing. on the work of the ESL teacher in setting up and/or teaching ESL classes

within their regular cla sroom situation.

In areas where there are not enough non-English speaking children to Warrant

an ESL prograM, or even traveling ESL teacher, those nod-English speakers that do

exist are often referred to auxiliary school personnel for help. The speech

/therapist, the reading teacher, the DP teacher or the language arts specialist is

expected, one way or another, to teach the children English. For understandable

reasons, the specialist tends to interpret the problems of the non-English speaker

/ in terms of his.own specialty (the readingteacher, for example,.might see the

non-,English speaker's problem as a reading probleueven though the child reads

perfectly in his own languageand would transfer those skills immediately if he

knew what the words and sentendes meant!) C.,.re should be taken on all sides to

recognize the child's problem for what it is -- the inability to speak English --

and to remember that, for the most part, the child in his own language and culture

is fully functioning and problem-free. There are, of course, refugee children with

learning problems, 'but thes-e-problems are distinct from the overall language prob-.
-lem, and must not be confused /

with It:

Whoever it is that the .child is going to for special help, it will be.that

person's responsibility to teach him the sentence patterns and pronunciation of

English. -The clasd,room teacher's responsibility will be to teach the child vocab-

ulary, and to givelhim opportunities to use what he has learled in his languag

.ciasses. Thcl clasSroom teacher must alsO see that the child has ample opportu ity

tb learn. from his peers. (As we Mentioned in a previous section, there are as ects

of English that the non-English.speaking child can learn only from his classma eh:

th.e Ehglish used blr eight-year-old boys on the playground, for example, simply

cannot be taught the classroom teacher, because she doesn't.speak it hersel !)

It is imperative

so that together they can form a fairly complete picture of the child and his lan-

guage needs. If the language teacher and classroom teaher keep each other i formed
1

of their activities\ with the child, they can reinforce each other's lessons._ If

the c,lassroom teac4r, for exaMple, knows that the 1...:ek's pi.onunciation lesso is

hat the classroom teacher and language teacher work clOsely

67
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on th, she can focus on vocabulary items with th in them when she is working with

the child; or if she knows that the question form "What's this?" and the answer

"It's a .'" , are being taught, she can review vocabulary by asking the child

"What's this?", pointing and requiring the child to answer "It's a ." Con-

versely, if the language teacher has a list of vocabulary words the classroom

teacher is working on, she can incorporate those words into her pronunciation and

structure drills.

As we mentioned before, it is from the classroom teacher that the child will

learn vocabulary. It is ul timately more beneficial for the child to be taught

vocabulary' items orally fir,t., with the written forms taught later, or given as

study aids. The child should be shown a clip, for example, and told "This is a

'cup" or'"It's a cup"; he should repeat the word cupseveral times, both in isola-

tieirand in sentences, u ] he (..tan pronounce It properly. .Then he can be shown

the written fcrm of the word. (Older children who are literate in their native

language will want the written form given to them at the same time as the spoken

form, which.is fine, as long as the teacher-remembers that the spok n form is

primary, and focuses on it in her presentation.)

-'Materials in the Classroom

The teacher will probably want to teach' the refugee chiad classroom vocabulary

first: the words for things in the classroom like pencil, book, lunch money,

teacher, desk,,and so on. When these have been learned, she can use many of the

materials which she already has in the classroom as sources of vocabulary. Here

ilre some examples:

Picture di"ctionaries. The teacher can go.through these with the child (or

have_another child work with the refugee student), looking at the pictures

and prpnouncing -eh k. associated words. Later, the child can make his own

picture dictionaries, using- pictures from magazines or old textbooks.

2. Flash cards and sent face strips with matching pictures. These can be used

first in oral work with the teacher or another child; later, the child can

work independently with them; matching words or sentences and pictures will

reinforce the sentence patterns he has learned, as will copying the words

and sentences.

3. Word puzzles and anss. These can be used as sburces of vocabulary.and

conversation.

4. bLM (Develcpmental Learnin Materials): Any of the games, pictures, or

puzzles designed to increase motor, skills, awareness of bOdy parts, or lan-
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guage development can be used as sources of vocabulary. Material: for

'activities (jump rope, etc.) can be utilized in teaching verbs like jump,

clap,.hop, and skip, (and, incidentally, verb tenses: Teacher asks, "What

'are you doing?"; child answers, "I'm juMping"; teacher asks, "What did you

Ijust do?"; child answers, "I just jumped", and so on).

5. Richard Scarry's What Do People Do All Day, Best Word Book Ever, Great Big

Schoolhouse and Best Mother Goose Ever. These are useful because the'pic-

tures contain a wealth of material -- some of it quite sophisticated.

6. Lanuage AlthoUgh these are designed for children

with learning problems, they are an excellent source of vocabulary and conr

versation with non-English speaking children. -(The materials designed to

help the native speaking slow learner with sequencing, for example, can be

used with the bright non-Engiish speaker, who will have no problem with the

sequencing, but -who needs practice talking in Englieh about what happened

first, second, and so on.)

7'. "Talking books." Any materials, like Bill Martin Instant Readers, or the

Bowmar Early Childhood Reading Series, in which stories are accompanied by

tapes or records, can be used bY :the non-English speaking child, especially

the child with a knowledge.of the basic sentence patterns, as a source of

vocabulary. They have the advantage of providing the child with a good

oral'model, but at the same time giving him something\he can do by himself
\

when the teacher and his classmates are busy with something he can't dr-

\
8. eL_pReadinlabsrora.mslikeSorAcillBui.I.ers are good

sources of vocabulary (and general information!) for the child\ h sdme

knowledge of English,. //

The examples listed above are meant to g/ve the teacher an idea of the mater-
/

ials already in the classroom which can be used to teach vocabulary to refugee

children. In fact, anything in the classroom that provides the children with an

0

opportunity to talk about different objects and actions can be a source of vocabu-

lary. If the tea,Ther keeps in mind that the child should e abe to say something

before he reads it, and if she stays,away from material5 which teach phonics (for

reasons which will be discussed later), anything she can think up will be beneficial.

If tere is neither an ESL teacher nor any other language teacher available,

the job of teaching English to the refugee child will rest.entirely with tne class-

room teacher. The teacher should fin( out about the child's language, cultural

background, educational experience, and his English proficiency if there is any.

She should organize the children (or child) as she would for a reading group, but
C
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in this case it will be an ESL group. She will need an ESL textbook (see chapter

on ESL materials) and a very detailed and easy-to-follow achers' guide. , A good

many of the teachers' guides in ESL books are written for teachers who, have had

very little or no ESL experience.

Teaching of Reading to Non-Engsh Speaking Children .

-..

The c1assrdOM-tea-cher_might also be called.upon to teach reading to the

refugee child, especially in the early grades where'reading is tIe prime concern

Actually, reading is not that great a problem to the refugee chi( d if he is lit-

erate in hie'lAnguage, and his oWn language has a Roman alphabet. The Vietnamese

third-grader, for example, will:be able almost immediately to decode English words

because, by and large, the letters of the English alphabet symbolize the same

sounds they symbolize in the Vietnamese language; his corriprehenSion of what he has

read will go hand in hand with his knowledge of the sentence patterns of.English.

In other words, bEisic reading skills transfer readily from language to languagfe.

Even children who dcs not know the Roman alphabet will not have to'be taught read-

ing skills, although they will need to-belishown the shapes of letters and the

sounds they represent.

The kindergartener or first grader who does not yet read will, of course,

have to be taught how: In this case, the teacher should rely.on readiness activi-

ties and building sight-word vocabulary.. Until the child has a good,understanding

of the sound system pf English (in other words, until his English pl-onunciation

is quite good) phonics will confue and frusttate him. English has a different

\\ sound system from Vietnamese or Khmer (the language spoken in Cambodia): the

child will hear English sounds in terms of his native sound system, and so, for'.

.example, will hear they the same as day, .-and so on. Being told, then; that th

sounds difforent from u will confuse him, because as far as he is concerned they

sound exactly the same. ,Conversely, being told that the word tat has'the same

sound at both the beginning and,the end will confuse him, because to him they,are

quite different,. Until he learns which sounds are the same and which are different

to,speakers of English, he simply will not understand what the teacher is talking

about, no matter how much drill he is given.

The best ways to handle the teaching of reading are the sight-word approa,-..h

and language-experience method. The sight:-word approach builds on the child's .

basac vocabulary and moves from one-word recognicion into complete sentence recog-
a

nition. From there he usually proceeds to a reading serieE -- basal, programmed

o- individualized (using library books, textbooks, reference books'or magazines).

A basal or programmed series will usually provide the teacher with sequenced

follow-up activities in development of necessary skills like punctuation, compre-
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hension, and vocabulary. The majority of th ,? texts will be illustrated.

The language-experience method of teaching reading is the most individualized

possible, because the child provides the material. Initially it emp:lasizes listen-

ing-and speaking; later reading and writing are included.

The child usually dictate's a story, or,a fyw sentences, on a topic of partic-

ular interest to. hiM% From there the teacher works on vocabulary and the develop-
ment \pf basic skills. The older child will be able to write bis own stories.

Even SAlough he can write, he will neecl the teacher's help with-Skill and vocabul.ry

development. YThe-student's vocabulary building can be maintainFd through the use

of "word yanks" in which the words recognized and remembered from the stories are

written on sthall indeX cards-and either kept in a file box or a cigar box. After
.--<gathering a stall number, they can be alphabetized for easy reference.

,A few points to remember:about reading:

1. The child will want to be in a reading group especially if most of_the

other children are.

If there areonly one-or two rcfug.ae r',hiTdre_n ina_reading_group, they

initially be,allowed-t3 float between the two best readng r-.oups

in the clas, These groups will be the best models.

Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher

1. Encourage.your students to speak.

2. Avoid material or activites which may be too difficult and therefore frustrating.

3. Speak to your students in a natural way -- contractions, normal rate, tone

and pitch. Use simple language -- short sentences, familiar structures, and

concrete vOcatulary.

4. .Emphasize listening and speaking activities, plays, puppet shows,di-amatics,

.role playing, public speaking, debating.

5. Provide a variety of listening activities: poetry readings, singing, talking

books, filmstrip with records and tapes, taped material.

6. Provide the student with talking activities as often as possible; telephone:

.conversations (can usually borrow a system.from the phone company), give oraa

reports cn field trips, provide structured situations for talking. For

instance, make a map of community and, surrounding areas. ,Have the student

work out his route to and from school, and discuss stores, buildings, ete. on

the-2:oute.
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Give simple directions -- one and two steps initially; even better, use an
exampl.

8. Don't be afraid to c rrect; make corrections short and immediate.

-0. Teach the student to read and write only what he Can say and understand.

10. Use a'variety of visual aids: chalkboard, charts,
MoVies, filmstrips.

References for General Classroom Materials

Bill Marti.n Instant Readers
Holt Rinehart & Winston, Inc.
383 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

1

tambridge R4..ading Work-a-Text
/Cambridge Book Company, Inc.
1488 Madison. Avenue
New York?/New York 10022

DETECT Ser'es
f Science Research Associates5 Inc.

259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

DLIvi

Developmental Learning Materials
7440 Natchez Avenue
Niles, Tllinois 60648

Early Childho06 Reading Series
Bowmar Publishing Corporation
1!1'. O. Box 3623
622 Rodier Drive
Glendale, California 91201.

First Talking Stogbook Box
Scott, Foresman & Company
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, Illinois 60025.,

The Job Ahead: New Rochester
Occupational Reading Series

Science.Rpear'ch Associates, Inc.
259 East Erie Street
Chicaco, Illinois 60611

Langliage_Latriences in. Readirig
Encyclopedia Britannica Education Corp.
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

A LiELchiag-lieading Program
D. C. r-feath and Company

125 Spridi Street
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

pictures, maps, diagrams., ,

One 1.0

Inc.
Englewood Cliffs, ',dew Jersey -07632

Peabody Language Kit
American Guidance Service, Inc.
C.i.a.J.e Pines, Minnesota 55014

Reading InCentive Language Program
BowmarPublishing-eorporation
p. O. Box 3623
622 Roee? Drive
Glendale; California. 91201

Skill Builder-a--
I3eaders Digest

.: Pleasantville, New York 1057o

Sounds & Patterns of Language - Talkin
our Vtly tO Readina Series

}kat Rinehart & Winston; Inc.
383 Madison Avenue

-.New York, NeW lork 10011

SRA Reading Labs
Sciehce Research ,Associates, Inc.
259 Eaat Erie Street ,

Chicagi. Illinois :60611

Trans arencies & ping Masters for.
Language & Vocabulary Development

Milliken Publishing Company
1100 Research Blvd.
St. Louis, Missouri 63132

or

'Continental Press
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania 17022

TRY: Experiences for Young Children
Noble & Noble Publishers., Inc.
1 Dag Bammarskjold Plaza
,New York, New York 10017
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The primary'difficulty with a' system employi:- A.-op:rams is the necessity of

learning all the possible symbols, or characters. . there are. approximately-

47,000 characters in Chinese, for examrde, learning them all is not an easy ta,sk,

and often the literacy rate in s'Igh a culture is not ve'ry hig'n. Further difficul-

ties in terms of mechanical. reproduction, either in printing or ty-pesetting, aiso

have to be overcome.

In an alphabet, a given mark'represer 7 irart icular .und. Thu:1, ,a relation-

ship between sound and visual representation is established. One of the advantages'

of this system is flexibility% There are a limited number of sounds whioh are

used to create words in any language, and the symbols which reprsent these sounds

can.be joined'in any combination necessary to represent these sounds, or words.

A syllabary differs from an alphabet in that each visual symbol represents a

syllable in the language. For example, in Japanese, syllables are always composed

of .a consonant sound followed y,a vowel sound, or a vowel sound aldne.' A sylla-

bary has been constructed to represent all these consonant-vowel combinations.

Systems Used in Indochina

We might expect the Vietnamese to use Chinese-style ideograms since they were

so heavily influenced (culturally) by the Chinese. Interestingly enough, however,

Vietnamese is written in the saMe Rotan alphabet that is used in English. Although

the Vietnamese learned writing.from the Chinese and devised a system in which

certain Chinese characters were used to represent Vietnamese sounds (the ehd nOrn

system), the Roman alphabet was adoPted in the 16th century after being inroduced

by ,French and Portuguese missionaries. ThiS system, called Auoc ngq, used the

Roman alpilabet to represent Vietnamese sounds.

Vien kg.str nió poi :

Phai khoan inOt lo- & gift tang (IA, cho thutie

a). vac) pha vâ tUng naanh cho nguei khiéng nhfrng

ntanit do dL Ton kern chirng hai .:van Wong.

Vien chuyen-inOn kiCuh> nOi :

Nhu vOy LOri qua All co thC gay ngny hai cho

cac nha hai n dirOng. Theo y tôi, to cü dC nguyen

1,0y rOi lam cai can nit 1,V1huat & tren tang da do, hotic

hchi thi d(ip hOc xky & hai ben !Ang dã

do than h nut cai (1.6c lung lira )), xc cO di lai cling

kent chUng mOt van 13,5y ngan &Ong.

Fig. 2: A sample of riu5c ne 'script.

.
QuOc ne uses various diacritical marks ("accents") placed over or under some

letters' to indicate particular consonant and vowel sounds and syllabic tones.

These diacritical marks are'eSsential for distinguishing words which-,-while

represented by the same letters-, may .change meaning radically,), depending upon

8 .?
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tone. For .xrle elln "71a" nc't tell n Vietnames reader whether
the WO/'.1 wa,-. "a "rice seedlinr", "clier,", "mom", or "hr-se". But,.with
the dia1'itic9.1. mar.ks, the 7.otential i.on:usion is eliminated at once. (Ma/= 'ghost;
m5 I:10m; "that"; r-a = a grave; mi horse;
ma =

Incidentally, 11 is an example of romanization. When a language is
romaniced, its-sound system is adopted to the Roman alf_thabet by selcting the
letter wiaich arproxinates the sounds made y the speakrers of that

\ language. For exampl:, when we a2e the name "Mao Tse tung"-we are reading the
\ronaniz,,tIon of the Chiese characters. 'Thviously, thc ncura y of a romanized
transcrition of a language will depend upon at least two fac ors: the ability
of the'l)erson doing the romanining to hear subtle distinctidns in the language

/
he's\transcribing and aloe his understanding of his own so/Ind system as represented
b'y the different symbols. For instance, w know that amg speakers of French,
English, Spanish, Gerinan, etc., the same alphabet is us,d to represent approxi-
mately the same sounds. ITOwevr, there are differencp. An English .speaker
seeing the letter x tbinks of a sound like the first part of the word X-raI. A
French 's peako, howe7er, seeing the sane letter, thinks of a sound closer to the
one represented in English by s aa. in the word sit. Since the French and the
Portuguese did the romanicing of Vietnamese, they chose to represent some Vietnam-
ese 'sounds with letters which a speaker of Fnglish would not have chosen. The-
initial SoUnds in the Vietnamese words xinh, xu, and xe are closer to an English
s or z: "sin", "soo" and "say"

The Cambodians and Laotians also use alphabets. Their cultural influence
came largely from India, rather than China (see section on culture), and conse-

,

auently their writing systems are a modified form of the alphabet ustd for Sanskrit',
the ancient language of India.

7-te itisq-brA?irtszp
. it

rii6..ssrA ft,Ps r..41
el ress-Tzmunv., /

psez sk9tipth),in,nirsanAgris:4,3?rnAll PA.,e).yrn V-,,,tri.St.',>PS' as0 rri d n .
1,.

t T.4yn/S-')A7e55: cisrn/ '-' c-/ r".61 i A Si esy r PI ,<--, to flkiSc., 0, P AJ14 qi , D L /-./fv az ri,) inticl'el rid') es..f. 6, ; :I V tin friS Z rztir rn/
t/Vw 'try r1S-> 75 IV t$A5.6") tfc>/ess.e FM h CI @0

.10

147 t es1
4=4. /
:41,1 (Fyn z ,r) .s1tY)t.t.7"-g,nart ails cu). yrs, a

Fig, 3: An example of Cainbodian script.-
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Pealing Problems

Before beginning to teach an Indochinese student to read English, the teadher

should Ii.nd out what the student's previous reading experience has been. Many

students are already literate in their native language. Literate Vietnamese '

stuc'ent:71 will be thoroughly familiar with the Roman alphabet, since their own

languagc is written using Roman characters, Many Lao-and Cambodian stude.ts are-
literate in French, as well as im their own language, and these students . will have

little difficulty with English script. -Some Laotians and Cambodians ; however, are

not familiar with the Roman al Phabet,.since Lao and Khmer are languages which use

a different writing system. Although they have literacy skills, they will have to.

be taught the alphabet and vriting conventions of English.
-,

But a significant number of 4dochinese ztudents enter American classrOoms

without any reading skills at all. Older students, especially, and illiterate

adults not only have to learn to sPeak English, they also haw: to deVelop fundamen--

-tal literacy skills in order to read English even at the mJst basic level. Such

students present special problems to 'the language teacher.
.

.

Learning to read is a complex task, and it takes, time to develop literacy

skills, whether-the student is a first grader or an illiteratecadult. A number of

skills have to be mastered. Some are physiological, such as learning to develop

coordinated eye movemen,3 across a line of print. But the central skill is a

cognitive one: _learning to associate abstract symbols -- such as the letters of

the- Roman alphabet -- with concreue sounds, the sounds of the spoken l7mguage, and
,

with the meaning they repre.lent. In, order to read any written language, a person

must master these basic skills, no niatter what the writing system may be.

Once these. skills are tlearned, however, they seem to tranifer relatively.

easily from one language to another, and even fIom one writing system to another.

For example, in qi-&!r for a 1,ierate,Ehglish speaker to learn to read.Greek or

86
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Cambodian, he would have to learn the language, and the conventions of its writing
system. (If he were learning to read French, he would only have to learn the
language, since it shares the Roman alphabet wlth English.) This is,.of course,
a lot to learn. But the English student of Cambodian or Greek would not have to
learn how to read all over again, he would simply transfer his literacy capability
to another method of writing.

This has.several important iMplications for the language teacher. First, the
student wIlo is already literate in a language which uses the Roman alPhabet, such
as Vietnamese, only needs to be taught certain specific aspects of the English
writing system. He will already know many elements of that system. Second, the
student whc) is literate in.a language which does not use a k,man alphabet, such as
Lao and Khmer, has to be taught all aspects of the system used in English. Finally,
an illiterate student would have to be taught basic literacy skills as well as the
English writing conven.ions. It is only for this latter student that literacy
materials, such as the "Laubach" materials', would have any relevance whatsoever.
However, since the "Laubach" materials are designed for_the illiterate student who
already knows spoken English very well, they will- not be effective for the begin-
ning ESL student. ft may.be wise to postpone literacy training until the student
hnsgained a strong command of spoken English.

The student's language background and his experience in reading ought o be
taken into consideration when planning the reading component for the ESL program.

If the student is literate inVietnamese.

Literate Vietnamese students have mastered the Roman alphabet. There are,
however, gome importart differences. Vietnamese.uses-diacritical marks to indicate

tones and, some caies, sound values, and the Vietnamese alphabet differs
slightly from ',he English one. But a more critical difference is thiS: a Viet-
namese student will read the lctters of the alphabet using the sound valuesshehas
learned for .3.6'tnamese. If you ask a beginning

Vietnamese Er'L student to read.a
short English F, sage (just for the purpose of exa4le, since it is a poor peda-
gogical technique), it will alist certainly sound incomprehensible. The studen'
will sdmply convert the passage into a series of Vietnamese sounds. This will
demonstrate how important it is to teach, in a systematic way, the English sound
values of the English writing system.

TIle literate student can profit greatly from the beginning by reading short,
carefully controlled Englisif passages in the earliest ESL lessons. Reading, whjTe
beneficial in its own right, also supports the development of other language
skills. But It is very important to make sure,ttlat the student learns to remg-
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nize and nroduce the sound values of the English alphabet correctly. The language

teacher must contrcd and monitor the student's progress in developing reading

skills in English.

If the student is literate in L'_o or Khmer.

The teacher has t oitinue to exercise careful control as these students

learn the English sounds '.- Roman *shabet. They.have the additional problem

of being entirely unfami2r with Roma:. script, so they will have to be taught

all the conventio-.1 of the English writing system comprehensively. Many basic

al: texts will oc,ntain brief introdlIctions to the printed and the hand-writter

alphabet. For most students, these brief materials will be sufficient. It is

rarely necessary -- or desirable -- to use literacy materials. In anycase, mcst

teachers find tIlat students literate in a non-Roman alphabet have the ability

(that is, the basic.literacy skills) to learn the Roman system quite rapidly.

.he student is not literate in his native language,

The illiterate student has two problems: 1) to learn English, and 2) to

learn to read. TheSe problems should not be' confused. It is -luite possible to

teach conversational English without using written materials at all, and it would

be quite wrong, to think that the stvd;mt has to become literate before he can

profit frcm ESL lessons. Moreoer; ...9-ing to teach the student' to become literate

in English as he is learning Englisl,. -ill have,the effect of setting two hurdles

before him. Progress.is likely to be slow, and the student may be easily dis-

couraged. The problems might best be dealt with separately, as. we have suggested.

One way is to develop ESL skills first. Another way, widely used when teaching

speakers of large language groups'in American schools to read, is to teach literacy

1:kiilsfirst in the native lange. However, this is not a very realistic alter--

r ative for Laotian and. 'ambodian students, since there are no aiteracY materials

in those languages generally available, and few qualified bilingual literacy

t.,achers in this country.

Teachers and language specialists increasingly agree that reading can play an

inportant part in second language learning. Most ESL materials provide for read-

inig, and basic. writing exercises, in the earliest lessons. Indochinese students

present 'some special problems for the,language teacher. But when the:,teacher

Itnows the background and reading experience.of the Indochinese studnts, appropri-

_reading skills can be taught eificiently as an integral element of -the 'whole

L-program.

'8 8-
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BILINGUAL AIDS: THEIR DUTIES AND TRAINING

When there are large numbers of Vietnames- or-Cambodian or Laotian students
in a particular school or school district it is then possible to ha a bilingual/
bicultural education program. By this we are referring to programs in which two
languages'are used as mediums of instruction. This will allow the children I4-ho
speak no or a limited amount of English to continue cognitive and linguistic
growth in their first language while acquiring English as a second one.

Ideally, a full bilingual program would employ teachers who are totally
bilingual and bicultural, and would be responsible for all classroom instruction.
A full bilingual program would also be committed to developing relevant instruc-
tional materials where needed, providing in-service education, and developing
strong community-school-parent cooperation. In discussing bilingual-edUCaion
for the Indochinese refugee population there are obvious limitations: enough
trained bilingual/bicultural teachers are not available; materials_in Vietnamese
are scanty, and materials in Cambodian and Laotian are non-existent. Yet, with
the use of a bilingual aide, a support bilingual program can be attempted.

Support programs continue to build upon what the child already knows, and
continue the developten of his culture and language while he is learning English-
Two easential elements of a. support program are the employment of:some bilingual
staff (principally aides) and the acquisition, adaptation or development of
materials in the student's native language.

As of September, 1976, at.least sone text material was available in Vietnamese.
\ 'ee Appendix H.) With tliks new material, it is now possible for the qualified
bilingual aide to teach at least one course, in the low6r grades, in Vietnamese.

One major concern which then irises is the structuring of the classroom and
the curriculum. It is possible to structure the environment so that students will
be abl4 e to associate a language with a learning station, e.g. the student will
know that the math or the science "centers" are in uis natiVe lenguage, rather
than English. It is also possibl. D structure the environment so that a given
language is associated with one particular room: A third alternative is that of
. ructuring the day so that a certain amount of 'ime is allotted to each language.
W;,Itever the adminisl_rative structuring, the English-speaking,teacher and the
Vietnamese-speaking teacher Must work as a team to make instruction effective.

Even if native lahguage materials are 2.1,Y. available, a bilingual aide in a
schoolcan be an.invaluable asset. From our experience, the most productive roles
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for the bilingual aide would be in the following general areas:

7 Tutoring. By this we mean explaining conce.ots and reinforcing skills in

the chilVs native language when only English language materialc are

available. This may also include adapting materials, and con'1u2tin drill

and practise sessions to make sure that a particular concept has teen

internalized.

Bein5, a Communications Bridge, The bilingual aide should be responsible

for keeping lines of communication open between the-school and the Indo-

chinese students and parents. This 'would include keeping teachers an:

aaministrators advised of cultural and social phenomena and deve:Lopments

which help the school understand the child, as well as explaining to the

child what the school expects of him and how he can best meet these

expectations.

Being a coLtmunications bridge also involves working with parents.

The aide can .Jnly inform parents of school goals and poliie,s, but

can gather from ie parents personal information about the s-udents and

the home environment which may ihe vital in making judgments at school.

3. Locat 2,232711.21Lag_Ipstructional Materials. Working with the English-

speaking teacher, the bilingual aide can pinpoint the areas in which

Materials are most needed. If these are not readily available (even in

single copies), the aide can create ad-hoc day-by-day materials for class,

or adapt an existing English language text for -native language use.

(See following chapter.) The aide can also serve as part of instruc-

tional team, helping to plan curricula appropriate to Indochinese refugee.

children.

,

4. Assessing and Evaluating Students. Through,native language testing, the

aide can help the school in fl.owing a student's progress.% The aide,

because he shares the language and culture of the student, can also -get

responses to instructional situstions from the Indochinese studunts where

comment would rarely be given to an Americao teacher.

The four areas,of responsiined above are just irvii:ative of the
_

duties of a .bilih6a1Lbl-e-1 aide. Obviously, there are more. One responsi-

bility that should not be assigned .?.n aiae is that of,' teaching Engish'as a.second

language. As will be discuosed in Section 3 of this Manual, the tpacher of Eng-

lish as a SecOnd Language should Ix, f3rst and fcre;nost, a good mcc-el of the

Eaglish language. . Unless the refugee has fluent command of English pronunciation

9 0
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and c-ra=a:- (i.e., sounds like a native sreaker of F.n,: t, the FFL rrogram
should be staf'.=d by nati'.'e

the skillJ of
second lanuai7e.

The a_ninistrative arrangement for the Indochinese aide will probably be
different for most American aide.;. The fellowing, ftuidelines will probably

The Indochinese aide, at least 4n the first few years, will be most effec-
wltn In:jochinese students. Therefore, in schools where only one or

tw3 refuF:ee children are cqassroom, the aide would be assigned
to several teachers or even seve:.al campuses. In this case, the aide's
soh:H.7.de needs to be carefully coordinated with teacher and student
-schedules.

Ths aide should schedule a with each student he-;5 responSible for
at frequent intervals, at a mi::imum -1-Ice or twice a week. It is this
persoffal contact, between student and aide which will pay the largest
dividends. To make this possihle, a place should-be provided on each

cam-oUs f7=r the aide to meet with students, indivIdually and in small
groups.

The schedule should provide'for individual teachers to meet with the Indo7
chinese aide to plan'ourricula and exchange information. Where one aide
is serving seieral teachers or campuses, his schedule, duties-, and the
line of responsibility and supervision must be both clear and rea:3onable.

Some structured observation of the aide's work is probably necessary and
shob1e be carefully organized.

In-Service Training

In many instances schools may tie fortunate enough to have'available a former
teacher from Vietnam or Cambodia or Laos who dces not have credentials to teach
in this country. Such Dersonnel should be extremely valuable in.serving as aides:

All Inloohnese aides -- former teachers and others -- will need some in-
service education to help them do their jobs better. Such programs would include
some or all of the following components:

A short course in school,policies and procedures, especially those

involving contacts with students and the ,community. This.can be very
sensitive if aides are workinb with inadequate information.

4,7 'Goals aLd objectives,of forthcoming instruction plus the teaching strate-
1
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gifes to be The aile -is to be advised of the ricture"

of instruction in sr.aer t.T carry his resron3ibil!ti7.

Availa'ele material aril rec:urees 'ne planning his work. This

includes awareness of what exists in the library, slipplementary mat.erials,

audio-visual materials, and comrnunity resources. The Indochinese aide

will need a variety of sources fro^ra which to pull together nef,led ins7truc-

tional materials, and will be less familiar with.school resources than

other members of the staff. He will also need to know about availahle

and willing rersonnel r,,sources he ran call upon for help.

Strategies of interpersonal communication. Since he will be working

individually and in small groups and since he has's. unique role, his'

interpersonal skills need to be flexible and effective.

Strategies of making explanations, conducting drills, evaluating students.

Former teachers will likely know these things, b'it from their own perspec-

tive. Others should h,e tau7ht these skills.

Techniques of record-keeping. The Vietnamese aide, will be gathering

information about ....udents which will not be available to others on the

staff. This information should be systematically recOrded if it Is to be

-useful.

The relationship between American students, students and teachers, students

and parents. Also to be conered-are such "tribal rites" unique to

American children as pep rallies, social activities, clubs, intense par-

ticipation in spotts, and other peer group activities.

The nature of culture and details of cultural differences observed among

both Indochinese and American children. For instance, a study and dis-

cussion of the small booklet entitled A Handbook for Teachers of Vietnam-

ese Students: Hints for Duling with Cultural Differences in Schools

(Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975) could be used in an in-service

program for a group of American teachers apd Vietnamese aides.
4

Basic practices of teaching and learning should be taught or reviewed.

Since the aide will be dealing with individu-'.3 who practice varYing/

1.arning some basic information is necessary.

0 '7-
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As was mentioned in _he 7..revios b-r:ary taret Sf
support instruction is cognitive development and ,J.nerptanlng within sulject
content areas (such as social studies, science, and mathematics) while simultan-
eously learning English as a second language. To reiterate, the major goals of
bilingual support instruction in content areas include cognitive develoPment;
social and psychological adjustment; and language learning, both the acquisiion
of English as a second language, and the maintenance an" level-7,ment of native
language skills. In this chapter we «ill deal with bilingual/bicultural content
instruction y both tne ilingual aide and the Englisl teacher.

How to Prepare a:Bilingual Lesson

Assuming that an American textbook is t.c- be fo'low;cg tsks can be
performed by the American teacher working with the bilingiial aide:

- 1. Identify the key «old, . Certainly not all wordn in a les:on are of

eaual 5::iportance. From ten to twen*:y or twenty-five crucial English

vocabulary items should be .identified and glossed for each lesson,

depending on its length and the grade level. (These words should also

be given te) the ESL teacher for incorporation into ESL activities.)

2. Summarize the key concetts. 'If- a teachers' manual is provided, it is a

good resource for this task.. .53ven if t-ne class preoentation involves

free discussion (arid very/complex .language use); teachers usually know..

in advance what conclusidns will be elicited.

3 Prepare a few relevant sentences. ":se the'key words simple English

sentences expressing/the key concepts. Writing 's"'Iple sentences' men-c

in general avoiding'passives, conditionals, and 'other cdmplex grammatical

structures; it does not reauire simplifying the concer,ts.

4, Have the key words and nelevant sentences translated into Vietnamese or'

Khmer or Lao and tape recorded-bilingually.

This. is .t"ie primary reason every teacher with Indochinese students needs
.4atcess to a bilingual aide. Both oral and written translations are

desireable." Ev.ni if a Vietnamese or Khmer or Lao speaking resource

person is readily available, the English-speaking;teacher should practice

Pronouncing the native language words and seritences from the tape. The.
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4-.-ar'ner's sincere attemp-: to use the student's native language is impor-

tant in estatlisliin an attitude of recognition and acceptanse of the

language for both the refugee and English dominant students. In addition,

-,ome productive awareness of the native language sound system will help

the American teacher understand the interference whIch will be occurring

, between :he spoken and written forms of the native language and English

or the students.

What follows is a sample ada.pted lesson using concepts from a social studies

unit. For reasons of space we have limited T.he sample to Engl.L7b, and Vietnamese,

but the same can be done for Khmer and Lao. (For lanjuage arts, see Appendix A,

Bil.7ngual Edur2ation Eeries: A l for Ei:Ingual Language Skill Ellilding.)

cePt: WhIch Place is like whre you live?

H,--w is it dIffer,nt?

Vietnamese
9

Ch(*nao giOsng ch6 em (trd)

Khrl.c shCi nac?

Key Words:
'..:

i-Acture -tam hind, c7oud may
-; ..1..

live (v) , country xp:

house cgi nha city thanh ph6

home nha sidewalk le Aubbg

street con dliAlg room phOng
...

building tOa nha, cao 6c wood 0
9 ...,

door cub. cal brick ach
9 2

window odb. so apartment gian nha (trong cao gc)
f.:.

weather thei. tilt trees cay col

cold lanh grass CO

, hot nOng difi'erent khgc nhau

rain mafb.'

9
I live in a house/apartment. T61 o'trong m'Ot cgi nha/mOt gian nha.

My house is (not) like this one. Nha t6i giOng (kh6ng giAng)/c6i nha nay.

. My house is made of wood/brick. Nha t6i lam bing g:O/gach.
.

.

The weather is colJ. today. , Trei hom nay lanh.
9 . .1

The weather is hot inViete-ani Vie't Nam trei nong.

It is_rainifig. It is not raining. Trei dang raib,.. Tr&i. kh6ng mub..

9
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Summary: P0:7 of houses.

are- tiffrent In ]:frer7 ,:ountries.

-7 ' 7.:he city arf, houses in the country.
SlIme liv'e in apn...r7c-.ents.

Tom tat: nh.Aag loai nha khL nbau.
f....

. ,
, }.;.hao ::hs1::t.',.y t,:g xu7.

:;*:-.,--. c. -'3'thanh thi khL vei nha c±-1. C'th6n elt«i.

.--- --.hil: ^ -" 4)1' 0' t--,-- -'----4-- -4 p,-. ri-, -ro,-- ,--3'- -ao 8c.

9ConePt: Where do people live? ta 6
9 9 -W'nere could people li,re? NguG'i ta co .,he o' dau?

Why?

Key -,:. rds:

Tai sao?

_

trees ....:1y -,:i eat gr

ice r2,,A 1.:3 garden vIA
fruit trL cay plant oily

, .

./
.fruit trees oily rin trL

f

jungle mihg
.kill , gi-J-. snakes, ,-..:gm

animals

food

thli vat

tha iln

orchardl vu1;11 cay an triii

Which place would you like to _,ive in?,
., (em) thfch &chip.: nao?

,

I would like to live here. T6j thich o'da

I would Iti like to live there. T6i kh6ng thich CY'dtiy.

Do you like c.old weather? Tr6 c6 thich tro* lanh kn6ng?

No. I do not like cold weather. Kh6ng, tai kh 1 thich trei lanh.
T like hot weaTher. TAi thcb trei

Summar_y: People live where they can grow food. \peop.,,_, live in Ct3es,

where, other people live. Some people l ve where it is col:,

but.it is 'hard to live there. Some Deope live in the jungle,

but it is h-rd to live there also.

ta sang o'rdIA.0 ca the trong trot de co thlfc n. Ngui ta
g' thanh thi cling vO'i nhie-1.1 ngUlei -khgte.. C6 ngleO'i g'eh6

lanh,'nhUhg g'd6 khO siing. CO nglA g'trong rUhg, nhUhg

a, do- cling kh6 s6ng.
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Concett: ',7::1: _'. -,.-- .7-_- ir-2ss --,h1F way: .-T:. ( '--7'.) i::: iln rc nhu' vg:y?

ire,sF li?..e t::les:1, .:.].:7__ -1-11-1 :-.-;. i- (-'') 7.;L 7.716Ing: nhu'c75.c

tr; nily?

7-.7m (4,:--),.7.r! m5c nhu' vay?

Key words: 7-

chi3.4 :t.ia. trg .F.ring mia ruan.-

children n aihg °tura 1-.re mll 1-1:-,13ummer
1-.,

clothes' -3-Lnn 9.6 fall !aut=,n) man. tho

. .

wear
...

dress. (v) ra5,c `:- whi te trnp:
. .

change (v) thay quan 4e.) sar-J eat

store tim'
;

w.,.na gi5

buy mua w,:t ulo't.

rake lam dry

coat g.o m5.11,7-t5. raincoat .a6 rm.&

.1.

warm ELM rainboots ."giay 4i mu'h

shirt ao so%-mi umbrella dn

dress ao dam, ao phy ry.-1' animal . thii vilit'

0 -
shoes giay , -:harpoon slIng d'e ban ca

boots giay biSt: hunt
- 4

san ban
_.,

hat nOn play chei.

winter mile. li.
,
,_..

swim bo'i. -161

run chay

:Phe weather is

Troti.

(hot, coLdwarm).

lanh, am).

He is (hot, colr., warm). i (trO) (n6ag, lanh, am).

-77°.

The children are runnin/playing.

He is wearing a coat.

Cac tre em (Tang chay/chei.

Em (trO) giy- mac go

, . .

She is wearing boots/a raincoat. Em .(tr3)ay mang giay_bat/re ao nab..

s
. ,

I like to,play/swim. T61 thich .choa/boa"16f. '
,q

1,,
-
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Summary: People dress in different ways. In places where it is cold,
people wear heavy clothing. In places where it is hot, they
wear light clothing. When it rains, they wear a raincoat and
boots to.stay dry. People also dress differently in different
countries.

'Am tit: Ngdk ta gn mgc nhiL kiu khgc nhau. 8, nhalg chg lanh, ngulk ta
mgc quan go day. 8, nhlihg chg nOng, ngubei ta mgc quan go mOng.
Khi trei mA, thi mgc go va mang giay bat khdi Ubt. NgUbl
ta gn mgc khdc nhau tay

How to Teach a Bilingual Lesson

1. Use the bilingual vocabulary list in identifying objects in pictures
at the primary level, perhaps with bilingual gummed labels affixed in
two books or to pictures on charts.

2. Have the refugee student read the key word and relevant sentence lists
in bo -anguage h the tape, and then alone.

3. Add questions to the'discussion about the pictures whiclido---not--require_
an extensive.knowledge of English grammar (e.g.,\Is this a ?
What is this?).

I. Have students copy sentences in either language and ill'tsrate their
'story'. (Such an acti ity.as this is typical of the jnan"cQon teach-
ing procedures which ca easily be adjusted to inclade bilingual truc-
tion.)

5. Use the. relevant.sentences wa h other lexical items as 'substitution
drills', e.g.: The weather is t, cold, warm); TrOl (n6ng,.lanh, gm).

6: When assigning silent reading, put the iat,erial on tape (either English
4 -----.or a native language translation).

7. Put some of the class discussion questions in a more.controlled grammati-
cal framework (e.g., 'Do you know from what materials those tIlings are
made?' might be rephrased 'Caro are made of ; Eefrigerators are
made of ', etc.).

8. 'Make use of the exact wording of the key concepts which have been 'trans-
lated whe:i summarizing a lesson with the entire class.

9 7
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9. When study or review questions are included in a les.on, have them trans-

lated into the,native language along with answers for self=checking.

Use a bilingual ,format so the students can follow class discussion of

the questions and answers in English.

Individualizing Content Instruction in English: General Suggestions

The following suggestions are included for English-speaking teachers who do

not have access to a bilingual aide or an older bilingual refugee student. Both

the teacher and student will have to have access to a tape recorder, but content

instruction can and should go on in the regular classroom.

1. Use several modes for presenting information, including both oral and

written language and appropriate visual aids.

2. Keep the grammar and vocabulary consistent in such expresSions as

2 plus 2 equals 4 (not 2 and 2 are 4, or 2 addeditO-2-is 4) and make

maximal use of nonverbal symbols.

3. Prepare activities which are either programmed for self-correction or

accompanied by a cassette recording (e.g., sentences to be completed

with a key word after hearing or reading a brief passage).

4. Prepare cassette recordings and/or written summaries of concepts

presented in a lesson using controlled English vocabulary and structures.

5. Tape racord written ma e al-from-the_lessons ao students can associate

fluent English pronunciation and inflection wi.th written symbols. 'dace--

may be left on the tapes so students can practice reading aloud after

the model--

6. Record tapes to be used in conjunction with individdiait-ed-workpal.erq

The easiest levels would have students identify the word or sentence

they hear by marking it on the paper. Nbre difficult assignments would

include having students complete partial outlines of the recorded content.

7. Record sentences with a noise (click or beep) in place of a key word in

eacl". Some missing words should require hearing the context which follows

before identifying and writing them.

8. Record tapes to accompany extensive reading,material. Students should

be able to check out the tapes with books from the class collection or

the library.

9. Let students see, aS well as hear, new vocabulary when it is introduced
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in subject areas. If student.; are to see a film or hear a lecture,

distribute an advance list to limited-English speakers of words they

should know, preferably in the order they will be heard. Review the

pronunciation and meaning of important hew words with students individ-

ually, providing translations when the meaning is not clear..

10. Have each student maintain a notebook or card file of words which are

new to him, Ind which he thinks he may want to use in the future. The

entry form that ia generally easiest and clearest for second language

learners consists of one or more examples of the word in context plus a

simpler paraphrase in English, or a translation into his native language

(if he can read and write it).

9 9
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16
A BRIEF GLIMPSE AT VIETNAMESE HISTORY

As a people which shares a common origin, a,common language and-a cohmon

cultural heritage, the Vietnamese -- who now number roughly 41 million -- are an

old people with a prodigious recorded history of over two thousand years.. To this

they usually add a semi-legendary period that goes back over two thousand years

more into the cast. f

Seen in their broadest outline, the two millediums of recorded Vietnamese

history are marked by one thousand years of Chinese rule (second century B.C. to

tenth century A.D.), followed by nine hundred years of independence and territorial

expansion (tenth century to 19th century), and, in the most recent Teriod, a

century of deep involvement with the West, mainly Fmance, and very briefly the

United States.

It is a long and turbulent history of an indomitable people who, in the

course of the centUries, have managed to fashion a strong sense of national iden-

tity and independence. Historians say that this trait in the Vietnamese has

helped them avoid what, for a lesser people, could very well have been the

inevitable, namely, their complete assimilation by their northern neighbor, China.

This strong sense of independence has also been identified as the hidden force

behind the extraordinary determination with which,.in the last three decades, the

Vietnamese -- North and South -- have resisted the intentional-as well as uninten-

tional encremchments upon their sovereignty by foreign powers.

Ibis section of the sE,I,nual for Indochinese Refugee Education 1976-1977 offers

a brief glimpse into this hi-story. Its purpose is to provide those 'Americans who

are now eitgaged in the education of Vietnamese refugee children with a short set

of information on the historical background of the Vietnamese people. Essentially

-Th-cles-i-gned---t-e-ans-wer_thfuLestion which many Ametican teachers all over the

country have been heard to ask when the Vietnamese refugee children

their classrooms for the first time: what national history do these children

bring with them:

The Last Two Hundred Years: 1776-1976

"In 1776, when the American people declared their independence from Britain,

Vietnam had been an independent country for over 800 years. The Vietnamese had

ended their thousand-year-long domination by the Chinese eight centuries earlier

with a final and decisive military victory at the great battle of Bach Deng in

938 A.D.

92
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The country had also successfully completed its difficult Ilut relentless

expansion southward against-the Chams, a strong Indianized kingdom in the central

,portion of the peninsula. It then shifted its attention further south to the land
. -of the Khm,-s. By 177c., in a see-saw geozolitical cont'est with Siam, the Khmers'

neighbor-, the Vietnamese, had already taken large areas of land. The '-:ietnamese

were now in the midst of a new phase of territorial expansion which would, by the

end of the 18th century,. extend their borders to the limits of present day Vietnam.

These limits ncw enclose'a surfaee area of 127,000 square miles (roughly that of,

New Mexico) with a coastline of 1,200 miles (roughly the length of the U.S. Pacific

coast) looking out on the South China Sea.

-As the last quarter of the .18th century began, Vietnam was a country divided

. into two parts along roughly the same demarcation line as that of the recent

Vietnam war, i.e. the 17th parallel of latitude. The Norih was being ruled by

the Trinh Lords, and the South by the Nguygn Lords.. The two sides had baen living

in this uneasy pea6e for 100 years following an inconclusi;-e civil war that had '

lasted for-over 50 years before ,the long-lasting truce was declared in 1673.

This peace was shattered in 1173 when three brothers from the Tay Son village

in central Vietnam launched an uprising against the Nguyen Lords. With strong

popular support they defeated the Nguyen by 1778 and went North to defeat the

Trinh in 1786. The country was reunited and ruled by one of the brothers who

proclaimed himself Emperor Quang Trung in 1788. At the same time, in America.,

the newly written U.S. Constitution had just been ratified by New Hampshire, the

ninth state,and thus had just become the law-of the land.

The rule of the Tay Sdn brothers was brief. It came to an end in 1802 when

:Nguyen Anh -- a descendant of the Southern Nguyen Lords -- defeated them after 25

years of determined 'struggle. In 1802, i.e..two years into the Jeffersonian

presidency in the U.S., Nguyen Anh proclaimed himself Emperor Gia Long and thus

founded the Nguygn dynasty which was to rule Vietnam for the next 143 year's,

until 1945.

The Nguyen dynasty was marked from the beginnin by its involvement with

France, an involvement which eventually led trl 's conquest of the entire
,

territory of Vietnam. Nguyen Anh owed his Ili'. t, tr;e French missionary Pierre-

Joseph-Georges Pigneau when, in 1777, as 'a (171 Nguyen 'prince being hunted

by the Tay Sdn brothers, he was saved from capt4e by the Frenc priest who Was

doing missionary work in southern Vietnam at the time. Pi:,lea..1 -eas to play an

instrumental role in the prince's defeat of the Tay Sdn, r 1??3, he brought him

assistance in the form of several hundred French volu.l.tsi i&Jisors recruited in

-Poridicherry, a French possession in India. This small grou 1 Frenchmen, who
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helped in the training of the prince's army and navy, was credited with an impor-
-

tant part in Nguyen Anh's eventual victory..

As Emperor Gia Long, Nguyen Anh ruled Vietnam from 1802 until his dehth in

1820. Although suspicious of Western influence, he was -- perhaps out of gratitude

for the French help he had received -- better disposed towards the French mission-

aries-in the country than his successors would later prove to be.

In the 1830's and 40's, as the pioneers in the U.S., under Presidents Jackson

and Van Buren, were slowly pushing westward'across the Great plains to the Tar

West, in Vietnam, the Vietnamese emperors began the persecution of the Christians.

This hostility, which had been in evidence off and on in Vietnam for a long time

(in fact, ever since the early European missionaries arrived in the Taoist-

Confucianist-Buddhist country in the 16th century), was renewed by Emperor Minh

Mang in 1634 and was continued with increased vigor by Emperor Thieu Tri in the

1840's. Christian missionaries were arrested, tortured and jailed, and several

prominent ones like the French Msgr. Lafevre obtained release only when French

warships appeared off the Vietnamese coast.

Matters came to a head during the reign of TV DVc, a pious and learned

Confucian who ascended to .the throne in 1848. TV DtIc issued edicts to disperse

the Vietnamed4... Christians, ordered their villages destroyed and their lands

'redistributed with the Christians themselves branded on the left cheek with the

words ta 40, "infidel". Thousands died. In 1857 TV Ertic put to death Msgr. Diaz,

the Bishop in charge of missionary work in northern Vietnam. ,This gave France

under the Third EMpire just the pretext it needed for its colonizing ambition.

After some French demands were rejected by the Vietnamese court, the French bom-

barded and landed in Da Ning in 1856. Thus, as the American people were going

through a period of political and social turmoil over thequestion of slavery --

in a prelude to the 1861,-1865 American Civil War -- the Vietnamese, in their oun

country, were beginning to hear the guns of conquest. France's conquest of Viet-
.

nam lasted for 25 years and did not end until the Whole country came under French

control-in 1884.

The Vietnamese had fought foreign aggressors many times before. But through-

out their turbulent history, these had always been people not very.unlike them-

selves: people whose looks, whose thinking, and more imPortantly, whose strategy

and armaments they were not unfamiliar with. This wae the first time they had to

grapple with the technologically superior Europeans. The result was disastrous.

Vietnamese bravery and tho Vietnamese genius for improvisation which had carried

the aay for them in many of their historic fights against the Chinese, the Mongols,

the Chams and the Khmers now proved to be no eatch for the French guns. In 1859
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Saigon was captured. By 1867 the whole Southern portion of Vietnam, called
Cochinchina, was.taken,

The French then turned their attention to the northern part of the c)untry.
Herethey had to deal not only with the Vietnamese and the Chinese pirates who

were hamPering their naligction up the Red River, b-at also with China itself which

was becoming concerned over the presence of a belligerent French force across its
southern border. Nevtrttelesiu 1882 Hanoi was seized. In 1883 the

_attaekea-the forts protecting the anproach Pc. to_the_Vi-etese imperial capital
of Hue, inflicting frightful losses on the defenders. In 1883 and 1884 two

successive treaties were signed by Emperor Hiep HOa recognizing, at last, a French

protectorate over the central portion (Annam) and the northern portion (Tonkin)
of the country.

And so, as the U.S. under Chester Arthur, successor to President Garfield --

was plunging headlong into industrializatioa, with the production of the gasoline
5

automobile only one year away, the Vietnamese now came under foreign rule. The

year 1884 marked for tile Vietnamesethe loss of an independence that had lasted

for 945 years, since 939 A.D. The name "Viet-Nam" itself was officially abolished.

To consolidate their rule, the French created in 1887 two years into

President Clevela: l's administration in theeU.S. -- an Indochinese Union consisting

of Tonkin, Annam, Cochinchina and Cambodia, itself a French protectorate since
1863. In 1893 Laos was added. Thus the term "French Indochina" came into being

and thus, France's "mission civilisattice" in the land of the already culturally

sophisticated Vietnamese came into full swing. The traditional Vietnamese social

order was allowed to be preserved only in a -nominal form, through the maintenance
-

in Annam of the Nguyen dynasty which was now continued by puppet kings installed

on the.power-depleted throne by the-French governors.

Secn with the benefit of hindsight, this 'civilizing mission'Ort from

its economic exploitation of the Vietnamese, sought to create in Vietnam a

society patterned after the French one, and at the same time demanded from t

. Vietnamese uncritical submis e result was what the French

rulers themselves did not anticipate: disruption of the long-established stabil-

izing forces of the Vietnamese traditional order, and creation of deep tensions

and stresses in the yietnamese social fabric. Historical experts on Vietnam feel

that it was these tensions and/stresses that, well before World War I, paved the

way for the political awakening of the Vietnamese. This awakening, in turn, was

to rekindle their strong sense of national identity and independence and led to

the resurgence of Vietnamese nationalism.

This nationalism took the form of conspiracies, secret organizations with
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clandestine revolutionary activities, and sometimes open mutinies and rebellions.

Started around 1005 and gathering momentum only very slowly, the movement met with

particularly severe French repression. In 1908, for example, due to nationalistic

assertiveness among the students, the newly-opened University of Hanoi -- the only

university in the country for nearly the whole period of French rule in Vietnam --

was closed for almost a decade. In the late 1920's several revolutionary groups

were formeA; notable among them were a nationalist group with Chinese Kuomintang

support arid a communist group led by the able Nguyen Ai Quoc lar known as

HO Chi Minh -- with his Chinese, French and Soviet contacts.

These Vietnamese underground revolutionaries were mercilessly persecuted by

the French and -- when they were in exile in China -- suspected by -Cie British.

In the 1940's, tilrough dedication as well as firm and intelligent leadership, HS

Chi Minh and his communist-controlled Viet Minh -- an:abbreviation for "League

for the Independence of Vietnam" -- were at the forefront of the nationalist

movement. Thus French suppression of Vietnamese nationalistic aspirations helped

to cause the nationalist movement to fall communist leadership. A British

historian familiar with this period has re.mrked that the Vietnamese "with their

deep attachment to property and their strong patriarchal family system, are not

natural recruits to communism,"

The Second World War hel, loosen further the French grip on Vietnam.

In March 1945, the Japanese who had let the Vichy French continue to administer

Vietnam at their sufferance, took over the.control of Tndochins: from the French.

B;Lo Dai, the 13th emperor of the Nguie'n dynasty, declared Vietnam an independent

country under Japanese 'protection'. HO Chi Minh, with several of the Tonkin

provinces under his control and with an active communist-minipulated nationalist

movement in the South, refused to recognize the emperor's power. He seize& Hanoi

and his cadres assumed power in Saigon soon after the Japanese surrender in August,

945.

Carrying out the terms of am Conference, Nationalist Chinese troops

came to Vietnam to take over from the Japanese nor e 16th parallel, and

the British arrived in the southern half of the country for the same purpose.

After dismantling the Japanese force, the British withdrew from the.south in 1946,

leaving the Vietnamese situation to the eagerly returning French. In the nortk,

the Chinese; too, were persuaded to withdraw after the French made scime concessions .

on their extra-territorial rights in China and on the status of the overseas

Chinese iu Indochina. Tbus in 1946 the French were back in Vietnam, this time

face the full force of Vietnamese nationalism which was being manipulated by the

Communists.
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In August 1945, won over by skillful communist propaganda which presented

the Viet Minh as a strorg nat4bnalist movement, Emperor BL Dai abdicated his

throne and handed over his imperial seal -- and with it, legitimacy of leadership
7

-- to Ho Chi Minh. The Nguyen dynasty thus came to an end and rule of monarchy

in Vietnam, which had lasted for almost exactly one thousand years, vanished.

In September 1946, Vietnam's independence was proclaimed again, this time

by Ho Chi Minh, and with this, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam came into exis-

tence. Three months later, after negotiations with the French had broken down,

the Vietnamese 7- fueled by nationalistic fervor, but now firmly controlled by

the communists -- began to attack the French troops in Tonkin. The first Indo-

china War (1946-1954) was started.
0

Apd so, once again, the Vietnamese confronted the Europeans at war. But

this second time, unlike the first 858, after nearly a century of close

agsociation with Westerr rs, the Vi tnamese had learned. much. The booming of

modern guns, which they now also possessed, no longer inspired fear in their
-

hearts as it formerly had. Their characteristic bravery and their genius at

improvisation, which was seen in full display at the battle of Dien Bien Phil in

May 1954, fo: example, again cape in to help carry the day. After eight years,

35,000 killed and 48,000 wounded on the French side and reportedly a quarter of a

million casualties on the Vietnamese side, the war came to an end in 1954 with the

signing of trie Geneva Agre2ments.

Under the terms of the Agreenents, the northern half of the country from the

17th parallel was placed under the control of Ho Chi Minh's Democratic Republic

of Vietnam, a now openly communist regime which had long before rid itself of

the participation of the non-communist, nationalists. "Nor'a Vietnam" was born.

South of the parallel, history was .,. little more involved. In 1949, when
. .

HO Chi Minh's troops and cadres were already waging an active guerrilla war against

the French throughout Vietnam, using the jungle and the countryside as their 'pase,

Emperor Bclo Dai was persuaded by the not-z!ommunist nationalists to return from

exile to head "the ,State of Vietnam" as Chief of State. Thus, the Geneva Agree-.

ments placed the part of the country below the 17th parallel under the control of

the government of the State uf Vietnam. Shortly before the AgPeements were signed,

Bao Dai appointed Ng6 Dinh Diem prime minister. An able former mandarin commanding

wide respect, Ng8 Dinh Diem solidified his government and, with Vietnam naw divided

in two, called a national referendum for the South tb decide between him and Bao Dai

as Chief of State. He won overwhelmingly and, in October 1955, Troclaimed the

South uo be the Repul5lic of Vietnam. Thus "South Vietnam" was born.

As in the 17th century when the North and the South had fought each other for
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. 50 years, the country was Low locked in.a North-South struggle. This Conflict,

as we all know, ended with the defeat of the non-communist Squth when the South

Vietnamese capital of Saiz.Dn fell to the communists in April, 1975.

Vietnam thus regained the indevendepte, sovereignty, and-territorial integrity

it had lost to the French 91 years earlier, in 1884. Ironically, however, this
---

great achievement was the work of the communists. With this fact in mind, a

Vietnamse non-communist nationalist recently remarked that 'Viet-Nam has regained

its independence, but the people may have lost their individual freedom.

Nine Centuries of Independence and Territorial Expansion

We started this ,.hapter looking at the last 200 years of V-letnamese history.

But, unlike U.S. history, the Vietnamese people have had a long and full history

for many centuries before that. As the 10th century began, the Vietnamese were

living under Chinese rule. This rule, which had begun a thousand years before in

111 B.C., was about to be put to an e1ä. With the collapse of the T'ang dynasty

iu China in 907, the Vietnqmese -- as they had done several times before whenever

they saw a power crisis in China -- began to make a new bid for independence.

This struggle culminated in 938 in the historic battle of Btach Bling, where the

Vietnamese leader Ng6 QuA inflicted a decisive and final defeat on the Chinese

occupation forces. With this victory, tile first independent Vietnambc,came a

historical reality, and Ng6 Quye'n became the founder cf the NO dynasty, the first

national dynasty of VietnaM (939-968). At this time, the size/of the country was

less than half that of present-day Vietnam, nomprising only Tonkin and the three

northern provinces of Annam. To the South, th,:. Indianized kingdom of Champa held

sway.

The Ngo dynasty was una,le to control the powerful local chieftains whose

rivalry created great turmoil in the kingdom. In 968, Dinh 136 Linh -- the most

powerful chieftain in a group of at least a dozen -- prevailed over all the others

and established the Dinh dynasty (968-979). The next dynasty, called the Earlier

Le, was similarly short (979-1009). Its king raided and sacked the Chams' capital'

of Indrapura and thus resumed the long-standing'conflict wii Champs which had.s

J/

begun at least two centuries earlier and which was to continue on and.off for

seven centuries more. This long-lasting expansionist drive of the Vf,etnamese was

to end in the total annexation of Champa and the virtual destruction of the Chams'

highly advanced civilization in-the 17th century.

The Dinh and Earlier Le dynast,.es were importaht periods Of development in

religion. Thosim was favored and classical texts of Mahayana Buddhism were

imported from China. dfficial efforts were made to introduce Buddhism to the
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people who, with a characteristiC eclectic bent, began to graft it to their

indigenous animistic practices.

The Ly dynasty, which be2,an in 1009, was the first of the great Vietnamese

dynasties. It lasted fcr 216 years and was ruled by nine kings. It ushered in a

long period of prosperity, cultural development, population growth and territorial

expansion, and -- adapting f-om the Confucian model of the Chinese -- gave Vietnam

the mandarinal system of pub]ic administration. In the mid-eleventh century, the

first imperial examinations were held. These wore examinations of literary

criticism and composition based on knowledge of the Chinese Classics. They were

styled after the Confucian examinations ih China and were administered by the

court POr the recruitment of administratilre officials in the upper echelons. The

administration of the ccantry was carried on by a civil bureaucracy headed by

mandarins, i.e. the successful candidates tc, these examinations in whose hands

resided both executive and judicial powers. This mandarinal system of administra-

tion, first adopted during this dynasty, was to be retaired by the Vietnamese

until the French conquest. Its most noteworthy cultural-influence perhaps vas the

early creation in Vietnam of an aristocracy based not on a royal blood line but

rather on merit. During the Ly dynasty, Buddhism reached its height; it was made

a state religion. Taoism and Confucianism flourished; and religious painting, as

well as the art of ceramics, was brought to perfection. _1'1_1069, Emperor 14

ThEinh T8n, one of Vietnamfs greatest emperors, invaded Champs, raided its capital,

captured its king, and forcerl him to cede his three northern provinces to the

Vietnamese. Thus the Vietnamese expansionist policy of 'nam tien' or 'southward

ma-ch' received an impetus that was blunted onlyby the arrival of the French in

the 19th century.

AIn 1225 e Ly dynasty was succeeded by the Tran which held power for 175

years. The Tr!ITn dynasty, another period of cultural growth, laid great emphasis.

on scholarship and produced a 30-volume history of Vietnam, the Arst extant

historical records of the country. This emphasis On learning gave a strong bdost

to Confucianism which now began to replace Buddhism in importance. But the 'most

significant feature of the Tran dynasty was, in the eyes of most Vietnamese, it.;

great military confrontations with the Mongols. In 1257 a Mongol army sacked

Hanoi but was driven out by the Vietnamese. In 1281, the great Kublai Khan, who

became emperor in 1260, again sent a large army south, under Marshal Sogatu, to

take Champa. The Vietnamese, whose territory was inv'aded in the. process, put up

such stiff resistance that the Mongols haa to retreat. Kublai Khan's son Togan

made another attempt to enter Vietnam in 1285 but was also beaten back. The

Mongols, who had been successful in imposing their rule wherever they went, finally
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.abandored their attempt in Vietnam when the Vietnamese emperor TrSn Nhdn TOn

dealt them a crushing defeat in Hanoi in

The TrSn dynasty was also marked by a series of fierce see-saw battles with

Champa which started in 1312 and ended in 1398 with the net result of Vietnamese

territory being expanded as far soUth as Danang. The Vietnamese's aggressive

designs were further made apparent when they moved their capital southwards from

Hanoi to Thanh H6a in order to better'pursue their war against the Chams. But

their plan came to a sudden halt when it was unexpectedly held up by another -

important development.
,

In 1400; Ho Qui Ly, an. ambitious reguit, usurped the throne. He deposed the.

young 13th emperor of the Tran and took power. This gave the Mir- emperor Yung-Lo

in China the occasion.to intervene, ostensibly on behalf of the Tran. In 1406,

the Chinese invaded Vietnam and within a year the country fell under Chinese rule.

. Although the new Chinese domination lasted only 22 years, i.e. until 1428, the

record of their, harsh treatment of the Vietnamese was one of the most ignoble in

Vietnamese history., Their brutal pillage of the country as well as their blatant

efforts.to sinicize the Vietnamese in their langUage,'their mode on-dress and even

their hairdos, brought about a. strOndmovement of national resistance under a..

Thanh Hoa guerrilla leader named Le Loi. After ten years of warfare, using hit-

and-run tactics which later ti(s Chi Minhwas again to use successfully against the'

French, te Ldi managed to pen up the Chinese occupation force in Hanoi and, when

a relief column from China was destroyed, the Chinese capitulated. Thus in 14,28

the 'brief Chinese interregnum came to an end and the Second Le dynasty was estab-

lished.

Ldi ruled Vietnam as Emperor Le Thai TO% founding a dynasty that lasted

for 360'years. It boasted e succession of 37 rulers, the most celebrated of whom

.4as Emperor Le Thanh Tan, the 8th Le emperor, who rl,led from 1460 to 1497. During

his reign, Vietnam grew more powerful than it had ever been; and as a result, the

slowly-diminishing kingdom of Champa was dealt the death-blow in 1471 when Le

Thanh TOn took advantage of a"Cham ciTYil war to occupy most of its territory and

transformed the thus conquered territory into a part of his dominions. This pro-
,

eess of absorption continued tp,be exerted on the remaining ipdepehdent districts

of Champa until the' kingdom disappeared completely a's a political entity in the

17th century. All that remains now of this once-advanced culture is a miniscule.

rural ethnic 'Minority and iMpressive ruins from a glorious past which French

anthropologists and archeologidts have brought to the attention of the World.

(It is interesting to note that many Vietnamese ,who belieye in the Buddhist doc-

trine of Karma, and in retribut:on for evil acts, feel that the ruthless eXtermina-
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tion of the Cham civililation by their fdrebearers was perhaps the evil act ror

which the retribution, was the long agony of the recent Vietnam war.) After
Le Thanh TOn's'death in 1497, his successors were weaklings, and in the next
three decades between 1497 and 1527 --there were no less than ten kings

ascending to the throne, four.of them usurpers. Their ineptitude made the court

a center of complex .intr s, much like what was.to be seen again in the 1960's.

in Saigon after the n- .ation of President Ng6 Dinh Diem.

Thus,.in 1527 an ,1,.._:)itious mandarin, Mac Pang Dung, forced the reigning

emperor to commit suicide, usurped the throne, and founded the Mac dynasty. Viet-
namese history now entered,a very involved period. Tn 1533, a powerful family,

:17

the Nguyen, headed by Nguyen Kim, pushed the Mac out of the southern part of the

country and set up a descendant of the deposed Le dynasty as ruler in the south,
,

thus restoring the Le
P

in the Nguyen's ranks.

of one faction, while

to nominal power. However, a struggle fOr power developed

Trinh Kiem, a son-in-law of Nguyen Kim. became the leader

Nguyen Hoang, Nguyen Kim's son, became the leader of another

faction, with both professing to fight the Mac for the restoration of the Le

dynasty. Thus in 1570, Vietnam was under three separate authorities: :Tonkin Vas

under Mac control with Hanoi

provincet of Thanh H6a, Nghe

south, with QuangTri as the

as the capital; south.of the capital, in the three

An and'Ha.sTinh, the Trinh ruled;'and the area further

Center, was under the Nguyen. In 1592 the Trinh

seized Hanoi, took control over most of_Tonkin., and drove the Mac to the northern

border region adjacent to China. The Trinh now became the lords of the North..
%The stage was thus set for a bitter struggle between the Trinh and the Nguyen. The

uneasy relationship between the two tides in the nekt two decades came to an end

when, over'a matter of tax revenues due.the Hanoi court, civil war broke out in

1620. As.referred tO earlier, this Vietnamese civil war lasted for 50 years and

was followed by a North-South division Of the country that lasted for 100 years,

.until the Tay ScIn \prising in 1773.

The SemiLegendary Period and a Millennium of Chinese Domination
11

As with most peoples with an ancient past, the Vietnamese, themselves an old

people, claim a legendary beginning which -- they now tell their school children

dates as far back as 2879 B.C. This was when their forebears, immortals,all,

founded the, Hong Bang dynasty which, they say, endured for over 2,600 years until

258 B.C. "Con ROng, chaU tien" or "children of dragons,ograndchildren of immortals"

,wai a phrase frequ-ently used by teachers in elementary school history classes in

Vietnam. Sober historians, of course, have another version.

11111118

'

:Althouth the origin'Of the Vietnamese hap been much debated,. t is thought to
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be the result of intermarriage between the local Mon-Khmer and Malayo-Indonesian

tribes already settled in Tonkin before the 4th century B.C. and a mongoloid

people whose migration may,have reached Indochina via the valley of the Yangtse

and what is now the area of the Chinese provinces of Chekiang, Fukrin, Kwang-tong,

and Kwang-si. The earliest accounts,-- written by the Chinese, whose cultural .

influence spread to the area throughout the period from the 9th to the 4th centu-

ries B.C. -- mentioned the existence of a kingdom named Yuch ('Viett in Vietnamese)

south ,of the Yangtse River around 500 B.C. In 333 B.C. this people, one of many

tribes living in southern China at the time, was driven out of trieir land and was

forced to move further. south. In the second half of the 3rd century B.C: the

Chinese emperor Shi Huang of the Ch'in dynasty conquered the Kwang-tong and

, Kwang-si provinces whose population at the time was still non-Chinese. Tonkin and

northern Annam still remained outside the Chinese emidre. In-208 B.C., as the

fall of the Ch'in dynasty was.imminent, the Chinese General Chao T'o,,on his own

initiative, united the two Kwangs with Tonkin and northern Annam to form an

independent kingdom under his rule, called Nan Yuch ('Nam Viet' in Vietnamese, or,

"Southern Viet"). The Canton dynasty, thus established, confined its rule to the

two Kwang provinces in the north whjle leaving the more distant Tonkin and northern

Annam nnder native administration. This actiOn may have marked the first step in

the diection of autonomy and independence which was later to evolve into's. Viet-

namese identity distinct from .the Chinese.

Nan Yuch was recognized, as an independent kingdom by the Wan dynasty. But in

111 B.C. Emperor Wu-Ti, the founder of Chinese'imperialism in Asia, anneXed the

kingdom, and thus the semi-autonomous Tonkin and northern Annam fell under Chinese

rule.

Vietnamese historians, viewing the semi-autonomy of Tonkin and northern Annam
,

as the start of Vietnamese nationhood, now see 111 B.C. as the date at which their

people became subjugated for the firs-0--time to Chinese domination. For Western

.historians this date of the annexation of Nam Viet by the Chinese Han dynasty

marks the end of the legendary period of Vietnamese history: one millennium of

Chinese rule.

When the HAn army took Nam Viet, the Vietnamese were a feudal society with.

Villages ruled by hereditary chieftains in vassalage to provincial lords who, in

turn, owed allegiance to the king. Their agriculture was still primitive and was

of the slash-and-burn variety. Sophisticated irrigation, the plow, and the water

buffalo ,were unknown; the stone hoe was the principal tool of cultivation. Their

system of belief was animistic, and their language was probably of the Mon-KhMer
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group wil-h strong T'ai affinities. In short, it wasin this type Or-Tdoi-ety-7-6-7-7----

Chinese culture began to exert its- influence.
i

- :The Vietnamese, who,as mentioned earlier, had started down the road of

independence and had begun o feel a sense of national identity distinct from the

purely Chinese, missed no chance at reasserting this independence. In 39 A.D.

two sisters, Triing Trite and Trdng Nhi, led an armed reVolt, threw out the Chinese

and ruled the country for four years as joint reigning queens of an independent

country. They were defeated by the returning Chinese forces and CoMmitted,suicide

by droWning themselves, thuS becoming for the Vietnamese throughout their

a symbol of Vietnamese indomitability in the fac foreign oppressin,

541 and 602 the Vietnamese made three more majof empts tO regain their indepen-

dence; but each time the liberation fromChinese domination was-sh:,rt-lived and

Was invariably followed by stricter and more direct rule from the Chinese. This

rule, which brought into the occupied country such major sources of cultUral

influence as the Chinese classics, the Confucian system of ethics and Mahayana

Buddhism, gave the-subjugated people a taste of the great Chinese civilization

which the eclectic Vietnamese were to spend a millennium busily modifying and"

adapting:to their own needs.

It Was not until the fall.of the Chinese T'ang dynasty in 907 that the Viet-,

namese had the chance for another attempt against-Chinese rule: In0939 the Viet-

namese leader Ng6 Quye'n defeated the Chinese occupation force at Bach D6.7ng and

started the Vietnamese on a nine-hundred-year period of independence andterritorial

eXpansion that was drscussed earlier.

In .summary, the VietnaMese probably started out as a non-Chinese people who

gradually becaMe Mongoloid through intermarriage. After a hesitant start as a

seti-autonomous people; they came under direct Chinese rule early'in their history,

in 111 B.C. ThiS Tule ended in 939 A.D., and the country remained independent,for

ceVernineicenturies, until^the French took control:of it in 1884. This French

rule ended in 1954, but total independence and territorial integrity were

obtained until 1975, when the communists defeated the non-communiSts in a North-

South conflict. Vietnamese Culture now reflects a 'strong Chinese influence which

came tb them through the millennium of Chinese rule and through active borrowing

and adaptation in the course of the nine' hundred years.of independence. -Super-

impbsed on:this solid bedrocicof nerAy;twpmillennium.-Adapted Chinese culture,
. -

there is a veneer of 'Western culture brought by one hundred years bf involvetent

with the French, making the Vietnamese and'their country a fascinating amalgam

of East and WeSt.
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A BRIEF LOOK AT THE HISTORIES AND CULTURES OF LAOS AND CAMBODIA

For the last twenty years, Americans have been influenced politically,

economically, spirituallY and morally by the countries of Southern"Asia. The

term -- Southeast Asia -- has come to represent a handful of countries with cul-

'tures vastly different from our own. Often, we have failed to understand signifi-

cant differences among these,various countries;,differences which have taken on a

dimension for ,agencies and individuals dealing with the re-adjUstMent problems

of Indochinese refugees now living in the U.S.

This part of the Handbook will rt".empt to briefly indicate a little of the

history, the religious and social values of the peoples of Cambodia and Laos. No

attempt has been made:to discuss the-underlying questions of any of these sub-

jects,or to, give as,full'a treatment as we have to the subject of Vietnam angl.'

the Vietnamese. Rather, certain trends have been identified which may account

for differences between Lao and Cambodian refugees and the rest of the world,

based on the unique hiStoric experiences of these people.

History: Laos

ThroughOut history, China has exerted a powerful influence on her smaller

neighbors. While this influenog was direct and strOng in Tibet and Vietnam; it

was actually rather minimal and tangentialsin Laos and Cambodia. The strong cul-

tural (as opposed to military) influence in these countries was exerted by India.
,

The mouneains which separate Vietnam'from Cambodia also marked the demarcation

between what-can be called the Chinese sphere of cultural influence froh the Indian.

Our first historic knowledge of the Lao people comes from the Chinese chrOn-

icles of the 6th century B.C. They refer toa group of -"barbarians" living beyond

the Yangtze Rivel*, in what are now Yunnan and Sinkiang provinces. By the 8th

century A.D., these "barbarians" had created a military kingdom called Nan Chao in

Western Yunnan, which thrived until 1253 A.D., when it was destroyed by Kublal

Khan. This destruction intensified the southerly migrations of Lao, Siamese, Mon

and Meo tribes along the Mekong, Salween and Irrawaddy RiVe'rs. The Lao gradually

displaced the Kha ("slaves"), the indigenous people living in these river valleys,
-

who were vassals of the Khmer overlords of the region.

'In 1353 A.D., the kingdom of Lan Xang ("lirimg z.g.ng") was founded. This polit-

ical event marks the beginning of a Laotian-people living in, and controlling,

their present geographic location. An important cultural event occurred in 1547

1o14
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when the Emerald Buddha, a green jasper carving, was brought to Lan Xang. This

Buddha became an important symbol of royal prerogative and of the importance of

Buddhism as the state. religion.
_

.

In 1571, Lan Xang was conquered by Burma, from whose rule she was- liberated

twenty years later by Siam, to whom she then became a vassal. In 1694, upon the

-death of King Souligna Vongsa,-a power vacuum was created which was resolved by

the division of the kingdom into three separate autonomous kingdoms: Vientiane,

-Luang Prabang and Champassak. Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, internecine

warfare continued Until tIle French penetration of Indochina was felt. In 18'64,

France had annexed Cochin China, a region of Vietnam, and by 1885, the French

government had a representative in Luang Prabang. In 1896, the frontier between

Burma and Laos was established by means of a treaty between the French and the

British, an agreement which carved up Indochina between the two Wpstern powers,

and France was firmly entrenched in the area, remaining unchallenged until 1941.

When the Japanese invaded the region in 1941, they allowed the Vichy French

officials to continue administering the Indochinese possessions., In 1945, the

Japanese authorized nationalist leaders to declare their independence from France

arid to- joinAhe Greater East,Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere, and on August 17, Prince
A

Petsarath declared Laos independent of F:rance. However, immediately after V-J
3

Day, the 'French moved to re-take their Southeast Asian territories.

When the French returned-to Laos, a governmerq-in-exile was established in

Bangkok by Petsarath, with Prince Souvanna Phouma, a neutralist, and Prince

Souphanouvong, a Ho Chi Minh-influenced leftfst,'as dissenting members. This"'

government was disbanded in 1949, when Laos joined,the FrenCh Union as An autono-

'mouS member. Only SoUphanouvong did not return to Lads, preferring to oreanize

the Pathet Lao. In October 1953, the country gained'complete independence.

Laos'- recent political history is a story of coalition governments falling

. to military coups and resisting Pathet Lao attacks throughout the country.

Nominally neutralist, the government of SoUVanna Phouma came under increasing

pressure, from Vietnam, from the United States, from the Pathet Lao and from

'nternal forces. In 1973 the govgrnment was replaced by the present government

and the Lao People's Democratic Republic Nes created.

History: Cambodia

On.the whole, Cambodian historY is much like that of taos: a history filled

'with political and military struggles:followed by a decline which continUed into

the 19th cent-ry, when France moved in a,,d took over the country.

During the 1st to 3rd centuries,A.D., three distinct 'groups inhabited the
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:lower Mekong River region:, ,the.Funanese, the Chams and the Khmers. Ever.tu:illy,

the Funanese came.to dominate the region which they called Fu Nan.

During the 6th century, Chen La, a former vass41.state of Fu Nan, gained

ascendancy over its former master, subsequently annexing FU Nan.- From 535 to 802

A.D., Chen La extended its influence to the Chinese border, fell under Malayan

rule and then re-asserted its independence. A series of civil wars during the

.8th century reinforced the split between those:people living in ihe North (the

Land Chen La) ancithose living in th- maritime region (the Water Chen La). This

maritime region would later becoMe tte nucleus of the Khmer empire.

The period from 802 until li-3 ie Kambuja or Angkur ri

was Cambodia's Golden Age and is still invpked by politicians trying to rally the

people. The city of Angkor Wat, with its magnificent pagodas, was constructed. at

this time and is a national symbol of the.glory of the old empire. In 802,

Jayavarman II reunited the old Chen La empire and extende0 royal patronage to the

arts, architecture and learnihg.

Alter the death.of Jayavarman VII, in 1215, the empire begana,lfrocess of

° decline. The Thai, or Siamese, reacting to Mongol pressure, began to infiltrate

the area and by the end of the 1'3th century, independent Siamese states had come

into existente within the Khmer territory. Wars with Thailand were waged on a'

7 non-stop basis for cmturies, 4nd in 1430-1431-5-the Thai captured Angkor Wat.
--

Although the Khmer recaptured it, it was abandoned as the national capital.

The'peried from 1432,unti1 1864 can best be seen as one of preservation,

4
rathep/than. invention or expansion. In the arts, the dance and other,art forms

preServed the culture, but did not develop it. 'Similarly, in politics, energy

was expended in preservation of the state in the Pace of,continuous attacks from

Thailand and Annam. In an atteMpt to ward off Thai advances, Cambodia sought

assistance from Spain aud Portugal. However, in 1603, Thailand was able to set,

a vassal king on the Cambodian throne. Annam'continued to encroach on Cambodian

territory, until by 1800, Annam controlled the South and Thailand the North of

the country.'

Ang Duong, the founderr:of the present.Cambodian dynasty, came to the throne

-in 1846 through Thai-Annamese cooperation. Subject to dual vasSalage, he called

ih a third party, France, to aid him. Ang Duong was succeeded in 1859 by his son

Norodom, a Thai protege. He Ceded two western provinces to Thailand, and Cambodia

became a French protectorate in 1864. Two months later, NorOdom wag crowned by

representatives,of the Thai and French governments,

The Franco-Cambodian treaty of 1863 gave France control of CaMbodia's foreign'
A

affairs. After a popular uprising in 1884, France governed Cambodia through a.

5
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parallel administration. The king became largely symbolic, while the French
resident superieur ruled the country.

After 1887, Cambodia joined the Indochinese Union, an economic and political.
cooperative organized by France. CaMbbdia became a peaceful and prosperous
country, totally controlled by France. In 1941, Norodom Sihanouk became king.

As in Laos, Japan allowed France to continue administering Cambodia through-
out World War II. However, following the Japanese authorization of independence
on March 9, 1945, King Sihanouk.did indeed declare inlependehee (nn March 1-'

th(
hi. prime minist,..n.

France attempted to regain her lost Indochinese territb-
ries. Cambodia became a member of the French Union as.an "autonomous kingdom".
Sihanouk began to apply pressure on France, demanding his'country's complete
independence, at the same time that France was prosecuting the war in Vietnam.
A series of treaties was negotiated.which, Febrary, 1954, led to the complete
independence of Cambodia, under the rule of King Sihanouk.

Religion

Buddhism is the dominant religion of Laos. Introduced in the 14th century
A.D:, Buddhism became'the official religion and the'predominant school of belief.
However, as the(Pblitical fortunes qf the Laotian kingdom declined, so did the
fortunes of Buddhism as the state religion.

Before the arrival of Buddhism, there existed a strongly animistic cult
marked by the worship of spirits who lived in nature and in man himself. 'These

or spirits, which could be good or evil, held sway over man and all of his
aptions- _Today these_two religions, Buddhism and the phi cults, exist in mutual,
tolerance.

Buddhism is not a religion in the western sense of the word. Rather, it is
-a moral system, an ethical structure. Perhaps a brief introdaction to some of
.the basic tenets of,Buddhism will make more clear certain basic cultural traits of
the Laotians and Cambodians. .Buddhism is basea.on thiee principles: a) dharma:

.

the doctrine of the life of Buddha, and this-life as a guide to right action and
'belief; 2) karma: .the retribution of actions; the responsibility of a, man for
the sum of hiS aetions in,prior incarnations; 3) sangha: the religious community,
the ascetic order in which one Can.improve the sum of his actions.; There is no
promise of heaven or of life after death. There is, however, the possibility of
release from the cycle of birth and death. This release is called nirvana.

The easence of Buddhism is containea in the Pour Noble Truth's: 1) Life is.
suffering; 2) suffering is caused by:desire suffering can be extinguished. by
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eliminating desire; 4)-to eliminate desire, follow _the eight-fold Path: a) right

understanding; b) right purpose; c) right speech; d) right conduct; e) right

vocation; f) right effort; g) right thinking and h) right meditation. This Path

is the basis for the monastic life led by the Bonzes (the priests or monks).

Insofar as possible, Buddhism asks,all of its adherfmts to follow 4- is pa'h,

because it is the onl way t: ni,.vana. flrm, t youn P. man becomes a bonze,

trily, for a period of three months, just before he.marries. This bonzehood

is bothemerit-making and highly prestigious for the young man's family.

The life of a bonze is governed by 227 specific regulations stemming from

five basic behavioral precepts. These are prohibitions against taking life,

against stealing, against lying, against drinking fermented beverages and 'against

incontinence. Additionally, prohibitionsagainst possession of gold, personal

adornment, manual labor sly against looking at women exist: Although bonzes are

not productive in any material sense, neither are they idle. In addition to

prayers and begging, thoj 'also teach, study, maintain the pagoda and offer spirit-

ual counseling. For many years, non-vocational education was largely the affair

of the bonze.

The ascetic life necessary in order to attain nirvana is extremely striqt.

Obviously, most people would be unable to.follow it. Therefore, Mahayana Buddhism,

which offers nirvana to more people, developed and is followed in Vietnam, China

and Japan. However; the peoP.le of Cambodia and Laos continue to follow the

stricter Hinayana, or Theravada, Buddhism.

Although Buddhism is nota religion, per se,-but rather a moral system Of

living, important holidays and cereronies are observed. These are a mixture of

Buddhist .doctrine andrituals aimed at.propitiating or exorcising the phi. ImpOr-

tant holy days ar,. the Lunar New Year; Vixakha Bouxa, which celebrates the birth,

enlightenment and lath of Buddha; the beginning and end of the lenten fasting

period; the Feast the Dead.; Ho Khao Slak, when the bonzes are given offerings;

and the. Festiyal of Waters. Although some of these derive their significance

from 'Buddhist scriPtures, their celebration ith often phi-oriented.

In Cambodia, as in Laos, Theravada Buddhism is the dominant religion. While

.-90% of the population are Buddhists,Ahe second most important religion is Roman

Catholicism. (In-Laos, by contrast, conversion to Christianity was largely

unsuccessful.)

Other important religions include Mahayana Buddhism, especially among the

Chinese, and Islam, the religion of the Cham-Malay population.

The religious customs, beliefs and values described for the Laotians are

equally true for the Cambodians. One of the important differences, however, is
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in the existence of two "sects" (corresponding rouiJy to different monastl'

orders in the Catholid Church). 011 these sects is mor, nniar;ental in

:ler, but th- '1y life ofMost.people is not affected by.

f the two groups:
*

ine religious life of Cambodia is'given an added dim:.:nsion by Filmhmanism,

with its assoCiated Indian.Philo'Sophy and deities. Although it has lost its
ideological base, this religion is still important in royal ceremonials, with its
emphasis on the king As a member of the pantheon. Some of the Hindu gods still

are popular with Cambodians, co-existing with BuddhiSm, whose tolerance for other

religions has often been noted. -Indra, the .ruler of the universe, is seen as a
beneficent patron of the fortunate. YaMa is the god who judges the dead, despite
the Theravada belief that there is no 'afterlife. There is also, as in Lao.A, A

fairly extensive belief in spirits,who share the world with men, called neak ta.

Ethnic Groups and Languages

The populatidn of Laos is an ethnic mixture of many groups. The dominant

group has traditionally been the Lao, and,their leadership, although accepted by

other ethnic minorities, has always reflected the ideals and aspirations of the
Lao elite. The Lao speak a language, Laotian, which belongs to the Sino-Tibetan
family.

Other langUages have, of Lourse, influenced Laotian. Pali, the religious

language.pf Theravada Buddhism, is an ancient Indic language in which the Theravada

scriptures are written. Bonzes say their prayers 47in this language, in a way

analagous to the fol.Mer use of Latin by Roman Catholic priests in the Western
World. As a result many Pali words have found their way into the Laotian spoker,

by the people.

Additionally, many Lao speak or are familiar with French and/or Ehglish.

During the colonial period, the language of government, commerce and secular

education was French. Many educated Lao speak French fluently, and even amol.I

the less,well,educated certain.French words used to express concepts introduced

during the colonial period have been 4"etained. English has had a-somewhat less

profound influence on Laotian, altholigh many technical terms introduced by Ameri=

cahs have been retained in Laotian.

Cambodia pr,esents a somewhat diff2rent ethnic picture. Khmer peoples account -
for 85% of the population, with about 5% Vietnamese and 5% Chinese. Although

s.these groups are small, they have posed significant economic and political prob-

lems for an otherwise homogeneous population. During the colonial period,

especially, the Chinese controlled .the Cambodian economy and the' Vietnamese,
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by the French, ran the government bureaucracy. The C _)dians deeply

'-)reign" control of these two important systems.

While Khmer is the language of normal social intercourse, Vietnamese is

widely spoken,-particularly in conmierce, household,marketing, etc. While French

is spoken in the upper reaches of society, and among the intelligentsia, it is

officially viewed as a symbol of cultural .imperialism and therefore is out of

vogue, although many Cambodians are familiar with it. -

. Relationships, Status and Organization in Villages

The household is the basic economic unit of Laos. All productive property

and family labor are combined for collective use and mutual gain. No one farms
.

a plot of land for.himself alone, to the exclusion of others. Althouerthe.-:family

is publicly represented by its male head, the woman has considerable influence

concerning family finances, plans, etc. The Lao prefer nuclear families but the

extended family is not uncommon..

Labor is divided on an age/sex basis, with old people and children seen as

productive assets,, not liabilities, Since. they release the mother for-other

necessary tasks.

The house .site is very important because the family, as a uni t, continues to

exist as long-as the site exists. 7Fields may be rented, but not the house site.
,

The youngest daughter normally inheritS' the house site, and is responsible for

her parents in their old ages In.principle, children, regardless of sex,-share

equally any inheritance, apart from the home site.. ,In reality, sona.are'probably

someWhat favored in the case of agricultural land, but primogeniture does not

^

exist.

as.

Although family bonds are strong, the family name is not partiOularly impor-

tant. Traditionally, Lao names are d",criptive, referring to things from everyday

life -- trees, colorS, flowers, etc. -In 1943, the government, I./ decree, ihsti

tuted mandatory adoption of family names. The Lao, however, continue the practice .

of changng names at will. Names are often changed to incorporate status,.honors,

titles, to confuse-evil spirits, or to indicate a new,etage of the individual's

life cycle. This is somewhat analagous tO the Western custom of adopting new

names among religious, or of women who change their family names at marriage to

theirihusband's name. A

A
While the household is the basic economic unit, the village is ,the primary

political unit in Laos. .The village is generally compriSed ofeeveral families

related by blood- and/or marriage. ,..tatus is given on the basis of the individual's

demonstrated moral and personal character, and thie, rather than inheritance,
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determines his (or his nuclear, family's) status within the village. However,
statualois attached to certain functions. We have already seen that the bonze
enjoys function-based status. Every village that can afford to supports a pagoda
and the abbot enjoys great status. Also important are the village head and the
government school teacher. In some villages, the shaman, a person sensitiVe to
th spirit world, also plays an important role because of his ability to mediate
with the phi:world, propitiating spirits and interceding on, behalf of the villagers.

Although the village is largely independent, it is linked to the larger
national society through religious and political hierarchies and through an
elaborate system of trade conducted among ville,:es, both to procure raw materials

. -and to trade finished products or agricultural produce.

fh Cambodia, as'in Laos, the nuclear family is more desireable than an
extended family. This is especially true, of course, in urban areas, although
among the rural population, economic demands may force the existence of the

, extended family, even though it is not the,prererred pattern.

The Cambodian kinship system is bilateral, unlike that of Vietnam or China.
Relations among kin, inheritance, marriage ties are all regulated without paternal
or maternal bias. However, as in many Asign countries, a gfrl's life iaplanned
with- an eye toward social and financial advantage. While a.boy may bring hondr

,?

to the fatily either by being a good farmer and community member, o: by consecrat-
ing himself to religion, a girl-can only advance the familY fortunes through an
advantageous marriage.

More clearly than in Laotian society, the twin hierarchies of religien.and
'government merge in the person of the king. A fairly sophisticated system df
nobility is the center of urban life, but has little effect in the countryside.
"Sitice 1.:ost people in any given village are related, and since there are relatively
few large landowners, status depends upon "good reputation", usually earned through
religious acts. Religion pervades Cambodian life in a way that is difficult for

, us to imagine. It is not only the key to future happiness, through improved
L.

karma, but-also is an element, if not %the phief element of present happiness.

Other Considerations

, Education has played a -lajti.r role in-/the urbanization process. In Laos,
superimposed on the traditional religious and vocational schooling a young Lao
receives from the bonze and the craftsmen of his'village is the compulsory public
education in schools closely,modeled on the secular schools introduced by the-

'French. The Laotian public school system 'had a spectacular growth and, although
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seriously handicapped by insufficient funds and a.shortage of qualified teachers,

twas providing education only possible for the wealthy a generation ago.

This largely Western-oriented education has produced, at least initially,

some conflict within the Lao, given differences between a traditional view cf

knowledge and the world and the."modern' view of Western technological society.

But the Lao have for centuries absorbed the -7..:iipact of foreign cultural influences

and the immigration into the country of foreign nationals. Lao culture today

shows a mixture of Hindu, Buddhist, Thai, Vietnamese, Khmer, French, and, more

recently, American influences. Still, the Laotian of today possesses a viable

culture, marked by a characterif:tic tolerance and gentleness, a lack of interest

in personul aggrandizement and a fondness for the simple pleasures of life.

Balancing these traits is a hardheaded practicality in the face of threats to

individual or group identity.

Much the same kind of observation can be made for the situation in Cambodia.

In Cambodia, perhaps, the role of the monarchy has been stronger than in Laos.

From earliest history, when the power of the king was absolute, the monrachy has
.

been the unifying symbol of Cambodian culture, bf the relation of the Khmer

people to their land and religiOn. The monarchy continued to play a central tole

in preserving the nation and the people's sense of nationhood, through a century

,of colonial rule, through two world vats, independence and the recent cold war.

The majority of Cambodians regarded their independence as the result of the efforts

of one man: the former King Norodom Sihanouk.

In Cambodia, as,in Laos, the society was vertically linked by Buddhism which

drew its members from all segments of the Khmer population and Imparted to all of
.

these members, whether peasant or monk, ruler or ruled, a common system of values

which emphasized individual dmprovement within the context of the existing social

order, rather than a change in that order itself.
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A CROSS-CULTURAL GLIMPSE OF THE VIETNAMESE PEOPLE

.In a previous chapter we briefly looked at over two millennia br Vietnamese
history. In this chapter we will attempt a task equally as complex, ifnot.more
so: a brief statement of "what makes the Viev.namese tick", We will try to capture
fundamental aspects of Vietnamese "culture", or the Vietnamese "value system" in
our attempt answer the question, "What are the Vietnamese liker Needless to
say, such a question is impossible to fully answer. But we hope. that through our
careful selection and close examination of many frequentlyroade coIe-rVatiOns and
remarks &Mout the Vietnamese, by both non-Vietnamese and Vietimmese themselves,
we can at least approach an answer.

.011111 the subject of getting to know an individual, the Vietnamese have an
,interesting saying:

ei lgu moK biet.

d la, ,ai bidt 'don ngliA phai chgng.

'Just as-the length of a roaclis know:i only by actually traveling onit,-
,

The qualities of a ma9 are known only by livinjwith hit toi- 4 long tinte4

It is useful to keep in mind this little point Of,wisdomfrom the Vietnamese
when, as AMericans, we seek to understahd them by our various means.' Our inten-
tions-amy always be sincere, but our means like this short -Chapter cannot .

be but Inadequate by the Vietnamese yardstick of the above-mentioned popular-
,

Saying.

Vietnamese Through-the Eyes ofTietnamese

Following'are Ehglish translations of excerpts from the book Ngdai ViSt, itt
V4-t (Vietnamese People, Vietnamese Land) by. Cau-Long-Giang and Toan-Anh;528fr

pages;,Nam Chi Tang To Publisher's; Saigon, 1967:

"...:Vietnamere are an intelligent people.. They possess a keen ense ot

observation which,gives them the ability tp grasp thi, 'S quickly; it also gives

.-61iem a tendency,to imitate others. Short on a sense of,1Anovation, they tend to
Ang on to old and established ways. They are skillful with their hands and lOvel

'to outsmart each other in small petty matters, an-inclination which-often leads
. to craftiress. They haVe a mocking sense of humor which-can-sometiMes degenerate
into disiaragement.
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"Vietnamese have a high regard for morality and uphold the five Confucian

virtues of humanity, righteousness, propriety, wisdom, and faithfulness as guides

for their daily conduct. They love book-study and have avid minds.

"Ordinarily giving an appearance of being shy and afraid, they value peace'

and harmony in all relations. However, when they are faced with danger, or are

on the battlefield, they display great bravery and know how to maintain discipline,

giving death itself as much weight as an airborne thistledown. Often motivated

by compassion for others, they have a strong sense of gratitude.

"Vietnamese also have several serious flaws in their character. They are a -

shallow people who are also boastful. 'They lack patienc6;tand attach great impor-

tance to surface appearance. They yearn for status, fame,and fortune, love fun

and the gay life, and like to gamble for money. They believe in ghosts and spirits,

and worship gods and deities. They are arrogant and love to ttag.

"...A most admirable trait in the Vietnathese, however, is the love they, have

cr their country. It is this' strong attachment to their native land that has

helped them, several times in the course of their history, to liberate their

country from domination by their northern neighbor, China;.in the last hundr,-,4

years, it has enabled them to keep up a relentless struggle againsl French coloni-

alists...."

This rare description of the Vietnamese character by two Vietnamese cultural .

historians, interesting as it might-be, gives us a quick glimPse of what Viet-
,

namese are like. The brief description will have to be elaborated on and comple-

mented by other sources before a balanced and useful picture can emerge.

A Trait Called 'tgnh- cgn cZo

When asked to comment on the major characteristics of their people, many

Vietnamese often mention 't45.nh cn ca'. From the sometimes lengthy descriptions
-,

'given for it, its closest English equivalent seems to be .,irdustriousriess'. But

Vietnamese saythat !tgnh cgn A' is more than being industrious, pointing out

that Americans are also an industrious people but are not regarded as having this

trait. It seems to be a combination of thrift, industriousness, patience, deter-

mination and endurance that allows a Vietnamese farmer, to plough his field all

day,under the hot sun; walking slowly behind his water7buffalo, ankle-deep in

the.mud of the tice paddy. :It is also, they insist -- recalling the recent Viet-

nam war -- the trait that. allowed a whole army to be supplied bit by:bit, aft-like,

. by provisions carried on the backs-of men-and women.who had to):stravel on_foot

hundreds of miles over perilous jungle trails. Zeen through American eyes,

A
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'tgnh cgn ci.0 is perhaps the quiet willingness to do things the hard way when
the hard way is the only way possible.

There are indications from America's experience in Vietnam, as well as from

direct observations of the refugees' behavior in the U.S., that there is validity

in this self-image on the part of the Vietnamese. And leaders of 'refUgee groups,

as well as Vietnamese in:ellectuals writing in various refugee publications in

the U.S., are unanimous in seeing in this quality the source of strength and

resiliency that will eventually allow the refugees to pull themselves up slowly
but surely by their own bootstraps.

Love of Learning -

'Tgnh 1141 hoc', which literally translates as 'love of learning' is another

trait which is frequently mentioned as a characteristic of the Vietnamese'people.

Another image which the Vietnamese have "of themselves, 't&nh hieu ho-' needs to

be examined more closely,, if for no other reason than the fact that no people of

any culture ever describes itself as harboring a hatred of learning.

What the Vietnamese mean by 'love of learning' should not conjure up the

picture of a small nation where there are great libraries and where the literacy

rate is one hundred per cent. Nor should it bring to mind the image of great

Scholars and scientibts devoting their entire lives to the pursuit of knowledge

and the investigation of things, even though 'investigation of things', or 'cach
vet', is one of.the eight main precepts in the Confucian classic t.Dai Hoc', or

Great Learning, one.of the several Chinese classics that have exerted a profound

influence on Vietaamese cultural life.

The love of learning whic*Ithe Vietnamese tall: about is actually a tradi-

tional, deep, and almoSt subcdinscions respect for the learned and their learning.

Until the early 1900'S, this respect for learning was embodied in the traditional

scholar with his long tunic, long finger nails and scraggly beard, sitting,on an

ornate-straw mat With his Chinese classics and his calligraphic writings beside
him.

Perhaps the Vietnamese attitude toward learning is best exemplified by the

Aocumented story of the illiterate old farm woman who took a sheet of 'rice paper

away from her grandson and reverently burned it because it had calligraphic

,writing on it, rather than let the little boy desecrate it by making it into a

kite for his own entertainment.

Western observers -- French and American -- see this Vietr.amese 'love of

learning' as a strong veneration of book-study, much more than a dynamic Faustian

dri.ve "to strive, to seek, and never to yield" in the pursuit of 'knowledge, which
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is more commonly associated with the peoples of the Western world. American

educators familiar with education programs in Vietnam have often observed that

the Vietnamese child's style of learning tends to be of the passive variety

rather than the active. The child has been reported to rely more on listening,

watching and imitating than on experimenting, trying -things out, and generally

discovering things for himself by himself. Perhaps this is what the cultural

historians CL-Long-Giang and Toan-Anh meant, too, when they remarked that the Viet-

namese had a "tendency to imitate others", and that they were "short on the sense

of innovation".

Vietnamese love to point out, as evidence of their deep respect of learning,

the fact that high-level administrators of the country used to be sought exclu-

sively among talented schole.rs who were chosen for their high public offices

'through grueling competitive examinations styled after the Confucian examinations

in China and administered directly by the imperial court. Many American officials_
with service in Vietnam have noted tia t even though the imperial exatinations

themselves were abolished in the early-
.

after the opening.,of the country to

erve in high pOsi,tions is still'Western influence, the preference for scholar

strong in modern-day Vietnam.

There are positive as well as negative aspects to'th eep respect

learning. The high value placed on learning tends to make the -tnames-e stu t

a hard-wcrking one, and the high regard for the'learned'tends to -e im place

his teacher on a higher level of respect tham,his American counterparto d.

Sut, yhen learning is equated with book studY and'is devoid of any serious co

'for practical experience -- which deems to be-the observation Of most non-VietnEifile

familiar with Vietnamese culture -- the consequences can be serious. These

observer's have pointed out that it is not unusual to find young Ph.D.'s schooled

in the West, with not a single day of administrative experience, appointed to run

vast and complex government agencies. So it is well to remember hat this "loVe

of learning" on the part of the Vietnamop4 can range from an enlightened and

healthy respect for scholarship to a blind veneration of Ithe learned and everything

connected with book-learning, an attitude more commonly found among the less-

educated masses.

If this cultural trait is preserved by the refugees in their new life in

America -- and several thoughtful observers have recently expressed doubt that t

will not.be affected in some degree by.the cultural transplanting undergone 'by,

the refugees, it iS reasonable tO exPect.aery positive attitude on the part
/

of the,refugee parents regarding, the education of their-children. And, as has

,been *reportedly the case of the Chinese-Athericans,a gOod proportion of the Viet-
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namese refugee children can be expected, in time, to find their way into American

-universities and colleges, propelled there by, among other things, this special
'love qf learning' which their parents brought with them to America as part of
their cultural baggage:

Heart Versus Mind

American difficulties in Vietnam during the period of American involvement

-there have been seen by specialists in cross-cultural communication as being the
result of a pernicious conflict between a 'heart-oriented culture', the Vietnamese
and a 'mind-oniented culture', the American. Even though we have to take into

account the special blinders put on these experts by their professional discipline
which tend to make them see things in the light Of cross-cultural differences
alone, their opinion is well worth a closer examination.

If 'heart' is understood to be feelings, sentiments and emotions which.moti.

vate people's behavior independently of the dictate of reason or rationality --
what the Vietnamese themselves refer to as Itinhl or 'tinh cam' -- then it is safe
to say that the Vietnamese are, indeed, a.heart-oriented people. There seems to
be a distinctive predilection among the Vietnamese for.literature and music that

are.deeply sentimental and sad. "Kim-van-kigu", the long poem which is the recog-
nized centerpiece of Vietnamese literature and which is said by experts on Viet,=

namese literature to portray the very soUl of the Vietnamese people, is, in fact,

the story of a beautifUl young woman, buffeted_by the.vissicitudes of life, lament-
her hapless fate. Tough Vietnamese rangers, fresh out of battle, were

reportedly seen sitting rapt and moist-eyed through ballads of unrequited loves

and untiMely bereavements sung by pretty singers in Saigon cabarets. And the
XVietnamese classical musical form of Wong Col, greatly appreciated by the marises,

is described by Vietnamese musicologists to have a hauntingly sad quality thet
If

seems to mirror a deeply sentimental mood in the depth of the Vietnamese soul",

While most Americans tend to shy away from sentimentalism, the Vietnamese seem 1,,-/

b drawn toit and absorbed in it. Feeling sorry for oneself, indulging in self-
ity, ping in one form or another -- samshing.most Americans are inclined to

is frequently given in to by the Vietnamese. p4n' -ore 'lamenting
ones the term they have for it.

,/

But 'heart-oriented culture' means more than the superficial appear-
.

ance of sens ve emotionalism or stbtle sentimentalism that the Vietnamese are
rone to. On a osophical level, it means a characteristic and pervading

sm whiCh perme s and gives distinctiveness to the Uhole culture. Through-
.. out the' ultural histo there seems to be among the Vietnamese more pre9ccupa-
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tion with man than with nature. There is more interest in how men feel, react

and transact with une another than how nature functions or how things in the

physical.environment,operate. Thinking is directed towards morals and ethics and

the formulation of rules of conduct for man, rather than towards the physical

environment and the discovery of laws and principles .that govern the operation of

nature. It's 'Western' science, but'it's 'Oriental' wisdom, in the Vietnamese

lexicon. Taoism, a philosophical system which seeks to define a place for man in

relation to th-e universe, and Confucianism, which suggests an avenue to sagehood

and an ethical code of conduct for man in relation to his society, both -found

, ready acceptance among the Vietnamese when these intensely humanistic philosophies-

spread south to Vietnam from China early in Vietnamese cultural history.

It is perhaps indicative of this deep-seated orientation toward man that

Vietnamese have singled out the three humanistic philosophies of Taoism, Confucian-

ism and Buddhism, grouped them together, and called them 'Tam GiElo', 'The Three

Teachings'. And Vietnamese intellectuals are often heard proudly describing their

culture as 'nhan ban', or 'rooted 1.n man'.

On the level of social organization, this 'heart-based' culture also trans-

lates into a society which is basically run by men, with their individual idio-

syncrasies, their strengths and.weaknesses, -ather than by a fait but impersonal

system of laws that ii actively adhered to and absolutely enforced,.although, of

course, a Vietnamese code of laws exists. A Vietnamese refugee in Virginia was

recently obserVed deliberately running a red light as he was slowly driving home

from work late one night. When asked by his American friend riding with him 1:thy

he did not stop, he replied: "The street is deserted." Practical considerations

. and social conditioning Of public behavior aside,'the American felt that there

were philosophical implications in that act, because."* concept of law is such

that, even on a deserted'street, I would instinctly have stopped, even if only for

a few seconds," he said. While it is dangerous to make too much of this common

incident, it might explain to some extent why many non-Vietnamese observers have
Q

described-the Vietnamese doncept of authority as being 'personalized' rather than

'depersonalized' or institutionalized. Authority is more readily recognized when

it has a human face, and the law is understood better when it is represented by a

man. And,,as was frequently observed by foreign diplomats in Vietnam, allegiance,

political or otherwise, is usually to a man much more than'to an abstract principle'

or ideal. The do-it-yours41f concept:of income tax computation and payment in the'

wliich involves no tax collector carrying a collection bag, is an example of

depersonalized, faceless law that a person-oriented Vietnamese refugee might find

easy to understand but difficult to handle in the proper 7;ray.
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But nowhs?re is the high value the Vietnamese place on 'heart' or feelings
and sentiments more obvious than in the interpersonal relations of their everyday
life. The former chancellor of Hue' University, discussing the problem of assis-
tance to Vietnamese refugees in the U.S. at a symposium on immigration held
San Francisco last year, stated that, for himself as well as for all other Viet

N-namese refugees, what was given was.not as important as how it wax given and "the

feelings" behind it.

With such a value orientation still very strong in them, there is no doubt
that the VietnaMese refugees will have a lot to adjust to if and when they become,rz
through resettlement failures, the objects of faceless institutionalized good

will, or the wards of impersonal computerized charity, which this nation, out of
necessity, has to practice:

Sensitive observers of the Vietnamese character, like Douglas R.,Beane of

the Church World Service, felt that this preoccupation with 'heart' to the detri-

ment of 'mind' as represented by reason-and logic, is probably th., most important

factor to remember when one seeks to understand Vietnamese behavior patterns. It

helps explain the greater complexity and intensity found in Vietnamese interpersonal

relationships, the iepth and durability of Vietnamese friendships, and the resili-

ency of the Vietnamese extended family which has withstood the onslaughts of both

modernization and war. A Vietnamese psyChologist,-speaking as an informant on

this subject, felt that, even though this,strong value orientation in the Vietnamese
toward 'heart', human warmth and the personal was yet to be put to the real test

in Vietnam, i.e. the test of rapid modernization and industrialization, it,is now
being tested daily deep within each and every refugee living in the complex tech-

,

nological web of American society. And only half-jokingly,,he laid so long as

the refugees continued to find ways to celebrate Tet, to commemorate the death

anniversaries of their ance'stors, and generally to attend to "the affairs of the

heart", cflances were good that they would not succumb to loss of identity nor to

alienation, which is part of life in a technology-oriented society.

Propriety in Interpersonal Relvtions

It is often pqinted out that, compared to Americans, Viethamese seem to be

much more formal in their interpersonal relations. They appear to be more

protocol-minded and to plade a higher val,ue On decorum, etiquette and ceremony,

considerations which Americans-tend tb dismiss as not soAmportant. An American

l'engineer, sponsoring a Vietnamese refugee family in his home in Maryland, reported

that the term 'sir' was sed-by the group tO address him so many times that he

nearly Vent out of his mind. -They've, got no business being so formal with Me."

he said.
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This formality in interpersonal relations, -ObIch is often insufferable to

egalitarian-minded Americans, is actuall- very denlY rooted in the Vietnamese.

Experts in Vietnamese culture see it as an aspect the Confucian concept of 'li'

or 'propriety's one of the "five constant virtuee that Copfucianists since the

5th century B.C. have believed should "guide the thoughts, deeds and words of the

superior man". The Vietnamese word.for politenees, phgp', literally,means

'rules of propri:ety'.

For the Vietnamese in their various everydaY ncouflters, 'propriety' -means

the almost eubconscious and reflex-like appl'..cati.ori of tacit rules of decorum

which are translated into behaviors characteristickllY Vietnamese. An American N

teacher o an ESL class for five Vietnamese elementhr7 school children in Arkansas

observed that every time one of the children was aked to hand back to her the

book used in a pattern drill, he would always gicre,it back to.her with both hands,

his eyes slightly lovered. Countless other teacriel's and sponsors have reported

that Vietnamese -- children and adults alike -- ore unusually reserved and shy at

initial encounters with Americans; it-seems as if they veie vainly searching in

their rule book for the,appropriate *behavior to odopt toward the Americans who

are different from them not only in looks biat in behavior as well. 'Propriety'

at a loss in a new cultural context!

The notion of "face",, which is, stereotypicallY overPlaYed in many epocryphal

anecdotes about the Chinese, is also found to be asociated with the Vietnamese.

For the Vietnamese -- they,call it 'the' dign' -- the notion of "face" is directly

related to their concept of propriety. It is the 'Special case when the dictates

of propriety prevail over other considerations s.utch as convenience, good sense,

common wisdom or logic. As aatually practiced the Vietnamese, who are also

described as a very practical people, "face" is eeen to be not as strong a factor

in their daily life as is Lommonly assumed. And the Middle-aged former Vietnamese

circuit judge who is now training as an auto.mecPahic in Virginia may have unwit-

tingly answered for-us many questions concerning the Vietnamese cultural traits

such as contempt for manual labor, social class JiScrimination, etc.

If one knows where to look for it, this deplY-ingrained sense of proper

form can be-seen in many aspects of Vietnamese 'T81', the most commonly-

used word for 'I' in the Vietnamese language -- 0'1(1 there are many others in the

lexicon paaying the same grammatical function ety01010gica1ly has the meanine

of 'servant' or.'subordinate'. The simple AngloAixon personal_pronoun 'you' has
,

innumerable Vietnamese equivalent's ranging from '61.1g' (the gentleman) and 'em'

(the younger sibling) to 'cu', to be used only for venerable aged people, and

'ngai', reserved exclusively for kings and other eStalted persons.
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As is reported by many AmeriCans in y

Vietnamese, this notion'of propriety can

to Americans used to directness and open/11

namese 'yes' in word can turn out to be

A

/1
A\Vt\ se.
0 /

1

k v _A
\ P
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instances,.the common interpretation of 14

' k1\l'\ P\ 'cause unease and discomfort in others, 1.:-.., i
\ '("\

-tute a breach of propriety.
Pk\

Also translated by Western scholars

ConfUcian concept of '1."e"' involves, too,

iAi
rituals in many situations, both in the p'

that-Vietnamese are,reluctant to contrad

,

the larger context of Vietnamese society,

/worship, for example', which involves the

anniversary of an ancestor or a deceased

Up until 1945, which marked the end of

in the government a Ministry of Rites, ce-k\

So, when you congratulate a VietnamE

instead of saying 'Thank you' he says witil

really nit very good at it, you should

more likely, he is just being himself, ipts

came, unbeknownst to him and over two mi.1

of the Confucian Analects.

Harmony and the Pluralistic Approach to tl

/5V;k
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In surveying our collection of adie1

have used to describe the Vietnamese appa-..

eclectic, flexible, adaptive, practical,

. passive, reactive, submissiye, indirect,

M. Hirsh, an expert in cross-cultural colt

Vietnamese value system, thinks that the \,

1
tic approach to lifemanship", with a strel

In seeking to understand the. Vietnamese,

Closer look.

Still other observers, including man

the Taoist coupept-of harmony plays an iM1

.values. This, too, needs to be7made more

with Oriental philosoPhies,in general, an

A Vietnamese refugee family clearly 4
4
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10e by a voluntarY ageacy .worker around Christmas tiMe last year. The

\VIN 1"ellorted that right in the middle of the sparselk furnished living-room

ljge cbrigtmas tree vith aal the trimmings. "Are they really Buddhist?"

\xed vietnamese frl ensa
A 1 obviously Confused. She was F!,-.en more con-

ezi 'e 'wth Irlend sanothirlg,unusualeabout a C hristmas trec,in a Buddhist

fe\ piz docuzented caze in liashington, D.C., contains in it an element common
0

\ko Ap,edz of other ease obse;-ved both in Vietnam and among the refugees

1,Yin the 11.S. That common element iS an observable ability on the part

"t -V-J-etnamese not only t o hold more than one religious belief -- a Vietnamese

, also worships hIz ancestors -- but to espouse mcri.e than one ideal, accept'
)kle

VV.' one so114:t1-on
to problem,-attempt '.7e. than one course of' action, i.e.

Vkvol o.1rse, and generally tolerate more than one atsolute standard for any7

\V1
Cohnection with this, Abraham Hirsh says that while Americans u$e a

VII1W04 apProach to lire, adpipting only one in every type, class and category,

V\e'3011Alliese "p1118-lit1c" approach and-are comfort'able only with a combi-

V \, assortroent. P.0er1ca4s seek out the One, the Only dnd give it respecf,

kleky arla. devc,ytioh; the Vietnamese search for the alternatives, the other

win. Prove workable or satisfactory for their needs. Hirsh

/111
A101, Tout tatr1 AMerican has only one God, ia married to one wife, drinks one

\',1," of beer, reads one tiessPaper and folloWs one favorite ball team. A Viet-

,.0" play do ail, that, bUt never to the exclusion of the other choices.

vietnaillese searoh for the other alternatives can, in individual cases,

cnis whieh, to an Ataerican, would seem unscrUpulous, unethical and. repre-
0'0

A VietnaMese refugee standing near the end.of a very long chow line
Q

V \v--"Ildiantovil Gap idaz once observed going to the head of the line to give

V1- card to a-friend and ask him to get dinner for him ahead of hundreds of

sekN lbo got ir, line befor e he did. Reg-ulatlmls and procedures laid down by

i;ty, /
goverolent agerici es for rildering service to the public were reported

1, vyl

lv keAltlese ,i's sq.me public which, anxiousofficials to De Often subverted by tk
.

.

sto yervice, u5ed sho gtits and "theother alternatives"_which often took the

1"

bbibes. The old Vietnamese institution of concubinage, which was declared

\1.11

-11 1,11- i'l the 1950's but vhich is still practiced by some Vietnamese, including

stwo.repofted ca, es:among the refugees, is seen by some observers in the

,L.
V, IpI,Llie', i.e, preferelle for,a multipli.eity f alternatives. And the lspcity

,1,

10 le v-zervarice of laws which many American "icials have noted in Vietnam is

itl th se offiCials aa aclas sic'case of -a pluralistic culture chafing underv v e

1,1061-Qa1 móde of governing people. Laws, which prescribe only onely....based

lal
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avenue as being the legal and acceptable one, are saidto collide head-on with

the Vietnamese pluralistic tendency to reject the One and the Only and to seek,

'"the other possibilities".

Conrad Arensberg, another American social scientist with an interest in

cross-cultural differences, points out that Americans and the peoples- in the

Western world have a strong tendency to make what he terms "two-fold judgmelts

_on Princible7. These are judgments based on fixed and impersonal principles which

assign a thing or an event to one of ly two categories, either to a category
-

judged,high in value, which is used as a basis for positive action, or to one.

judged low in "Jalue, which is to-be rejected, or avoided. These two categories

are clear-cut dualisms such as moral-immoral, legal-illegal, sucCess-failure,

modern-outmoded, clean-dirty, etc.- The difference vith a culture like the Viet-

namese-lies in the fact that aTthough there are also dualisms in their value sys-

tem, they usually do not rank one term of a dualism apsoluteligood and superior

in strength and value, andthus actionable op principle, and at the same time

reject the other, again on principle. There seems to be with them more willing-

ness-to accept a range of relative norms 'rather than one absolute criterion-, and

they usually display a higher degree of tólerance that allows for the acceptance

of both terms of a dualism. American officials with experience in Vietnam have

reported that government corruption, for example, was viel.ied by the Vietnamebe

common people with distaste, but the disapproval was rarely very strong and

certainly never raised to the level of-Arenberg's "two-fold judgment on principle".

There seem to be many norps by which to judge an action, and in dealing with right&

and wrong, although_the Vietnamese embrace right, they do not always reject wrong

out of hand. It's not that they condone wrong, the8e Americans say, but they

view it with an equanimit34hat can easily be intei'-preted as indifference. This

may explain the general mood of impatience which, many.observers of the American

involvement in Vietnam reported, was a frequently-seen feature in the relations

between the AmeriCan technical advisers and the Vietnamese counterparts they

advised. "It boils down to a different approach to problem-solving," one insight-

former'American adviser said. And he recalled with a chuckle Rudyard Kipling's
4

suggestion of an.epitaph for aP Englishman in Asia: "Here lies a fool who tried

to hustle the East."

The dualism.of good and evil is viewed by Vietnamese the same ambiguous way. _

Seen from an American perspective, good and evil Seem to be in a state of coexis-
,

tence in the,Vietnamese system, and in this eternal.coexistence, eaeh must have

its due. As seen by Hirsh, life, for Americans, is a series.of Armageddons, great

and small, daily to be waged between good and evil, the outcome of whicb must be"

13Z I.
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the triumph of good. Jere must always be a winner, and the winner must always .

be good. For the Vietnamese, there is no Armageddon. The presence of both good

and evil is recognized in the Mainstream of.Life which is.a blend of both. And

"lifemanship consists in successfully existing or 'surviving, as best one can, in

that mainstream".

As seen through Western eyes, it a- not so much evil or wrong that is con-

demned; it is excess, a lack of meaSure, of proportions. This has led many

- Tv:astern observers to draw attention to the importance of 'trung dung', or the

'Doctrine of the Mean, in Vietnasnee behavior. Religious and metaphysical in .its'

essence, as contrasted with Bai Hoc, or the Great Learning, mentioned earlier,

which is ethical and social, the Doctrine of the Mean is,embodied in the Chinese

classic of the same name attributed to the philosopher Tzu-Ssu, 483-402 B.C. A

subjc'ct of Philosophical interpretations and reinterpretations throughout the

ages, this doctrine, which exerts a strong influence on the Chinese from the .

, r

beginning and later on on the Vietnamese, sees sincerity as the Way of all exis-
t

tence, "absolute, intelligent, and indestructible". It is the basis on which the

concept of central harmony is built. As practiced by the Vietnamese as a value,

orientation, 'trung dung' is commonly understood to be the 'middle path', the

-avoidance of excess.

In-philosophical terms, the inclination'on the.partof the Vietnamese to

refuse-to follow just one systeM'or one line has-been associated witb eclecticism;

and their tendency to search out-the other alternatives, the working combination,

has been labeled syncretism. Syncretism requires an ability to reconciyiate

opposing principles and practices in an effort to make them work harmoniously.

Thus, the Vietnamese syncretism is seen to stem from e.harmony-orientation.

The concept of harmony originated from Taoism, a philosophy embodied.in the

Tad-te-Ching,!a classic on 'Tao' and or-the "Way" and its 'virtue". Commonly

attributed to Lao-Tzu, a Chinese philosopher in th6th century B.C Taosim, which

exerted a strong influence on both Buddhism and ConfUcianism in-China, is believed

by /ietnamese cultural'historians to have played a very iiportant role in the

development of the VietnaMese cultural personality.
0

Although in its extreme metaphysical abstraction, Tao, or the Way, is the

very principle which actuates the physical universe, in its everyday application
-

as a way of lffe, Tao, or the Way, is naturalism inrthe sense of "taking no

unnatural action". It is the respect of spontaneity and simplicity, "supporting

things'in their natural state". Also a form of serenity, tranquility and alert

quietism, Taoism sets the natural Way in direct opposiction to the artificial ways
1

of men, such as regulations, organization, and conventions. The Taoist seeks the

1 3 3
foo
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r,-a14nat7c,n of _self th-ough thc achieveent of harmony in his emotions, and the

natunt._ and .harmoniou3 development of ,a11 things. Often likened to wat,,r or the

infant, Tao is strength in weakness. Taoists point out that nothing is we!iker

than water, bt.t yet it can wear obt a rock, the most solid Os things; and in the

Japanose marti:il art f jud.o or hand combat, -the apuroach of which is l'elieved to

reflect eler.L:?nts of Taism, a weak rerson can easily floor a stronger opponent if,

'instead 4#f interfering with the latter's great strength, he knOws how to go along

w;th it and wor'; -./-th it to his advante.ge. This, in essence, is the meaning of

such cryptic sentences sr.ioted by Taoists, as: "Tao benefits all things but does

not compete with them," or "Tao invariably takes no action, and yet there is

nothing left andone." ExnertS believe -thhere are deep cross'-cultural implications

in this subconscious-level orientation toward non-interference, non-confrontation,

alert rassivity, and -- to Western eyes -- this essentially non-dynamic behavior

when, as dur.ig the Vietnam war, Americans and Vietnamese have to work closely

together. Th difference in their respective approaches to work, play, govern-

ment, problem-solving, etc. can be so great that, if particular care is not taken,

it can lead t0 disaster. Probably this-is what cross-cultural communication

specialists have in mind when they see American difficulties in Vietnam as
...

essentially stemming from C clash between.two radically different- cultures, as
_

mentioned earlier. Douglas.Pike, author of the_book Vi$t Ccing, says that American
_

0.

frustration in Vietnam derived from a "criSis in perception" that foriginated from
----

"a failure in definition".
. Frances- Fitzgerald, in her book Fire in the Lake,

,

sees the differences between-Vietname8e and Americans as being not only quantita-

tive but also qualitatIVe, and that these differences are so great that, for
-----

mutual understanding to take place, "one side 1.-111 have to reconstruct ,the whole
.

_world of the other".

Seen in the light'of vq.lue orientations, Taoism avoids conflict, and rejects

confrontation. It is harmony-oriented. As inculeated into the Vietnamese for

over two millennia, this harmony-orientation is believed.to be one of the móst, -

prominent features in the Vietnamese character. 'It is precisely the basis for

the use of such charafAerizations as flexible, non-dynamic, non-actiVe. passive',
P

indirect, etc. which, earlier, we have seen used for the Vietnamese.-

A famous South Vietnamese general was once reported to leave the active life

and retire to plant orchids in the serenity of his garden, a true Taoist course

of, action which all Vietnarese understand. Vietnamese refugee children have often

been reported to refrain from asking questions of their American teachers even

when they do not understand a point being made, refusing to confront the teacher

wipi'an,unpleasant fact. And as was discussed earlier, if a frank, 'no' diSturbs
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propriety or perhaps also jars too much the inner harmony of the emotions, a

Vietnamese might give you a 'yes'. Is he being untruthful? It might-help matters

relatee to the Vietnamese refugees if, before judging, we stop to think that maybe

he is just being a Vietnamese, a prisoner of his own culture just as much as we

are prisoners of ours.

A Sense of Permanence

In looking at all the orientation materials prepared by various organizations

k to h lp Americans work with the Vietnamese refugees, we notice that nearly all of

1 them contain a reference about punctuality. In essence, the message is this:
-

'Due to a different concept of time inherent in their culture, the Vietnamese are

usually not very punctual. Try to understand.'

While most experts agree that a different concept of time exists, they feel

that actually the difference is not so simple as can be neatly translated into

incorrigible tardiness on the part of the Vietnamese. In fact, officials involved

in English instruction at the refugee camp at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas, reported

exactly the otposite. Frevently the students were seen to come to class very

early, sometimes an hour ahead of class time. And even though nearly 15,000

telephone calls have been received at the National Indochinese Clearinghouse, all

concerning the refugees, not a single one substantiated the initidl American

Concern in this regard. Instances of tardiness, of course, must have occurred.

But was it because of a different cultural value, or perhaps just plain unfamil-

iarity with the bus system?

- Rather than being overly concerned about Vietnamese punctUality a concern

which may or may not betray something of our American concept of time -- let us

look at the observations that have been made about the way, the Vietnamese,them- .

selves use time. It has been reported by many American source:; that personal

visits by the Vietnamese usually last longer than that unspecified but clearly

felt duration which the American inner clock unerringly detects. The visits are

unhurried, relaxed, and, to these Americans' Censternation, usuaily unannounced.

Other indicators of the Vietnamese use of time have alsu been-observed. In

their various purchases, tha Vietnamese are reported to pay much more attention

to durability than Americans 'would. A Vietnamese man of average means in Washing-

ton, D.C. is known to have spent nearly two years looking for a brick house to

buy. Newly-arrived Vietmmese in the U.S. are observed to walk considerably more

slowly than Americans or Vietnamese who have lived in the U.S. for a lcng time.

In looking for a job, the Vietnamese are reported to give much greater condidera-

tion to its permanent nature than Americans. One Vietnamese cultural'informant
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says that Americans and Vietnamese both get impatient with one thing or another;

but he feels that comparatively speaking, it takes longer for a Vietnamese to

becomt_ impatient than for an American. "The Vietnamese cultural olock walks; the

American cultural clock runs." he says. It is also a generally known fact that a

Vietnamese family lives in a home a considerably longer time than an American

family does, and that, statistic.aIly, Vietnamese marriages last longer.

All these disparate observations and innumerable others made both by Ameri-

cans and Vietnamese have formed the basis for some insights that can cast light

on the basic differences between the two cultures. Many observers feel that the

need for a sense of permanence in life, although present in all Americans, is

much stronger in the the Vietnamese. Customs, traditions, and other things do

change, but they change much more slowly with the Vietnamese. The pace of change

is,more relaxed-and is such that Alvin Toeffler's notion of future shock i some- .

thing difficult for the Vietnamese to grasp. One observer remarks that, in this

connection, to try to resettle a barefoot Vietnamese fisherman from Quiiing Nam to

Houston, for exmple, would be tantamount to asking him to make a ,quantum jump

in time of'a century. (Actually, such a jump Was made by thousands of Vietnamese

whose level of sophistication is about that of a Qu&ng Nam barefoot fisherman,

including, in fact, a number of fishermen. One can only imagine.the observable

as well as unob#'ervable problems of cro9s-cultural a: ustment on their part.)

.The Vietnamese sense of permanence canalso be een in the VietnaesevIew

of death. A link between the dead and the living ir maintained by way cf the

annual family rituals of commemoration held for each deceased family member. On

'the day,of each commemoration, called 'ky or 'gida', an actual meal -- usually

more elaborate than an ordinary family meal -- is prepared and served on the

.family altar, where incense and aromatic joss sticks are burned.

There are indications that the VietnameSe.conceive of change ag being

cyclical. Experts often point out the cyclical character of the Vietnamesa

traditional dUo-decimal system of counting years, and the belief,'.common among,

;the.Vi.etnamese fhcluding the non-Buddhist, in reincarnation. One informant sur-

riSes that probably the Vietnamese intuitivel:,, sense the cyclical nature of the

earth's ecology early in their cultural history.

. With a cultural clock "walking" rather than "running", a Vietnamese is pore

accustomed to a day that is less hurried than an American's day. In this sense,

. 'it will be some time before the Vietnamese-refugees,become used to the activity-

paCked day of life,in the U.S.

With a different value placed on time, the Vietnamese'refugees can be

expeeted to subordinate time to other "more important" con'siderations such as

136
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'heart', 'propriety', etc'.; and thus, personal visits tend to last longer, and

tardiness', if it occurs, may be viewed with less seriousness and righteous

indignation by Vietnamese than Americans. This is really what the issue of Viet-

namese punctuality is all about.

A_Clash of"Values

In talks conducted over the past year with hundreds of Vietnamese about

their culture, and in the voluminous body of literature written about the Viet-

namese over the past twenty year', we have encountered time and again evidence

of what amounts t^ flaw in the Vietnamese character: difficulty in surbordinat-

ing personality to rationality in group enterprisps. Readily admitted to by

almost all the Vietnamese informants we talked to, and abundantly reported on

during the Vietnam war by the American,press as well as by other sources less

interested in political and military implications, this difficulty is often seen

to translate into a short sense of mutual cooperation, and a low spirit'of unity
A

which the Vietnamese themselveshluntly refer to by the phrase 'thieu tinh than
Ar

aoan ket', literally, 'lack of a spirit of unity'.

It is pointed out to us that the Vietnamese take part in intereat groups,

a ociations and organizations much less than Americans do, and thd.life of those

grou s tends to be shorter than the American equivalents. "It seems as if the

ended family is the only group that really counts for the Vietn'mese." an

American observer once remarked. Another American informant feels that there

seems to be a distinct inability on the part of the Vietnamese to worh together

harmoniously on anything. This remark, when stripped of its harshness and its
-

Tejorative overtone, is felt by several more dispassionate observers to contain a

very important clue to the Vietnamese character. The clue lies in the term

'harmoniously'. How is it that a presumably harmony-oriented people cannot work

'together harmoniously? Either the presumption of a.harmony-orientation is wrong,

or there must be something else acting against it. The general sense of the

answer we have received from many sources is as follows: the harmony-orientation

is there, but it is interfered with by the Vietnamese preoccupation with the person.

In other words, there is a clash in the Vietnamese between two deeply'inplanted
,

,cultural values: harmony and personalism.

While the validity of such an interpretation-IS-better left to cultural
-

anthropologists and philosophers, it is usefUi to-look at Ishe particular Vietnamese

behavior patterns and attitudes that have given rise to such an interpretation.

In other words; let us lookat.the.data ratherAhan the theOries, Valid or non-_ .

0
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Vietnamese we have consulted invariably point to the overseas Chinese, i.e.

those living outside of Taiwan and China, as possessirg an admirable spirit of

mutual trust, cooperation and unity which they themselves lack. The examples the

Vietnamese use to illustrate this are difficult to check, but are abundant. They

report that the overseas Chinese loan each other.tens of thousands of dollars

without a word being written down on paper, something they, the Vietnamese, are

almost "constitutionally" unable to do; the Chinese in the Chinatowns all over

the world take care of each other while the Vietnamese living outside of Vietnam

reportedly don't. These and many other examples seem to us to point to something

revealing. It is not that the Vietnamese do not value mutual trust and 600pera-

tion and unity. They wouldsnot have admired the Chinese so much, otherwide. It

seems as if, while admiring these qualities, they do not know how to practice them.

In a study of a small and poor Vietnamese urban community in South Vietnam,

two American sociologists reported a very low sense'of public consciousness, and

a very weak interest that 'bordered on indifference about matters that affected the

viability of the community as a whole. In another gtudy on Vietnamese values,

conducted in 1968 by Human Sciences Research, Inc. and entitled 'Americans and

Vietnamese: a Comparison of Values in Two Cultures', it is reported that the

Vietnamese showed a very low.peer-orientation, with the subsequent inference that,

"the collabOrative tendeney among the Vietnamese is weak." The American anthro-

pologist James B. Hendry, in his study of a Vietnamese rUrai-hanlet also reported

a very scant display of community spirit among the'hamlet residents. The level--

of tension and dissension that exists in any organization or group, Vietnamese or

American, is reported to be higher in the Vietnamese and is observed to be based

mostly on conflicts of personality and a certain inflexibility that makes compro-

mise difficult to accept. Here, another important question can be asked: How is

it that a presvmably flexible and adaptable people cannot make compromise? Again

experts refer us to the strong Vietnamese orientation toward personalism. And

again, leaving philosophical interpretations alone, we see a contradiction ih

behavior, a clash of cultural values in the Vietnamese, just as is perceivgd to

exist in other cultures. In fact, it's Precisely these clashes and contradictions;

that, experts feel, lend depth to the understanding of a people's character.

. The Vietnamese refugee resettlement program in the U.S. is run more .by an

idea, a concept, than 17 men. That concept is volunteerism. ThiL volunteerism is

embodied by the voluntair agencies such as the Church World Service, the U.S.

National Catholic Conference, the International Rescue Committee, etc. In the

light of the low sense ofommunity spirit seen in the Vietnamese and reported,

above, we.can assume that4e Vietnamese refugees are largely inexperienced in
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working within the framework of suCh a concept. VietnaMese informants,usually

raise a note of cautfon here. They iitlint out that their people are not completely

unfamiliar with voluntary organizations,\since there are voluntary charitable

organizations in their culture. But the Vietnamese practice volunteerism much

less, and consequently are much less experiericed at it than Americans are. ,Sus-

picions-of the altruistic motives of the voluntary agencies as well as other

,-negative views that may have been expressed by the refugees are better understood

if seen in the light of such inexperience. The cultural rooi-of.such attitudes,

of course, goes deeper: i.e., weak peer-orientation, born of a strong sense of

personalism, in a heart-based culture. The Vietnamese.refugees now live in a

society which is glmost diametrically the opposite, and therefore cross-cultural

misunderstandings and Conflicts are bound to occur.

A Note of Caution By:Way of Conclusion

Someone once said that:when you are.in a forest you:see only trees. 'Special-.

ists, in intercultural relations run the risk of seeing Vietnamese-behavior solely

in the light of cross-cultural differences, forgetting the personality-traits
_

=that are-embedded-in them-by-their particular life experiences. Recently a Viet-'

namese.refugee housewife was observed loudly protesting at a store over a merchan-
.

dise exchange. "Where is her Confucian sense of propriety?" an American Who had

read the rough draft of this paper jokingly asked. "Confucius lost cm that

one," was the reply he got.
-

These personality traits,, which are'part of the uniqueness of each individual

born on this earth, in addition to a host of ot er situational Considerations, are

what-make.Aketnainese react so differently in ny givenisituation. Furthermore,

when combined with the varying degrees.in which a part
. f

icular cultural value is
/

absorbed by different individuals, personA1Ity-t.t.4;ls make predicting the'behavior ,

of the Vietnamese, or of any other peop3i t for that matter, both-A-risky-ancifoolish
/business. -

/ ,

A pote of cautim should al'So.b sounded On the danger of stereotypes. J1st
,

as the Vietnamese refugees hal4e ste eotypica

be altered only atter a long resil/ence in the
/

images of the Vietnamese, good,and` bad. They

read, and isolated obserVations/based on occas

make generalizations. -And generalizations abo

constitute-the"basis for ac4on. An -elderly-

in California who had difficulty disc-iplining

pictures of Americans, 'which-v*

Americans have sterebt ical

come from hearsay; things/re have

ional encoUnters, from which we,-
/

ut a people are'risky)When they
.

. ,

AMerican elementary.school 'teacher
1

,
,-- b.,/

the several Vietnallete children she

had in her classroom was once-heard_toi_exIalirin frustration: "Why can't they ,
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behave like Vietnamese children for a change?" Clearly a stereotypical picture

of a Vietnamese child had been planted in her mind: Perhaps a generalization to

the effect that all Vietnamese children are quiet, polite, and obedient.

We can indulge in a little dialectic here. It has been said that 'all gener-

alizations are false, including this one'. What that statement really means is

that, it, too; is false. And if that statement is false, then it follows that

there are generalizations that are true. We hope this chapter, a product derived

from many sources, has offered you not generalizations, howtver false or true,

but some insights into that most fascinating but also most difficult subject of

study, the Vietnamese character. In seeking to understand the Vietnamese, we

again call your attention to the little Vietnamese saying:,

I.
Di lau mOi bigt &icing dai,

6 1u m6i bigt con nelgi phai chng.

OM.

Just as the length of a road is known only by actually traveling on it,

The qualities of a man are known only by living with him for a long time.

/

;.<
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SOME SPECIFIC CROSS -CULTURAL.CONSIDERATIONS

Over the past year and half, in the course Of activities conducted by the

National Indochinese Clearinghouse, a sizable number of instances have been

reported to us where an Indochinese refugee child experienced a clash of culture,

i.e.,a conflict between his own culture and the American one. The cross-cultural

differences which were highlighted by these rei3orted clashes covered a widerange

of customs and practices peculiar to each cuuntry. As was mentioned earlier in

this Manual where a profile of the refugee child was discussed, the Vietnamese or

Cambodian or Laotian child in the U.S. was often subjected to a tug-of-war

between the forces of two cultures. Following are a few dogumented cases to

illustrate the predicamentof the child as well as the differences which exist

between the soeiety from which he has been uprooted and the new society into

which he has been.transplanted.

Case 1:

A Vietnamese girl in the 10th grade in Missouri reportedly refused to go to

her gym class. When asked for a valid reason by the gym teacher, she simpay said

she didn't-like gym. Only much later did the real reason came out as she revealed

it to a Vietnamese friend. She objected to being seen bare-legged, wearing gym

shorts. Coming from a region of Vietnam where old customs and traditions were

-,still strong, and where women, young and old, were never to be seen bare-legged,

she confessed to an intense feeling of discomort when the gym hour came Around.

To provide_a sense of measure to this interesting case, however, we must add

. here the case of" two other Vietnamese high school girls -- one in Georgia, the

other in Maryland -- who were drum majorettes for their respective high school
4

bands last year. Not all young Vietnamese refugee girls were like the one in

Missouri, or, to approach the issue from the other direction, not all of them

were like the two drum majorettes.

' Case 2.

An eight-year-old Vietnamese child in an elementary school in Maryland com-
.

plained of a stomach-ache every day shortly after his lunch hour. His teacher

was mystified by the fact that the same food and milk did not make any Other

child in the class sick. The cause was later identified to be the fresh milk

which was perfectly good, but to which the boy's biological system was not accus-..

tomed.
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Fresh milk is likely to give some Vietnamese, young as well as old, an

upset stomach. Their bodies are said not to produce the type of enzyme which

helps to digest fresh milk.; Having never had fresh pasteurized cow milk in his

life, the boy's upset-stomach was an unexpected, but not too surprising example

of-the differendec between Vietnam and the U.S.

Case 3.

A Cambodian girl of fourteen at a school in Virginia was fond of wearing to

school a little.pld swastika on a fine gold chain around.her neck. The whole

class was intrigued by the unusual object she chose for a pendea. One day a

boy, unable to contain his curiosity any longer, said to her: "Hey, are you a

member of the American Nazi Party, or something?" She felt embarrassed and wanted

to take the pendant off, but her mother insisted that she continuo to wear it.

As it turned out,,the social science teacher missed a good,opportunity to

teach the class a lessdn, not.in manners necessarily, but in social scitence.as

it pertains to the different religions of the world. The class never.found out

that the little swastika pendant wa ? actually a Buddhist religious symbol often

worn by Cambodian and Vietnamese,w-men as a token'of blessing or goA luck.
-

Case 4.

A Vietnamese twelfth grader in We,hington was absent from school for thrPe

consecutive days. When he returned to school the following Monday he brought

with him a tote saying that he had to stay home the previous Wednesday, Thursday

and Friday -use he had to be on hand to obserye the rituals of the death

anniversary of his grandfather. This excuse was accepted by all his teachers

except one. This one had some knowledge of Vietnamese ritualistic observances

and found the boy's absende of.three days suspiciously too long for death anni-

versary rites. Under questioning the boy admitted he had played hooky and had

thought of this Vietnamese traditional practice as an excuse to impress his less-

than-culture-wise teachers. Such good cultural detective work requiring great

. familiarity an' the part of a teacher with Vietnamese culture is rare, however.

Case 5.

In a science class at a high school in the Midwest, a Vietnamese girl was

paired with an American boy for lab work. The pair did not work well together

and the girl; Clearly needing help from her'partner, never asked for help. She

seemed to prefer' a poor grade to receiving help from the boy. Noticing the

uneasiness between the two, the sharp-eyed teacher split the pair. He found out

I 4 2
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later that the Vietnamese girl had rarely associe:Ged. with boys before and had felt

.intense,embarrassment at having to work closely 1/011 a boy for the-first time.

Even though there was co-education in Vietme,M0Ys and girls usually did

not communicate or interact as frequently and as CaSuallY as in the U.S. And

although a mixed gro4 did go out to have fun together, no definite pairing was

involved. Single dating as it is practiced in the IJS is rare, and where it is

adopted bra bey and a girl it usually means that t4eY have reached the stage

which, in the U.S., would be called "going steady°-

Case 6.
,

A Laotian boy was a topnotch scholar in his lhh grade class at home. .He

was an Honor student and was at the top of his clasS in all the subjects. Last

fall, repeating 12th grade as a refugee teen-ager 4 a high school in Washington
, .

D.C.,,he received three successive warning notice5 ror.poor vork in biology toWard

the-middle of the semester. Thus in a shgrt peilod of siX months, i.e.,the time

1
that it took him-to move from his high school in Das to the one in the U.S., ,e

tArned

from a brilliant scholar to a pathetic near-rlunkee, and all due to his ,

inability to speak the English language. It was gulte a blow to his pride and

his self-esteem: The biology teacher graded his paIler just like any other paper,
,

vithout'any consideration for his serious language Ilaildicap.

The language problem still plagues the refugge, and for many students it

has also caused a cultural problem: 'the loss of fae. There are indications

that_the children are makinebetter progress that tIle adults, but there needs to

be, on the part of American teachers, an understandlng of the consequenc'es of

failure for a refugee student.

This six cases presented above are just samplee. The list could go on and

on. These case histories become important only ag way Of sensitiing the

American teacher to the enormous needs of refugee children. Rather than present-

ing other incidents, we urge teachers tO look, ligtn, be cautious and solicitous,

and ask questions.

1,4 3
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GENERAL INFORMATION SERIES: Education in Vietnam: Fundamental,Princinles
and Curricula

Our efforts to reconstruct the curricula taught in Vietnam were greatly
hampered by the lack of information a'vailable in this country concerning
edue.ation in Vietnam. However, we were-greatly assisted by the generosity
of Dr. Hal O. Hill of USAID who shared the materials which he.had acquired
while serving in Vietnam; by Dr. Gordon-Van Hooit of the New 'tork State
Department of Education, who generously provided his working papers on
curriculum reform in Vietnam, as well as agreeing to read and comment on
our paper; and by Dr. John E. King of Southern Winois University and his
associate°, Mr. Henry Petraki, who furnished some of the information ob-
tained by the SIU Vietnam Research Group.

Introduction and General Survey

Prin,iples Underlying the Revision of the Elementary Education
Curriculum

Chart's:

Hours of Instruction in'Elem. Ed. by Subject and Grade

Hours of Instruction in 1st Cycle of Secondary School
.
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Introduction. and General Survey:

When Vietnamese children enter American public schools this year, not all
the problems will be theirs. Administrators, counselors end teachers will
face the problem of orienting, placing and counseling children from schools,
and from a culture, vastly different from their own. In an effott to fat-

. iliarize American educators with.the Vietnamese education system, this
guide has been prepared.

Vietnam, like most countries except the United States, had a national
education system. Programs bf study from pre-school through university,
administrative procedures, teachet-training'and placement were all directed:
by the Ministry of Education in Saigon. Due to the inability Of such a_cen-
trally-run system to enforce decisions, policy changes were frequentiSr

-plemented in different regions with differing degrees Of effectiveness.
Hence, any curriculum descriptioniwill necessarily have to be viewed as
ideal, rather than actual. . However, it is hoped that,the following dis-
bussion will at least give a basic grounding, a_statting point, as it were,
for the difficult job of student placement..

-

In principle, education in Vietnam-i4as free and mandatory for all children
from age six through the first-five primary grades. Of course, not all
areas* were able to serve all children. Eletentary Schools offered a general
program.which was at once terminal in nature but also prepared the pupil
for secondary education. The class was teacher-oriented, and the curricula
'ere geared towardanemorization and repetition. .Respect for the teacher as
a symbol of learning and culture was profound. Based largely on the...French
system, education was by observation, rather than by experimentation.

After the primary years, the child entered a secondary school, either
studying Vocational arts or the humanities and science. The secondary
yearswere divided into two cycles: The first cycle running for 4 years,
and the second'for 3. Essentially, the second cycle intensified and
broadened the student's knowledge of work covered in tbe first' cycle. (In

fact, intensification of knowledge through repetition is a standard feature
of Vietnamese education.) .

Most students were placed in one of the four academic tracks: modern lit-
erature, classical literature, mathematics r experimental science. Because
of the rapid increase of population in urban centers, where most secondary
schools were located, there was a growing lack of spaces in educational
establishments; thus students tended"to be drawn from the middle and upper*
classes and reflected the educational and cultural goals,and values:of
those classes. Only.recently, with.an attitude shift away from "academics"
to "practical" skills had'vocational education begun to play a role 4Y
Vietnamese education.

Another result of the shortage of public school4places was the emergence
of a parallel system of private-education, modeled on the public schools,
but with _considerably less demanding standards of admission. (These
Schools were inspected by Ministry of Education inspectors, however, and
private school students took the finishing exams jointly with public
school students.)

Within the academic branch, mathematics, literature, philosophy, biology,.
chemistty, French and English were important areas of study. Using the
lecture method developed in Eutope; the students were expected to memorize
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the aubject matter, rather than engaging in critical study. The elective
systeM, aEr is used in this country wap unknown to Vietnamese students
Hance, your.new students will require more careful counseling in course
selectihn-than a student familiar with our system of self-contained elec-
tives and credit-accumulationt The Vietnamese system was largely exami-
nation-oriented, culminating in the Baccalaureate II, a competitive exami-
nation which was taken at the end of seven years of secondary education.

We'have not attempted to fully describe the secondary curriculum for a
Variety of reasons,. It should be. remembered that academic training within
a specific disciplineon the sedondary level s basically uniform arouncrthe
world. That is., in a mathematics course in Vietnam, the U.S. or Venezuela,
students will' study algebra, geometry, advanced algebra and trigonometry.
Similarly in a history series, while different education systems may stress
different methodologies, or.a particular politiCal perspective, the basic
facts and relationships wilirremain the same. In order to understand the
secondary system as it Operated in Vietnam, one must remember thatjt
stressed the lecture methodmemofizationof facts, and employed learning
by observation, rather than encouraging discovery learning.

H

The Vietnamese pupil, on both the elementary,and secondary level Will notOnly be continuing his,education in a language which may be unfamiliar to
him, but he will also beAstudying in an environment and in a style unknown
to him. The greater freedom he will enjOy, the higher demands on his self-
reliance and creativity, the shift from memorization to problem-solving
and the encouragement for debate and argumentation may all be expected to
complicate his situation and, initially, at least, may intensify his dis-
orientation%

The following summary of curricula has been prepared to help educators help
the child. The summary indicates what the Ministry of Education wanted
taught; however, given the distance between the Ministry and the schools,
the difficult conditiOns under which education was carried out and the rela-
tive lack of teadher preparation, what the child actually learned may have
been somewhat different. This, coupled with the,fact that very few parents
wefe able to obtain school recnrds before they left Vietnam, will pose
problems in assessing-what.the child has learned. However, ic.is hoped
that having this guide will-provide a starting point for the job of student
placement.

One ot the things you may wish to do before placing a student is to conduct
an interview with the student and his parents. Vietnamese parents have very
strong feelings about education and culture. They will probably view educa-
tion as basically a matter of academic skill-acquisition which should afford
their child an opportunity to go to university and maintain or advance the
famUy's social position. To facilitate the interview, you may wish to ob-
tain the service, of an interpreter. Very often, the parents'will be able
to provide concrete information about the program of studies'which their
child was pursuing.
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Principles Underlying the Revision of the Elementary Education Curriculum

Reprinted from: 1140614HAM"Curriculum; Dept. of National
Education, Saigon, Vietnam, OW.

I. Fundamental principles of'educition in Vietnam

A) Education in Vietnam must be a humanist education, respecting,the
sacred character of the human being, regarding man as an end in
himself, and aiming at the full development of man.

B) Education in VietnaiL must be a national education, respecting the
traditional values, assuring the continuity of man with his natural
environment (his family, profession and country), aiming at safe-
guarding th: nation, its prosperity and the colleCtive promotion of
Its people.

C):Education.in Vietnam must be an open education, respecting.the
.se.entific mind as a factor of PiZilese, attempting to deyelop
the .social and democratic spirit, and welcoming all the authentic.
cultural values of the world.

II. :Chpracteristics of Elementary Education in Vietnam

Based on the three fundamental principles.of education in Vieiinam,
elementary education must have the following characteristics:

LA). It respects the personality of the child. Educators sho ld:

1) Help the child to develop harmoniously and fully ac ciording to
his nature and the natural laws governing physical ,ind psycho-
logical grOwth.

/

2) Take into consideration the individuality and the plarticular
iabilities of the" child.

3) :Practice extensively di-scipline by self-criticism.
,

.

4) Avoid all punishment ihat"may effect the child's personality
negatively.

It develops the national spirit.

1) Take as objects of study the common people's way of life as
well as the social situation of the country.

2) Use national history to teach the children to love the country,
to praise the fighting spirit of the people, to love one another
and to stay united.

3) Use the Vietnamese language as the efficient means to develdp
national.ideals.
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4) Teach the children to appreciate the beauty of the Vietnamese
landscape, the abundant natural resources of the country, and
the traditional qualities of the people.

5) Preserve the traditional principles and the good customs,of
the nation.

6). Develop self-confidence, self-sufficiency and self-reliance.

C) It fosters the democratic and scientific spirit.

1) Promote the organization Of "self-governed" groups, develop'
the spirit of comiminity (collective play and work) and col-
lective consciousness.

2) Develop judgement, sense of responsibility and discipline.

3) Stimulate the child's curiosity and develop his.scientific spirit.

4) Eliminate supersitions.

5) Welcome all foreign cultural values while developing at the save
time the n.ational spirit.
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NUMBER OF HOURS PER WEEK OF INSTRUCTIOWIN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION BY GRADE AND SUBJECT

SUBJECT Grade 5* Grade 4 Grade 3 Grade 2 Grade 1

1. Vietnamese Language

a. Vocabulary & Reading

b. Recitation

c. Penmanship

'41. Dictation/Grammar

e. Composition.

,

. Moral Ed'' & Civics

3. History

,

. Geography

. Math

-

6. Drawing

7. Home Ec **

8. Activities

9. Science

10. 'Phys Ed
,

.

11. Child Gare **'.

5.5

1

.2.5

.50

3.6

1

1

1.33

1.50

3.6

1.5

1

1.5

1.50

3.75

.50

.50

1.75

1.50

3.75

.50

:50

1.75

1.50

2.12 2.12 2.60, 2.50 2.50

..

. 1 1 1

.

1

_

1 1

2.5 3 3 3.90 3.90

1.60 .90 , .90 .90 :.90

-7-
,

.

1..90 1.90

1 1 2 2 2

2.50 '2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50

1.60 1.60 1.60 2 2

.7 .50 .50

* For a long time, the Vietnamese system, like the French, named the classes
in desCending orders- Thus, a child entered the 5th grade at age 6 and
finished primary education in Grade 1 at about age 11. However, in recent

G years this has been changed to a system of names more correspondent with
the American system. But in this discussion we will adhere to the former
system. For interview purposes, the educator 4s advised to ask how Many
years of schooling the child has completed rather than what grade he was in.

** Girls ,only
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PRESENT REGULAR 1ST CYCLE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM

(Hours/Week)

GRADE TOTALSUBJECT 6 7 8 9 HOURS

Vietnainese 6 6 6 6 24

History - (1) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
-

.

6-
Geography' 1,5 1.5 1.5 1.5 6

Civics 1 1 1 2 5

Modern,Language 6 6 5 5 22

Mathematics 3 3 3.5 3.5 13

Natural Science 1 1.5 1.5- 1 2 , 6

Physics
1. 1 1.5 1.5 5

Chemistry -.
!

1 e _ 1 1 1 , 4

TOTAL \ 22 22.5 22.5 24 91

Physical Education,
gymnastics, youth
activities 3 3 3 3 12

Handicraft (boys) (2) 1 1 1 1 4

Home Economics (girls) (3) 1 1 1 1 4

Music 1 1 1 1 4
TOTAL
,

28 28.5, 28.5 30 115

NOTES: (1)) History and geography are given a tntal of 3 hours/week for
} each year, with 11/2 hours indicated for edch.

(2) Separate courses are described -- handicrafts, carpentry,
metalworking,.and electrical.

(3) Courses are sewing, child care, and cooking.
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SECOND-CYLESE-CONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
-----

_-- (RourstWeek)

(Sections: A - Experlmental Sc(enees, B - Mathematics,
C 7 Modern Languages, D - Classical Languages)

REQUIRED SUBJECTS

GRAD E
REQU/RED
HOURS IN TOTAL

i ,

HOURS10 11 12 SECTIONS

Vietnamese 3'
'

4 0 (2) A + B 7 (9)

5,. 6 0 (3) C + D 11 (14)

History - Geography 3 3 3 (2) A + B 9 (8)

3 3 3 C + D 9

Civics 2 2 1 A, B, C, p. 5

Philosophy 0 0 3 B 3

0 0 .4 A 4

0 '0 9 (8) C + D 9 (8)

Modern Language I -4 4 3 A + B 11

6' 6 6 C + D 18

,
. ,

2.-lern Language II 0 0 0 D 0'

4 4 3 A + B 11

6 6 6 (4) C 18 (16)

Classical Language 0 0 0 A, B, C 0

6 6 6 (4) D 18 (16)

Physics 1/2 1/2
C + D 11/2

.

3 3 5 A + B 11

Chemistry .- C +. D 11/2

11/2 11/2 2 A + B 5 -

Mathematics 1 1 1 C + i)
,

3

4 4 . 5 (4) A 13 (12)

6 6 9 (8). B 21 (20)

Natural Science 1 1 . 1 B, C, D 3 .

3 3 4 A 10

TOTAL (Minimum-
Maximum) 25-271/2 26-281/2 28-30 79786

Boys
ELECTIVES

Girls
2

.

2 2
.

6

The numbers in parentheses represent changes effecttve in 1974-75 as the
result of a new requirement for Vietnamese in Grade 12.
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AN EXAMPLE OF A SECOND-CYCLE CURRICULUM,

THE THU DUC DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL, 1972-73
Sections: I - Literature, II A - Science, II B - Math/Science,

III A - Business Education/Accounting, III B -
Business Education/Office Practice, IV A - Industrial
Arts/Specialized, IV B - Industrial Arts/Math.

REQUIRED SUBJECTS
GRADE REQUIRED IN

SECTIONS
TOTAL
HOURS

10 11 12

Vietnamese 3 3 2 IIA, IIIA, IVA, B 8
5 3 I, MB 13

Social Studies 4 4 4 I, II, III-, IV 12

Philosophy 0 0 3 II, III, IV 3
0 0 6 I 6

Modern Language I 5 5 5 II, IIIA, IV 15
6 6 6 I, IIIB 18

Modern Language II 4 4 4 I, IIIB 12

1-.athematics. 0 4 0 I, IIIB 4
4 4 3 IVA 11
4 4 4 IIIA 12
4 4 5 IIA 13
6 7 9 IIB, IVB 22

Physics-Chemistry 0 4 4 I, IIIB 8
4 4 3 IVA : 11
4 4 0 IIIA . 8
5 6 6 II, IVB 17

Natural Science 3 0 0 I, IIB, III, IV 3
4 4 4 IIA 12

Physical Education 2 2 2 I, IT, 7II, IV 6

Business Education 5 6- 9 IIIA 20
5 6 6 IIIB 17

Industrial_Arts 4 6 4 IVB 14
7 9 10 IVA 26

Free Electives 3 3. 0 II, IIIA 6
6 6 0 T 12

TOTALS: (Minimm-
Maximum 30-33. 30-33 29-35 90-100 :

This cvrriculum represents the first move.toward comprehenSive education,
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CURRICULUM - GRADE FIVE

Vietnamese In this first grade, the child will learn proper methods of
conversation. He will be trained to observe shapes, colors,
sizes and positions and learn to make comparisons and judge-
ments. Vocabulary study, which begins in the 2ncLsemester,
will focus on the school buildings, furniture, class activities
and games. Also, vocabulary study will examine titles and
honorifics used in the fmnily hierarchy.

Motel
Education

Reading: Children will be taught the alphabet, words and -

short sentences. Short paragraphs, related to the vocabulary
lessons, will be added in Semester II. Moral maxims and,pro-
verbs will be memorized. Further, children will be asked to
repeat model sentences to improve their accents and pronun-
ciation.

Dictation: The pupils will learn to write what they have
learned and the numbers from 1-10 (arabic numbers). They
will'begin to write to dictations of short sentences.

Composition: No prescribed program.

During grades 5, 4, and 3, moral education will concentrate
an practice. -While there are no scheduled lessons, the teacher
will tell stories, illustrating the following virtues:

1: Duty toward oneself

, 2. Duty toward grandparents, parents and siblings.

3. Duty at sctiool (toward teachers and friends).

4. Duty toward others (politeness, proper modes of
address, etc.).

Civic
Education As in radial education, there are no lessons, but teacfiers

will explain and have chileren practice:

1. traffic regulations

2. respect for property (private and public)

3. clasSroom behavior

4. hygiene at school

5. attitude toward the flag

Science This subject will be taught on field-trips and through class,-
room observations. Concepts: left, rtght, time, day, week;
month, seasons, sky, cardinal points.

Hygiene will be taught through practice: washing of hands,
teeth, sitting correctly, how to eat and drink, learning to
keep the school clean.
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Arithmetic

Drawing

Handicrafts
(boys only)

Activities

Physical
. Education

Nue !rs fram 0 to 100, counting, reading and writing to 100.
Learning to add and subtract. Counting by 2, 5, and 10.
Checking addition and subtraction. Carrying numbers, drawing
straight, broken and curved.lines; using money and intro-
duction to the metric system.

Sketching in chalk, pencil and colored pencils from a model.

rranging pieces of cardboard into shapes (houses, animals,
flowers, etc.). Folding and cutting paper into shapes.
Covering books, picking and pressing flowers, cleaning tables
anc chairs.

Songs and dances, tying knots, active games. Field trips and
nature walks, exploring the neighborhood.

Walking, running,'singing, dancing, mimicry, throwing balls,
movement, breathing exercises.

CURRICULUM - GRADE FOUR

Vietnamese: The students learn lexical items concerned with people at
Voc ab ulary school: principal, teachers, classmates. Vocabulary of

games and sport; duties of children at school. They also
learn the names of'the parts of the body. Different kigds
of food and table service; names of different coMponents of
western clothing. The honorifics and modes of address of
aunts and uncles. Different ktnds of houses and furniture.
Finally, the vocabulary study extends to the names of
domestic animals.

Reading Reading texts and lessons learned by'heart will include short,
practical prose and verse pieces that are relevatn to the
study of morals. Also, the National Anthem and folk poetry
will be studied. Particular attention will be paidnto pro-
nunciation and intonation.

Dictation

Penmanship

Composition

Short selections from 'the reading texts. Emphasis will be
put.on punctuation.

Medium-sized script will be_taught.°

The composition is keyed to the vocabulary lessons, in four
stages:

a) the student will complete a sentence with a vocabu-
lary word
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b) answering questions on subjects taught that week

c) making sentences with assigned words

d) ans'ering questions on an essay subject

Moral
Education There is no tine rpci,:ally reserved for moral,education,

but disc z. ire .stOd on these subjects: (After the
discussions, "e7f, ropy a moral epigram into their
notebooks.)

a) The .1w1A1'_ toward hhmself:

1) clon4; p,ly-s;.cal education and making an,effort

2) At-out.: virtue

3) .contrioz. c:tr one's mistakes

4) (conom

5) modc,.ity

b) Pupil'schiti, at home:

1) review of Grade 5 lessons

2) maintaining a good reputation

3), duty toward relatives

c) Pupil's duty in sthool.:

1) review of Grade- 5 lessons

2) friendship

d) Pupil's duty,toward others

1) politeness

2) frankness

3) _love of others-and spirit of helpfulness

Civics: igo lessons are icheduled, but discussions will covet:

a) practicing traffic regulations

b) socioLpolitical organization on the local level

c) tespect for authorities

d) historical anecdotes of a patriotic nature

e) duties of the citizen -- respect for public and
private property

_,Kistory
* Visits to historical sites in the area; stories of famous
people native to the region; famous characters from Viet-
namese history.
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Geography

- General
Science

Arithmetic

Drawing

Handicrafts

Activities

Physical
- Education

The terms of geography: mountain, valley, river, seashore,
hill, field. Practice finding the cardinal points (East,
North, South, West).

The external organs, bones. skin, flesh. Common plants and
animals. Soil and rocks. Air, wind and storms. Personal
-Hygiene as in Grade 5.

Adding and subtracting to 1,000. Multiplication with 2, 3,
4, and 5. A half, a third, a quarter. Two figUre multipli-
cands, with unit multipliers. Start learnIng to work prob-
lems mentally. Learning about Meters, kilograms and liters.
Practice in estimate measuring. Weighing with a balance
scale and estimating weight by volume. Definition of a line,
a point. Angles: right, acute, obtuse. Definition of a
square and a rectangle.

Drawing the geometric forms learned above. Also, drawing
from models and free sketching.

Cutting paper and cardboard along a line. Making paper toys;
binding notebooks, labeling; pressing flowers, making uten-
sils: brooms, chop sticks, lanterns, pen holders, etc.
Girls will begin to study needlework: hemstitch, back stitch,
overcast, chain stitching, and cross-stitching. Also, they
will begin to learn food preparation and serving tea and
arranging flowers.

'-

Dances, songs, knot-tying, how to lay a fire,/tively games.

Same as Grade 5.

cuRRIcuLum - GRADE THREE

,^
r

149

Vietnamese: Children will learn the days,, weeks, months and years. ..Also,
Vocabulary the names of the internal organs and diseases. VoCabulary

items dealing with food and the culinary arts. Different
parts of garments, as well! as lexical items concerning
European_clothing will be studies. Different yords describ-
ing house and building construction will be introduced. Words
dealing with the follow,ing human relationships will be taught:
the household, ancestors, paternal and maternal relatives,
cousins, half-brOther* and sisters, and orphans. Names of-
birds, fieh, wild anithals, fulL and mountains, as well as
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Reading

technical hunting and fishing terms will also be studied.

Reading cexts- and lessons to be learned by heart will be
short poems and prose pieces relevant to the Moral Education
-and Vocabulary classes.

Dictation Five or six-line passages drawr from the readings texts.
Particular attention should be paid to letter formation and
punctuation. Although grammar is not regularly taught at
this stage,_the differences between the low-rising and high-
rising broken tones will be stressed.

Composition The pupils will write sentences with the verb "to be" and
the words "then", "that" and "because". They will answer
questions on subjects learned in reading classes and write
descriptio-s of trees, animals and simple landscnpes.

Moral
Education

Civics

As in Grades 5 and 4, there are no 'regularly scheduled classes
in Moral Education, but discussions will be held covering the
following topics:

1) fifial piety

2) duty to parents when children are young -

3) duty to parents .when children are adults

4) duty to parents when parents are old and weak

5) duty toward teachers, schoolmatts, at school and
outside the school

6) keeping one's promises; sincerity-

7) relatibnship with relatives and neighbors

There are regular lessons and discussions centered around:
traffic regulations, government administration, goo6 manners,
proper dress, behavior in public, duties of the citizen
(paying taxes, military service, obeying the law) and pat-
riotism.

'History In addition to visiting local historical sites, the children
will hear stories of heroes cf Vitenam from ancient times to
modern. The children should be taught the relationship be-
tween different historical events and modern times.

Geography In this class, the pupils will study the heavenly bodies, the
poles, and hemispheres., and continents, oceans, tides, sea-
sons and the lunar and solar calendars. -They will study social
organizations from the class to the school, village, town,
district, province, neighboring provinces and Vietnam.
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Areas studied will include: water, vapor, clouds and rain.
The principle organs of the body, the senses, the circulatory,
digestive, respiratory and excretory systems. The pupils
will observe different types of animals: dogs, cats, oxen,
rabbits, ducks, lizard's, frogs, etc. Also, soue types of
metals and minerals:' iron, zinc, copper, al_mj.num, chalk,
clay, sand, salt and coal.

In the area of hygiene, preventive medicine and care of the
eyes, ears and respiratory, digestive, excretory and circu-
latory systems will be studied.

Arithmetic Addition and subtraction with numbers greater than 1,000.
Checking of-addition and subtraction. The multiplication
tables and multiplication With 3-figure numbers. Two-figure
division. Adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing
with decimals. Further training in mental calculation.'
Geametry: square, rectangle, parallelogram and triangle.
How to find the perimeter and surface area of above.

Drawing

Handicrafts

Boys:

Girls:

Lessons will center on pencil drawing ,fram models and realis-
tic reproduction of fruits, leaves, etc.

Using cardboard to make boxes, calendars, picture frames and
toys. Book-binding. Sweeping and cleaning, taking care of
clothes, making broams, fans, etc.

/

Binding books, sweeping and.cleating, pleating and hemst4ch-,
ing: simple, Italian, oblique and straight. Embraidering
the 25 letters of the alphabet.on canvas, cutting and sewing
handkerchiefs, pillowcases and diapers.'

Activities Basically the same as in grade four, with the addition of
skits and pantomimes. More knot-tying, plus laying fires,
cooking rice, giving basic first-aid.

Physical
Education Breathing games, collective games.

CURRICULUM - GRADE TWO

Vietnamese:

Vocabulary Vocabulary in this class will focus on official government
terminology and the terminology appropriate/to trades'and
occupations. Further, communication and transportation
vocabulary will be developed. Meteorologi!cal vocabulary will
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also be introduced.

Reading Modern prose and verse p'oces which reflect national and
social spirit will be st lied. Short verseswith moral
content will be memorized. Reading should be fluent and
natural without meaningless sounds between thr_ words.
The tone should match the meaning of the text, its char-
acteristics, and details.

Dictation Ten-line selections from modern literature relevant to the
Moral Education classes. Special attention should be paid
to punctuation and diacritical marks.

Grammar Using the dictation selections, the pupils will study the
parts of speech, different articles, the parts of a sentence,
the active and passive voices.

Composition Using phrases such as "only...", "not only...but also:..",
"and...again...", "each", "one", "some", "many", "all", "less",
etc. Also, describing things, letter writing and writing
narratives will be studied.

Moral
Education Through discussion and lessons, attention will be paid to

the following: economy, foresight, courage and simplicity.
Further, the responsibility of elders, the duties of younger
brothers and sisters-and respect for the family spirit.
Piipils will also discuss their relationship to school and
teacher. Justice, sincerity and patriotism as well asres-
pect for discipline will serve as the final focuses otthis
class.

Civics

History

Geography

Science &
Health

Practicing the virtues of a citizen of the Republic. Effort,
sacrifice, self-confidence, self-reliance, wisdom as essen-
tial qualities of the political man. The elementary notions
of birth, death and marriage certificates.

Ibis course will provide a survey of Vietnamese. history 'from
prehistoric time, through the period of Chinese domination,
Independence and the Period of Rivalry between the North and
the South.

Physical, political and economic geography of Vietnam. The
geo?raphy of Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and China in relation
to Vietnam. Map drawing.

The following will be emphasized:
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A. Parts of the body, the senses, the skeletal, nervous
and muscular systems in addition to the circulatory,
respiratory and excretory systems.

B. Classification of animals

C. Parts and functioning of trees. Use of fertilizers.

D. Common and precious stones used in construction;
common metals: brass, iron, steel, fead, tin, etc.

E. Hygiene:

1. Review of previous study,

2. .Caring for food, dangers of"alcohol, tobacco
and opium, filtering water.

3. Ways' of diggi.ng wells.

4. 'Methods of disinfection.

5. Quarantines.

6. Governiiient health regulations.

Arithmetic Review of four basic procedures; teview of decimals and intro-
duction to adding and subtracting fractions. Problems and
exercises concerning everyday things. Multiples and sub-
multiples of the metric system. Geometry: rhombus, trap-
ezium, polygon and circles.

Drawing Measuring a model by eye. Sketching from a model, decorative
lines, drawing from memory and iltixing water-colors.

Handicrafts

Boys: Modeling with clay, sketching, learning to saw, chisel and
plane, binding books, planting flowers in pots, mAking use-
ful objects.

Girls: Mending, simple sewing, embroidery,

Activities Reading music, rhythmic dancing, comic plays, first aid,
compass orientation and knot-tying,

Physical
Education S i in , exercise, collective games.

Child Care

Girls only:, Child care: holding, bathing, dressing and feeding babies.
Learning about breast and bottle feeding.
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Vietnamese:

Vocabulary

Reading

Dictation

Grammar

Composition

Moral
Education

Civics

Hi'S-tory

Geography

Science

CURRICULUM - GRADE ONE

Pertaining to sports, games,-sightseeing and tourism, cul-
ture, science, laboratories, seaports, import-export activi-
ties, social aids, philanthropy, race, religion, systems of-
government, military life, weapons, war and peace.

Reading of good prose and vei..e pieces fram contempSrary
sources and excerpts from the.Masters. The pupils should
begin to recognize different kinds of,style and be able to
interpret texts.

Passages of 15 lines relevant to vocabulary and moral educa-
tion. Explanation of words and main ideas of the text.

Linking several short sentences, writing transitions, be-
ginning grammatical analysis.'

Business letters, memoirs and explanations of adages and pro-
verbs,.

Discussion4and lectures will stress: value and necessity,of
manual,labot, choosing a profession, honesty,,professional
conscientiousness, mutual assistance, sacrifide to aid
countrymen, kindness and charity, duties to the nation,
respect for other cultures.

Duties of the citizen, observance of the law, love for juStice
and freedom, love for country and its symbols, rights of the
cititen, elections, organization of the government, legislative
powers, executive powers, public offices.

Survey of Nguyen dynasty, French colonial period and Indepen-
dence Period.

Geography of Vietnam, India, the Philippines, Iridonesia, Burma,
JapAn. Tbe location.of the continents (emphasizing powerful
allies of Vietnam) and map-drawing.

Gravity and weight, ignition, air pressure, pumps, barometers,
magnets, electricity.

Hygiene: parasites and bacteria, common illnesses, contagious
illnesses.
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Arithmetic

Drawing

Handicrafts

.Pliysical

Education

Fractions, percentage, proportion, volume, density, prisms,
cylinders.

Measuring a model by eye, perspective, mixing colors, sketal-
ing, drawing in proportion.

Polishing furniture, making furniture, toys, etC.

Same as GradE Two.

a
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APPUDIX C-

Indoekinese
rWuciee Pciueallon

#2
INTERMEDIATE/SECONDARY EDUCATION SERIES: Detailed Content f the Vietnamese

Secondary Curriculum

In a former Bulletin, we tried to give some general information on.

Curricula in ViOt-Nam (sle Ir4ochinese Refuges Education,Guides,. General

Information Series #3: Education ir. '',ex.--ntal Principles and

Curriqular. The ourpose of this matei L give schOW_ edmintrdtors

a quick guide for early student placement i -vt.mber ;975. We have now

developed a new detailed guide f9cusing on .econdary curriculum,. which

includes all concepts and experiences with which the Ministry of Education

of he Republic of Viet-Nam would like to have equipped high school graduates.

_Before studying the content of the curriculum, one should be aware of

the nature of the Vietnamese high school. There were three main kinds of

high schools in.Viet-Nam: v6cational, comprehensive, and regular. This guide

is only concerned with regular high schools.

The aim of the regular high school was to provide students with experiences

wide enough so that they could attend universities_in many fields. Students

went to high school for seven years, starting-with grade 6. The seven-year

period was divided into 2.cycles: the_first cycle includes four years (grades

7, 8, 9);.the: second cyCle_incIaded three years (grades 10, 11, 12). .In the

second cycle, stadentscould-choose one of four sections: Section A: .experi-

inentelsciencei;SectionElz. mathematic.section C: modern literature; andu
Settion D: .claSsical-literature. Students graduating from Sections .A and B

_:. could attend_teachers' training collegea ODai Hoc SI Pham)4 medical schools,

dental schools, pharmacy schools, nursingschoolsi science universities (fai

Hgc Khoa H9c), and technical-vocational universities.' Those who majored in

thodern literature (Section C) preferred to attend teachers' training colleges;
liberal arts colleges (10ai-I19c Van Khoa), iaw schools, business schools, etc.

The classical literature graduates (Section D) attended liberal arts colleges.

Students of the same section and grade studied in the same classroom

throughout the year. Teachers moved from one classroom to another, carrying

with them whatever teaching aids they. needed. Each week, students took from
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25 to 28 hours of classwork. Teaching methods centered mainly aroundlectures and memorization, question-answer sessions, and homework. Somelab work, panel discussions, and field trips w-re conducted in the la'rgercity schools, however most Vietnamese high schoul students did not havethe oPportunity to do "experimental learning" such as lab work.

The impact of war was tremendous on the whole educational system,especially on the high-school level. Good teachers were drafted into theaarmed f,jrces. After military training, some-were allowed to return to teachin their former schools, but remained as armed forces reserves. Many familiesmoved to big cities to avoid war consequences, so there was a shortage of -u,,assrooms. Some elementary schools ran three shifts for sometime (7:30-11:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m., 2:00 p.m.e-6:00 p.m.), but most high schoolshad only two shifts--7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1.00 p.m.-6:00-p.m. There werefive sessions a.,.day, six days a week; one textbook for each subject was usedin each grade. Textbooks were published by the Ministry cf Education and byprivate publishing companies. Libraries were not available in most schools.

Private schools had the same curricula. The students of both systemshad to pass the Second Bqccalaureat test given by the Ministry of Educationat the end of the 12th year before they could'go on to universities.

Most of the tests were subjective: Students had to write'an essay-tYpeanswer on all subjects being asked or tested. In 1974, the first objectiveSecond Raccalaureat Exam was given, and it met with much criticism from buthparents and press because there. was doubt about its objective validity.

Moral and civic education was emphasized. A good student--beside havinggood grades in all subjects or most of the major ones, was also morally good.He knew his duties toward his family, his friends, his teachers, and hiscountry. This meant that he respected and took his parents' advice, wasloving and helpful to his brothers and sisters, was considerate of his friends,respected his teachers, and practiced his citizen duties.

These are the basic characteristics of the Vietnamese regular high schoolcurriculum and system. Bearing these characteristics in mind, teachers andadministrators can use this guide in plading VietnaMese high school students.Knowing qe exact content of the subjects that students took in Viet-Nam willhelp in,formulating the new concepts and skills that the refugee studentswill need to acquire.
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First Cycle

6th Grade

Subjects NUmber of Hours Per.Week

Vietnamese 6

History 14-

Geography 14
Civic Education 1

Foreign Languages 6

PhyAcs 1

Chem.stry.. 1

Mathnmatics 3

Natu al Sciences 1

Phys .a1.Ec:ucation
' 3

Drawin.:. Handicraft, Home Econmics, Music 3

Total 28 hours

....--

VIETNAMESE (6 hrs a wk)

A. LITERATURE. 1. Prose (2 hrs a wk): Texts to be selected from works of

comtemporary writers to match the essay program (see below). 2. Poetry.:

Excerpts from proverbs, folk songsNhi. Th4p T }lieu; Folk tales: Excerpts
0 I

froM Truyen Co !rich by Nguyern Van Ngoc and Nam Hai D. NhAn, Htfng Zoo Vddng

by Phan 14 B;nh (1 hr a wk). B. DICTATION AND GRAMMAR (1 hr-a wk).
.

1. Dictation.: Select descriptive excerpts. 2. Grammar: Sound, tone,

syllable; noun, article, demOnstrative article, pronoUn, verb, adjective;

analysis of word classification; punctuation. C. ASSIGNMENTS. 1. Oral

Presentation: Ask students to read a book, write a summary, and present it

orally to the class (time can,be taken from litera..6.1re lesson-3)hr each wk
fok oral presentation). 2. Essay Writing (1 hr a wk): Description (concrete

topics); narration (coMmon evens); letter writing (concerning visits, common

relationships). [All topics should be practical and emphasize description.]
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D. SINO-VIETNAMESE. .1. Demotic Script,: Strokes, letter forms, factors

influencing the letter forms, length of letters, number ,na relative place

of strokes. .[Being with letters having'a few strokes then move to the ones

with many:] 2. Use: EXpressions, idioms, historical references having known
words. 3. Short, Essay Sentences and Texts: Excerpts frbm Tan Qu:Sc Van GiAo

Khoa Thd; Au H?cHAn T4 Tan.ThU; Minh Tam Bu Giam; Au Hoc Quinh Lam; Co Kim

CAch t4gan Dai Toan; Thanh Ng COPSU% Viet Sif TOng Vi.nh; L'H9c Ng NgOn

Minh Dao Gia Huan; Nhi iA'ng T46 Van S6 BO; MOng Hoc Tao 'CU That Tai Di;'Qut(Sc

Van Tinh Hoa; Luan Thuytt Khli Ng8 TSp SO BinrSci Hoc Dian Thuyet Kh;i. MOng;
. .

A I

S8, Hoc.TanVan Pham; S8 Hoc Tac Van Tiep Quyet: S6 Hoc T4c Va'n Tan PhSp; SO

Hs?c Van PhAp Tiat 496c. [Tell stories related to the texts.] 4. Handwriting:

Students should count the strokes and write them properly.
. .

HISTORY (1-4 hrs a wk)

A. ELEMENTARY NOTIONS OF HISTORY.:a. Definition: HistpriCal documents,

historical time (landmark of time,.units, historical eras). 2. Historical
Periods: Premedievaland prehistoric. 3. 'Main Civilizations: Mankind,.

A'during antiquity,.etc. B. VIETNAMESE HISTORY (from the beginning to Ngo

Quyen). 1. .Origins of tht Vietnamese People and Civilization: Old theories,
Heng Bang family', King HUng'Vang founded the nation '[Theories related to

Vietnamese activities during this time.1;"tht archaeologic works, II& Rinh

civilization, Bac Sdn, Ctng Sdn civilization; hypotheses explaining the Viet-

namese,origin; LacI'Viet's civilization. 2. Thuc Dynasty; Trieu Dynasty.

3. Chinese Dominatidn: Chinese domination policy; wars against Lam Ap and

Nam Chieu during the Chinese domination; revolutions for independence.

4. Consequences of the Chinese Domination: import of Chinese culture into

Vietnamese society during the domination;.changes in Vietnamese civilization.

GEOGRAPHY (144ihrs a wk),

A. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.. General Studx_of the Earth: The Earth in 'Space;

shape of the Earth; longitudes, latitudes, the Tropics, North and South Poles;

movement,of the Earth andAjts consequences (day, night, time, seasons,

directions); maps. B. TERRAIN. 1. Mountains: New mountains--folded
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terrain; old Mountainsrock foundation. 2. Highlands: Structure; types

of highlands'. 3. Deltas: Structure; types. C. WEATHER. 1. Factors:

Temperature; wind; rain. 2. Types: Equatorial; tropical; temperature; cold.

D. HYDROLOGY. Water Bodies: Rivers, ponds, lakes; ocean (sea water, tides).

E. VEGETATION AND ANIMALS. Human Geography: Population and distribution;

racial groups; forms of dwelling (in the city, in the country).

CIVIC EDUCATION (1 hr a wk)

A. HUMANISM. 1. Economizing money and material things. 2. Kind treatment

to aniMals. 3. Duty toward oneself, one's body, feeling, intellect; develop

one's personality and emphasize self-respect. B. FAMILY'LIFE. 1. Ancestors,

parents, brothers and sisters, relatives, helpers. 2. Gratitude to the

ancestors; the family situation; piety, mutual affection among family members.

C. 'TRAFFIC REGULATIONS. 1. Important regulations when using public roads.

2. Common traffic signs.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES-(6 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. 1. Vocabulary, Conversation, Reading: Units 1,2,3 of Book I,

English for Today. 2. Grammar: Important grammatical rules In all English

classes. [Apply :Lnductive method by using examples leading to the rules.]

3, Assignments: Ask students to create short sentences s,imilar to sample

sentences being_learned. B. _FRENCT4-1Nocabulary, Convfmrs,AtIon,-Readlng:-
,

Recitation, grammar, dictation, written assignments from Le Frankais Elementaire

by Mauger and Gougenleim, Book I, Lessons 1-28; Cours de Langue a.e Civilisation

Francaise by Mauger, Book I-/Lessons 1-14.

. PHYSICS (1 hr a wk)

A. WEIGHT. 1. The weight of an objedt. 2. Vertical ine: Application;

hanging bob; balancing ruler. 3. Measurement of W ight: Measuring elasticity/

of a spring;'unit--force Icilogram; application 4. Center Weight of a Lamina:I

Application; equilibrium of an object unde gravitational force. (Equilibriu0
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of an objedt rotating about a horizontal axis or lying on a horizontal surface.)

B. FORCE. 1. Direc'-ion and Magnitude: Units: force kilogram and Newton.

2. Addition of two vectors of the same or reverse direction. 3. Beainy of

types 1, 7. and 3. 4. Balance: Normal and local;:measurement of weights by

balance; single balancing. 5. Definitions: Specific weights--solids, and

liquids.

:HEMISTRY (1 hr a wk)

A. WATER. 1. Natural and Pure Water: Filtration; distillation and conden-

eatibn; conclude that natural water is a mixture. 2. Properties of Pure

Water: Transition of states of pure water; vaporization, liquefaction, and

solidification; conclude that Melting and boiling temperatures of pure water

are invariable during the transitional period. 3. .WaterSoluoility:. Demons--,

trative exampIe\of water as a solvent; demonstrative example of Water needed

for a-chemical reaction. 4. Composition of Water: Electrolysis of water to

yield hydrogen and oxygen; synthesis of water from hydrogen and oxygen; conclude

that pure water is a compound; hydrogen and oxygen are elements. B. OXYGEN.

Main Properties: Oxidization; strong oxidization--combustion; slow oxidization
.,

1211

rusting, reepiration; conclude that oxidization produces compounOs. C. HYDROGEN.

Main.P.Poperties: Light.; burning. D. AIR. Composition; conclude that air is

a mixture. E. CONCLUSION. Based on the above lessons, illustrate simple

difference between mixture and purity, element and compound.

ATHEMATICS.(3 hrs a wk)

A. ARITHMETIC AND ANALYSIS. 1. Dividinoi_an Inteyer by_ 2, 5, 9 or 3:

Condition for divisibility; test of divisibility by multiples of 9.

2. Fraction Of a Quantity: Basic concepts of a fraction; equality of

fractions; demonstrations of operationsbn fractions by numerical examples;

decimal fractions. 3. -Decimal Numbers: Operations on decimal numbers;

quotients of 2 integers or 2 deeiMal numbers whose difference is a 10th, a

100th, etc. 4. Representation of.Numbers by Letters.: Explanation of addition,

subtraction and multiplication by concrete examples; factorization. 5. A Simple
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Problem: Solve the 1st degree equation with on unknown (all given

'coefficients are either fractional or decimal); selection of consistent

units; use of letters to represent unknowns;. formulation of the equation;

rearrangement of terms; simplification; solving the equation. B. GEOMETRY.
1. Lines: Half lines, line segthents; measurement of line segments.

2. P1.122.2_Conliluration: Circle; arc; angle; right angle; measurement of

angles by degrees; angles formed by 2 lines; perpendicularity of lines.

3. Equality of Triangles (the first two cases): Right triangles; Isoceles

triangles; bisector,of a segment; reflection in a line. 4. Equality of

Triangles (the third case): Equality of right triangles (all cases).

C. ENGINEERING DRAWING.. Basic techniques using rulers, compass,.triangle,

and protractor.

NAT"RAL SCIENCES (1 hr a.wk)

A. CONCEPT OF ECOLOGICAL NIChE. Generalities: Plants and animals, brief__
study of living conditions and influence of.media. B. BOTAN1 (6 hrs). Class
Angiospermae Only: a. Subclass Dicotyledoneae--common bean plant; description
of the common bean plant--leaf, stem, root, flower, fruit, seed; seeding and

germination; summary of characteristics of a bean plant. b. Subclass Mono-

cotyledoneae-7rice plant; description of the rice plant--leaf, stem, root, car

of grain, grain; seeding and germination; summary of characteristics of a rice

plant; kinds of rice; rice crops. C. ZOOLOGY (17 hrs). Vertebrates Only

(General morphology; head, bones, and teeth; living habits; resproduction):

Class Osteichthyes--fish; Class Amphibia--a frog or a toad (one of the two);

Class Reptilia--a snake; Class Aves--a chicken or a pigeon (one of the two);

Class Mammalia--Order Insectivore: a bat, Order Rodendia: a rat, Order

Carnivore: a cat or &dog (one of the two), Order Primatas: a monkey.

A. EXPERIMENTPTION: 1. Bean and Rice Plants: Students are divided into

groups; they sow the rice and beans every 7 days 1.1d 14 days in order to have

plants of differant sizes; they bring to the claSsroom beans, rice and bean

aryl rice plants that they grew at home. 2. Animals: The teacher and the

students collect pictures of animals being studied. 3. Homework: The

students draw plants end.animals.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs a wk)

DIRECTED GYMNASTICS

movements. Exercis

High jumping, long

breathing, jumping,

LI

Each session 3 tyPes, each type not more/than 2

es requiring perseverace,:toughness, and,endurance.

jumping, discus throwing,\60-m racing. Aames involving

running, throwing. Singinqx tying )cn ts, communications

(Morse Code), trail, markings.

DRAWING

SUMMARY. Drawing geometric figures, real objects at sight; INNwing according

to a scale. Perspective of cubes. Drawing from memory--animals.\ Free
--

drawing--objects at sight.
\

-HANDICRAFTS (1 hr a wk)

YOR BOYS. Papex folding. Use.bamboo to make lanterns. Paper weaving of

Lirds, animals.. Make toys out of cardboard. Bamboo weaving. Book binding.

MUSIC (1 hr a wk) (Summary)

A. VOICE. Breathing; singing by ABCD; music scales. B. MUSIC THEORY.

Distinction between a sound and a noise; melody, rhythm, harmony; charac-

teristic ,f sound; music notes, keys, measure; signs of flats and sharps;

C. SINGING. The Vietnamese National anthem;-some popular Vietnamese and

foreign songs. D. MUSIC HISTORY . History of music; resear.ch; msical

instruments from China, Greece, India, and Egypt; Chinese and Indian music;

Middle Ages. E. IISTENING TO MUSIC. Mythological; Middle Agec; Vietnamese

folk songs; descripcive music.

HOME ECONOMICS (1 hr a wk) (For Girlq,1'1,,
'3).)

SEWING. 1. Easy SewinTe Stihes; application. 2. MeRILIE: one, two

anci'-four cornera. 3., Dar?ing: Long, square, and round edges. 4. Knittih9:
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Stichel. B. HOME CARE: 1. Purpose of Home Economics. 2. Responsibilities

and virtues of women in the fain,, 3. Eating: Daily eating, daily quantity,

menus; ways of cooking--roast, stew, fry, brine; milk--preparation, use,

sterilization, conservation; eggs--choice, use, and conservation; fat and oil--

property and use; dried and fresh fruitshow to cook and conserve them;

Cereals, flour; seafoods (treatment for poisoning); Meatconservation; canned

foods; drinks--wine and liquer, fruit juice; diet--diet for people recovering

from illness.

1 7 3
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First Cycle

7th Grade

Subjects Number of Hours Per Week

Vietnamese
.

History

Geography
.

Civic Education
.

Foreign Languages

Physics

Chemistrz

Mathematics

.Natural Sciences

Physical Education

Drawing, Handicraft; Horne Economics, Music

Total

:.4

,

,6

/

Fri

1.-

1

6

1.

1

3

1

,1-4,

3

, 3

.2d-% hours
et

4

.VIBTNAMBSE (6 hrs a wk)

I.
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A. 'LITERATURE. 1. Prose (2 hr a'wk):. Selection's of confemporary writerS,

especially narration;' mixed forms (deseription and narration). 2. Poetry:

Study excerpts from Bich du Xi Ng6; Bi Huyen Thanh Quan, Folk Tales:

Writings by TrUdng VInh 1(4; Buinh Tj.nh Clia (1 hr a wk).
. 3.. Poetry 'Forms:

Luc BAt six and eight words) and its variationa. B, DICTATION AND GRAMMAR
(1 hr a wk): [Vorabulary is taught in the teXt studY and in the Sino-Vietnamese
lessons.] 1. Dictation: Select narrative excerpts. 2. Grammar: 'Adverb;

preposition; conjunction;-exclamation. 3. Sentence: Analyaing a sentence

(to help students learn how to build sentences). 4. Phrases. 5. Word
Construction and Transformation. C. ASSIGNMENTS. 1. Oral Presentation:b

Guide students to read books, write sUmmaries and present them orally to the

class (time can be taken from literature lesson-Ahr each day--for'oral

1,7 4
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presentation). 2. Essay Writing (1 hr a wk): Description (total and

complicated); narration (topics requiring imagination, memory, organization .

techniques); letter writing (harder topics than those ir 6th grade, emphasize"

narration). D. SINO-VIETNAMESE: Same as in 6th grade.

HISTORY (1-li hrs a wk)

VIETNAMESE HISTORY (from Ng6 Dynasty to the end of Minh's domination). The
A

Ngo Dynasty; the Dinh Dynasty; the Anterior Le Dynasty; the L§ Dynasty--brief

higtory of the dynasty, administration, foreign affairs, war against the Tong,

the first steps of the advance toward the South, Vietnamese civilization during

the Ly Dynasty; the Tran Dynasty--brief history of the dynasty, administration,

foreign affairs, war against the Mongolians, advance toward thp South, Vietnamese

civilization during the Trgn Dynasty; the HS Dynasty--brief history of the

dynasty; administration and reforms of the HS_Dynasty; Minh's domination--

governing policy of Ainh and its consequ nces; the revolts under the

Posterior Trgn Dynasty; revolution of L

GEOGRAPHY (1-i hrs a wk)

rat/A. EUROPE, 1. Western Europe: West Ge any; France; England. 2. Mediter-

ranean Area: Italy; Spain. 3. Northern Eusme: Sweden. 4. Eastern Europe:

Poland; the.USSR. B. AFRICA. 1. North Africa: Algeria; :Jaudi Arabia-

2. Central Africa: Congo. 3. South Africa: Federation of Southern states.

A. AMERICAS. 1. North America: the U.S.A. 2. Central America': Mexico,

3. South America: Brazil; Argertina.

CIVIC EDUCATION (1 hr a wk)

LIFE AT SCHOOL. 1. alspizatian of the School: Administrative starf,

personnel, and teaching staff; school building, school property; school xegula-

tions and disciplinary committee; student body; parents' association. 2. Duties

of the Students: Duties toward the administrative staff; duties toward.the

teaCher (respect, cbedience, gra.titude); behavior toward friends (cOropetition,

1 7
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group spirit,_modesty, mutual respect); school discipline (industry, discipline

observance, school honor, taking good care of school properties); student's

deportment (clothes, way of speaking, individual honor and worth).

,FOREIGN LANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. 1. Vocabulary, Conversation, Reading: Review vocabulary learned

in 6th grade; study units 4, 5 of Book I and units 1, 2 of Book II. 2. .dramMer:'

Same as 6th grade, 3. Exercises. 4. Textbook: Enlish for Today,Books I

and II. B. FRENCH. 1. Vocabulary, Conversation, Reaclin5: Recitation,

grammar, dictation, written assignments from Le Francaise Elmentaird.by Mauger

and Gougenheim, Book I Lessons 29-38; Book II Lessons 1-16; Cours de Lanque

Civilisation.Framaise, Book /, Lessons 36-49.

PHYSICS (1 hr a wk)

HYDROSTATICS. 1. Distinction between a liquid and a gas. 2. Definition bt'

iiressure, unit: force kilogram/cm2, 11/m2. 3. "Quali6tive experiments on

pressure in water. 4. _Variation of pre:;sure at different depths and'specific

weights of a liquid: statement the basic first law ofthydrostatics. S. Appli-

cation: A still open surface of a liquid, connecting tLbe (containing on)p-'-

i

liquid), spray, fountain. 6. Presure of a liquid at the bottom off container.

7.. Archimedes' thrust; its application to determine the-spec.ific weight of '

solids and liquids. 8. Floating obects; Iorihciple; hydrometer.' 9. Air.pressure;,'

Toricelli's experiment; atmosphere. 10.- Mercury barometer and metal barometer.

11._ Open r..-.2nometer and metalic manometer. 12.. Archimedes' thrust in a gas,

9 balloo.

'CHEMISTRY (l'hr a wk)

r-

A. GENERAL IpEAS ON CHEMICAL TERMINOLOGY. 1. lag.LW.49.ilvainelg of analysis

and synthesis of water to hel the students have 'some idea about molecules and'

atoms. 2. General Ideas: Ch mical symbolsand formulas; multiple atoms;

atomic weight; gram.,atomic weight; multiple-molecules; Molecular weight; gram-
.

7 G
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molecular weight. 'B. CHEMICAL CHANGES. 1. Chemical Changes and Laws:

Some examples of chemical changes--burning of hydrogen, iron rust; make a

distinction of chemical changes and physical changes using simple examples;

Lavoisier's experiment; laws of chemical changes deduced from this experiment.

2. Equations of Chemical Reactions: Simple examples about chemical reaction

equation; list of valence of some common :.lements and radicals; application.

C. ACTOS AND BASES. 1. Main Properties: Chloric acid; Sulfuric acid; Nitric.

acid; SodiUm hydroxide; Ammoniac. 2. Summary: General ideas abou- acids and

bases.

MATHEMATICS (3 hrs a wk)

A.. ARITHMETIC. 1. Practice in factorization of an interger into prime numbers,

using simple examples; the largest common divisors and least common multipliers;

find the largest common submultiples and smallest common multiples. 2. Appli-

catign to operations on fractions. B. CALCULUS. 1. Algebraic value (negative,-

positive, or zero); use concrete problems to present algebraic operations.

2. Inecualities. 3. Linear equations of one unknown with numerical coefficients;

p-mblems leading to a linear equation with numerical coefficients. C. GEOMETRY.

1. Review of congruent triangles. 2. Parallelism of lines; angles made by two

parallel -lines and a secant; angles having parallel sides. 3. Method of Drawing

Two Parallel Lines: Definition of polygons--tetragon, trapezoid, paralellogram,

rectangle, rhombus(square; characteristics of a parallelogram, a rectangle, a

right triangle, a rhombus, and a square7-draw these figures; sum of angles-'of a

triangle,.a salient tetragon; compare the lengths of a perpendicular line and

an oblique line drawn from a point to a line; inequalities in a tri ,le; cross-

ratio of two circles--draw a.regular triangle and a right g : ,in a circle,

compare the arcs, the chords, the perpendicular distance from the center to the

chords--draw the chord and the angles; compare the angle inscribing an arc nd

the central angle substanding the same arc. Characteristics of the angle of:an

inscribed tetragon; values of angles of an equilateral polygon--rectanglen

octagon, hexagon, tri,angle--how to draw these figures. D: MATHEMATICAL DRAWING.

Line Drawing: U!se straight ruler; compassl triangular ruler; decimetriC ruler;

protractor; copy paper.,
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NATURAL SCIENCES (1-4,hrs a wk: 1 hr of Lecture; )ihr of lab)

A. LECTURE (,.5 hrs). 1. Botany.: Emphasis on the life cycles of: Gymnos-

permusrpine tree, vascular plants; lycopsida--moss; thallophytes--algae, fungi;

make a classification by evolution, from the simple types to the more complex;

summary, 2. Phylum Platyhelminthes--tapeworm; Phylum Nemathelminthes

--ascarid; Phylum Mollusca--snail, byter, squid; phylum Arthropoda--Class

Crustacea, Diplopoda, Arachnida, Insecta; characteristics and metamorphosis of

their Organs for life adaptation; general cohclusiohY relationships between

different organisms--autotrophic, competitive,,paresitio, symbiotic.lives,

B. LAB WORK (12 hrs) 1. In Class: a. oology: Morphology and dissection

of ascarid, snail, oyster, squid, shrimp, dragonfly; raise a worm or a .silkworm e
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.

to observe the butterfly's life-cyCle. b. Botany: Study the leaves fruits -

and seeds of a pine_tree; study the algae, mushroom, fungiv show 4tudents how

to press the leaves and paste in 'an album all learned plants according to their
classificatiorL 2. Field Work:: a. In the field: Teacher catches live

animals, collects plants, and shows student§ how organisms live, During rice

transplant or harvest seasons, the teacher shows students the work of plowing

and raking soil, sowing rice, transplanting, harvesfing and threshing; kinds
. N

of sweet rice. b. In the highland: Teacher catches bees, butterflies. Shows

the students how to grow plants and to fertilize them. c. At the local

nuseries of the Department of Agriculture: -Teacher shows students how to

start a new plant, to graft, to transplant. Students write a report in

their notebooks after. each eld trip.
0

-PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs a wk)

A. DIRECTED GYMNASTICS. Each session.3 types, each type not moT than 3

Movements; 200-m relay-racingrnigh juMping; shot putting; long ping; basket-,

ball, volleyball. B. REVIEW. Singing; communication-7Morse Code; tying knots.

C. FIEhD TRIPS. Camping.

DRAWING

SUMMARY. Same-as 6th grade plus diawing real' objects at sight-p6ts and vasea;
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perspective of sphere; mixing colors; decorative drawing using geometric

lines; drawing from memory--birds; fre 7.rawing of objects

HANDICRAFTS (1 hr a wk)

SUMMARY. Learn to use woodworking tools--the plane, the chisel, the saw, the

drill, the T-square, Moreising; make small and simple Wooden objects; varnish;

mixing and painting.'

HOME ECONOMICS (1 hr a wk) [For Girls]

A. SEWING. Making buttonholes; heMming collars; decorative stitches;
ry-

applying stitches in the making of handkerchieves, napkins; knitting socks,

daps, sweaters. B. HOME CARE. 1. Clothina: Selecting fabrics; washng,

boiling ironing, Mending clothes. 2. Housing: Direction the house is

facing (North, South, East, or West); arranging and decorating the rooms.

3. Furniture: Selecting, cleaning. 4. The Kitchen: Dishes. 3. Lighting:

Kinds of lamps. ,6. Organization of Housework. 7. Garden: Important

about growing frUits.and'vegetables. 8. Genera] ideas about rasing animals

(chickens,.ducks, rabbits, pigs).. 9. Income: Expenses, family budget.

10:, Social Gatherings. .(visits, parties, receptilons): Important occasions

in life:

MUSIC (1 hr a wk)

1. Voice: Same as in 6th grade. 2. Music Theory: ;view of bth grade

lessons; 6/6 measurer 32nd and 64th notes; rhythm, syncopation, scale, inter-

vals.. 3. , Application of Singing Techniques:7 The Vietnamese national anthem;

school anthem, songs involving canon technique; Vietnamese and foreign folk
44.
sOngs; foreign clasidal sontgs. Music History: .Middle Ages; instrumental

'muslc--lute, organ, clavichord. 5. Musical Performance: Vietnamese popular

and traditional songs; records of songs inyolVing lute, organ; Bach's suites;

records of Wagner, Berlioz, Debussy, Faust, Moussorgski, Mendelssohn.
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Firstt
9th Grade

Subjects Number of Hoqrs Per Week

Vietnamese

.History

Geography

Civic Education

Foreign Languages

Physics

Chemistry

Mathematics

Natural Sciences

Physical Education.

Drawing, Handicraft, Home Economics, Music

Total
0

6'

:2

5

1

3-

3

3

28-1 hours

VIETNAMESE (6 hrs a wk)

A. LITERATURE. 1: Prose (2-a hrs a

complicated descriptive and narrative

Van Vinh, Nguyn Ba Hoc, Phan Xe Binh

magazines (Dong Dang Top Chi,'Nam Phong Top Chi, Tri Tan, Thanh Nghi, Tao .Din).

2. -Poetry (1-4 hrs a wk): Excerpts from LA 141h TOng, Nguyln.B2nh Khitm, Luc

VAn Tien, NguyIn Khic Hitt' 3. Literary Forms: Songs like Li4c Bt and its
.

variations; tang Lu4 poetry. B. "EXERCISES. 1. Oral Ptesentation: Students
Summarize the work of cach author, evaluate it according to style, ideas,

psychological-and moral aSPects by answering leading questions; study the

authors' lives and times in which they lived.° 2. Essay (1 hr a wk): gar Ation
(how to arrange details end change actionS); application, report; moral disser-

.

tation (of common topics). C. SING-VIETNAMESE (1 hr a wk)

171

wk):. Excerpts from some sUbtle an6

forms; argumentative styles' of Nguyen

and excerpts.from literary and scientific
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HISTORY (1-4 hrs a wk)

A. POSTERIOR LE DYNASTY. King Le Thai To to the end of Le Cung Hoang Dynasty

(1428-1527); internal organization;foreign relations with Chie'm Thinh, LSo

Qua and scin Man; Vietnamese civilization under PosteriorLe. B. MAC DYNASTY.

Brief history; internal and foreign affairs.' C. RESTORATION OF THE LE DYNASTY.
A

Le Dynasty's restoration; dispute between Trinh and Nguyen families; advance

toward the South by the Nguyen lords; contacts with Western .countries; Vietnamese
V

civilization under the reigns of Trinh and Nguyen--society in theOiorth; society

. in the South. D. DYNASTY pF TAY SON. The revolution; waragainst the'Thanh's
7.

army; administration. E. NGUYEN'S DYNASTY. Restoration of Nguyen's family;
V

dynasty of Nguyen, from King Gia Long to King T4 Edobrief history of the

dynasty,-administration, diplomatio relations with the neighboring countries

and. with Western countries;-the French invasion--the Treaty of 1862: the.loss

of three Eastern provinces of South Viet-Nam, the loss of.threeMestern provinces
;-

of South Viet-Nam, the first French attack on North Viet-Nam--Treaty of 1874,-the

second French attacK on North Viet-Nam--Treatiei cf 1883 and 1884; Vietnamese

civilization in the 19th century.

GEOGRAPHY (1-14 hrs a wk).<

A. ASIA. 1. East Asia: China, Japan, Korea. 2. Southeast Asia: Indonesia,

Thailand, Malaysia, Cambodia-, Laos. 3. South Asia: -4_West Asia:

Turkey, Saudi Arabia. B. OCEANIA. 1. Australia and New Zealar3. 2. Melanesii

and Polynesia.

CIVIC EDUCATION (1 hr a wk)

A. LIFE IN SOOIETY. 1. Mankind. 2. Relationship between the individual and

society. 3. Activities and work of the past, present, and füture generations._

4. Race, language, habits, customs. 5. National consciousness and patriotism.

B. DUTIES TOWARD SOCIETY. 1. tii..Scjal_.ine in society (laws and customs,

consci6usness of freedom, OonscioUsness of justice. 2. Duty- to contribute to

the progress.of mankind. C. RELIGIOUS LIFE. 1. The major religions.

2. Influence of religion in social life.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES (5 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. 1. Vocabulary, Conversation, Reading, Grammar: Units 3, 4, 5

of Book II and unit 1 of Book III. 2. Exercises: Ask questions based on
the reading; guide students to find the main idea and summarize a section of
the text; have students do grammar exercises; have them write a short dictation;

later use it as a text for study. 3. Textbook: English for Today, Books II
and III. B. FRENCH. 1. VocabularNz, Conversation, Reading, Recitation, Grar..3)::

Dictation, written assignments from Le Franffais Elementaire by Mauger and
Gougenheim, Book II, Lessons 17-38; Cours de Langue de Civilisation Franiaise

by Mauger, Book I, Lessons 36-49.

PHYSICS (1-a hrs a wk)

A. HEAT. 1. Temperature: Qualitative experiment on expansion. Merc-lry
Thermometer: Celsius temperature scale. 3, Heat Unit: Calories; measuring
calories.by mixed method; heat solids and liquids; evaluation of heat; melting
and freezing; melting 'temperature; change in volume caused by melting and
freezing; melting heat; evaporation and boiling; evaporating temperature;
evaPoratiOn in a vacuum. B. WORK AND POWER. 1. Units: Joule and Watt;
2. Forms of Energy (give examples of heat an- mechanical energy only):

Convertibility of tiet and mechanical energy.

CHERISTRY (1 hr a wk)

_
A. PROPERTIES OF NON-METALS AND METALS. 1. Non-metals:- Main properties of:
sulfur to show that sulfur is not a metal, chlorine to show that chlorine is
not a metal, carbon to show that carbon is not a metal, carbon9oxides--carbon

dioxide dr,: carbon monoxide. 2. Metals: brief study of: physical and
mechanical 7operties of metals and alloys, common metallurgical process (only

reactions investigated); main properties of:. sodium, zinc, iron--cast iron,

steej (only'the propel:ties should be emphasized), copper; summary--simple

distinction- beteen non-metals and metals.

18
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MATHEMATICS (3-1,i hrs a wk)

A. ARITHMETIC AND CALCULUS.. 1. Ratio and Proportion: Proportional division;
-

simple interest. 2.. Graphs and Equations: Algebraic value of a vector along

a directed line; calculus of variations--position determination of a point on

an axis; position determination of a point-in a plane by orthogonal coordinates;

briefly explain about variables and functions, graphs, proportional quantities--

equation y = ax, proportional quantities with an initial constant difference--

equation y = ax + b (a and h are known numbers), graphs; system of two linear

equations with two unknoWns, solved by analytical and graphical methods, examples

of insoluble and indefinite cases. 3. Introduction to Algebraic Operation:

Properties of multiplication, power, multiplication and division; binomial,

multielication and division of binomials; addition of binomial; polynomial of

one variable, reduci.ng terms of the same degree siAplified forms, product of

two polynomials, important equalities; simple exercises of Polynomials or-rational-

function. Z. GEOMETRY. 1. Explanations by Examples: Inverse theorem, neces-

sary and sufficient conditions and properties; properties of a parallelogram, a

rectangle, a right triangle, and a rhombus. 2. Some Examples on Loci: The

points.at equal distance to two fixed points or two fixed straight liner the

---points which are apart from a fixed straight line by a given distance.

3. Applications to DraWing problems: A circle Circumscribing a triangle; a

circle inscribing a triangle; the tangent to a circle drawn from a given point.

4. Multiplication of a Sesment bza-Fraction: Ratio of two segment; points

dividing a segment according to a given ratio. 5. Formulas: Thales'

similar triangles; formulas in a right triangle; formUlas'in a circle cut y

-tOo lines drawn from one point. 6. Application to the drawing of th..a multip-

licative average segment, the leng61 of which is given as the squa:e root of

two given segments; find the sides and medians Of a square, equilateral hexagon

and an equilateral triangle in terms of the radius of the circumscribing

C. MATHOATICAL DRAWING. 1. Use of Tools To Draw Geometry Figures: Straight

ruler, riangle, compass, decimeteric ruler, protractor, ink pen. 2_ Drava a

curve -4oing through some given points, using carbon and ruled paper to milimeter

1 8 3
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ATURAL SCIENCES (1 -4,hrs a wk: 1 hr of lecture; 4.hr of lab)

A. LECTURE (25 hrs). 1. Shape and General Composition of the Earth: General

introduction on the shape and'appearance of the Earth; emphasis on the role of

airplanes and satellites; atmosphere, water, living organisms around the.Earth;

crust, mantle, ar .ore of Earth; definition of geology. 2. Activities of
the Earth and Its Jnseauenc.e:. Structure of the crust--comparison of soil rock:.

erosion of the crust by weathers-wind, running waterfsea waves, ice; deposits-

(caused.oy wind, stream, river, sea, ice, living organisms); formati,1 of sedi-

meLtary rocks; movement of the crust--folding, stress and strain, metamorphism

and metamorphic rocks; formation of volcanoes--lava on the surface, underground;

fissures, collapses, and earthquakes. 3. Mineral Treasures: Underground water,

characteristics and extraction; soil and rock used in industry--rock, gravel,4

pebbles, aand, mud, clay, sulfur and phosphate salts; jade and precious stones;

metal ores--iron, copper, lead, zinc, aluminum. 4. Histoty_of Life: Historical-
,trailsformation of living beings through the ages--precambrian (unicellular

organ-isms) through cenozoic (multicellular organisms); evoL:tion of plants and

..;:nimals through the ages; fuel generated by dead organisms--coal, oi2y gas.
/B. LAB WORK (12 hrs). 1. Class Work(10,to 12 1-br sessions): a. .Soil and

/ rocks--compare s.'lples of se..,i1 collected in the area for color, general

composition, orlgi.n, use; c.impire soil with rock for hardness, grain, crystalli-

.zation, natural cement, grinding of rock into soi2, use cement to make samples

of manc.m.ade sand; compare samples of crystallized conglomerate, sandstone, mud-
stone in regards to form, arrangement, color, composition; compare sandstone with.

limestone in regards,to grain, hardness, composition (use vinegar, observe and
eXplain the effervescenl.e), compare the way they were formed; compare mudstone

with mica schist and describe the metamorphism from mudstone to mica schist,

conclusion on the metamorphic phenomenon, compare it with bricks and tiles to

draw conclusion on artificial transformation, do the Same with limestone and

marble; compare basalt with mdstone (schist) in regards to layers, hardness,

and color, grind botb kinds and compare hardness of ement in mudstone and lava
rocks; compare rock with granite--colort grain, structure, deduce their
origins. b. pre--compare common metal ores in Viet-Liamiron, lead, copper,

coo..1--observe color, hardness, arrangement, find trace of vt,getation, its

compactgess,.experiment on the compositiar. of coal. 2. Field-Trips: Students-7\
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are taken to an open field and shown how to detect the direction of the wind,

guess the temperature, observe the fog; how to observe the stream, the river

or rivulet; deposition and esion; if near the sea, they observe sand dunes,

sea coast, and effect of the sea waves; they also -)serve an area which ha?

foldings of sedimentary rocks, or an extinct volcano, or a stone mine; if

possible, they are taken to observe a brick or ceramic factory, or where the

sand pebbles are washed. 3. Collection: Students make an album of geological

pictures or photographs; in each field trip, the students learn to collect

samples of rocks, pebbles, and soil of that aiea. (In general during the lab

work, the students are taught how to observe, to think and compare, to describe

excurately by writing and drawing.]

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs a wk)

A. DIRECTED GYMNASTICS. Techniques of high jumping, long jumping, shot putting,

80-m racing; basketball, volleyball, soccer; organize competitive games.

B. REVIEW. Singing; typing knots; communications--Morse syllables; trail

markings; games'involving running, jumping, throwing, balancing.

DRAWING

SUMMARY. Same as 7th grade plus-lettering; water color painting of flowers,

fruits, leaves, birds; drawing of scenery in the oountryside; learning,the

methods of drawinj the human body, its proportion, measurement.

HANDICRAFTS (1 hr a wk)

0
METALWORK. Learn to use metalwoAcing tools; how to heat iron, give it a round,

square, or rec :gular shape, make a pointed end; harden

solder iron objects--tray, kettle, plate, oil container;

clinch nzAls.

1

the steel; learn to

drill holes in tin,
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A. SEWING. Embroidery stitches applied to decoration of handkerchieves,

bibs, caps; cutting and sewing children's clothes. B. CHILD CARE. Marriage;

"heale,. care during pregnancY; preparation for the_ mother; preventing diseases;

diet and work of the mother; the newborn baby;,breast and bottle feeding;

clothing; solid foods; health care; objective of child care. C. HOME CARE
(in the countryside): .Garbage disposal; gardening; vegetables--selection of

seeds, germination, weeding; fruit trees; animals--fowls, bees.

MUSIC (1 hr a wk)

Voice: oame as 7th grade. Music Theory: Review the program of 6th and 7th

grades; tonal notes and modal notes; a major and F# minor;*Eb major and

minor!-mea mses 2/2, 3/2, 4/2, 3/8, 9/8, 12/8; singing 1. 2,tand 3 voice songs;

rhythmic r,..sling; musical dictation. .2.91ication of Si.7.In9.21221ilmes;

Memorize the national anthem and the school antherpT4etnamese and foreign.
A songs. Music History: 1.a.ssical instruMental music, sonata, chamber

music, symphony, dramatic music in Italy in 17th century, ballet, opera,

Mozart opera. Musical Performance: Musical play.of Italy; ecords--musical

plays of Lally-, Rameau, operas of Gluck, Mozart's sonatas, works of Handel,

Bach, Haydn, Beethoven.
\,
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First Cycle

Grade

Subjects Number of Hours Per Week

Vietnamese

History

Ge:Lgraphy

Civic Education

Foreign Languages

Physics

Chemistry

Mathematics

Natural Sciences

Physical Education

Drawing, Handicraft, Home Economics, Music

Total

2

3

3

30 hours

VIETNAMESE (6 hrs a wk)

A. LITERATURE. 1. Prose (2 hrs a wk): Argumentative style of Pham QuyA,

Tran_Trong Kim, Phan Chu Trinh; excerpts of their writings from magazines.

2. Poetry (1 hr a wk): Study excerpts from Doan'TriAng TSn Thanh, Nguy&

C'Ong, Tru,

Tri;. 14ns
/

nom: Hat

,
Nguyen Muyen, Tran Te Xlióng, Cao Ba Quat, Tem Tho TOng, Phan Nan

\

of the patriots like Phan * Chau, Phan Chu Trinh. 3. Literary

,N8i.. 4. Literature:' General study of Vietnamese literature from

the beginning up to modern times (5 hrs for the whole year). B. EXERCISES.

1. Oral Presentation: Summarize the work of eachauthor, evaluate it\in

regards to style, ideas, psychological and moral aspectu by answering leading

clustions; study the lives and times in which the alithors lived. 2., Essay

(2 hrs a wk)-: General dissertation; moral dissertation; literary. C. SIND-

VIETNAMES8'(. hr P wk).
.1

81;
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HISTORY hrs a wk)

A. VIETNAMESE HIS1'01=.Y (from 1884 to 1945). 1. The French Domination:

policy of the French reaction of the Vietnamese people in regards

to tilt :Tench dominationmovements against the French: ail Vikng Movement6,

Duy T'an Movement; movements against the French from 1914 to 1..930anti-French

movement during World War I, anti-French movements from 1919 to 1930, revolt

of the Vietnamese Kuomingtang, anti-French movement from 1930 to 1939; pro-

French movements; changes occurred in Vietnamese civilization under the French
domination. 2. Viit-Nam in the Second World War: The Japanese in Indochina;

the French-Japanese policy in Viet-Nam; movements against the French and the

Japanese; Co-up d'Etat in March 9, 1945. B. WORLD HISTORY. 1. Western
Expansion: The development of Western industry and the expansion of colonial

movement; the Asian countries facing Western countries' colonial expansion

movementChina: From Opium War to TSn H6i revolution, Japan: From King Minh
'Tri to Yorld War I, :ndia: From 1857 to World War I; the First World War: its
cause and effect. 2. The World between the Two World Wars: Internal changes

of the Western big powersthe U.S., England, France, USSR, Germany, Italy; the

countries of the EastJapan, China, India, and countries in the Far East.
3. The Second World Wai: Cause and effect.

GEOGRAPHY (11, hrs a wX)

VikT-NAM. 1. General Aspects: Location, boundaries: shape, area. 2. Physical
Geograzny: Terrain--mountains and hiihlands, delta, sea coast and sea.bottom;

climate; rivers; vegetation. 3. Human Geography: Ethnic groups in Viet-Nam;

Population (census, changes, migration, distribution); politics. 4. Economic
Geography: Agriculture (f;irming, husbandry, fishery); arts and crafts, industry;

communication, trade.

:IVIC EDUCATION (2 hrs a wk)

PRIVILEGES 'ND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CITIZENS. 1. Human Rights: The

International Declaration of Human Rights--causes, content, influence. 2. Civil
Rights: Definition of a citizen; basic tights and limitationsfreed-m of ,

8
4"
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individual rights of safety, privacy, having on.e's honor respected, movement,

lodging; freedom of thought,religion, 7ulture and education, speeel, assembly,

politics (to join'the government, -1c) vote, to be a candidate); economic and

social aspects of freedom in regards to right to work (freedom to join labor

unions and to have strikes), right to private property, free enterprise, right

to social welfare. 3. cl_17,22222Itfajj Duty to defend one's

country; duty to defend the country's contitution and laws; duty to fulfill

one's military obligations; duty to pay taxes.

FOREIGN LANGUAGES (5 hrs a'wk)

A. ENGLISH. 1. Vocabulary, Conversation, Reading, Grammar.: EngliSh for Today,

Book III Units 1, 2, (the first 15 lessons); encourage students to read

simplified versions written in the contempprary style (such as Tales from England,

1st and 2nd degrees, Longmans Series, etc.) [Attentioh: Ask the students to find

the main i1es, to summarize and to answer questions orally related to the lessons.]

2. Exercises:. Answer questions related to the reading; ask the students t answer

questions orally relating to the main idea and o summarize each paragraph; do

grammarexercises; write dictation and study it from English for Today_, Book III.

B. FRENCH. 1. Vocabulary, COnversation, Recitation, Grammar, Dictation: Text

study from ColIrs de Langue deCivilisation Franiaise by Mauger, Book Iv-Lessons

50-65, Bocik II, Lessons 1-20. 2. Written Exercises: ,Answer queStiins based on

reading and dictation; ansWer.questions related to,the same topic; write sentences

following the teacher's sample ones.

PHYSICS (1-1 hrs a wk)

A. ELECTRICITY. Properties of directibnal current; atomic structure.--electrons,

nuclei (Omit nuclear structure), ions, ionization; chemical effect of'a current--

qualitative law, application; chemical effect of a current--Faraday's law; heat

effect of a current--Joule's law, application: light, ttove, iron, fuse; resis-

\ tance of a pure wire of uniform cross sectionchange-of resistivity with
\

'; temperature, rheostat and variable resistance; voltageOhm's law across a pure

resistance; dry batteryVolta'and LeclanOne; principles of a lead battery.

B. opTIcs. Linear propagation Of light, application--dark shadow, opaque sha-

dow, solar eclipse, lunar eclipse; light reflection, plane mirrors, statement

189
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of Descartes-Snell law, applicationreriscope, kaleidoscope; exoerimek,ts on
light refraction; converging lens. imaging, Descartes' formula; application--
converging lens: camara, floodlight,.magnifier.

BEMISTRV (1 hr a wk)
0

INTRODUCTION To ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 1. Basic concepts of organic compounds--
definition, general properties. 2. Hydrocarbons--by-products of-petroleum
and coal. 3. Study of methane, acetylene, benzene. 4. Alcoholic fermenta-.
tion--ethanol. 5.- Acidic fermentation--acetic acid. 6. Esterization--Study
of Some common esters, usage of ester. 7. Hydrolysis--saponificatiam, appli-
cation to tne making of candles and:soap. 6. Introduction to carbohydrates--
glucose, saccharin, cellulose, etarch.

kTHEMATICS (3-1,ihrs a'wk)

A. ARITHMETIC AND CALCULUS. 1. Examples: In geometry or ph7--sics leading
1 ato the following equations: y = x2 , y = ax

2
, y = y = - where a is a

constant; table of specific values; graph. 2. Definition of Square Root:

Finding an approximate decimal value for a quare root, using tabde of square

values,.direct method. 3. Solve a quadratic equation with one unknown, by

analytical method and graphical method; examples leading to:quadratic equation

with numerical coefficients; use of graphs and tables. B. GEOMETRY. 1. 6:.ue,

Consine and Tangent of an Acute Angle: Trigonometric formulas in a right tri-.

angle; formulas relating sine and cosine of an angle; use of the sine, cosine,

and tangent table's.. 2. Area Units and Area: A rectangle, a triangle, a

trapezoid, and other polygons; ratio o areas of two similar triangles; length

of an arc and area of. a circular sector (without making use of the two fOrmulas:

I. = 23LR and S.= 2 JLR2 ). C. SPACE GEOMETRY. Determination of a plane; iintro-

duction to parallel lines.and parallel planes; definitions of a bi-hedron, a

polyhedral cylinder and a parallelepiped;,.perpendicularlines and perpendicular

planes; right cross-Sections of a bi-hedron, and a polyhedral cylibdur; formation

of rotationai.rigid bodies (cylinder, sphere, conr); sphere (a brief study is

intended to understand its applications to the study of the Earth and other

common applications); practice in evaluating area and volume Ce.g parallepiped,

io
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polyhedral cylinder, cylinder, cone, sphere); practice in unit conversions.

D. MATHEMATICAL DRAWING. Draw by hand, drafts of several simple objects;

draw the same drafts using pencil. pen, and other drawing aids according to

a given scale; draw simple patterns.

NATURAL-SCIENCES:(2 hrs a wk: 1 hr lecture and 1 hr .,ab)

A. LECTURE. 1. Human Anatomy, Physiologzand Hygiene: Generalities of

animal cells and tissues; coordinative functions; hygiene of-each functionk-:

motor system (musculo-skeletal)--bones (not the skeletonf, muscles (not the

names of the muscles)-; sensory system--cerebro-spinal system: brief study of,

the neurons,"the spine, the brain (draw simple sketches to show direction of

neurons in the motor and sensory pathways; the senses--general studies of the

senses, especially the skin and the tactile sense; nutritional system--hygiene

of each function; food--eAphasis on the composition and the nutritional value

of all kinds of foods and vitamins, and food's influenc,.. ob health; digestion;

circulation (very brief study on lymph); respiration; excretion (emphasis on

ine eXcretion); diet (emphasis on phYsiological aspect, the anatomic arnect

should be simplified). 2. General Microbiology: Brief s,tudy of micrc..prga-

nisms--virw'es, fungi, protista; their shape,struCture, aind living habits

(emphasis (,1 the effects caused by micro-organisms in ferujentation, in decay);

discuss food conservation by freezing and sterilization; 4eneral study of'

viruses and yiral diseases. 3. ....2"!ttalsjaiRessep: ReSearch on cholera'

and tuberculosis; study,the effects caused by disease gerTs; sensitivity and

immunity; preventive measures--vaccination treatment--serci- and chemotherapies),

(emphasis on the use and *danger of antiseptics and antibiotics); some other.

contagaous diseases--smallpox, maliria. B. LAB WORK. 14 Observe: The.

epithelial cell iiiside the human cheek, or of. ,-,og;Aplood cells (erythrocytes

and lencocytes); one kind of microbe--weed bacillus. 2. :Stad2 the Bone:

T-ansversal and longitudinal sections of a fresh bone. 3 Studyelt425..1:
A skinned frog; experiment to prove the elasticity and contraction of the frog's

' leg muscles. 4. Observe a Brain: Pig's or ox's; experiinents on fr _flex

.movements. 5. Dissect: A mouse to study the digestive rnd reproducL.,.ve systems;

obserVe the shape of a pig.'s heart and dissect the heart.



PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs a wk)

A. DIREcTED GYMNASTICS. Racing and breathing cont:,1; high jumping; long

inmp:L4g; shot putting: 100-m yelay fading; techniques of velleyball, basket-

ball, soccer. B. REVIEW. Singing:. tying more compliCated knots, commuhi-

.. . e.
cations bywhistle: trail markings; fihding directions with watch, the sun,

the moon, and the Dipper; games.
.

DR4WING

SUMMARY. Drawing Still life (fruiis,.statues) with perwils,
,e

.- decorative drawing of household objects; diawing sketcheS

and animals; review perpective;, enlarge a small sketch, then

K.-14DICRAFTS (1 hr a wk)

coal, or paint;

objects, people,

paint i.

SUMMARY. Learr,.to us tools -of a blacksmith;"/earn to file i,ron; learn to use

electrical:tools, to wire a new current, a fuse, a h,.111, a, light bulb; make a

. joint, solder a joint (the light bulb .and the-bell will tm attiCh&I to a piece

elf wOod, not on the wal?J; put .the bicycle ?arts together, take theM apart,

'Tephir the bicycle.

HONE ECOWHICS (1 hr a wk) [For Giilsl
1 .

A. SEWING. CI.:i.ting and sewing of Vietnamese blouses and'pants, Unierwear;

Vietnamese, Chinee, Japanese embToidering. B. CHTZi CARE. Illnesses and

caring for the ;al; emergency care; family medicine cabinet; baby's common, .

sicknes3; social welfare institntions--orphanages; agencies to protect mother

and child. C. ilomg cARg. Family resources; kinds of expenses-,saving.

family budsett; social welfare; spcial etiquettle and.; family events--marrie,.,

birth, funeral; 1ette7's of condolence or compliment.

hr a wk)

Voice: 7ame aerthe 6th, 7th, and Bth grades.

1_ CA

I

. Music Theary: Review .

183
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the 8th grade program; classical modes; tonality, modality, modulation;

transposition; short dictation with alterations; vocal and instrumental

canon. 3. Application of Singing Techniques: Vietnamese and foreign folk

songs; songs of. Weber. Wagner, MouSsorgski, Franck, Fauce. 4, Music History:

Music of Lied, Schubert,Schumann; piano music of the 19th century; German

operas by Weber, Wagner; Russiari operas by Moussorgski, Boiodine, Rimsky-

Korsakow. 5. Music Performance: Piano Music (records) by Mendelssohn,

Schumann, Liszt, Chopin, Schubert, Brahms, Berlioz, Weber, Wagnpr, Rossini,
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-Second Cycle

10th Grade: Experimental Science Major (Section A) and Mathematics Major (Section B)

Subjects EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE (A)

NuMber of Hours Per Week

MATHEMATICS (B)

Number of Hours Per Week

Vietnamese 3 3

History 2 2

Geography 1 _ i

Civic Education 2 2

Philosophy 0 , 0

First Foreign Languages 4 4

Second Foreign Languages 4 4

Classical.Languages 0 0

Physics 3 3"

Chemistry --
1-1 11,

Mathematics 4 6

Natural Sciences 3. 1

Physidal Education 3
3

Total. 301, hours 30-lhours

VIETNAMESE (3 hrs a wk)
_

A. tITERATURE. I. Literature: .Same aa Modern Literature Major but more
4. Igeneral; study excerpts of Sino-Vietnamese poems under Hong Odc's Dynasty,T

ANguyen Binh Khiem, or oration of'war deads; excerpts of: Chinh Phu Njam Khuc,
Cung'Oan NgS.m Khtic, Doan TrAng TAn Thanh.. B. DICTATION AND.GRAMMAR. Not
applicable to 10th grade.. C. EXERCISES. Oral presentation and essays, same
as Modern Literature Major.

Q

13IBTOBY (2 hrs a wk): Same as Modern Literature Majo

194
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GEOGRAPHY (1 hr a wk): Same as Modern Literature Major.

CIVIC EDUCATION (2 hrs a wk): Same as Modern Literature Major.

.FIRST FOREIGV LANGUAGESA4 hrs'a wk)

A. ENGLISH. Same aa-Modern Literature Major-but more general; emphasize

science excerpts and-conversation; literature. B. FRENCH.. SaMe as Modern

Literature Major, except French literature and essay._

SECOND FOREIGN LANGUAGES (4 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. Same as Modern Literature Major'. B. FRENCH. -Same as Modern

Literature Major; textbook: Cours de Langue de Civilization-Fransaise by Mauger,

Book I, Lessons i-35.

'PHYSICS (3 hrs a wk)

A. FORCE. 1. Force: MeaSurement of force by the extension of a spring; Units

of forces--force kilogram., Newton; ,xperimental.study of.converging forces,

addition-and resolving of forces; experimental study of parallel forces, addition

and resolving of forces, force couple; moveMent of ,a forceabout an axis (special_

cases: forces perpendicular tO or parralel with the axis). 2. Balance:

Characteristics of a balandereliability, accuracy; sensitivity; balancing

by-comparisons; prccision.balances; Aoman and Roberval balances. 3. Practical.

Concepts of weipt: Unit--kgvdefinition of specific weight,and s Pecific volume

of ,solids and liquids; unit; definition of liquid specific weight with respect

to water.- 4. Work: Done by a force of constant direction and magnitude;- work

done by an_applied fOrce or a frictional force; unit--Joule;,power; unit--Watt.

5. Simple Engines: Pulleyi inclined surface, crane; the law of.work conservation.;

efficiency.- B. HYDROSTATICS. 1. Definition of Pressure: Unit--N/m
2
; pressure

at a point in liquid; difference of pressure between points in a liquid; pressure

at a point on'the wail or the bottom. of.a liquid container. 2. Results and

401ications: Qpen surface of the liquid; interface separating two undissolved

195
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liquids; connecting tube containing one type of liquid of two undissolved

:liquids; Pascal theorem: compressor using water. 3. Archimedes Principle':

Applied in determining specific weight; floating objects, aerometer.

C. THERMOMETRY, 1. Qualitative experiments on expansion. 2. Temperature:

Mercury thermomete,r; Celsius and Kelvin temperature scale. 3. Emansion of
Solids: Coefficients on longitudinal and transverse expansion (definition and,

formula); application. 4. Expansion of Liquids: Virtual expansion and-real

expansion; coefficient of virtual expansion and real expansion (definition and

formula); expansion of water. Change in specific weigLt a liquid with

temperature. 5. Isothermal Opression of Gas: Law of Boyle-Mariotte; isobaric

expansion of gas; change in pressure with volume being held constant--Charles

and Gay Lussac's laws; ideal gas formulas; specific weight of gases'. D. CAM-
RIMETRY. 1. Heat: Units--calorie, Joule; specific heat of:solids and liquids.
2. Vaporization: In'a vacuum, in a gas; boiling; maximum pressure; lateral

heat of vaporization.

CHEMiSTRY hrs a wk)

A, FUNDAMENTAL THEORY. I. 'Atomic Structure: Elements; principarticles
of atom; Bohr's atom; atomic level;,atomic number; isotopes; definiti'ln of an

element; description of the Mendeleer's periodic table (revised table);,

molecules; elements; compounds and mixtures. 2. Chemical Bonds:' Ionic' bond--

'ionization in a solution;. valence bond, shared valence bond,, polarization of

valence bond; -negativity table; Van der Waal bond; interpretation of physical

states baied-on chemical bonds; distinction between metal, non-metal, and

metalloid.. 3. Acid, Base, and Salt: Definition of acid, base, and salt

according to Arrhenius Properties of acids, bases:and salts; law of Berthollet.-

B. GASES 1. Oxygen and OXides. 2. Chlorine and Chlorous Compounds: Hydro-.
genic'chlc, les, hypochlorites, chlorates. 3. Sulfur and Its Corpounds:

Sulfurous dioxide and sulfite.; sulfuric acid and sulfate. 4. Nitrogen and

Its Compounds: Amm6niac and ammonium; Nitric acid nitrate. C. ANALYTICAL
-,CHEMISTRY. Analysis of acids and bases.

c'o-
(Applicable from school-year 1970-1971)

1. Basics: Water.; hydrogen; Oxygen; air;. nitrogen; comPounds and mixtureS

introduction tothe atomic theory; nomenclaturej atomic weight; molecular weight;
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chemical equation; lime; salt; ammoniac; nitric acid;, carbon; carbonic

anhydride; carbon oxide; silicon; silicate." 2. Statements of the Fundamental

Laws in Chemistry; Chicrine; hydrochloric acid; acidic radical; decolorizing

,chlorides; Javel solvent; sulfur; sulfurous.anhmoicide; sufuria acid; base radical.

MATHEMATICS (6 hrs a wk) [For Mathematics Major (B) only; same'for EXperimental

Science Major (A) except 4 hro-a. wk]

A. PLANE GEOMETRY. 1. Lines: Straight line; half line; line segment; half

plane;.angle; perpendicularing of lines; reflection about a straight line.

2. Figures: Triangle--Isosceles, equal triangles, equal right triangles;

inequalitiesin a triangle; perpendicular and oblique segments drawn form a

point to a line; locus of points at an equal distance from two given points

or from two given lines; parallelity of 'lines; pryporties; sum of angles of

a triangle ahd of a cohvex.polygon; -parallelogram; reflection About a point:*

equivalent vectors; translation. 2. The Circle Intersection of p Circleand

a Line: Tangent; chord and-arc; cross. ratio of two circles; methods of drawing

a line and a circle; angle and chord subtending an arc from the center; angles

from the center and from a point On the circle subtending the same arc; inscrib7

. able tetragon; locus of points subtending a fixed line segment under a'constant

_angle. 4. Ratio of Two-line Segment: Points dividing a segment by a given

ratio; algebraicratio of two parallel vectOrs; point dividing'asegment by a

given algebraic ratio; Thales' theorem; isometric triangles; similarity--

similarities of a line, a circle; centers of similarity Of two circles; locus

. of points the distahces of which from two-given lines,form a given.ratio..

5. Conjugate Points; Conjugate Pencil: Two segments of a triangle side deter.

mined by the bisector of the opposite angle; locus of points the distances of

which-from'two fixed points for-m..3 given ratio. 6. Trigonometric Formulas:-

Sum and difference of squared distances from one point to two others; applidation

to problems relating to locus and drawing; power a point with respect to a circle.

- 7. Sine, Cosine, and Tangent of a Convex Angle-(Acute or Obtuse): Algebraic

value of the prOjection of a vector with respect to an axis; how to use sine,

cosine, and tangent tables; formulas inyolving sides and angles of a right
2 2 a b c

triangle: a
2 = b +c,.-2bc cosA and - - - -.2R in a triangle;

sinA sinB sinC

formulas on the area of a triangle. s. Equilateral Poly4on: Square; octagon;
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hexagon; equilateral triangle; circumference of a circle; length of an arc;'
-,2

radian; appreximate value of sinX, tanx and cosx (x and 1- 2 ) for a small
a

angle x is'terms.of radians; revision- on methods-to eiraluate plane areas; area

of a.cjrcle and sectol. B. CALCULUS. 1. Algebraic Numbers-WegatiVe

Positive, and Zero: Operation on algebraic numbers; basic-properties of these

operations; number with positive integral power; significance of negative

power and fractional power; ratios and formulas on ratios Wnomial and poly-
,

nomial; reduction of polynomial'qu)tient having common- binomialSs); product

of a binoMial and a polyndmial; examples on polynomials. 2. Vector: Algebraic .

value of a vector; Chasles lormula; pdsition of a point determined by its

abseissa on an axis or its coordinates in a plane. 3. Dependent and andependent

Variables: Increment of a variable; a function definea in a range; functions of'

the.same.or reverse variation; variation'and graph of first degree functions;

1tangential angle; variation and graph of functions: y = x
2

; y ax
2
; y = -;

xa
y = Linear Equation andInequality with One Unknown: Solution and

. x

discussion; a systeM of tWO linear equations with two unknowns; solution and

discussion. 5. Quadratic Equation with One Unknown: The delta (b2-4ac);

'existence and determination of roots; relationships between.two roots; sum and

product of.roots; sign of roots;'quadratic equation derived from two given toots;

determination of two numbers, given their sum and.produrLdiscussion; quadratic

trinomial; reduction into factors; sign of a trinomial; quadratic inequality;

problemi involving quadratic equations.

NATURAL SCIENCES (3 hrs a wk, for Experimental Science Major)

A. LECTURE. 1. Introduction to Geology: De'finition; specialized field; aiM;

.application; research methods; the Earth in the universe; the new hypothesis of

Weizocker. 2. Geological,Phenomenal By external Causesair, underground

,water, turbidity currents, stream, river, sea, snoW and glacier; by 027,Ar5-5.4---,.

corals; by internal causes--volcano, earthquake; events leading to in

Earth's surface; formation of mountains (counter Current hypothesis); 1-=,,at1a

structure. 3. Mineralogy: Introduction; some basic mineralsquartz,

feldspar, mica, calcite, dolomite. 4. Rock Study: Generalities/of rocks;

igneous rocks--granite and basalt; some other rocks relating to theSe two;

sedimentarya sample of sandstone, siltstone, limestone, evaporites; metamorphi.
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rocksmetamorphism, a sample of gneiss and of marble. 5. Paleo-Geology:

Definition of fossils; main findings of paleontology; basic principles in

studying the Earth's strata; how to determine relative and absolute age; history

of geology in Viet-Nam; evolution:of living organisms; evolution theory;

examples of the past--horse and humans. 6. Application of Geology: How to

select materials for constructionrocks, pebbles, sand, mud, clay; how to

slake lime and manufacture cement; how to make bricks and roofing tile; how

to find underground ore--brief description of soMe methods such as usina.magnetism,

electricity, seism; foundation of roads; hydroelectricity; how to bring up under-

ground water. B. LAB WORK. 1. 'Geological-Phenomena: Sedimentation7-use a

glass pan, put in sand, mud, clay and observe the speed as well as the-order of

sedimentation; law of sedimentationpiling up or spreading evenly; dune forma-

tion--make a sand-bank on the table, then blow from the low to the high side:to

see how sand moves).observe the'sand of the bank and compare it With the smooth

pebble at the river; press horizontally a piece of clay to explain the force'

which formed mountains; do the experiment with a connecting tube to explain the

spurt of water from -a well; observe ice--put the cubes next to one anoaler to

see them stick together (ogglomeraiion), break ice to have a sharp piece.and

soratch a piece of hard clay or a tile to test the hardness; making cement--

use pebbles mixed with cement to see themharden, compare-with natural cement

in red laterite. 2. Mineralogy Study: Observe the color andHneasure the

relative refractive ndex by putting the rock into solutions sucn as water,

benzen, gasoline, oil; observe the relative hardness by scratching 'the surface,

and measure the specific gravity with a scale; observe the common oresiron,

copper, zinc, and lead; burn some calcite to make quicklime and eAperimeht with

acid, draWthemical reactions,hlow in lime solution to make a solution cif.

'hydroxide calcium. 3. Rock Study:. Observe sedimentary,rocksconglomerate,

sandstone, shale,.siltstone; compare their grains; observe their strata comfor

mation, observe tement; observe limestone and dolomitedisSolve them in acid,

in water; observe a sample Of granite--compare the grains of crystals, find main
_ .

minerals by their.colors and purities, compare it with a diorite or basalt sample

(color, grain, purity), compare with a piece of glass (olivine, serpentine);

compare a mica schist with a schist--degree-of crystallization; compare a granUlite

with a granite; they are similar, in purity but different in strata settlement.

4. Paleontology: Observe.a fossil-form, mineral structure, purity- (limestone,

sana,-clay, schist), draw conditions of fossilization; describe some existing
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fossils around the school.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs a wk): Same activities as in former grades, more admanced.

,



Second Cycle

a-

10th Grade: Modern Literature Malm (Section C) and Classical Literature Major (Sectic

.

Subjects
MODERN LITERATURE (C)

Number of Hours Per Week

.

CLASSICAL LITERATURE (D)

Number of Hours Per Week

,Vietnamese

History

Geography

Civic Education

Philosophy

First Foreign Languages

Second Foreign Languages,

Classical Languages

.Physics

Chemistry

' Mathematics

Natural ScienCes

Physical Education

Total

,

.

5

*- . 2
.

1

2

0

6

6

0

lir

1.

-4

1

).

3

28 hours

,
.

- 5
.

.)
..

1 .

13

6

a

P

iti..

1
1

1

28 hours

0

VIETNAMESE (5 hrs a wk)

A. LITERATURE. 1. Folk Literature: -Sino-Vietnamese literature during the
-Tran Dynasty and up to NguyTn DU's work; introduction of Chinese works Written;
by the Vietnamese during the same period. 2. Forms of Literature: Couplet,
essays, funeral oration. 2. Excerpts To -Bie Studied: Classical operasKim-

./Thach Ki DUI/an, Vich Thahh Ly $[an, TdOng ic17 .Khi Xa; Poems under idng.DA.0s.
'DYnasty, Nguyarn Brhh Xhigmv,Pham Thai, Nguyan Huy Lt4rig, Lt Qui !Nlin; .D4ng4if&

Situ, Nguyrh Va'n ThahhOonger ones from: Chinh Phy'Ngam hc, Cung 0&21 Ngam
Hoa Ti8n, Dotin Trang Tan Thahh. B. DICTATION A-ND GRAMMAR: Wit appli-

cable to grade 10. C. 'EXERCISES.. 1., Oral Pregenation by Students: On
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wo yks and-authors studied in Part A. 2. Essay: General"dissertation on topics

requiring students to use their knowledge of other sublects such as history,

geography, civic education, moral education, sciences,. and relate them to practical

social situations and events, literary dissertation.

IISTORY (2 hrs. a wk)

,

VIETNAMESE HISTdRY FROM 1407 TO 1802. 1. Period'the Minh's dothination (Chinese);

policy and administrative organization orthe Minh; infiltration of the Chinese

culture consequenbes. 2,. Le L8i:'s Uprising. 3. .Post LA Dynadty: Brief

history of the period from Le ThL To's reigrrto.1527; administrationorgani-

zation of the administration, law, organilation of the national defense, ecOnomy--
-..

finance, culture, social aspects; foreign affairs--relations with China,.with

other neighboring countries; advance-toward the South--war against the.Chiem,

movement to migrate the people to the new area and to cultivat- it; social

.aspects of the DO Viet (name of.Viet-Nam at that time) life, eocial customs,

and events. 4. The Mlc Dynasty. 5. The Restoration of Le Dynasty: The

governments of the North and the South. 6. gyp war between the Trinh and

the Nguyer. families. 7. Dai Viet-society under the Reigns of Trinh and Nguyen:

In the North--internal administration, daily life-and Society; in the South--

internal administration,"advance tbward the South, occupation of the Chiem's

'land and ChAn Laii migration and land clearance, social aCtil,qt_ies; contact

with the West (emphasize cUltural. effects): 8. Dynasty of Tel, Sdn: The

revolution; King Quang Trung destroyed the Thanh's army; diplomatic reiations
/

with China; Vietnamese:socity under Tey Sdn's Dynasty. 9. Nguyen Anh's

natioral unificaion.

MOGRAPHY hr

A. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY; 1. Generalities of the Earth: 'Origin of the Earth;

movement of the Earth (day and night, hour,, seasons, directions)-.- 2. The

Eartk's Geology: Geological periods; kinds of rocks;--earthquakes; erosion and
I

soil deposits. 3i, Stu of Terrain: -Dia Hinh Thai Hoc: Dia the dia bOn thuy

tra thach (characteris ics,,cuesta, flat nigfiland);'folded terrain (original
t-

fOrms)--anticline, sy cline, and some cflanged terrains, combe, ruz, cluse;

bouclier, massif anciens, their formation,. eroded surfacepeneplain, faille,
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_--

horst, graber; volcano--lava, forms of vo2canoes; icebergs (their forms);

deset (different forms); sea coast. 4. Climate: Atmosphere; climate

factors and elements; equatorial, tropical, temperate and arctic zones; study

of some special k:inds of climatemonsoon, mediterranean, desert. 5. Hydrolc5y:

Ocean; river, pond, lake. -6. Animals and Vegetation. B. HUMAN GEOGRAPHY.

1. Population: World population; distribution of population in the world;

population variations--birth rate,.death rate, increase rate. 2. Ethnology:

Race; languages; religion. C. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY. 1. Economic Activities:

Early economic activities; indusqlal ACtivities; transportation and business

CIVIC EDuCATION (2 hrs a wk)

A. THE NATION. 1. Elements of a Nation: The people; the land; the govern-
.

ment. 2An Independent Country (Emphasize self-determination): International

relations; basis to organize and administer public power--the constitution and

national laws. 3. Organization of Public Powers (use the examples of the

Republic of Vigt-Nam): Legislative; executive; judiciary. B. THE SOCIETY.

1. Social Relations: Courtesy (how to speak, greet, introduce. oneself, etc.);

weddings and funerals. 2. Teen-age Law Breakers: Causes; law-breaking forms;

effects and solutions.

FIRST FOREIGN LANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. 1. Grammar: Study in detail the 8th and 9th grade programs of

study. 2. Literature: Political, cultural, economic, and social life of

Great Britain by text study; outside reading of any simplified edition written

by the authors studied in the literature program. 3. _Assignments: Dictation--

summarize the text studied; answer questions related to the units; do the tests

related to the texts studied.or to literature; write essays on simple topics;

translate into English or vice versa. 4. Textbook: English for Today, Book

III: the last 10 lessons, and Book TV: lessons 9, 13, 14, 15, 16. B. FRENCH.

1. French Culture: Cours de Langue de Civilisation prangaise by Maugeri Book

II, Lessons 21-50; textOsck. .2. French Literature: La Fontaine; Moliere;

-Alphonse Daudet; Anatole France. 3. Grammar: Learn Grammar while studying

2 0
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the texts in Cours de Langue. de Civilisat on Francaise by gauger, Book II,

Lessons 21-50. 4. Assignments:, Translate text study ilvto English and vice

versa; write ea%1, esrays on common topics.

SECOND FOREIGN IANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk)

A. Ercum Textbook: Englishfor Today, Book I, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y.

1962. 11, FRENCH. Vocabular Y; conversation; reading; recitation; grammar;

dictation: wrritten assignments-from Coure de Langue de Civilisation Francaise

by Mauger, Book I.

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk) (For Classical Literature Major only]

A. SINO-VIETNAMESE. 1. Text Study: Modern Nlietnamese languege; ancient

Chinese and Vietnamese poems-(emphasize Chinese and Vietnamese text. which

have been handed down to the presetk time or have been translated into Viet-
,

namese); texts - -classical language and Chinese poem collections, Hoing Vi;t's

prose collection, Hoing Vigt's poem collection, excerpts from Vietnamese history

and geography; tell stories,.related to the taxts. 2. Literature: deneral

study of the authors of the texts studied. 3. Vocabulary: ExPressions, idioms,

classical allusion. 4. Grammar and CallimIthy. 5. Assignments.: Translate

Tam Quoc Chi from Sino -Vietnamese te Vietnamese; write essays from memory.

B. LATIN (Read Latin according to Roman pronundiation): 1. Morphology:

Transformation of nouns, adjectives and pronoun's; verb conjugation; words

which have not been transformed; structure of a simple sentence; order of

vords-in a sentencc. 2. Grammar: Explanation of a number of.main prefixes

and suffixes. 3. Exercises: Read and translate short and easy paragraphs.

4. Authors: Epitone Historiae; Graecae; Phedre; 20 selected fables.

PHYSICS (i hr a wh)"

zy
A. FORCE. 1. Study,: Measurement of force by the extension oi a spring;

units--force kilogram, Newton; experiment with parallel forces and converging

forces; add and revolving forces; force couple. '2. Work and Power: Defini-

tions; units--Joule, Watt. B. HYDROSTATICS. 1. Definition of Pressure:
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Unit: N/m
2

; pressure at a point in liquid; difference of pressur between

two points in liquid; pressure at a point on the wall or at die bottom of a

liquid container. 2. °Archimedes' PrinciPle. C. TEMPERATURE. Mercury

thermometervisothermal opresSion of gas, law of Mariotte; definition of the

specific weight of a gas; heat--units: calorie, Joule; definition of'heat of.

solids and liquids. 6

---7-:CHEMISTRY 4hr a wk)

A. REVIEW. 1. Basics: Water; hydrogen; oxygen; air; mixtures and compounds;

lime; ammoniac; sulfur; sulfurons anhydride; sulfuric acid; nitric acid; carbon;

carbonic anhydri:lc; carbon_oxide; basic' concepts of acids, bases, and Salts.

B. ATOMIC THEORY...I:' Introduction Nomenclature; formulas.

MATHEMATICS (1 hr a wk)

A. .PLANE GEOMETRY. 1. The Ratio of Two Straight Line Seyments: Points

dividing a straight line segment according to predetermined ratio; algebraic

ratio ofi two Tarallel vectors; Males' theorem; similar triangles; formulaS.

in a right triangle; relations between the'sections determined by a circle

clAtting two conCurrent straight lines. 2. Sine, Cosine, and Tangent of an

Acute Angle: Trigonometric formulas in a right triangle; length of-the pro-

jection of a line.segment; how to uss the.sine, Cosine, and tangent tables;

3: Review of equilateral_polygons and the length of en arc (accepting the

foraula L. = 23LR); radian. 4. ReView of the area of a circular sector

(accepting the area of the circle to be 3LR 2 ). _E. CALCULUS. 1. Vector,

Algebraic Values, dhasles Formula: 'Determining a point on a plane by tao

orthogr.nal coordinates. 2. Function of a Variable: Function defined in a

rangestudy of the function y = ex; y = axi-bCy = 1; y = 2. 3. Equation

and Inequality Having One Unknown: System of two linear equations with two

unknowns.

NATURAL SCIENCES (1 hr a wk)

P

A. INTRODUCTION. 1. 'Definition of Special.Fields: Aim;,Application;tthe

Earth in the universe; structure of the Earth; Earth temperature. B. MINERALOG .-

2 0



1. Introduction to Minerals: Main kinds--guartz, feldspar, mica. 2. Rock

Study: Generalities of rocks; vocanic rocks--struCieTjlaWification, main

kinds--granite and basalt; sedimentary rocks--main kinds; metamorphic rocks--

grw' *.. C. PALEONTOLOGY. Definition of fossoill main findingb

197,

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs a wk): Same, more advanced, activities as in former grades.
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Second Cycle

llth Grade:. Experimental Science Maim (Section A) and MatheMatics Major (Section B)

.ts
EXPERIMENTAL.SCIENCE (A)

Number-of Hours Per Week

MATHEMATICS (B)

Number'of Hours Per Week

sTietnamese

History

Geography

Civic Education

Philosophy

First Foreign Languages

.Second Foreign, Languages

Classical Languages

Physics

Chemistry

Mathematids

Natural Sciences

Physical Education

Total

3

2

1

2

4

4

3

1-i

4

3

3

30 Ahours

3

2

1

7

0

4

4

0

3

1-I

6

1

3

30-I hours

,

VIETNAMESE,(3 hrs a:yk)

A. TEXT STUDY AND LITERATURE. 1. Literature:. Same as Modern Literature

Major but in less detail. 2. Poetry Form: Modern poetry. 3. Study Of
a , ar _ i.

excerpts written by Nguytn COng trd, Nguyen Khuyen, Trgn Th Xubn'ci, B6ng Dddng

Tap Chi Group, Nam Phong Group (Pham Quinh), NguyIn Khgc Hiau (prose),T4 L4c
.

Nian CoAn: Nhht'Linh (+Doan Tuyet), KhL. Ming (N4a Chdng XuAn), Ho'ang Dao (Mdai

Di4u Am Niem). B. EXERCISES. 1. Oral PresentAion:' Same as Modern Lite-

rature Major. 2. Essay: Same as Modern Literature Major.

HISTORY,(2 hrs a wk): Same as Modern LiteratureMajor,
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GEOGRAPHY (1 hr a wk): Same as Modern Literature Major.

CIVIC EDUCATION (2 hrs a wk): Same as Modern Literature Major.

FI' PrIGN LANGUAGE'S (4 hrs a wk)

ENGLISH. Same as Modern. Literature Major but in less detailand knc1udi,

excerpts dealing. with Science. No literature. B. FRENCH, Same as-Modern

iterature Major except, 19th Century literature, and essays.

SECOND FOREIGN LANGUAGES (4.hrs a Wk).

So

199

A. ENGLISH. Textbook: English for Today, Book II., B. 'FRENCH. 1. -:ocabaary,

a

convereation, reading, recitation', dictation, grammar froM Cours de Langue. de
,

Civilisation by Mauger,.Book I, Lessons 36-65. 2. "Written Aisiqnments:'

Answer questions in readings and dictations; answer questions fCcused on the

same topic; make sentences according to. the,teacher'sexamples.
4

12HYSICS (3 hrs a wk)

A. OPTICS., I. Linear Propagation of Light: Virtual and real images;

eclipses, 'Solar and lunar:', 2. Reflection'of Light: Planemlrror; statement

-of Descartee-Sne11 law; rotating mirrorvofield vision. 3. Refraction df Light:

StateMent of Descartes-Snell law; refraction indexabsolute and relative

refraction indiCes; methiod Of drawing a refracted ray; partial'refraction,

total reflection; applicitiontotallY reflecting prism; .reflection and

refraction at planefsurfaceimages and formulas; plane paraliel plate--ray

tieatMent,Jmages;'and formula. 4. Prismi: Ray,treatment, formulascOndition

for the existence of an emergerit ray; experimental disoussion of deviation;

angle of deviation; minimum angle,of deviation; thin lensdefinition and

Classification (convergifig and diverging lens); condition for clear iMagta;

converging lens--ray treatMent, images, Descartes formula; measurement of focal

length by the Silbermann method; diverging lens--ray treatment, image, Descartes

formula. 5. Degree of Convergence: Definition, formulas to measure the degree
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of Onvergence from refraction index and lens radii (without proof) ; compound--

len6; theorem on the degree of convergence; application to the measurement of

the focal lengt:1 of a diverging lens. 6. The Simplified Eye: AccomModation

Pr:ocess; normal eye; near-Sightedness; fartsightedness; old eye; medical

s6ectacles; resolving power. 7. Magnifier: Range of viewing; magnification;
r

Ommercial magnification; microscope-range of viewing; magnification; commer-

iCial magnification; teles ope--principles, magnification (excludingthe method

of.measurement); cr:fr, tion of light by a prism; definition of light spectra.
e

B ELECTRICI'. . 1. Atomic Structure: . Electrons; nuclei (excluding the

; nuclear structure); ions; electric current in conducting metal and in conducting

solvent. 2. Electric Generator: Electromagnetic force; motors; potential
,

difference; power; OhMilaw, Pouillet law; power efficiency... 3. Parallel

Circuit: Theorems; equivalent resistance; resistance box; measurement of

resistance by the Wheatstone Bridge; measurement of the electromagnetic force

by voltmeter; connection of electric generators. 4. Magnetism: .Natural magnet

and man-made magnet; poles; magnetic energy density; Coulomb law; magnetic

induced_field; equation F,= mB; lines-of field; uniform, magneiic field; the

effect of a uniform magnetic filed,on a magnetv magnetic moveMent; magnetic flux

through asurfade area; magnetic field of the Earth. 5. ElectromagnetiSm:

Magnetic,field of a current; Oerstedt experimenti.magnetib-field.of an ,infinite

straight wirei! a loop, and a solenoid;'experiment about the effect of a uniforM

magnetic field on a-definite straight.wirer statement of Laplace law; application.;

the Barlow Wheel; induced interaction between two parallel straight wires;

definition of Ampere; work Of'an electromagnetic forde; Maxwell law; the prinCiple

. of maximum Magnetic flux; magnetization; qualitative,experiment about the

magnetization of crude iron and.steel; Salvanometer; iron-core rotating ammeter,

and voltmeter.

hrs a wk).

1. Review of: Acids, bases, and salts (in light of.the ionizationft.heory)';

Berthollet law; oxidizers and deoxidizers (oxidization numbers); physical and

mechanical properties of metals and metallic alloys; common processes in,'

metallurgy. 2. Zinc: Zinc
-
oxide and sulfates. 3. Aluminium: Aluminates;.

aluminum sulfater alum; iron; cast iron; steel; irom oxides; iron sulfates;
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properties of iron salts of types II and III. 4. Copper: Copperous alloys;

Copperous "oxides and sulfates. 5. Lead:, Alloys; lead oxides.

'MATHEMATICS (4 hrs a wk) [For Experimental Science Major (A)].

A. SPACE GEOMETRY. 1. L3nes and Planes: :Parallelism of lines and planes;

perpendicularify Of a plane and a line; line segMents, perpendicular and

oblique; angle of two intersecting planes; definitions of angles of trihedral

and polyhedral cones. 2. 'Lincza. Pro4ection onto a Plane,(of a point, a line
and a line segmPnt): Angle of a line and a plane; definitions of reflections
in a point, a line, and a plane; definitions of center, axis, and plane of
-inflectione. 3. Definitions: Parallelepipeds, polyhedral cylinders and

-
cones;'volnme of a.right parallelepiped; volumes of polyhedral cylnders and

,

cones (without &oafs); extended areas of orthogonal polyhedral cylinders and
.,-

Cones) circularly symmetric cylinders and Cones; periphericSal areas of these. -

cylinders and cones (without proofs); volumes of these cylinders and cones
(without proof).' 4. SphereS: Intersection of a sphere and a liner tangent"

line to a sphere;plane Cross-section;
contact, planes; aeterMination of a

-Sphere; definitions of,cones and%cylinder circumScribingr'a sphere; volume
1

.and surface area of, a sphere (noproofs. B ANALYSIS. 1. General Equation

of Second De9ree'with Ond Unknown: -Existence and determination of sOlutions;

sum and product of'the roots; sign oe-roots; given the sum-and product of the.

-two roots, find ,the roots; seco*.degree polynomial; factorization .into

products; variation:of seCond degree polYnomi0; inequalities'of second degree. ;.
, -

2. Definition and Geometrical Meaning of Differentiation: Rules to evaluate .1.
,

derivatives (derivative Of a suM,,derivative of a product); the relationship

between the variationkof a function and the sign of,.iits derivative;,functions

ax2 +bx+cof !iecond'order; monotonouS functions;-functions of the-form
.

, 2.

1
.

a'x +b'x+c' ,
.

-,!3. Linear Motion: Equation-of Motion; uniform linear motion; the Algebraic' 1.-.

value of velOcity; unifoilly accelerating.. linear motion; eq......tion of motion;

the.instant Al4ebraic valueof velocity. C. TRIGONOMETRY.. The same as the

curriculum for section B, excluding the part on logarithmic functions.

',MATHEMATICS (6 hrs a wk) [For Mathematics Major (BY]

A. SPACE GEOMETRY. 1. Lines and Planes and Their Determination: -Cross-ratio;
parallelism of line and plane; perpend,cularity of line and plane; line segments; :
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.perpendiCular and oblique; angle of two intersecting planes;. definition of

angle of trihedral cOnes and polyhedral cones. 2. Linear Projection (of

a point, a'line and two parallel lines)1 Projection of a.right angle;.angle

of a line and a plane; projection of a line segment onto a plane;" principal

inclined line of a plane; Common perpendicular segment of two lines; projected

area of a plane polygon. 3. Definitions: Reflection in a line, a point, and

a plane; aXis, center and surface of reffection; equivalent vectors; isometries;

ratio of two parallel vectors; similarities, similarity of a plane, a line, and

'a circle. 4. Polyhedral Cylinder and Polyhedral Cone: Cross-. _ -allel°

to bottom surface; volume of a box; volume of a polyhedral cylinder; volume Of

a polyhedral cone; extended surfaces of a cylinder and a cone; contact surfaces;

volume Of a cylinder and a cone. 5. Sphere: Intersection of a sphere,and a

line; plane cross-seCtion; tangent line; contact planes; determination of a.

sphere; cylindrical and conical surfaces circumscribing a spherel volume of a

Spherical sector, a spherical shell, a polar partial sphere. B. ANALYSIS.

1.:..Atithmetic Series: Progressive series; logarithm; Compound interest;

:annuityrlimit; continuity (proofs of the theorems on limit are not.obligatory);

indifinite-forms. 2. Definition and Geometrical Meaning of Differentiation:

Rules to evaluate derivatives (derivative of a sum, derivative:of a prodUct);

the relationship between the variation of a function and.the sign of its

derivative; functions of Second degree; monotonous funCtion; functions-of
. tax2 +bx +c

third degree; fupctions of the farm
a'x2+b'x+c'

3, Linear Motion: Equation

of motion; uniform lin-aar motion; the Algebraic value of velocity; uniformly,

accelerating'linedi motion; equation of motion; the instant Algebraic vanie

of velocitY. C. TRIGONOMETRY. 1, Trigonometric Arcs and Angles: Trigono-

metric functiona' (sine, coSine, tangent, cotangent); periodicity; relationships

among trigonometric functions of the.same angle; functions of negative angles;

functions of angles inall.quadrants in terms of thOse in the first quadrant;
_,

exact value for trigonometric functions of some special angles, equations:

:sinx = sin a, cos x = coa a, tan x = tan a. 2. Addition of Vectors:/,

Projection of the addition vector on a definite axis; addition formulas for'

trigonometric functions; half-angle formulas for'trigonometric functions; sum,

diffen-mce, and product of trigonometric functions, 3. Use of the Trigonometric

and Logarithmic:Tables: Equalities and inequalities in trigonometry (focus on
,

thersolution and discussion of the equation: a cos X + b cos x = c); the

functions sin x, cos x, tan x, and cotan.x; derivativeS and graphs of these
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vfunctions; derivatives of the functions sin (ax+b) and cos.(ax+b); the period

, of a periodic function; variation.of several simple trigonometric functions.

UNTURAL SCIENCES (3 hrs a wk: 2 hrs lecture; 1 hr lab) [For Experimental Science Major (A)]

A. CLASS WORK (2 hrs a wk), 1. Generalities of Botany: General structure

of a flowering plant--descrir-ion of a plant having roots, ste. , leaves,

flowers, fruits, and teeds; corn; )si LG. Lhe physical properties

of protoplasm; plant cell--structure, physiology; cell nucleus.--DNA and RNA

and synthesis of proteins; cell division; plant tissues; roots, stem, arid-%

leaves--parts of roots, stem, and leaves, primary structure, secondary struc-

%ture, growth;(roots and stem). 2. Plant Nutrition: Autotrophs=-growth

hormone and phototropic growth, absorption of-water and inorganic:salts,

metabolism of nitrogen_compounds (not including itscycle), circulation of

xylem sap (active transport),'assimilation of carbon dioxide (photosynthesis).

[Experiments proving the assiMilation of chlorophyll.; chlorophyll intake,/

function; outcome of chlorophyll intake; the contemporary, theory .of the
0 .

chlorophyll assimilation,1 3. Synthesis of.protein and. LiPid:. The circu-

laton bf phloem sap; Plant respiration... [Experiments proving.respiratIon

(of a plant and a t.i-..-ssue); intensity of respiration;-guotient of respiration;

outcome of respiration.1 '4. Anaerobic LifeFermentatibm. -Plants' food--
-

synthetic method; Survey on plants''foodi- principles; knop and sachs media;

summary on plant's' food,. -5.- ApEdication in Agripulture: Heterotrophs--

definition; P redati:c plants; parasitic plants;,:symbiotic plants; summary o
-

Plant nutritiOn; changes made by nitrogen and carbon in naturenitrogen'

cycle, carbon cycle, 6. 'Vegetation and Its Media: General study on ecology;

%relationship_between soil and plantscharacteristics cf,soil, influence .of
J.

vegetltion on plants and vice versa; influence of climate on vegetation;
12.

interaction between different kinds of plantt"competition (self-prdtection

against climate), interdependence and mutualitm; generalities of the plapt

kingdom--distribution of biomes.; evolution of certain biotic coMmunitics.

.7. Reproduction: Asexual reproductiOn; sexual reproduction 'of *Igiosperms=.:-

morpholdgy of a flower-with all' parts; anatomyjofstamen, pistilv fertilization"

pollination, germination of pollen'grains, union of gametes; fruitsdevelopment

of a, fruit,.biology of fruits, -kinds.of fruits;,seeds-se-ed formation, kinds of

seeds, germination. 8. Pasteur'soContribution: Bactekia (gtneral study only);'

2.12
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fermentation. B. LAB WORK (1 hr a wk). Each student has a notebook to take
0

notes and make drawings. Lesseon 1: A flowering plant with roots, stem, .

. leaVes, flowers; fruits and seeds; each.student brings one of such plants to

class; after class, they draw all parts of the plant in the notebook. Lesson

2: Dehydration reaction of Fehling so'utio:, on glucDse; L.:olor reactions of

protein-. Lesson 3: (, ., tissue (if miscroscope is available, the students

observe the onion skin cell, leaves, and different tissues). Lesson 4: -Roots-
,

stem, and leaves; in regards to formsthe students make a collectibn of

different kinds of roots, trunks, and leaves, how to press.and dry them; on

structur--if microscope is available, the students- observe the cross-sectioned_

samples. Lesson 5: Experiments to show that.the.root is the organ that

absorb6 water and inorgamtc salts. -Lesson 6: Experiments to show, the assimi-

lation of chlorophyll of green Plants, 'Lesson 7: How to extract chlorophyll--

chromatography. Lesson 8: Observation of flowers,..fruits and seeds; draw

them in the notebook.

. NATURAL SCIENCES (1 hx,a wk) [For Mathematics Major (B)]

A. GENERALITIES OF BOTANY. Part 11 Description of a flowering plant having

roots, stem, leavps, flowers, fruits and seeds; plant cell; pdant tissues;

rOots, stem, leaves (cotyledons), monocots, and dicots; parts.of a root, a

stem, a.leaf; pimary structure;_aecondary itructure--roptandtrunk of a

dicotyledon. Part 2: Plant nutrition; metabolismof nitrogen CoMpOunds;

circulation of upward sap (active trandport); the assimilation of chlorophyll.;

plant respiration; fermentation; circulation of outward' sap,(diffusion)..

Part 3: Sexual reproduction of an angiosperm; description.of a flower (with

all reProduction organs.), structure of stamens and pistils, fertilization.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs.a wk)

ReView all activities in the former grades; organize competitive matches

between ClasgeS; first-aid training.
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Second Cycle

llth Grade: Modern Literatur -Thr kSeetir c) an C sical Litera e Major (Section D)

-
Subjects

.

. .

-

MODERN LITERATURE (C)
.

Number of turs Per Week

CLASSICAL LITERATURE (D)

Number of Hours Per Week

. .

Vietnamese
,.

,History

- Gebgraphy :''.,,- .,.,-

-,,

-.CiVic Education
_-

' -Philosophy

First'Foreign Languages

- Second Foreign Languges

Classical Languages
_ -,

0 .

Physics .-

Chemistry
.Mathematics

)

Natural Sciences
4 ..'

,r

Physical Education.

Total. .

_

.

5

2

1

2
.

0

6
-7
- r:,

O.

i

)i -..

1

1 .

'3 .

,

.28 hours.
.

5

'2

1

2

0

.
. - 6.

0

6

i

_
.. 1

1

, 3

28.hours
.

.

,

.

.

-

VIETNAMESE (5 hrs a'wk)

A. LITEHATURE. 1- .FormS Of Literature: From Nguyin Du to:1945; review HAt

Dtking Luaform of Poetry; modern Poetry. _2. .Study Excerpts of: Nguyen

Cong Tr;f; Cao B:AQuat; Mguygn Dinh Chilgu; Chu Manh Trinh;,Nguian Khuign; TraC:

Te' xlidng; Staff of Ding Dtióng Tap Chl (Phan:a Binh); NaM Phong Magazine-Staff
-- -7 m(Pham QUynh, NguYen_Trong Thu4); Nguyen K ihac Heu (prose); T4 L4C VgnA)oan-

groupsCNOkt'Linh (his WOrk: Doan Tuy;t), KhAi thing (Naa Cht&gXuSn)_, 'Hoang:

bao (Mddi Dieu Ta'all Nqm). B. EXERCISES. Student's oral presentation of

the works written by the authors Mentioned in the literature program toll,help'

the students learn how to express themselves naturally and-clearly. 2. Essays:,

214 .
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Analyse ..nd discuss literatur topics; how to write an outline And to organize

different parts of the essay.

HISTORY (2 hrs a wk)

A. VIETNAMESE 'HISTORY (from 1802 to 1884). 1. The Nguyin Dyirsly: General

history from King Gia Long to King Td Cdo; administration-rgovernment organ1-

.zation, law, defense organization, economids and finance, cultural:and -social

situations, religiousTersecution; foreign relations--with China and other

neighboring countries, with Western countries; the Vietnamese society in the

14th century--social structure-, ways of living, modernization campaign.

2. The French Invasion: The French attack of Di bang; the 16ss of the three

Eastern provinces of South Vi4t-Nami treaty of 1862'; the lossa of.the three

Western provinces of South Vi4t-Nam; the.first FrenCh attack-of North Viet-
.

Nam; the Frenchattack of Thuan Hoa; the treaties of 1883-1884; the Frencha-;

Chinese conflict in North Viet-Nam. B. WORLD HISTORY (from the end of the

18th Century to 1914): 1. The U.S.A.: From the campaign for independence

to 1914. 2. England: Theprogress of:the parliamentary regime, 3. The

Industrial ReVolution. 4. The European revolution'in the second half of the:

,18th century. 5. The colony expansion ofthe Western countries (Europe)..

6. China and the colonialists' invasion: _Te'n H6i RevolAtion. 7.. ZaR.an:

Minh Tr4. Era.- 8. The Far-East'countries facing the cOlOnialists' invasion:

(Burma, Thailand, Laos, Cambodi, Malaysia, Philippines, Indonesia).

'GEOGRAPHY .(1-hr a wk)

A. PHYSICAL.GEOGRAPHY. 1. General view.of Vi'it7Nam: Location, shape, and

area of Viet-Nami its boundaries (natural and,legaI). 2. Physical ASpects:

.The terrain--mountain and highland, delta, coast-and sea bottom; climate-,.
_ .

- the climatic:areas;-hydrology and odeanogrephi--river,: pond andflake,-ocean

.water and its moVement, animais:and;vegetatiOn under sear distribution of

animals and vegetation. B.- HUMAN GEOGRAPHY, l. Population of Viet-Namr f

,tthnography--ethnic grodps, languages,,religions,-customs; changes in Population

enumerationr migration; tiopulation distribucion--in'the Country; in the city;

forms of habitation (in the country, in thecity). .2: Political Ge6graphy: .
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Political regime in Vi4!t-Nam; central and local adminiatration. 3. EconoMic

Geography: Agricultural activities (farming, husbandry, fishery); arts and .

crafts) industry; communication, trade.

4'

.cIVIC EDUCATION (2 hrs a wk)

A. BASIC ECONOMICS. 1. Batic Concept: 13efinitioru objectivep usefulness.

2. Economic'Policy: Free ;economic policyits start, support argument and
_

policy,'how to carry it out, itsCOnsequences; the study of rigid and

flexible economic policiesarguients for.'and againtt each policy, how to'

-carry them out; their conquences.- 3. Factort of .Production: Natural

resources, capital, labor, technique; outline of prOductiOn factori in 144-
,Nam; production and trade agencies--private enterprisedefinition, classifi-
'catidn, Merging of companies; condition of private enterprises in Viet-Nam:

publiC corporationsdefinition., classifiCation; condition of public;corpo---

r.ations in Vi4t7Nam; cooperatives-condition of cobperatives in V.16t7Nam.

-4,.:}ioney: Generalities on monetary system in Vitt-Namdefinition, brief,

histOry of 'evolution; gold and silver coihs; paper money (issue procedure,.

depreciation). 5. Credits.and Banks: Creditsdefinition, kinds,
role;.,summary on Credits in Vigt-Nal; banksdefinition"Of maintransaction,
central banks, commercial banks.

. .

FIRST FOREIGN LANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. 1. Text Study and Literature: .Text-!--Great Britain's political,
-

social, cultural and economic aspects; Literature-rsummary of Great Britain's

literature of the 19th and 20th centeries [the student makes a report in VieY

namese; summary and questions will be made in English]: outside reading7-

encourage students to read.a simplified version of'an author in the literature

program. 2. GraMmar: Review and gain fuiher grammatical knowledge_acquired
in previous years.. 3. Assignments: Same.as in 10th Grade for Literature Major.
B. FRENCH. French Culture (2 hrs a Wk). 2. French Literattre4 .19th

centuryOncludinl.Chateatbriand; Lamartine; Victor Hugo; deorge Sand.

3.-Giammar: Follow, the,ordet-in Cours de Langile de. Civilization-Frang4se,
7Lesscns 51-70. 4. ..Written Assignments: Text study; translation; essays on-

-

common topic (aescription, narration, letter writing).

216'1
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SECOND FOREIGN LANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk) (For Modern Literature Major (C) only]

A. ENGLISH. English for Today, Book II. B. FRENCH. 1.. Vocabulary,

Conversation, Reading, Dictation, Grammar, Recitation from Cours de Langue

de Civilization Frilmaise by Mauger, Book I, Lessons 36-65. 2. Written

. Assignments: Answer questions in the readings and dictations; answer questions
k,

related to the same topic; make sentences according to the teacher's examples.

4

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk) ( For Classical Literature Majok (D) only)

A. SINO-VIETNAMESE. 1. Text Study hrs a wk): Modern Vietnamese:

classical prose and poetry of China and Viet-Nam, which have been'translated

,into Vietnames.3:. 2. Literature (1.pr a wk): Make a brief.study of the

authors when the students study their texts. 3. Vocabulary (1 hr a wk):

Idionis; expressions; references in he text§ to be studied. 4. Grammar

(1 hr a wk): Syntax; prosody; disCuss poetrV formsloriefly. 5. Assignments

(1 hr a wk): Translate from Sino-Viethamese to Vietnamese'(Dong Chu Liet Quoc);

learn to use the dictionary. B. LATIN. 1. Complete study of morphology;
b structure of a compound.sentence. .2. sVocabu1arx: Mutation and'structure of.

words. 3. Exercises: Text Study'', translation of authors--Corneluis Nepoa:

Miltiadese Hannibal,.Epaminondas; Caesar:. De BellO,Gallico.

PHYSICS hr a wk)

-
A. OPTICS. 1. Linear Propagation. of Light: Light reflection;, plane mirrors;

statement of Descartes-Snell law; light refraction; statement of Descartes-
,

Snell lawsrdefinition of rekative and abSOlute indices of refraction; diffrac-

tion of light by prism. 2. Thin-Lens,: -Definition and classification

(converging lens and diverging lens); converging lens--ray treatment, focal ,

point,'focal length, iMaging (oMitting fOrMulas); the_ principles.of a magnifier..

B*ELECTRT^ITY.. 1. Atomic Structure: Electrons, nuclei (omitting the.nuclear

structure);. ionF!.electric current. 2. Geherators: Electromagnetic force;

motors; potential difference. C. MAGNETISM 1. Natural Magnets and Man-Made
rep

Magnets: Poles;qualitative difinition Of magnetic field; existence of the

Earth's magnetic field; magnetic field of an electric current; Oerstedt experiment.
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CHEMISTRY (4hr a wk)

SUMMARY. Introduction to oxidizers and,de-oxidizers; review on comMon-

processes in,metallurgy; common metals--zinc,,iron, oast iron, steel, aluminium,

copper, lead (RhYsica; and mechnical properties of. only zinc, iron, aluminium

and copper are discussed).

.MATHEMATICS (1 hr a wk)

A. SPACE GEOMETRY. 1. Lines and Planes and Their.Determination: Cross-ratiosC
parallelism of a line and a plane; perpendicularity, of.a lihe and a plane; line1

,

-segment, perpendicular and oblique; angle of two intersecting planes;Lperpendir

cular planesv definitions of'angles'of trihedral and polyhedral cones; definitions

Of reflectionS (in a point, a fine, and a plane); definitiOns of center, exiS;

--ahd plane'ef inflections: definitiors Of ParaAelpipeds, polyhedrei cylindert

and tiones, circular cylinders and cones; periphericaleareae and-yolumeS.(Without

..proofs);:definition of spher.'eS; intertectiOn'of a sphereand aq)lahel'tangeht '
lines; contact planes; surfaceoarea and volume of a sphere (no;proof).

B. ANALYSIS. 1. General Eipation of Second Degree with011yalliguls:'
-

ConditionyfOr the existence of roots;'evaluation:of,roots; sum:and prodUct of.

'roots; sign of roots. :2. Variation Of polynomials of second degreewith

conZtant.coefficients; graphs.

:NATURAL SCIENCES (1.hr a wk)''''

GENERALITIES OF BOTANY. Part 1:, Deecription of a7.lowering plant having roots,

stem, leaves, flowers, fruits.and teeds; plant cell; plant ttissuesvroot,
-

stem, leaves (cotyledons), monocots and digots--parts of a root, a stem,:a

leaf; primary structure; secondary struCtUre,--rOot ahd trunk of'a.ydipotYledon.

Part 2: Plant nut.rition;.metaboliSM of nitroqen cOmpounda;.4rculation of uPward

(active transport); the.assimilation'Of chloroPhylls, plant respiration;

fermentation; circulation. of;Outward.sap /diffusiOn)... Part-3: Sexual reproduction

of.an angiosperidescription of-a flower (With-all rePrOduction organs);

structure, of stamens and pistils;ifertilization.

-218
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pHYSICAL ED0CATTON ( 3. hrs a wk)

. 1

;." Review all activ ties in the former grades; Org.nize competitive matches
i -

between classes; first-aid training.

1
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Second Cycle

12th Grade: Experimental Science Major (Section A) and Mathematic Major (Section B)

Subjects
EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE (A)

NuMber of.Hours Per Week

MATHE'ATICS (B)

Number of Hours Per Week

.

.

Vietnamese 0 0

History 1-14
.

1-1

Geography 1-1 1-1,

Civic EdUcation 1 1

.Philosophy 4 3

First Foreign Languages 3 3

Second Foreign Languages 3 3

Classical Language's 0 0
_ .

Physics 5 5

Chemistry 2 2

Mathematics 5
,

,

Natural Sciences 4 1

Physical Education._ 3 .

3

Total 33 hoUrs 33 hours'

f.;

HISTORY (1-AOrs a wk): 'Same as Modern Literature Major.

GEOGRAPHY (1-4hrs a wk): Same as Modern Literature. Major.

CIVIC EDUCATION (1,hr a wk): Same as. Modern Literature Major.

pHILOSOPHY [3 hrs a wk for Mathematics Majorj 4 hrs a wk for Experimental Science Major]

A.. PSYCHOLOGY. Same as Modern Literature Major except--abstraction and genera-
lization; use of symbols; language and ideas; judgment and reasoning; will; feeling;
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reason; freedom. B. LOGIC. Same as Modern Literature Major except7-some

examples about the contemporary theories in Physics, Chemistry; and Biology.

C. ETHICS. Same as Modern Literature Major.

FIRST FOREIGN LANGUAGES (3 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. Same as Modern Literature Major but in less detail; texts

concentrate on scientific terms; literature. B. FRENCH. Same as Modern

Literature Major.

SECOND FOREIGN LANGUAGES (3 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. English for Today, Book III. B. FRENdH. 1. Vocabulary,
-

Conversation, Reading, Recitation, Grammar, Dictation from Cours de Langue

de Civilisation Franaise, Book II., Lessons 1-36. 2. Assignment: Answer

questions based on the reading and dictation; answer consecutive.questions

related to the same topic; build sentences-according to a given pattern;

translate short texts.

PHYSICS (5 hrs a wk)
C

A. KINETICS AND DYNAMiCS. -1. Errors and Probability: Approximate formula; -

free fall in vacuum; a hanging bob; Newton's tube; motion-photography. 2. The

Fundamental Law of Kinetics (without proofs): Mass; weights; a syStem of mass

, points; external and internal.forcesvcenterof mass--position determination

. of center of mass; theorem on center of mass. 3. -Application to Translational

Motion: Tension; uniform circular motion (spherical pendulum, motion of a car

at a curve, sattelite, oscillation of a Mass-spring system); three-demensional.,

motion of a particle in vacuum; rotiAion of a rigid body about an axis; fundament*

equation of kinetics for the rotational motion of a rigid.body; inertial motion,i

statement of Huyghens' theorem; sinusoidal motion; rcitatiorr"-o-f-a-torsiona-1----
(V

pendulum. 4. Kinet:c Ener9y: Definition and theorems; applicatiOns--sliding

or rolling without s.i.iding on an inclined surfaCe; relativistic formulas

related to kinetic energy. .5. Potential Energy: Potential energy of gravi-

tational field; potential energy of elastic forces; mechanical energy--

2 2 1
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conservation of mechanical energy. 6. Compound Pendulum: Theoretical

consideration of small oscillations--formula to find period; simple pendulum--

formula to find the period equivalent to that of the compound pendulum

(e'v-Auding reversible pendulum). 7. Momentum: Convervation theorem;

principles of-rockets. 8. Air Friction: Final velocity; applications--

airplahes; parachutes; definition of the velocity unit Mach; convertibility

of heat and work; energy unitscalorie, Joule. 9. Heat Engine: Principles

of 4-stroke engine; principles of 2-stroke engine; virtual power; real power;

real (or industrial) efficiency and heat efficiency; Carnot principle-and

theorem; maximum heat efficiency; principles of a refrigerator. 10. Forms

and Transformations of Energy (mechanical energy, heat, electricity, radiation,

chemical energy): Conservation of energy; Einstein equation.- B. PERIODIC

'MOTIONS. 1. Definition of a Periodic Motion: Period, frequency; Fourier

thebrem; methods of observation. 2. Propagation of a Pulse: Horizontal and

vertical motion; velocity of propagation; propagation of a sinusoidal wave;

wave length and equation of motion; Fresnel principle of superposition Of 2

sinusoidal waves of identical period.moving in the same direction; interference--

theoretical and exPerimental discussion on wave magnitude. 3: Reflection of
Waves: Standing waves;' assumptions on wave motion; velocity (excluding the

method of measurement); wave length; ultraviolet and infrared light--definition

and properties; Young's, experiment on interference of monochromatic light by

two slits. C. ELECTRICITY. 1: Electromagnetic Induction: Lorenz la,e;
_

induced'emf; self-induction; induction unit--Henry. 2 Principles of a.Plate

Capacitor: Capacitance--definition,unit--(Farad).; formula to determine

capacitance of a plate capacitor; stored energy (without proof); capacitors

in series and in parallelv plate capacitor box of variable capacitance;

electric field between the two plates. 3. Definition of an Alternate Current:

Generation of an alternate current; properties (experimental approach);

efficient current; efticient potential; effects of induction and capacitance

on circuits; evaluation of total reactance of a.circuit (using Fresnel diagram)

excluding the cases where there are emf and motors or where a parallel circuit

is involved; average power; power coefficient. 4. ,Principles of a Transfotmer.:

Formulas (without proof); application to energy transportation; properties of-

eleCtromagnetic waves. D. NUCLEAR PHYSICS. 1. Electronic Radiation': 'Thermal

radiation (diodeS, triodes); photoelecttic effect; photons; electron beam; ,

cathode rays; ionization; cathode ray ocilloscope; x-rays;.natural, radiation;

electromagnetic waves in sumy; partiCle and wave nature.
.°0
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CHEMISTRY (2 hrs a wk)

A. GENERAL CHEMISTRY. Compounds and mixtures; elethents; the atomic theory

(excluding the fundamental laws of Proust, Dalton, Richter, Gay-Lussac); symbol

and atomic weight of an element; formula and molecular weight of a cotpoundv

nomenclature of compoUndsL atomic number; gram-atomic weight; gram-molecular

weight: Avogadro number; physical law on molecular weight--Avogadro-ampere

law; Raoul law; the concept of valency. B. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. 1. Intro

duction: Definition of an organic compound; qualitative analysis; quantitative

analysis; molecular formulas of organiccompounds; synthesization of'organic

compounds; chemistry radicals; functional groups. 2.. Methane: Saturated

hydrocarbons; alkane radical; functional group.; petroleum. 3. Ethylene:

Usaturated acethyl hydrocarbons; alkene radical; functional group: 4. Ethyl

Alcohols: -Alcoholic fermentization; alcoholic radical; classification of

primary, secondary, and tertiary alcohols; ethyl aldehyde; aldehyde radical.

5. Acetone: Acethol radical; aceticacid; acetic fermentization; radical of

,organic acids. 6. .Esterization: Hydrolysis; saponization; fats; fatic acids;

soaps; wax; glycerines; benzene; phenols; anilines.

MATHEMATICS (5 hrs a wk) [For Experimental Science Major (A)i

A. ANALYSIS. 1. Decithal Logarithm: Definition y =.1og X4V-0

lcgarithm of a produtt, a quotient, a power function and functions of fractional
,r

powers; use of logarithmic table; logarithms and antilogarithms; laws of

logarithms; application to numerical evaluation and to solution of equation
. _

reducible to a .second order; equation. 2. Trigonometric Functions (argumentp
sinexprefbsed in terms of _radians): Limit of x
-- .as x -40.0; derivatives of

x
sin x, cos x, sin (ax+b) and cos (ax+b)i determination of period and graph of

the functions y = s* (ax+b) ; y = cos (ax+b). 3. Integration: Definition:

Integral of a sum; integral of a function.of knowm integral multiPlied by a

constant; integrals of x" , u'u" (n is a' rationalr,numbjr ott;er*than -1);
. _, ,,,

sin (ax+b) and cos (ax+b), excluding the methods of.integration by parts and
_

by Change Of variables; evaluation of the area under a curve and between twO

curves.(without proofs).* 4. Vectors:. Definition; frde and bound vectors;
,.,

zero vectors; translational vectors; axes; unit vectors; ratio of two parallel
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vectors; Algebraic value of a vector projected on an axis; Chasles formula;

additiom of vectors; projection of vectors or an axis; definitions and

properties. 5. Plane Coordinates: 'Orthogonal coordinates; coordinates of

a point; components and norm of a vector; equation for a circle. 6. Vector

Functions of One-Variable (defined-by its two components with respect to an

orthogonal coordinate system): Vector diffementiation; definition, components

of the derivative vector; direction and Algebraic value of the derivative

-vector; formulasi,of vector differentiation. B. KINETICS. 1. Introduction
to Motion: Description-of motion by.orbital equation and time; dependent

equation; diagram of the orbit of motion.projected on the abscissa; description

of motion by a vector function; parametric equations of mr.,tion; Descartes

equation of orbit. 2. Velocity Vector: V41ocity vector defined as the first

derivative vector; given time-dependent equations arAorbital equation, determine
-velocitY vector. 3. Acceleration Vector: Acceleration vector defined as the

derivative vector; motion of uniform acceleration and deceleration. (Do not

discucs normal or tangent components of acceleration vector.1 4. Linear Motion:
, Direction of motidn; motion of uniform acceleration and deceleration; diagram'

of motion in the abscissal uniform linear motion. 5. Uniform Circular Motion:

Time-dependent equation-and orbital equal-ionvelocity and angular velocity;

*parametric equations; velpcity vector and acceleration vector. 6. Binusoidal
Linear Motion: Sinusoidal linear motion with time-dependent equation of the
form: x = a.cos (wt-41; reduction of equatiOm x = a cos Owt4-44+b cos (wt14).

ADo not discuss Fresnel's graphical method.) C. BETS - PROBABILI* - STATISTICS.
1. Sets: Basic concepts; null S'et; Subset; complementary; intersection; union:

difference; product set; meaning of the syMbolF )f , I; groups;
permutations; Newton's equality; Pascal's inequality. 2. Probability: Events;

sample; universe; the concept 'of equal chance; definition of probability in

*terms.of percentage; addition formula; multiplication formula; independence
,-betweentwo events. 4. Descriptive Statistics Arrangement of factstables,

diagrams. (par diagram, line diagram, pie diagram); frequency distribution:

single frequency, class frequency; gtaphs; histogram; frequency curve; frequency.,

polygon; accumulative,frequency; cumulative curve; mean, median, mode;

deviations--meaddeviationv quartile deviation, standard deviation; 1inea5.itfi---

dispersion,curve curve fitting and the method of least squares.
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MATHEMATICS (9 hrs a wk) [For Mathematics Major (13)]

A. ALGEBRA. 1. BPsic Concepts of Mathematical Logic: Definition of a

statement; negation; meaning of the symbols A , V ,

inverse statement; methods of derification--induction, deduction. 2. Sets:

Basic concepts of sets; null set; subset; set of subsets; complementl inter-

section; union; difference; product set; ordered pair; ordered element of n

dimension (uSe N, Z, Q, R as examples). 3. Relation: Definition; properties--

reflection, symmetry, antisymmtry, translation; equivalent relations--equivalent

class, division of a set into equivalent classes; ordered relation. 4. Mapping:.

Definition, diagfam; onto mapping; one-to-one mapping; one-to-one-andonto

mapping; inverse mapping; product of mappings. 5. Internal Laws: Definition;
-

'properties; associativity, commutativity;' identity element; inverse element;
A

reducibie element; distribution of two laws. 6. Basic Structures Group:

Definition; properties; subgroup; ring; field--definition, examples; vector

space--definition of external laws, definition,-examples of vector space.

7. Complex Number: Definition in terms of ordei-ed pairs (x, y); equal; opposite

and conjugate complex numbers; addition, subtraction, multiplication, division

of complex numbers; complex field; the symbol i; complex number expressed in.

'the form z = x+iy; modulus and argument.; tfigonometric form; De Moivre's formula.

B. ANALYSIS. 1. Real Function of a Variable: A real tunctiOn defined as a

mapping in R; inverse function; limit and continuity; graph, graph of an inverse

function"; asymtotes--definition, how to find it. 2. Derivativs: Derivative

of a function .and its inverse; differentials--definition, geometric description..

3. Integral: Definition; symbol of an indefinite integral; integral of a sum;

integral of a product of a.constant and a function cf known integral,(the.function

is of the form xn, u'un where n is a rational number other than -1); integral of

sin .(ax+b) and cos (ax+b). [Do not discuss the methods 'of change of variables

and integration by parts]; geometrical meaning of integral; symbol of a'definite

integral; formulas to evaluate the afea under a curve or between two curves.

4. Neperian Loprithmic Function Log x: Definition; logarithm of a product,

a quotient, a power; limit of Log. x as x-70 and.x--2>A**; the base-e; graphs;,
---derivative-of Log u, integral of u'u-1, 5. Exponential Function ex: Exponehtial

function defined as the inverse function of Log x4 derivative; graph.

6. Differential Equation:. Acceptance of formula to solve the equations

yy too.; yfl fochy . ay; y"+w2y = 6 wit.h f(x) being a simple function
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such as a polynomial with integral coefficients, sin (ax+b); cos (ax+b) and_-
a and w being constants. 7. Vectorial Function of a Variable (defined by its

two comsonents in-a two-dimensional system of coordinates); Vectorial

derivati'..=--definition, components of a vectorial derivative, direction and

Algebraic valUe, of a vectorial derivative; formula to find derivatives.

C. KINETICS. 1. Introduction to Motion: Orbit; description of motion by

orbit; time-dependent equations and diagram of motion on the abscissa; descrip-

tion of motion by a vector function or parametric equations. 2. yelocity
Vector: Instantaneous velocity vector defined as the first,derivative veätor;

determination of velocity vector.given orbit and time-dependent equation.

3.. Acceleration Vector: Instantaneous acceleration vector defined as the

second derivative vector; tangential and normal components of accelerator

Vector; accelerating and decelarating mson. 4.- Simple Motions:. Linear

Motion; circular motion; linear sinusoidal motion; reductIon of equation of

the fsrm x = a cos (wt.-* + b cos (wt+4). D. GEOMETRY/ANALYTICAL 'GEOMETRY.-

1. Vectors: Definition; equal vectors; equivalent vectors; free vectors;."

addition of vectOrS; structural properties of an additional group; vectors--

structural properties.of a vector space; product of the projected component

of a vector by a real number. 2. Directional An les in a Plane: Angles

formed by two axes, or two vectors, or two half. lines; Chasies fOrmula; angle ....

formed by two lines; middle line; inscribing angles; locus of points substanding

a fixed segment under a given directional angle; inscribing tetrahedron; simson41,

line; angle of two curves; propenies of an angle of two'circles. 3. Cartesian

Coordinates: System of coordinates; coordinates of a point; components and

norm of a vector; scalar product of two vectors; definition, properties; change

of coordinates under a translation and a rotation. 4. Straight Line (in
_

orttiogonal coordinates): Equation ax+bx+c = 0; x coif + y sinf + p = 0:

directional cosines; directional parameters; angle formed Sy two straight lines;

distance of a point from a line; equation Of a line; a middle-line-of the angle

.formed by two lines. 5. Circles: Geometrical consideration; power of a pcint

with respect to a circle; radical axis; radical center; power difference;

orthogonal circles; pencil of circles--definitions, classification;.dönjugate

pencils; directrix of a point-with respect to two lines and to a circle; analy-

tical.consideration (orthogonal coordinates in z plane);. equation of a.circle;

'...equation of a tangent to,a circle; Analytical expression of power; application.

6. Conics:. Geometrical consideration--definitions; parabola determined by a
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focal point and directrix; ellipse and hyperbola determined by two focal

points; locus of- centers of circles passing a fixed point and tangent .:c) a

line or another circle; symmetry; tangent at a.fixed pointexistence And,

properties; analytical consideration (orthogonal condinates in a, plane)--

equation of parabolas defined by the axes of reflection and the tangent at

the peak; equations of hyperbolas and ellipse defined)Dy two axes of reflection;

equation'of asyntotes to a hyperbola; laws of points, whose ratio of distance

from a point and a line is a constant; locus of points, the coordinates of

which satisfy Ax 2
+ 2Bxy + Cy2+ 2Dx + 2Ey + F = 0 (which:can be reduced to a

simplified form by change of axes). D. POINT TRANSFORMATIONS IN A PLANE.

1. Introduction to-Point Transformations: Definition as a mapping in the R
2

space; identity transformation; preservation of shapes; inverse transformation;
-

invertibility; prodlct of transformations; group of transformations.

2. Isometries: Isometry--definition of isometries;.definition and determination

of isometry; translationsdefinition, properties, transforMations of lines and

circles, product bf'translations, groups of translations; rotationsdefinition,

'properties, transformations of lines and- circles. 3. Anti-isometrie: Defi-

nition of anti-isometries; definition of a reflection in a line; prOduct of 2

reflections. 4. Similitudes: Similarity--definition, propefties, product of

two similarities; group of'translational similarities, transformations of lines

and circles; congruent transformationsdefinition, properties, transformations

of lines.and circles. 5. InVersions: Definition; properties; preservation

of angles; product of two co-central inversions; transformations of lines and

Circles. 6.. Transformations in a Complex Plane: z' = az+b (a and b are

complex numbers); z'_= - (k is a real constant); definitions; relationships
z

'betweenitypes of transformations.

NATURAL SCIENCES(4 hrs a wk; 3 hrs lecture, l'hr lab) [For Experimental Science Major (A)]

A. LECTURE.- 1. Animal Anatomy and physiology: .General Studies--general

morphology of a mammal (using white mouse); animal.cellstructure and physiology

(emphasizing the DNA and RNA in the n'acleuS); animal main tissues. 2. The

Function Of Coordination: Bones7-structure, chemical composition, calcificat_

and growth, joints; muscular system--kinds of muscles, forms, Structures,

properties, experimental research on muscle contraction (not the chemical
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reaction of muscle contraction), muscle energy; the nervouszsysteft--nerves

tissue, neuron; the derebro-spinal nervous systemanatomy and physiology of

the main parts Inot the origin and development of the cerebrar-spinal nervous

systelL, hut the sensory and motor pathwayS of the cerebellum and the.cerebro-

spinal nerve); the vegetative nervous system--sympathetic and parasympathetic;

the senses--the eye, sight. 3.. The Nutritive Function: Digestion7food

(including vitamins); enzymes--general outlines about the d'gestiveitube (do

not go into its structure); digestive glands--physiology of digestion (not

including the extraction of the digestive juice); absorption of the chylev

circuLation--blood and blood groups; anatomy of the circulatory 'system--the

heart and blood veEsels (general study only);'physiology og bloo". Circulation;'

lymphcompoSition, function,- circulation; respiration--anatomy of the respi-

ratory system; mechanic, physical, chemical phenomena of the respiratory system;

cellular respiration (without mentioning lung Capacity, the regulation of

respiration, theories-on cellular respiration and asphyxia); body temperature--

regulation, ,of body temperature; function of the liver. 4. Regulation of

Different Organs Functions: Endocrine glands and hormones--thyroid and-

pIrathyroid glands; endocrine; pancreas; adrenals; ovaries and'testes; pituitary

gland; action of the homones; regulation of the nervous system and the hormones.

6. -Animal Physiology: 'MamMal's reproductive organs--generalities about the

reproductive organs; gamchogenesis (reduction of chxomoSome):; fertilization;

sex-determination; heredity--experimental research about hybridization; mono-

and dihybridization, Mendel's Laws; man's heredity (explain heredity in terms

of chromosomes, color blindness as an example). R. LABORATORY WORK. Qissect
-

a mouse for general observation of the organs; observation of the animal cell;

bone study (make a longitudinal and transversal section of a fresh cow bone);

observation of the muscles of a frog; study of the frog muscles' elasticity and

contraction; study of a pig's brain; testing the frog's reflex movements; study

of the eyes, anatomy of cow's eyes; observation of the blood cells (red and

white blood'cells) of a frog and of man; observation of a capillary in the

membrane of a frog's leg or at the tail of a gold fish; observation of the shape

of a pig's heart; dissection.

NATURAL SCIENCES (1 hr a wk) [For MatheMatics Major. (B)]

A. ANIMAL ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. lA Generalities: General structure of a ,

mammal (use a mouse as an 'example): arlimal cell- -composition, structure,
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physiology; principal tissues Of an animal. 2. Function of Coordination:

The nervous systemnervous tissues, neurons; cerebro=scinalthe spine, the

medulla, the broin; the eye and sight. 3. The Nutritive Function:, DigeStion

food, enzymes, general outlines of the digestive system, digestion,- the absorp'-'

tion of chyle; bloodcomPosition and function, coagUlation, blood groups.

4.. The Endocrines: Thyroid gland; endocrine; pancreas; pituitary gland.
5. General Outline of Animal Re roduction: Composition and structura of the

reproductive organs; gametogenesis (formation of gametes); fertilization.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs a wk): Same as llth Grade.

2 9
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Second Cycle

12th Grade: Modern Literature Major Section C) and Classical Literature Major (Section D)

Subjects
MODERN LITERATURE (C)

Number of Hours Per Week

CLASSICAL LITERATURE (D)'

Number uf Hours Per Week

Vietnamese

History

Geography

Civic Education

PhiloSdphy

First Foreign Languages.

Second Foreign Languages

Classical Languages

Physics .

Chemistry
_

MathematiCs

Natural Scientei

Physical Education

Total ,

_

0

.

2

1

1 .

9

6

6
,

0

'L

1

1

3

317hours

,

1

,

,

-

0

2

1

1

9

6

0
.

6

ii-

1

1.

3

31 hours

H/STORY (2 hrs a wk)
, .

A. VIETNAMESE HISTORY (from 1884 to the present), 1. The French Domination:

The estapliShment of the French administration-,-administrative
policy, adminis-

trativp ggr4cture (administrative,
legal,.economic, finandial, educational,

security); movements against the French; the Vietnamese,sOciety under the
French domination--inflUence of Western civilization, material and spiritual

,

activities. 2. Vigt-Nam from 1945 to tbe.present. B. CIVILIZATION OF VIET:-
NAM. 1. Brief History of.Its Foundation:-.1,ocal

influende from China,
,

'India, and_the-West. 2. Activities: Political, ecOnomic and social; intel-
,lectual. C. WORLD.HISTORY (from 1914 up tc the present). 1.. China from
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the Tan Hoi Revolution to the present. 2. Japan from after the Minh

Dynasty to the present. 3. India: Gandhi and the national Movement;

independence period. 4. The First World War: Cause and consequence.

5._ Western World Powers between the Two World Wars: Problem5 faced by

England, France, U.S.; the economic depression of 1929; the dictatorial

regimes (CommuriSm in Russia, Nazism in Germany, Tascism in Italy). 6. The

Second World War: Cause and consequences. 7. International Relations Since

1945-TDevelopment of world blocs; Cold War; role of the United Nations.

8. Civilization and Life of Man after 1945: In scientific dnd tecNnicill

fields; in economic, social, cultural, religious fields.

1

GEOGRAPHY (1 hr a wk)

A. GENERALITIES.. 1. Present World. Economic Situation: EconOmic world powers;

world markets. B. ECONOMIC BLOCS. 1. The Capitalist Economic Bloc:. ,The

U.S.; West Germany; Great Britain; Japan. 2. The Socialist Economic Bloc:

The USSR; Red China. 3. The Third Bloc:. -India; Indonesia.

CIVIC EDUCATION (1 hr a wk)

A. THE NATIONAL POLITICAL STRUCTURE. 1. Free Democratic Regimes: Characte-

ristics; different regimes; political partieS. 2.-;-tontemRorary Dictatorial

Re es: ,Causes (political, economic, social); characteristics; forms

(Marxism, Fascism). B. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS. 1. The United Nations:

/ Organization, operation. 2. Regional Organizations: NATO; SEATO; OAS.

PHILOSOPHY (9 hrs a Wk)

A. PSYCHOLOGY. 1. Objectives: Nature of psychological phenomena; relation-

ship between psychological and Physiological phenomena; perception, sensation;

association, memory, imagination, attention; abstraction and generalization,

use of symbols; language and ideas; judgment an reasoning; pleasure and

suffering, emotion, passion; consciousness, subconsciousness, personality;

personalism, instinct, habit, volition, disposition; reason, freedom.

B. LOGIC. 1. Basic Principles of Reasoning:I Ordinary thinking process--
I
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intuition and reasoning; induction and deduction, analysis and synthesis;

science and scientific spirit, science and technique; mathematiesobjectiveS,

basis, method, reasoning, Use; experimental science--facts, hypothesis,

discovery sTid verifying the laws, principles, theory; some examples of

theories in contemporary physics, chemistry, physiology;'socia/ studies--

psychology, history, sociolegy. C. ETHICS. 1. The Question of Ethics:

Ethics and science; conscience--nature and value; duty and right--responsi-

bility; justice and charity; great concepts of EaStern and Western ethics;

ethics and the individual--body and intellect: human dignity--personalism and

community; _ethics and family life--family, marriage, birth; humanism of

Confucianism, benevolence of Buddhism; charity of Christianity. D. GENERAL

PHILosOPHY. 1. Basics: . Theory of cognition, basic principles of igasoning;

truthiphilosophy and science; philosophy and ethies; philosophy and religion;

space and time--materialism; life; spirit; freedom--personali7m_and.values;

God. 2. Philosophy of the East: Generalities on Confucianism, Taoism, Bud-

dhism. 3. Philosophical Works: Each student should read one book on Philo-

sophy of the East, and one book on Philosophy of the West, to be chosen from:

(Phisolophy of the West).Plato: Phedon, Gorgias, the Republic (Phedon, Got-Bias,
. ,

la Republique); Aristotle: Moral at Nicomaque (Morale g Nicomaque); Marc ;Wreak,:
o

Thoughts (pensees); Descartes: Discourse on Method.(piscours de la Methode);

Pascal: Thoughts and Opuscules (Pensees et Opuscules); J.J. Rousseau: Social

Contract (le Contrat Social); C.L. Bernard: Introduction to the Studyof

Experimental Medirine (first part); Bergson: Laughter (Le Rire),-Thought and

Motive (La Pensees et le Mouvant), The Two Sources of Moral and Region (Les

Deux Sources de la Morale et de la Religion); Emmanuel Mounier: Per6onaliSm

(Le Personalisme), Introduction to Existentialism (Introduction aux eXisten-
.

tialismes); Pabriel Marcel: To Se and To Have (Etre et Avoir). (Philosephy

of the East) The Four Letters: Dai Hoc; Trung Dung, Manh Tu, Luan Ngulithics

(Dao Due Kinh), Dharma: Pada, khoa Hu Luc.

FIRST. FOREIGN LANGUAGES (6 hrL; a wk)

P. ENGLISH. 1. Grammar: Review kules; emphasize wriiing'style. 2. Reading

and Literature: Reading--American civilization; literature--brief study et

Amer4.can literature; supplementary reading--one book of each author.- 3. Written
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Assignments: Short presentation in English of topics selected by student's

or by the teacher; essay on common topics; translation. B. FRENCH. 1. French

Civilization (4 hrs): Books--Cours de Langue de Civilisation Franaaise

(French Civilizlation, Mauger), Book III; the following 15 lessons: 1. Taxis,
/

2. Petits Metiers, 3. Parisiens et Provinciaux, 4. dosses du Palais Royal,
5. Prise de la Bastille, 6. A la cite Universitaire, 7. La Tour Eiffel,

8. .Un Grand Magasin, 9. A l'Inprimerie d'un journal la nuit, 10. Quand le
penple fait grave, 11. Le premier voy,' . aerien, 12. Expositions, 13. Au

Cinema, 14., Le Zoo de Vincennes, 15. Aeroports,de'la Banlieue Parisienne.

2.. French Literature (2 hrs) : 19th Century--Vigny, Verlaine; 20th Century--
Saint Exupery, Duhamel,'Co1ette. 3. Written2Assignmentg: Text study; trans-

lation;.essays on common topics (description, narration, letter writing).

SECC FOREIGNLANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk)

A. ENGLISH. English for Today, Book III. B. FRENCH. 1. 'Vocabulary,

Conversation, Reading,'SilentreadIng, Grammar, Dictation from: Cours de-Langue de CiviliSaUon Franiaise by Mauger,, Book,II, Le'ssons 37-70. 2. Written
Assignments: a. First semester: Answer questions based on the reading and the

dictation;, onswer questions relating to the topics studied; build sentences

according to patterns; write a paragraph based on a picture,,a game, or another

paragraph; translate short texts which have been etudied. h. Second semeter:

Write short essays On common topics (descriptions, narration, letter writing).

2 CLASSICAL .LANGUAGES (6 hrs a wk) [For Classical Literature Major (D) only]

A, SING-VIETNAMESE. ,l. Text Study (3 hrs a wk): Excerpts from Confucii,
.

Mencius, other Chinese and Vietnamese authors. 2. Literature (2 hrs a wk):

Teach brie.,y bout thelauthors during the text study period. 3. Assignments
(1 ..hr a wk): Translat:e from Chinese into VietnaMese (Kim'CO'Ki Quan, Truygil

KY Man Luc, Lam Sdn Thuc.Luc, Hoang Le Nhht Th&g Chi). B. LATIN. -1. -Review:_

Grammar; study of poetry rhyme (poetry of 5 and 6 rhymes); general literature.

2. Assignments: Text study; translation. 3. Authors: De SignisDe_Natura.......

Deorum (Cicero); De Conjuratione Catilinae (Salbustius); Aeneidos Lib, 1.11

(Virgilius) .

0.
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PHYSICS (I hr a wk)

1. Free Fall in Vacuum: Zero initial velocity. 2. The Fundamental Law of

Kinetics: Definition of mass; CGS and MKS units of forcevmas's and acceleration.

3. Definition of Energy.: Definition of potential, kinetic, mechanical energy;
er

other forMs of energy--heat, electricity, radiation, chemical. 4. Concerti-

bilitx_of Work and Heat: Convertibility of other forms of energy; law of energy

conservation; energy uhit-=Joule; heat unit--calorie; principles of a .four-stroke

engine. 5.. Puls,.: Propagation of a pulse; proPagation velocity; sinusoidal

motion; P ropagation of a sinusoidal we've; wave length; experimental study of

the super poeition of two waxesinterference; standing waves (only transverse

waves are-discussed in connectioh with a fixed obstacle); Young7eXperiment on
.

light interference by two slits; hypothesis about light waves. 6. Eledtronic

Radiation: ,Photo electric effect;.blank body radiation; cathode rays; properties
1

of X-rays; natural radioactive materials; taike okelectromagnetic radiation;

-nature of particle and wave.

CHEMISTRY hr a wk)

1. Origin of Formative Chemistry: Shortcomings of a planer chemical formula

and the necessity of a tormative chemical formula; some concrete examples on

)formative chemical formulas. '2. Interpretation of Chemical Bond. 61, *ave,.

Mechanics: Atomic shells; molecular shells; simple, doUble; triple bonds--.

propertieS,50xamples; formative structure of a number of simpLe molecules=- _ _ ......
^

thane,-ethylene,acethylene, water. a. Introduction to the ,Historxof Organic

Synthesis,: Man-made and natural compound's; review.of the differences between

mixtures and compounds;.review f atomic theory, covalence; avogadro number;

satUrated hydrocarbons--review on methane; unsaturated hydrocarbonSethylene

nd acethylene; review oh ethyl alcohol, acetic acid, benzene; functional groups

and radicals:

MATHEMATICS (1 hr a wk)

A. ALGEBRA. 1. Basic Concepts of Mathematical Logic: Definition of a

statement; negation; meaning of the symbols; A , ), , , , ;
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introduction to some methods of verification--induction, deduction. 2. Sets:
'Definition and example; basic concepts of sets; null set; subset; complement;
intersection; union. 3. Probability:I Experiment on accidents; the universe;

events; definition of probability in pircentages; simple examples. B. 'STATISTICS.
1. Fre3uancy Distribution:. Table; ta ulAtion of facts. 2: Diagrams: Bars

diagram, line diagram, pie diagram; f quency polygon. 3. Arithmetic:

Definition; themith term; sum of the 7st.n.terms. C. GEOMETRIC SERIES.
1. Definition: The mi:th term; sum of the first n terms; sum of the incinite

;series with the absolute value of being ess than 1. 2. Decimal Logarithm:

Definition; formula to evaluate logarithm of a product, a quotient, a power
of integral exponent. 3. Quadratic FunCt\ion: StUdy of the graph of a

quadratic function with constant coefficiens. [Do not verify the formula to",

find the peak of the (graph.] D. TRIGONOMET Y., Definition of trigonometic
.

function of an angle'; ,r,elationships among various trigonometric functions of
an angle.

NATURAL SCIENCE (1.hr a wk)

ANIMAL ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. 1. Generalities:' General structure of

mammal (use a.mouse as an example); animal cAl--corposition, structure,

.physiology; principal tiSsues of an animal. 2. Function of Coordination:

,The nervous system--nerve tissues, neurons; cerebro-spinal-the spine,.the

medulla, the brain; the eye and sight. 3. The Nutritive FUnction: DigestiOn--

,food, enzymes, general outlines of the digestive system, digeStion, the absorptio

of chyle; blood--composition and function, coagulation, blood,groups. 4. The
Endocrines: Thyroid-gland; endocrine; pancreas; pituitary gland, 5. General
z-

Outline of Animal Reproduction: Composition and structure of the reproductive

organs; gametogenesis,(formation Of gametes); fertilizatiOn.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3 hrs a wk): Same as llth Grade.
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APPENDI D

A SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ESL TEACHING MATERIALS: K-12

I. K-6

A. ESL structure texts.

BUMPASS, Faye L. The New We Learn English. New York: American Book Co., 1968-69.
Five' books, $1.3041.-40 each.

Elementary.

Series in workbook format for primary students. Audio-lingual approach with
limited vocabulary (858) to develop basic language skills. Games and thongs
included, and flash cards available. Teacher editiont for each book. Teacher
manual, about $1.80.

'BUMPASS, Faye L. We Speak English. New York: American Book Co. (Division of
Litton Educational Publishing, Inc.), 1967. Book I, $2.00; Book II, $2.00. Paper-
back.

Upper elementary.
Can be used as a continuation of The New We Learn English, or as beginning

books (material contained in the)giter-elementary series is reviewed in We
Speak English). Teachers' editions available.

GONZALEZ-MENA, Janet. English Experiences. Silver Spring, Md.: Institute of Mod-
ern Languages, 1975. $29.95 for Teacher's Program Guide and 50 spirit masters sets..

Pre-Elementary.

Consists of 50 "experiences" designed primarily to develop cognitive, affec-.
tive, perceptual and motor skills in pre-school and kindergarten children while
teaching English. The program consists of two components: a detailed and com-
prehensiVe book of lesson plans for the teacher and a children's activity book
in spirit DUplicating MaSter form. Designed originally for Spanish-speaking
children, so'some cultural conversion of materials may be necessary.

XERNAN, Doris. Steps to English. New York: McGraw Hill, 1974-76. A & B,
Abont $3.

'7.-6 series.

A & B are pre-reading, I-IV incorporate reading. Teachers' editions, work-
books, cue cards and tape cassettes are available.

MARQUARDT,-William F., Jean H. Miller; and Eleanore Hosman: English Around the
World. Glenview,'Illinois: Scott Foresman, 1970. Pupils' Skills Books (Leveshl
through 6): $1.68-$2.00. Paperback.

Elementary, all levels.
A complete six-level course, very effective if the teacher,reads and-f011ows

the guide. Especially suitable for teachers with no special training-in ESL.
Levels 1 and 2 have recently been revised. Activities books withzslapplemental
tests (levels-1 and 2), practice pad and test book-(level 3),diaplay cards
(levels 1-34, word cards (levels 2 and 3)", record albums (levels 1 and 2),
posters and teachers' guidebooks available.
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B. Supplemental-materials

ALEXANDER, L.G. Look, Listen and Learn: An Integrated Course for Children.
London: Longman, 1968-70. Four books, $3.00 to $4.00 each.

Elementary through intermediate.
A four-stage audio-visual course for beginning students age 9 and above.

Texts, workbooks, structured readers, link readers, film strips, and tapes.
. Seven workbookE, $1.50 to $1.75 each, and eight readers, $0.75 to $1.25 each.

DYKSTRA, Gerald, Project Director. Composition: Guided -- Free. New York:
Columbia Teachers College Press, 1973. Four programs, $1.00 each.

Intermediate.
Not designed as ESL materials, but usable as composition supplement to an

ESL-program for grades 1-6. Composition through practice with model passages.
,Progressive development of writing akills. Four programs, somewhat overlapping,
for students in primary grades. Teacher's manual.

HAUPTMAN, Philip and John Upshur. Fun With English. New York: Macmillan, 1973.
$1.75.

Intermediate.
A supplementary text designed for ages 10 and above, to be used with basic

ESL course at intermediate level. Learning puzzles and games which test vocab-
ulary, reading comprehension. Crossword puzzles, anagrams, word games, "mystery"
stories. Teacher's Answer Key and Guide.

ROBINETT, Ralph F., Paul W.' Bell, and -uline M. Rojas. Miami Linguistic Readers.
'D.C. Heath, 1970., About $.88 per ret.-er. Paperback.

Lower llementary. Two groups of attractive, colorfully illustrated books
graded in difficulty, appealing to students through junior high, az well as the
first and second graders they were designed for. First group (Big Book-I) is
a reading readiness unit. Teacher's manual and Seatwork book available for
each reader; charts for Big-Book I and II, placement tests, and a classroom kit
(including word, phrase and sentence strips, hand puppets and a 12-inch, 33-1/3
record) are also available. Not specifically for ESL, but adaptable.

A. ESL structure texts
1o.

HALL, Eugene J., et al. Orientation in American,English., Silver Spring, Md.:
Institute of Modern Languages, 1971-72. Six student textbooks, $3.00 each. Four
workbooks, $2.00 each. Cassettes for first 4 levels, $45.00 -$55.00 each set.

BegiAng through advanced.
An integrated set of materials -- texts, workbooks, tabes, and graded readers

--.using "Situational Reinforcement" to train-students to assimilate vocabulary
and structure in context of everyday experiences in America. Works towarda
immediate use of English in meaningful cOmmunication. Avoidsintensive drill -
work. Each level requires 80-100 hours of instruction. Teadher's manual avail-
able, but ESL training is desirable.
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MELLGREN, Lars, and Michael Walker'. New Horizons in English: Addison-Wesley.
Student books, about $2.50 each. Paperback.

New series for high school stUdent's and above, to teach elementary and inter-
mediate English. Text is based extensively on two- and four-Color drawings;
which provide material for drills as well as conversation.. Workbook, teach r''s
guide and cassette tapes are available for_each of the six books in the.series
Teacher's guides have detailed note S. for the teacher inexperienced in ESL, and.
suggeStions for experienced teachers also. There are sections in each unit of
the student books which the student can do on his own, or in small groups.

SLAGER, W. R:, Project Director. English For Today, 2nd Ed. New York: McGraw
Hill, 1972. Books I-VI, about $4.50 each. Paperback.

Newly-revised edition of a series which has been used extensively in second-
ary school programs... The six books take the student up,to a full Command of
spoken and written English. Detailed teachers'manuals are available, as is a
set of picture cue cards.for Book I. Writing ii introduced early, and controlled
Composition exercises continue throughout the books.,

WARDHAUGH, Ronald, et al. English for a Changing World. Glenview, Ill.: Scott,
Foresman and Co., 1976. Six levels planned, four levels available now,. $2.34 each.

. Elementary:through advanced.
;

A new comprehensive ESL course in six,levels (first four now, available) for
secondJ-w sChool students and,,yovig-adult0. Carefully sequenced, structured
materials develop comprehensiOn End speaking skills and introducqpreading and
writing at an early stage._ ,Presents informal, natural English in a situational
approach. Detailed annotated teacher's edition, $4.20 each level. Exercise,N
cue books, and cassettes available.

B. Supplemental texts

1. Reading and writing

BODMAN, Jean, and Michael Lanzano. No Hot Water Tonight. New York: Collier Mac-
millan International. $3.95. Paperback.

High school or older. Reader to accompany any beginning text, with structure
carefully controlled. Vocabulary_is more extensive than in most beginning read-
ers; the authors feel that words necessary for survival in cities ought to be
taught whether they.are on,basic word lists or not. The reading material follows
the experiences of a group of people living in a tenement in a big city. Com-
prehension, structure and vocabulary exercises accompany each lesson. _Especially
useful for the teacher withno sf5ecial ESL experience, and can be used by stu-
dents indelbendently,of the teacher. Subject matter includes crucial cultural
material like explanations of retail installment credit agreements', schedules,
etc.

DOTY, Gladys, and Janet Ross. Language and Life in the U.S.A., 3rd ed. New York:
Harper and Row, 1973. Vol. I, .$5.95; Vol. II, $2.95. Paperback:

Vol. I, Communicating in English, contains comprehensiOn, grammar,-pronuncia-
tion and-writing exercises to help-intermediate level students to understand
spoken English and use English in speaking and writing. Useful appendices at
end of book, also tear-out worksheets. .Vol. II, Reading English, contains seven-
teen original readings on various aspects of American life which are exceileA
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for newcomers; each reading is accompanied by word study, reading suggestions,
and exercises. Books are rich in material, both cultural and linguistic, and
can be used in a variety of programs for those who have some knowledge of
English.

JARAMILLO, Barbara L. Conventions in the Mechanics of Writing: A Language .Lab-
oratory Manual for Forei n Students. Pittsburgh: English Language Institute,
University of Pittsburgh, 1971. 3.50.

Thirty lessons in punctuation and the mechanics of writing, for the beginning
or intermediate student. Student listens to a taped lesson, then does a taped
exercise. Tapes and cassettes necessary and available, cost &bout $50 per set.

MATTHEWS, Patricia E. and Sabahat Tura. Practice, Plan and Write, Books I and II.
'New York: American Book Co., 1973. $2.10 per book.

Two separate volumes intended tO form a complete course in writing for ESL
students at the low-intermediate level in high school, carege or adult educa-
tion prbgrams. Model paragraphs are used for imitation, grammatical explanations
in block form.' Exercises provide supplementary oral and/or written practice.
Some attention to punctuation, simple rhetoric. Teacher's guide and key avail-able.

PAULSTON, Christina,and Gerald.Dykstra._ Controlled Com ositiOn in En lish as a
Second:Language. New York: Regents, 1973. 1.95. .

English composition is:taught through a series of structured exercises which
are appropriate for the advanced intermediate to advanced ESL student on the
high school level or above. Model paragraphs are unabridged original English.
Appendix contains list bf rules used,lin the text. Designed to prepare students
for college writing.

PIMSLEUR, Paul and Donald Berger. Encounters: A Basic Reader. New York: 'Har-
court Brace Jovanovich, 1974. $4.50. Paperback.

Collection of simplifiel newspaper articaes originally designed for disad-
.

vantaged students, but useful for students of ESL,. Effective on junior ana
senior high school levels, can also be used in adult education classes. Basic
vocabulary of 1400 words, lots of photographs. Exerci.ses in vocabulary and
structure accompany each article.

2. Pronunciation and conversation

DOBSON, Julia M. and Frank Sedwick. Conversation in English: Points of Departure.
New York: American Book Co., 1975. $3.00. Paperback.

Designed for conversation as well as'oral orwritten composition on the'
high elementary, intermediate or advanced level. Fifty scenes, with artists'
renderings, are grouped arbitrarily and cut across many social strata,'covering
as many everyday situations as possible. Included in each unit are a drawing,
topically related vocabulary list, questions on the drawing, points of depar-
ture for drawing students' Own ideas out, and a list of topics for composition.
The units may be studied in any order, thus offering mpaimum flexibility for
various classroom situations. -
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NILSEN, Don and Allen Pace Nilsen. Pronunciation Contrasts in English. New York:.
Regents, 1971. $2.25. Paperback.

For all levels. Presents pronunciation exercises by problem, dealing with
particular problems (like lack of /b/ - /1// contrast) Est, students are likely
to have. For each problem there are minimal pairs, minimal contrast sentences,
and pronunciation exercises. Each lesson has a list of problem-area language
backgrounds. Useful to teachers of Vietnamese students in that problems common
to, and particular to, Vietnamese speakers can be dealt with specifically.
Useful to the teacher with no special background in phonetics, as there is a
glossary ,f special terminology, charts which show tl-a position of the lips,
tongue, etc., and sound locator charts.

SOUTHEAST ASIAN REGIONAL ENGLISH PROJECT. English For Vietnamese Speakers.
Arlington, Va.: ERIC. Vol. I: Pronunciation.

Concentrates on areas of pronunciation that are especially troublesome for
Vietnamese speakers. For information on ordering, contact ERIC User Services,
Center for Applied Linguistics, 1611 North Kent Streets Arlington, Va. 22209.

3. Vocabulary

BARNARD, Helen. Adyanced English Vocabulary. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1971.
About $4.50 per book.

Series of seyen workbOoks (books 4A and 4B will be published soon) which
teach the second and third thousand most common non-technical English words
used in lectures, geminars, textbooks, newspapers, journals, radio-and tele-
vision. Each workbook contains the vocabulary to be learned and a vocabulary-
completion test (which the student can correct himself). Each new word is
introduced in context and is repeated a minimum of ten times throughout the
workbooks. Series assumes a knowledge of the first thousand words, so is
suitable for intermediate students. Can be used in programs for students of
all ages.

HORNBY, A.S. Oxford Advanced Learner's DictiOnary of Current,D1glish, New Edition.
New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. $8.95. -Hardback.

Universally used and respected'dictionary for ESL students. -50,000 illus-
trative phrases and sentences. \Every aspect of the dictionary is carefully
designed to meet the needs of the ESL student.. A lengthy introduction which
explaihs holito use the dictionary; an extremely practical, useful guide to
pronunciation; appendices of Such aspects of English as irregular verbs,
affixes, and geographical names; and attention throughout to providing contex=
tual information all.combine with other features to make the dictionary the
most useful work available to the s-Ldent.

McCALLUM, George P. 'Idiom Drills: For Students of English as a Second Language.
New York: Crowell, 1970. $2.50.

For intermediate students in high-school and above; Contains a series of
exercises (six units, five lesions in each unit) designed to teach 180 useful
everyday idioms. At-the end of each unit is a reading incorporating the idioms
taug4 in the unit. The idioms are taught through dialogues, substitution
drills and homework.
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AIDS FOR TEACHERS

BURT, Marina L. and Carol Kipersky. The Gooficon: A Repair Mt.nual for English.
Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1972. $4.95. Paperback.

Sampling of ESL student errors arranged according to strucuire, and sugges-
tions as to correcting them. Samples were gathered from students with various
backgrounds.

CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS, Vietnamese Refugee Education Series. -Arlington,
Va.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975.

(1) English-Vietnamese Phfasebook with Useful Word List (for Vietnamese
speakers). A survival phrasebook and mini-dictionary (Vietnamese-English and_
English-Vietnamese), designed to meet the immediate language needs of refugees
upon their resettlement. $3.00. Cassette's available ($13.00).

(2) Vietnamese-English Phrasebook with Useful Word List (for English
speakers). Intended as a guide for Americans to simplified Vietnamese. Easy-
to-follow pseudo-phonetic transcription. One-way (English-Vietnamese) mini-

included. $2.00. Cassette available ($6.00).

(3) A Handbook for Teachers of Vietnamese Students: Hints for Dealing with
Cultural Differences in Schools. Cross-cultural comparisons between Vietnamese
and American school environments. Suggestions to teachers to help reduce
possible culture shock for Vietnamese students. $1.00.

(4) A Selected Annotated Bibliography. for Teadling English to Speakers of
Vietnamese. $1.50.

(5) A Personnel, ResourceS Directory for the Education of Vietnamese Refugees.
Abstracts on available Vietnamese and American educators, including experts
who,can offer technical assistance to school districts. $1.00.

(6) A ColloquiUm on the Vietnamese Language. Presented at the Center for
Applied Linguistics on July 15, 1975. References to contrastive features
between'Vietnemese and English. 45-minute presentation op phonology and symtax;
45-minute quetion and answer peHod. $6.50 for cassette tape and handout.

To order, write to Center for Applied Linguistics (USe series numbers listed.
_above). Center address: 1611 North Kent St., Arlington, VA 22209. Make
checks payable to the Center for Applied Linguistics.

CHASTIAN, Kenneth. Develo in Second Lan ua e Skills: Theor to Piactice. 2nd
ed. Chicago, Ill.:- Rand, 1975. 9.95.

-Discussion of linguistic theory and practical implications. Annotated bib-
liography..

Chicago Board of Education, Department of Curriculum.' Suggested ikctivities for
Non-Enlish Speaking Children: An Approach to Curriculum Development Involving
Bilingual Community Writers. Chicago,-:1970.

Series of curriculum guides developed for classroom teach'er to aid in the
instruction of non-English speaking children. The materials were initially
developed for Spanish speaking children but can be easily adapted to any non-

c. English background by supplying appropriate vocabulary and cultural references.
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DOBSON, Julia M. Effective Techniques for English Conversation Groups. Rowley,
Mass.: Newbury House, 1974. $3.95.

Practical guidance for ESL teacher to help students move from drill to
meaningful oral communication. Contains a variety of proven techniques for
stimulating conversation.

FINOCCHIARO, Mary. English as a Second Language: From Theory to Practice. New
York: Regents, 1974. $3.25. Paperback.

Newly revised practical guide to curriculum planning, lesson Planning, adap-
tation of materials and language testing. Discusses specific techniques for
teaching pronunciation, grammar, reading and writing. ApPendix contains useful
definitions, an extensive bibliography.

LEE, W.R. Language-Teaching Games and Contests. New York: Oxford, 1965. $1.70.

Elementary to intermediate.
'Simple games and activities to.supplement ESL classwork:

PHILLIPS, Nina. Conversational En lish for the Non-2,n lish-S eakin Child. New
York: Columbia Teachers College Press, 1904. 3.50.

:Instructional manual and reference guide for inexperienced ESL teachers.
Offers practical'guidance iW.classroom/tutoring techniques.

4
RIVERS, Wilga M. r_E13_111es:EssEsinjos1.'-neTeachinSeakininMeLa.
Rowley,.Mass.: Newbury House, 1972. Paperback.

Collection of '11 articles written between 1968 and 1972, on various aspects
of foreign-language teaching. indexed by subject for easy reference. Good,
practical articles useful to the language teacher whatever his background.

SAVILLE-TROIKE, Muriel. Foundations for Teaching English as a Second Language.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1976. $6.95. Paperback.

Brand-new disaussion of the linguistic, psychological and cultural aspects
of teaching English as a foreign language. Of special use to the teacher with
no special training in ESL are chapters on survival skills for teachers and
students, the role of ESL in bilingual education, strategies for instruction,
and preparation for teaching.

STEVICK, Earl W. Helping People Learn English A Manual for Teachers of En lish
as a Second Language. Nashvi'le, Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1957. $3.00.

A brief (130-page) guide for the non-professional teacher. It includes
teaching strategies, discussion of. particular grammatical points and includes
useful discussion of sound formation. A very helpful and practical guide for

.
the teacher inexperienced in ESL.

STEVICK, Earl W. Memory, Meaning and Method: Some Psychological Perapectives on'.
Language.Learning. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1976. $5.95. Paperback.

This book,is an examination of some of the psychological dimensions of lan,
guage learning, both in terms of language retention and the inter.-personal
relationships of the classroom situation. Stevick, using a basic transactional
analysis point of view, looks at several teaching/learning-methodologies,
including The Silent Way and Community Language Learning.--,The book, which is
intended primarily for the experience& ESL practitioner, includes a lengthy
bibliography.
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THOMAS, Myra H. et al. Books Related to Adult Basic Education and Teaching English
to Speakers of Other Languages. National Center for Educational Communication
(DHEW/OEY, Washington, D.C., 1970. $.30.

This ls a.two-part bibliography of recently received textbooks and profes-
sional resources in the Educational Materials Center. The bibliop:aphy on adult
basic education lists publications received between September1968 and May 1970
for teaching adults the fiist essential skills of reading, writing, arithmetic,
community living, and citizenship. Only materials.specifIcally developed for
adult basic education are inaluded. Performance levels of materials listed
range from 0 through ,seventh or eighth grade; however, seventh- and eighth-grade'
materials are included only if they are part of a sequential program beginning
within the elementary grade range. Alf materials related to teaching English
to speakers of other languages published in the United States since 1965 and
'received in the Center through 1970 are included in the second part ofthe bib-
liography. Available from Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.. i(#HE 5.213:13039)

THONIS, Eleanor. Teachin Reading to Non-English Speakers. New-York: Colli'er
Macmillan, Inc., 1970. $3.95. Paperback.

Designed for teachers in bicultural/bilingual programs, but the second part
of the:book, which deals with.teaching English as a second Language, is useful

, to teachers of Vietnamese students. Detailed examination of the various ways'
of teaching reading to ESL students, and a practical.guide to the teacher
including suggestions for clasaroom activities.

VALLETE,LRebecca M. Modern Language Testing: A Handbook. New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1967. $1r.95. Paperback.

Especially useful handbook for teachers. Contains principles and procedures
for test-construction, administration and _scoring. Contains sample test items
(from various-languages) and practical suggestions to test language skills,
culture and literature. N-
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GENERAL INE9MATIGN SERIES: Testing English Language Proficiency

This three-part paper consists of A) a bibliography of tests; 0 a biblio-
graphy abdut testing; and C) principles for test construction and admini-
stration. The bibliographies are designed to pre'sent some of the avail-
able testing materials and discussicns of testiug for your consideration.
They are by.no means exhaustive; rather, we have:selected readily avail-
able materials, which, we feel, will be of maximum value to the .classroom
teacher. Thus, we have not included papers of an esoteric or highly
technical nature, nor have we included tests requiring specially trained
administrators or correctors.

While all of the test instruments have been annotated, only one of the
texts, that by David P. Harris, has been. .For the moat part, the title
of the paper adequately indicates the content. However, in the case of
Professor Harris' book, a full annotation was made, largely to acquaint
the reader with the potential of this work.

It should be remembered that, while these tests can be useful as indi-
cators, they should not be given more importance than they have. That
is, the administrators and evaluators of the tests must bear in mind
that an individual's perforMance on any,given test,.taken on any given
day may be very different on another d'ay or with.another test. Use the
test results with discretion.

In addition to the two bibliographies, we,have included a brief ,guide
for the construction and administration of tests. If you decide that ysou
wish to write your own teat, this list should4r6Ve helpful,

A reminder: If your own loCal municipar or university librarydoes not
have the journal or book-in which you are interested, ask the litrarian
if the journal may be obtained through the inter-library loan system.

Inclusion on this bibliography, of course, does not constitute an'endorse-
ment of any item, nor_does it constitute an endorsement of any theoretical .

orientation.

; A
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A: Bibliography of Tests

ASSESSMENT PROGRAM OF EARLY LEARNING LEVELS (APELL)

E.V. Cochran & J.'Shannon
Edcodyne Corporation
Suite 935
I City Boulevard West
Orange, California 92668 (1969)

Grade Range: .Pre K-1

Administer to: Groups

Time: 40 minutes (2 sessions)

Languages: English, Spanish

REMARKS.: A non-verbal test for identifying'educationaldeficiencies at

early childhood levels. The APELL teat yields 16 acores: .4

Pre-Readini (visual & audial discrimination,'letter names &
.

total); 4 Pre-Math (attributes, number cimcepts & facts & total);

7 Language (nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, plurals, pre-.,

positions & total); and 1 Total Score. The Manual gives norms

for Total Score only. It may be admitisteredrany language.

Cost: $35:00 for teaCher's manual, student's manual .and'35 response carda.
9

BOEHM TEST OF BASIC CONCEPTS

\-
A.E. Boehm
Psychological Corporation
304, East 45th St.
New'York, N.Y. 10017 (1969)

Grade Range: K-2

Administer to: Individuals or Small Groups

Time: '30 minutes

Languages: Engllsh, Spanish
-

RERKS: Thials A plcture'test designed to appraise. mastery of basic

concepts commonly found in early childheod instructional.mater-.

ials. These concepts are essential to understanding-Oral coin-

municatinnS from teachers and other.children. .It is designed

as_both a diagncltic and remedial ovteaching instrumenthe,

Boehm identifies tile particular concepts that are unknown to

children for use as the focus Of..instruction

Cost: $6.50 for direetions, key and class recordform .
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CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

E.W. Tiegs & W.W. Clark
CTB/McGraw-Hill
Del Monte Research Par!:
Monterey. Calif. 93940

Grade Range: 1-12

Administer tu: Groups

Time: 1-3 hours

or

GTB/McGraw-Hill
Order Service Center
Mandhester Road
Manchester, Mo. 63011

Languages: English

REMARKS: Designed to measure educational achievement and provide an indi-

vidual analysis.of a child's learning difficulties, the CAT'

consists of three sections: Reading, Arithmetic and Language.

The skills assessed by this baitcry include Reading Vocabulary,

Reading Comprehension, Arithmetic Reasoning, ArithMetic Funda-

mentalS," and Mechanics. of English and Spelling.

t.

Order form A - Pre-test; or

B Post-test

_Grade: 1.5-2

2-4

4-6

6-9

CAT170-H/S-1

CAT-707H/S-72

CAT-7073

CAT-70-5

'COMPREHENSIVE ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEST (CELT)

D.P. Harris and L.A. Palmer
McGraw-Hill InternatiOnal Book Company/48
1221 Avenue of:the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Grade Range: High'School - Adult

Administer to: Groups

Time: 2 hours
,

Language: English,

$11.55 for 35

11.55 for 35

15.40 for 35

15.40 for 35

' REMARKS: Designed to assess -he English language pruficiency of non-native

speakers, dhe CELT provides a series.of easy-to-administer tests,

especially appropriate_for intermediate and advanced high school,

college and adult English..as a,Secend Language courses. The CELT

consists of three multiple-choicetests, Listening, Structure and

Vocabulary',which may be used separately or as a eomplete battery.-
.ar

(cont.),
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All the CELT tests use a separate answer sheet and a reuseable

'test booklet.

The lis-tening test measures the ability to comprehend short

statemetts., questions and dialogues as spoken by native speakers

:d English; it contains 50 items And takes about 40 minutes.

The structure test has a total of 75 items to be answered in

. 45 minutes and measures the ability,to manipulate the gramma-

tical st-,ructures occurring in spoken English. The vocabulary

test contains 75 items and requires 35 minutes to administer.

It asseSses the understanding of the kinds of lexical items

which -)ccur in advanced English reading.

Cost: a) Listening test-specimen set $ 3.00

compl6te with tapes
i

20.00

b) Structure specimen 2.50

Structure test, complete 10.50

c) Vocabulary specimen 2.50

Vocabulary, complete 10.50

100-answer sheets 4.00
it4

DIAGNOSTIC TEST FOR STUDENTS OF ENGLISH AS'A SECOND LANGUAGE

A.L. Davis A

McGraw-Hill Internptional Book Company
1221 Avenue of therAmericas
New York, New York 10020

Grade Range: High Schoo. - Adult

Administer to: Groups

Time: 60 minutes

Language: English

REMARKS: This testL is designed to assess knowledge of English structure

and idiomatic vocabulary through 150 multiple-choice questions.

The test can be used to determine whether special instruction

fis necesary; to place students in classes of different levels

of profIciency; or to aid in the preparation of lesson plans:.

The Instruction sheet which accompanies the test booklets\and

answer sheets contains a short section on scoring and intrpre-

tation.

Cost: $3.50 for test booklets and answeil sheets.
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ILYIN ORAL INTERVIEW

Donna Ilyin
Newbury House Publishers
68 Middle Road
Rowley. Mass. 01969

Grade Range: 7 - Adult

Administer to: Individuals

Time: 5-30 minutes

' Language: English

REMARKS,: Designed to test a student's ability ,to use English orally in

response to hearing it, ln a controlled situation. The Inter-

view may be used to place.incoming students in an appropriate

level English as a Second Language class; to show 'achievement

gains in a pre/post-test situation; or to correlate an indi-

vidual's oral profiCiency with his performance on tests that

require reading or writing skills. The interview consists of

50 items, progressing from simpler to more difficult. Each

item is v-c)red for accuracy of information and accuracy of

structure, including word order, verb.structure and other

structures; pronunciation and fluency are not scored.

Cost: Manual and test book: $14.50

Answer pad of 50 sheets: $1.95

ENGLISH LANGUAGE STRUCTURE TESTS

D. Ilyin and J. Best
NecOury House Publishers
'68 Middle Road,
Rowley, Mass. 01969

Grade Range: 7 - Adult

Administer to: Individuals

Time: 30 minutes

Language: English

REMARKS: 6 tests of English structure which can be correlated with the

Ilyin Interview tests for placement of students. Two forms each

of Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced tests.

Cost: Tests $2.95; 50 Answer Sheets w/Key - $3.95
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INTER-AMERICAN SERIES

H.T. Manuel
Guidance Testing Associates
6516 Shirley Ave.
Austin, Texas 78752

Grade Range: Pre K-13

Administer to: Groups

Time: 14-52 minutes.

Languages: English,'Spanish, French, Italian

REMARKS: This battery of tests includes: Test of General Ability; Test

of Reading; Comprehension of Oral Language; Reading and Numbers;

Inventory of Interests; the CIA (Cooperative Inter-American)

Tests of General Ability; CIA tests uL Reading; CIA Language

Usage Test; CIA Natural Sciences and CIA Social Studies. The

tests are published in all four languages and the children

can be tested in their native language. (for francophone.

linguals). Oral Language Test: Short test designed to estimate

the child's ability Lo understand simple words or phrases read

to him in English: Group-administered, it'takes about 20 minutes.

The' child marks a picture in response to the expression read by

the teacher.

Cost: Contact,Guidance. Testing Associates for price information.

SWCEL TEST OF ORAL ENGLISH PRODUCTION

Southwestern Cooperative Educilional Laboratory
2294 Truman N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

Available from: ERIC Document Reproduction Service
P.O. Box 0
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
Ref: ED 042-793

Grade Range: Pre K-2

Administered to: Individuals

Time: 10-15 minutes

Language: English

REMARKS: Designed to evaluate Engli3h as a second language programs, this

test was specifically designed to test children in the primary

25q,
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grades. .While pronunciatkon and vocabulary items are included,

the test's major emphasis is on grammatical competence, measured

in responses elicited in a "1;pontaneous" manner by the admini-

strator. No special skills required to administer the test,

'just the manual and the kit of props, pictures, etc. The con-

versation is tale-recordee and sent to the SWCEL where it is

scored by trained incaut:luals.

Cost: Information not available.

TESTS OF GENERAL ABILIFY (TOGA)

J.C. Flanagan
Science Research Associates
259 East Erie St:
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Grade Range: K-12

Administered to: Groups

Time: 45 minutes

Language: English
0REMARKS: Designed for use in K-12, the TOGA provide a non-verbal measure

of general intelligence and basic learning ability. The scores

are said to reflect ability independent of school-acquired

skills, and therefore the TOGA are particularly useful for

students from culturally different backgrounds.

Cost: K-2. pack of 25 answer books: $ 6.30
2-4 pack of 25 answer books: 6.30
4-6 pack of 25 answer books: 8.30 (reusable)
6-9 pack of 25 answer books: 8.30 (reusable)
9-12 pack of 25 answer books: 8.30 (reusable)

100.answer sheets 10.50
stencils .67

ORAL PLACEMENT TEST AND ORAL PRODUCTION TESTS

R. Poczik
Bureau of Basic Continuing Education
State Education Department J

Albany, N.:. 12224

(cont.)
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Grade Range: 7-Adult

Administered to: Individuals

Time: 5-10Minutes

Language: English

REMARKS: The Oral Placement Test is designed to place students in one

of three ESL levels. The test Is totally oral, consisting of

15 question-answer items, and suggested questions for a brief

"free" conversation. 'The measure yields scores for Audi.L.)ry

Comprehension; Oral Production and-Conversation. The Production

Tests are based. on the Orientation in America.Series and may be

inappropriate if other texts axe used. These tests are used -to

evaluate the students' oral achievement with regard to curri-,

culum covered. Each test has a question-answer section and a

free conversation section with an oral rating scale. The test

format could be adapted to other texts by substituting the

questions from whichever"text is in use..

Cost: Free of charge.
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-MICHIGAN TEST OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

J. Upshur & J. Harris, eta!
English Language Institute
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbo,, Michigan

Grade Range: 9-Adult

Administer to: Groups ,

Time: 75 minutes

Language: English

REMARKS: This test consists of three paXts: Grammar, Vocabulary and

Reading Comprehension. It can be used diagnostically for

placement, or as a post-test to see how much the student has

,learned. The test consists of 100 items: 40 in the.grammar

Section, 40 in the vocabulary and 20 in reading comprehension.

(cont.)

Available from:"

Follett's Michigan Bookstore
322 South State St.
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108
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It is totally non-verbal. Some of the grammar items in

Form D appear stilted, but this fault has been corrected

in the E Form of the test.

Cost: $8.00: 1 form: 20 copies, 100 answer sheets, 1 manual, 1 stencil

TEXAS CHILD MIGRAbiT PROGRAM TESTS

Oral Language Committee
Migrant and Preschool Programs
Texas Education Agency,,
201 East Eleventh Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Grade Range: K-3

Administer to: Individuals and Small Groups

Languages: English, Spanish, adaptable to, others

REMARKS: This series is the result of the work of the Texas Etiv:stion

Agency,w ich tried to establish a series of pre-/post-tests

desi ed t test the communication skins and concept-retention
of childr from linguistically different backgrounds. The
tests ar easily administered', using readily available props,
and ask the child to tell a Story, engage in a conversation,

etc. Each pre-test is also designed to test retention of the

concepts taught the year before. The Performance Objectives

Manual includes a cogent discussion of the theoretical (ling-

uistic, social and ethical) bases of the tests, as well as a

narrative description of the levels of fluency. The tests

appear to be easily adaptable for use with a variety of students

in a variety of situations.

Cost: The test is being deposited int6 the ERIC system, hence, only ERIC's

reproduction costs would have to be paid.
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B: Bibliography About Testing

1. Harris, David P., Testing English as'a Second Language, McGraw-Hill,
N.Y., 1969, 151 pp. $3.50.

This concise book explains clearly the rationale for testing,
as welr as explaining .how to construct tests, administer
them, and interpret tham. Because his work focuses primarily
on the teaching of English as a second language, Professor
Harris discusses different types of questions to use when
testing grammar, vocabulary, reading comprehension, Writing-
and speaking. Equally important, however, the classroom .

teacher with little testing experience will Tind the discus-
sion of the more technical side of testlng useful. Harris
shows how to cor-Tute means, medians, standard deviations,
test reliabilit:, et-., and di-scusses ways in which the
teacher can effect'v,_ ly interpret these figures. While speci-
fically geared to the needs of the teacher of English as a
second language, Professor Harris' book will prove useful to
any teacher required to set or interpret tests.

2. Allen, Virginia French, "Toward a Thumb7Nail Test of English Competence",-
in Papers on Language Testing,_.1967-1974, edited by Leslie
Palmer and Bernard Spolsky, TESOL, Washington, 1975.*.

3. Clark, John L.D., Foreign Lanuage Testing: Theory and Practice, The
Center for CurricUlum Development, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.,
1972, 174 pp.

4. Daniels, Alan, "Language Proficiency Testing and the Syllabus", in
Testing in 2nd Language Teachin , ed by Maureen Concannon O'Brien,
University of Dublin Press, Dublin, Ireland, 1974, pp. 18-26.

5. Foreign Service Institute, "A Checklist for Self-Appraisal of Speaking
Proficiencies", School of Language Studies, Arlington, Va., un-
dated.

6. Ilyin, Donna, "Structure PlaCement Tests for Adults in English Second
Language Programs in California" in Papers on Languagg Testing,
1967-1974.

7. 011er, John, "A Cloze Test of English Prepositions" in Papers on Language
Testing, 1967-1974.

8. Plaister, Theodor H., "Testing'Au:al Comprehension; A Culture-Fair Approach",
in Papers on Language Testing, 1967-1974.

9. Rand, Earl, "A Short Test of Oral English Proficiency", Language Learning,
Vol. 13, No. 3.

10. Robinson, Peter, "Oral Expression Test" in English Language Teaching, Vol.
25, No. 5, 1970.

* Papers on Language Testing1967-1974 is available from TESOL, 455
Building, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C., at $6.50 to non-IL J.

members and $5.00 to-members.
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11. Robinson, Peter, "Testing the.2nd Language Competence of Children &
Adults", paper presented at the 4th Annual Conference of
IATEFL, London, 1971.

12. Spolsky, Bernard, et al, "Three Functional Tests of Oral ProficiencY",
in Papers on LanAme'2,Ku_stijm1,IE-1974.

13. Spolsky, Bernard, .ps. al, "Preltninary Studies in the Development of
Techniques for Testing Overall Second Language Proficiency",
in Language Learning, Spec. Issue #3, 1968, pp. 77-102.

14. Spolsky, Bernard, "Language Testing -- The Problem of Validation", in
Papers on Languagp Testing; 1967-1974.

15. Upshur, John A., "Objective Evaluation of Oral Proficiency in the ESOL
Classroom", Papers on Language Testing/ 1967-1974.

16. Upshur, John A.4., "Cross-Cultural Testing: What to.Test", Latiguage
Learning, Vol. XVI, Nos. 3 & 4, pp. 183-196.

17. Upshur, John A., "Testing Foreign Language Functions in
TESOL Quarterly, Vol.-1, #4, pp. 31-34.

18. ValetteRebecca, molunikinumumaluvuagi_bilmatosti,
Brace & World, N.Y., 1967.

Children",

Harcourt,

19. White, Ronald, "Communicative Competence, Register and 2nd Language
Teaching", International Review of A .1Ied Lin istics in
Lar___Iim.geteigl, Vol. 12, No. 2, 1974, pp. 127-142.



C: Principles for Test Construction and Administration

1. First, decide what you want to test. If, for example, you wish to

test vocabulary, but your test uses written stimuli, you may.be testing

reading skills more than vocabulary. For an oral test, use oral or

pictoral stimuli. However, if you must use written stimuli try to

place the vocabulary item into a context:

1. The cat is agile. "Agile"-means about the same as:

a. clumsy
b. quick
c. yellow
d. graceful

2. If you uge pictoral stimuli, keep from being culture bound. Ask your-

self "Does this picture mean the same thing to everyone?"

3. If you use written stimuli, be sure to actept all.possible contact

variations. Given the fact that your students may have learned English

in the British style, your test should not penalize them for using

Brit4h-writing mechanics.

4. Start your test with easier items and build up to the more difficUlt

ones. This will increase the examinee's self-confidence and allow

him to do a better job on the test.

5. Pre-test the items on your examination before you give it to Insure

the validity Of the test items. You may find that particular items

are too difficult or too easy and you may wish to replace tilese.

6. Use plentY of examples to show what the examinee must do before be-

ginning the test. Make sure be understands what-is-expected of him.

7. Insure that all instructions are clear, brief and unambiguous.

8.. Insure that the examinee has enough time to complete the test.

9. If you give a multiple choice test, use separate answer sheets. These

may be grid-scored, which allows the test bdoklets to be reused.

10. Never reinforce during the test, particularly if it's an interview-

type test. Remain neutral, expressing neither approVal nor disapproval.

While you should repeat a stimulus if the examinee has not heard tt,

do not press the examinee to answer if he has obviously not understood

your stimulus. Remember that if the examiner is telexed and friendly,

the inherent tension of the test situation will be/reduced and the

examinee will have a better opportunity to perform' well.
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Indochinese I3efu5ee Queckion#9

GENERAL INFORMATION SERIES: A Selected Bibliography of Dictionaries

The Indochinese refugee, in trying to cope with his language problems in the

United States, nearly akvays feels that what he needs most is a dictionary. The Purpose

of this bulletin is to provide the American teacher or sponsor with information on the

use, limitations and availability of dictionaries which can be used by the refugee -- if

not to solve all his language problems at once, at least to give him .omething to hold

while he is solving them some other way.

The dictionaries in the annotated list below are either monolingual or bilingual.

Monolingual dictionaries are those in which the words and their definitions are both in

the same language. They are designed to be used by a native speaker of the language,

and range from unabridged dictionaries, which aim at listing all the words in use in the

language at the timeof publication, to dictionaries with very limited scope, such as

those written for preschool children.

Bilingual dictionaries are those in which the words are listed in one language, but

their definitions (as well as information on grammar and pronunciation) are given in

another language. They are designed to be usel by someone who is learning one or the

other of the languages. A bilingual VietnameseEnglish dictionary, for example, lists

Vietnamese words (in Vietnamese alphabetical order), and gives English equivalents,
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definitions and grammatkal information for them; it is useful to the student of Vietnamese

or English.

lingual dktionaries are either one-way or two-way. One-way bilingual diction-

arie , contain two lists of words: a two-way Vietnamese-English, English-Vietnamese

dict onary has a list of Vietnamese words with English definitions, and a list of English

words with Vietnamese definitions. (If the dktionary is at all extensive, the lists of

words will be in two volumes, for reasons having ta do with portability.) The title of a

dictionary will ordinarily indicate whether it is one- or two-way, and which way it goes:

a Vietnamese-English dktionary has a Vietnamese word list with English definitions, an

English-Vietnamese dictionary has an Erglish word list with Vietnamese definitions, and

a Vietnamese-English, English-Vietnamese dictionary has both. The preface and explan-
,,,.

atory notes of a dictknary will be in the same language as the definitions.

Problems with bilingual dktioraries

A bilingual dktionary differs from a monolingual dictionary in that in a bilingual

dktianary, equivalents are given whenever possible. In a monolingual dktionary, for

example, the word dog is defined ("...ccimmon dornestk animal...a friend of man, of

whkh there are many breeds.4 . "); in an English-Vietnamese bilingual dictionary, how-
.

ever, the Vietnamese equivalent of dog, i.e. cho, is given, with nothing about domestic

animals mentioned at all. In many cases, this is all that is necessary; the Vietnamese

learner of English already knows what a chol is, so when he looks up the word dog, being

told that it is a cho is fine for his purposes. Likewise, if the Vietnamese learner of

English wants to find out what the English word for cho is, his Vietnamese-English bilingual

dictionary will 'tell him that it is dog, and he can proceed with whatever he was saying.
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Words like dog which translate fairly straightforwardly across languages are for the

most part nouns and verbs denoting common objects and actions; as long os the language

learner restricts himself to talking about mundane items and activities his bilingual dk-

tionary will not lead him astray. Even on this level, however, problems can ar7se.

The most obvious problem stems from the fact that in every language words have

multiple meanings. The best a bilingual dictionary can do is to list the equivalents for

these multiple meanirigs, usually with the most frequently occurring meanings ordered

before the less frequently occurring ones. The dictionary user must depend on the situa-

tion to supply him with enough clues to enable him to choose the right equivalent, and

very often the situation doesn't. In one English-Vietnamese dictionary, for example, dog

is translated as cho, the Vietnamese equivalent for dog as we mentioned above; an
,,/

alternative equivalent given is gia cui trong 1c sedi, which translates as "fireplace

rack"; a third equivalent given is ngt./di fieu-gia, which translates as "unscrupulous

person". (cia, in British English, can mean "fireplace rack" and "unscrupulous person",

as well as "dog". The English half of this dictionary is British rather than American.)

The Vietnamese learner of English, g:ren the sentence "There's the dog," has only the

situation to fell him whkh of the three equivalents is the right one. Conversely, the

Vietnamese learner of English who looks up cho in a Vietnamese-English dictionary is

given the English equivalents dog and unscrupulous person, and he has to choose between

them: The Vietnamese is as much at a loss deciding between dog and unscrupulous.persan

7
APas the American is who is deciding between cho, gia & cui trong lo stai, and nguói aeu-

gia

Often these decisions are arbitraryones., and the results are the sorts of "fractured
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EnglishP like I'd like someone book, we need it in the English program thezresent.

(There are countless examples of "fractured Vietnamese" and "fractured Cambodian" as

well.) The only way for, say, a Vietnamese to guard against mistakes of this sort is to

look up a word fi-st in a Vietnamese-English dictionary, and then look up each of the

alternative equivalents in an English-Vietnanese dictionary to double-cheek its meaning.

All of which is tedious and time-consuming to the point of being counter-productive.

,orr

Another unavoidable problem in using a bilingual dictionary is thot very often there

is no exact equivalent in one language for a word in the other, and the dictionary has to

list a definition. In English; for example, there is no direct equivalent for the word ccii ,

which functions grammatically like the word piece in a piece of cake. One of the

Vietnamese-English dictionaries defines it as "word denotinfi inanimate object"; a Viet-

namese refugee inexperienced in the ways of dictionaries might well trarulate :he phrase

11 I. As
mot cal quan which means "pair of pants" as "one word denoting inanimate object

trousers"!

The most obvious diffkully with using dictionaries is that there is more to communi-

cating in a language than getting the words right. The following excerpt from a letter in

the National Indochinese Clearinghouse files demonstrates this: "I'm h refugees from

Vietnam please help me gives somes books..."; the author clearly intended to say "please

help me by giving me some books", but we were cble to figure this out only because he

couldn't have meant anything else. Although all the words in this sentence are all right,

the grammatical trappings which indicate the relationships among the words are either

lacking or in the wrong place, and as a consequence the sentence doesn't say what it

means. Learning where the grammatical trappings of a sentence should go is something
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that a dictiorr y can't teach; in other words, a dictionary is not a substitute for a

language class.

92.:KliD a dictionary

Unfortunately, really excellent bilingual dictionaries simply don't exist, except for

languages like German-English and French-Englkh, where there has been sufficient

interaction between the countries speaking the languages to warrant the expense of the

extensive research necessary to produce a good bilingual dictionary. Nonetheless, an

interigent user can get something out of even a very poor-qucility dictionary, ^f he is
3

aware of its limitations. As we mentioned before, words for common, ordinary things and

actions are likely to have direCt equivalents in both languaos; these are the items

newly-arrived refugee will be looking up, and they are also the ones most suz.,.c,,
,41

dealt with in a bilingual dictionary.

The psychological value of simply having a dictionary in one's hands should not be

discounted, especially with highly educated,refugees. Often, a dictionary serves like

the "courage medicine" the Wizard of Oz gave the Cowardly Lion not so much to

provide knowledge that wasn't there, but to provide the, confidence to use the knowledge.

In any event, the refugee should be encouraged to switch from a bilingual dictionary

to a monolingual dictionary as soon as possible, not only because it's better for his

English, but also because ;here is such a wide range of excellent monolingual dictionaries,

he can pick one exactly suited to his age and interests.

To bridge the gap between a bilingual dictionary and a monolingual-dictionary

designed f native speakers of English, the refugee should be given a monolingual



English dictionary especially designed for those who are learning English as a Foreign

Language. The refugee who arrives in the United States oble to read and write Englist,

pretty well can use one of these dictionaries from the start and, if hc learns to use it to

its fullest potential, he will appreciate the wealth of information it containsnot just

on words, their definitions and grammatical characteristics, but also in areas problematic

to foreigners, such as abbreviations, affixes, weights, measures, common first names,

country names, and so on.

I. NGUYEN DINH HOA., Vietnamese-English Dictionary. Rutland, Vt.: C.E. Tuttle
Co., 1966. $8.50.

A simple and concise dictionary intended for use by the English-speaking student
of Vietnamese. One-way only, it does not have definitions from English to Vietnamese.
Guide to Vietnamese pronunciotion is ineluded. Approximately 27,000 entries.

A revised and enlarged edition (approx. 43,000 entries) is available from the
Southern Illinois University Press, Carbondale, IL 62901, at $15.00. (618) 453-2281.

A A

2. LE BA KONG. Standard Pronouncing English-Vietnamese Dictionnry (TLf-Dign TieL-
Chua Anh-Vift). Houston, Texas: Zieleks Publishing Co., [975. 494 pp. $5.95.

Approximately 12,000 entries. A new, revised and enlarged edition of the diction-.
ary which has beon in circulation in the U.S. Provides guides to Vietnamese pronur.cia-
tion and tones, and an outline of Vietnamese grammar for the benefit of the English-
speaking student of Vionarnese.

A 1 .,.. /
3. LE BA KONG apd LE BA KHANH. Standard Pronouncing Vietnamese-English Dictionary

Tieu-Chuim Viet-Anh). Houston, Texas: ZieTeIs Publishing Co., 1975.
400 pp,. 15.45.

A new, revised opd-enlarged edition of the dictionary in circulation in the U.S.,
intended for the English speaker. One-way only, does not contain English-Vietnamese
section. _Approxitiately 9,000 entries.

F. A.

LE.BA KONG and LE BA KHANH. Standard Pronouncing English-Vietnamese ietnamese-
English Dictionary. HOuston, Texas: Zieleks PublIshing Co., 1975. 900 pp ard

. cover. $16.50.

This dictionary is a combination of the Standard Pronouncing English-Vietnamese
Dictionary and the Standard Pronouncing Vietnamese-English Dictionary, mentioned
above, presented as one volume. Includes English pronunciation guides for the benefit
of the Vietnamese speaker. Approximately 20,000 entries.

-
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5. LE BA KONG. Vietnamese-English Conversational Dictiona
-1Dain-ThoaiViet-A ,h). HOT;;TOTITIZZ-7ZieleETITUIng Co . , 1q75. 414 pp. $4.45.

Vietnamese-English only, this volume defines frequently-encountered words andphrases in Vietnamese; definitions include examples of use. Also includes pronuncia-tion and English grammar guides to irregular verbs, affixes, pronouns, interrogatories,etc. Approximately 6,000 entries.

6. NGUYEN VAN KHON. Usual
Vietnamese-English/English-Vietnamese Dictiona(Viet-Anh Anh-Viet TU-Dieri Th ng-Dung . Fort Lewis, a: Pacific Nort westTrading Co., 1975. 1616 pp. $14.95.

A reprint of a two-way dictionary originally published by Khai-Tri in Saigon.Includes pronunciation guides for.both Vietnamese and English (British); does notprovide guide to phonetic symbols uied. Approximately 56,000 entries.
7. Cambodian-English Clossary. Washington, DC: Inter-Agency Task Force, 1975.Free of c egi7g-e-7-Available through December 31, 1975 unless reprinfed.

A two-way glossary providing brief translation equivalents, without detail orpronunciation guides. Utilizes both Cambodian and English alphabets, so a familiaritywith bOth is necessary. The Glossary was designed to be used with specific Cambodian/English materici, so equivalents are at times unavoidably misleading. Approximately20,000 entries.

8. KERR, Allen.D, Lao-English Dictionary. Washington, DC: Catholic University ofAmerica Press in association wit11 Consortium Press, 1972. 2 vols.; $42.00.
An extensive, updated one-way dictionary, containing about 25,000 entries.Presentation of Lao is in the roman alphabet; tones are indicated by means of a simpleand readily understandable system, with a minimum of phonetic symbols.

9. MARCUS, Russell. English-Lao, Lao-English Dictionary. Rutland, Vt.: C.E. TuttleCo., 1971. 416 pp. $5.50.

Two-way dictionary. English-Lao section contains 5,000 entries especially selectedfor the use of the foreigner. Uses similar phonetic symbols as described above for Kerrdictionary. The Lao-English section also is a carefully selected list. Includes a sectionon the rules for alphabetizing Lao words and notes about the language, includingconsonant-vowel structure, pronunciation, tone marks, and punctuation. This volume iscurrently out of print; reprint pending. May still be available in some bookstores.
10. HORNBY, A.S. Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English, New Edition.New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. $8.95. Hard-cover.

Universally used and respected dictionary for ESL students. Carefully designed to meetthe needs of the ESL student, it includes a lengthy introduction whiel explains how to usethe dictionary, an extremely practical, useful guide to pronunckitior., appendices of suchaspects of English tis irregular verbs, affixes, and geographical names, and attentionthroughout to providing examples and contextual information, which all combine withother features to make the dictionary the most useful work available to the studenr.
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11. SHAW, John R. and Janet Shaw. The Horizon Ladder Dictionary of the English
Language. 2nd edition. New York: New American Library, 1970. $.95.

Intended for adult students of ESL. Special sections (in English) on English grammar,
place names, and common abbreviations. Illustrative sentences clarify definitions.
Entries include the 5,000 most frequently-occyrring English words.

PUBLISHERS' ADDRESSES

1. Consortium-Press, 1 West Deer Park Drive, Gaithersburg MD 20760. (301) 977-4440.

2. Inter-Agency Task Force, Office of Special Projects, 1717 K St, NW, Rrn 820,
Washington DC 20006. (202) 254-8283.

3. New American Library, 1301 Avenue of the Americas, New 'York NY 10019.
(212) 956-3800.

4. Oxford University Press, 1600 Po Hitt Drive, Fairlawn NJ 07410. (212) 564-6680.

5. Pacific Northwest Trading Co., Inc., P.O. Box 33184, Fort Lewis WA 98433.
(206) 964-4517. East Coast: Vietnamese Pub. Co., Inc., P.O. Box 1251,
Secaucus NJ 07094. (201) 863-8248.

6. Charles E. Tuttle Co., P.O. Box 470, Rutland VT 05701. (802) 773-8930.

7. Zieleks Publishing Co., 5006 Calhoun Rd., 076, Houston TX 77004. (713) 741-5694.
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BILINGUAL/BICULTURAL EDUCATION SERIES: A Selected, Annotated Bibliography on

Bilingual/Bicultural Education

This highly selective bibliography is intended for the general K-12

classroom teacher who is unfamiliar with the purposes, methods and techniques

of bilingual education. With the influx of Indochinese refugees into our

nation's school systems, many teachers found that for the first time in their

teaching careers; they had one or more non-English speaking children in their.

classrooms. In an attempt to help the refugee child adjust to the American

environment the teachee began to ask questions about native language instruc-

tion, English as a second language, necessary cultural components, eta. The

present bibliography will, we hope, lead to some useful answers.

We have divided the entries into five sections: Information Sources,

Anthologies, Bilingualism, General Aspects of Bilingual Education, Specific

Bilingual Programs and Curriculum.

INFORMATION SOURCES

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

National Association for Bilingual Education (NABE). c/o-Office of Bilingual
Education, New York City Board of Education, 66 Court Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201.

Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL). c/o School of
Languages and Linguistics, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057.
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RESOURCE CENTERS

Title VII Bilingual Resource Centers

Listed below are the centers funaed under Title VII of the Elementary and
:Secondary Education Act. They are of three types: Pesource, Material's Develop-
ment, and Dissem'ination/Assessment.

Resource:

Berkeley Resource Center, 1414 Walnut St., Berkeley, CA 94709.

San Diego Resource Center, San Diego: State Universi.ty, Institute for Cultural
Pluralism, San Diego, CA 92102.

Regional Cross-Cultural Training & Resource Center, N.Y.C.:Board of Education,
'Office of Bilingual Education, 110 Livingston St., Rw. 224, Brooklyn, NY 11201.

. -

Multilingual/Multicultural Resource & Training Center for New England,
455 Wickenden St., Providence, RI 02903.

Bilingual Education Service Center,500 South Dwyer Ave., Arlington Heights,
IL 60006.

Bilingual/Bicultural Resource Center, P.O. Box 3410 USL, Lafaykte, LA 70501.

Bilingual Education Resource Center; College of Educacion, Unversity of New
Mexico, AlbuquerqueNM 87131.

Mate.rials Development:

Asian American Bilingual Center; 2168 Shattuci, Berkeley, CA 94705.

Santa Cruz Bilingual.Materials Development Center, P.O. Box 601, University of
Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.

California State Polytechnic Multilingual/Multicultural Development Center,
:University of.Pomona, 3801 W. Temple.Ave., Pomona, CA 91768.

National Materials Development Center, 168-South River Rd., Bedford, NH 03102.

Spanish.Curricula Development Center, 7100 N.W. 17th Ave., Miami, FL 33147.

Northeast Center for Curriculum Developme! N.X.G. Board of Education,
Community S.D.,#7, 778 Forest Ave., Bronx, NY 10456.

Midwest Material's Development Center, Forest Home Ave. School; 1516 West FOrest
Home Ave.,-Milwaukee-, WI 53204.

Bilingual Materials Development Center, Camp Bowie (6800), Ft. Worth, TX 76107.

Native American Materials ,Development Center; Box 248, Ramah, NM 87321.
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Dissemination/Assessment: .

Bilingual Materials Dissemination Assessment Center at Fall River, 383 High'St.,
Fall River, MA 02720.

Dissemination/Assessment Center for Bilingual Education, 634 Tracor Lane,
Austin, TX 78721.

Type B General Assistance Centers ("I, L.enters")

These Centers are funded under Title iv of the Civil Rights Act. Their primary
function.is that of helping school districts not in compliance with the recent
"Lau vs. Nichols" Supreme Court Decision.to set up appropriate bilingual/bicultural
education programs.

Centers
, .

Bilingual General Assistance Center, Box 11, Institute for Urban and Minority
Eduction Teachers College, Columbia Uniyersity, New York, NY 10027.

Florida School Desegregatioh Center, School of Education, University.of Miami,
P.O. Box 8065, Coral.Gables, FL 33124.

School of Education, Chicago State University, 95th St. at Kin Drive, Chicago,
IL 6o628.,

Intercultural Development Besearch Association, 114 Glenview Drive West, Suite 118,
San Antonio, TX 78228;

Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards, Inc., Suite 4, 811 Lincoln, Denver,
CO 80203.

Type B GAC Center-, University of .New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131.

. Institute for Cultural Pluralism, San Diego State University; San Diego, CA 92182..

. Bilingual Ed1.1cation Program,.Berkeley Unifie2 School District, 1414 Walnut St.,
Berkeley, CA 94709.

Northwest Regionr.-.1 Educational Laboratory, Lindsay Bldg/710 SW, SecOnd.Ave.,
Portland, OR 97204.

DIRECTORIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES

CARTEL: Annotated Bibliuraphy of Bilingual/Bicultural Materials. Austin, Texas:
Dissemination Center f,)r Bilingual Bicultural.Fducation, 1973-.

A monthly annotated bibliographic journal of audio-visual materials, curriculum
materials, library resources and professional reaotrcos for bilingual/bicultural
education.
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Diaz, Carmen. "Bilingual-Bicultural Materials." Lawrence, Kansas: University
of Kansas Special Education Instruction Materials Center, 1973. CERIC ED 084 9153

This paper describes and evaluates bilingual/bicultural materials. Also given
are reference sources and bibliographies for ESL Programs. Lists evaluative
instruments for use in making assessments of children from Spanish-speaking
families.

Guide to Title VII ESEA Bilingual Bicultural Programs, 1974-75. Austin, Texas:
Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Education, 1975.

This publication is designed to serve as a guide and directory to programs
funded during Fiscal Year 1974-75 through Title VII of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act. (The Guide for 1976 is presently in preparation.)
The programs identified represent some forty languages and dialects. Each
entry provides: name of the local education agency, the name of the project,
the name of the project director, address, funding year, and the language used.

Salazar, Theresa. Bilingual Education: A Bibliography. .Greeley, Colorado:
Bureau of Research Services, University of Northern Colorado, 1975.

Contains an unannotated listing of books relating to bilingual education,
'periodicals, papers and speeches,-research studies and curriculum guides. Also
makes references to additional bibliographies.

'PERIODICALS

The Bilingual Review/La Revista BilingUe. New York: City University of New York,
l974-. 3 issues a year.

0

NABE: The Journal of the National Association for Bilingual Education. Long
Island City, NY: Las Americas Publishing Co., 1976-. Quarterly.

TESOL Quarterly.. Washington,DC: Teachers of English as a Secc,nd Language,-1967-.
Quarterly.

Working Papers on Bilingualism/Travaux de Recherches Sur Le Bilinguisme. Toronto,
Ontario: Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1973-, Irregular.

. ANTHOLOGIES

Abrahams, Roger D. and Rudolph C. TiGike, eds. Laneuage and Cultural Diversity
in American Education. Englcvocd CliffS, -NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1972.

Thie'anthplogy of essays Contains among its sections: The Problem, which is
conerned with the teaching of linguistically and culturally different students;
Culture in Education,'4hasizing the importance of the educator in helping
children of e.11 backgrounds through a better understanding of those various
ultures; Language, which,presents basic information concerning language

-acquisition, grammar, comPetence and performance, dialects, and the history of
the English language; Sociolinsuistice, dealing with the role of language in'
social interaction and with the effects lf bilingualiam and multilingualism.
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Cadzen, Courtney, V.P. John and D. Hymes, eds.- Function of Lane:laze in the
Classroom. New York: Teachers Colle/e Press, 1972.

A compilation of articles addressing: perspectives in non._ 'al communication;
bilingualism and bidialectalism, and communicative strategies and their utili-
zation in the classroom. This book is an endeavor to provide useful information
on the functions of language in the classroom. Discusses social relationships
and social change as integral problems of school as they relate to styles of
teaching and atyles of learning vis-a-vis language. The authors state that
the key to understanding language in context is to start, not with language,
but with context.

Hymes, Dell, ed. Language in Culture and Society. New York: Harper anci Row, 1964.

A major compilation of articles by,noted anthropologists and linguistics dealing
with integral ssues as they relate to language and'culture. The articles cover
the broad, complex, and significant fields of linguistic problems as they are
related to anthropological concerns. The themes covered can be summarized as
follows: the eValuation of differences and similarities among languages; the
significance of linguistic patterns for the basic outlook of a people; the
relation between a people's vocabulary and their uwn interests; hOw speaking
enters into norms of interaction among persons; and how social factors enter
into linguistic change. ,

Pialorski, Fran4,.ed. Teaching the Bilingual. Tucson, Arizona: University of
Arizona Press, l974.

This is a collection of articles addressing vital issues in bilingual/bicultural
education, bicultural understanding, measurement of bilingualism, and program
implementation. The various perspectives (linguistic, socio-cultural, and
-pedagogical) offered by the authors will give administrators and teachers
insights into-a wide range of multi-disciplinary approaches in bilingual and
bidialectal education.

Troike, Rudolph C..and Nancy Modiane, eds. Proceedings of the First Inter-American
Conference on'Bilingual Education. Arlington, Virginia: Center for Applied Lin-
guistics, 1975.

Compilation of papers presented at the first Inter-American Conference on
Bilingual Education,.in Mexico City, November,1974. The authors (social
scientists, educators, linguists, and government officials from the United.
States, Canada, and Latin America) present a Wide range of viewpoints on
critical issues of bilingdal/bicultural education. Among the toPics are:
Goals and' Models for Bilingual Education, Teaching the Second Language, Teach-
ing the Mother Language, Development of Materials for Bilingual Education,
Research in Bilingual Education.

Turner, Paul R., ed. Bilingualism in the Southwest. TUcsom, Arizona: UniverSity
of Arizona Press, 1973.

Focusing on the Mexican-American and the American Indian, this book has a
-number of articles concerning bilingualism and bilingual education in the
Southwest. Discusses general problems-and methods' and includes an essay
emphasizing the future needs of the fields. of bilingualism and bilingual educa-
tion.
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BILINGUALISM

Bilingualism and the Bilingual Child: A Symposium. Offprint from The Modern
Lan&uage Journal 49.384 (1965).

Contains a series of papers delivered at a Conference for the Teacher of the
Bilingual Child. Subjects covered include the status and prospects of bilin-
gualiaM in the U.S.; the acculturation of the bilingual child; teaching the
bilingual child; psychological aspects of bilingualism; bilingualism, intel-
ligence and language learning.

Fishman, Joshua A:, Robert L. Cooper, Roiana Ma, and others. Bilingualism inthe Barrio. (Language Science Monograph, 7.) Bloomington, Indiana: Indiana
University, 1971.-

A detailed and theoretical sociolinguistic study of Puerto Rican bilingualism
- in the greater New York end Jersey City areas. While much of the work maybe too technical for many teachers, this qtudy is included.because it gives
a general oVerview of and background for ciolinguistic studirss of bilingualism,
and a thorough explanation of the field ..,rk design,.collection of data, and
interpretation.of data.

FiShman, Joshua A. "The Implication of-Bilingualism for Language Teaching and
Language Learning." In Albert Valdman (ed.), Trends in Language Teaching.
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966.

-This excellent article presents a definition.of. bilingua2ism, a rationale for
studying it, and some problems and.profits arising from its.presence.

Haugen, E. "The Stigmata of Bilingualism." In Anwar Dil (ed.), The Ecology of
Language; Stanford, California: Stanford University.Press, 1972.

For many people'the definition oi bilingualism is a euphemism for "linguis-,
tically handicapped". The author discusses the ambiguity present in the
early literature of bilingualism: references to dangers of retardation, intel-
lectual tmpoverishment, and schozophrenia, on the one hund, and the advantagesof dual language'andculture on the other. Excellent article for those
interested,in the more traditionka perspectives regarding bilingualism.

Jensen, J. Vernon. "Effects of Childhood Bilingualism." Elementary English .Part .39.2:132-43 (Feb, 1962); Part II:-. 39.4:358-66 (April 1962)..

Extensive researr:h revieW of negative and positive evidence regarding the
effects of bilingualism on such areas as speech, intellectual and educational
development, and emotional stability. Inclu-les a section of procedural and
attitudinal recommendations for elementary, schools, a section evaluating the
literature, and a bibliography of some 200 references.

Lambert, Wallace E. "A Social Psyc:hology of Bilingualism." Journal of Social
Issues 23.2:91-109 (1967).

Classic paper integrating sociopsychological research regarding bilingualism
and the social influences affecting individual bilingual behavior. The
article algo deals with sociopsychological aspects of second language learn-ing.
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Lado, Robert. L4,21_...211.c..1AcLoa_suittAres
Teachers.. 'Amn Arbor, W.ch.: University of Michigan Press, 1957.

Describes how to compare iwo languages and predict difficulties/that will.ba
encountered by a learner of a second language. Contrasts sounds, structures,
vocabularies, and writing systems of two languages.

Mackey, W.F. Bilingualism as A World Problem. Montreal: Harvest House, 1967.
. The discussion in this text should be of interest to administrators, teachers,
and parents, who wish to acquire a broader perspective on bilingualism. The
book is divided into three parts: the first attempts to expose bilingualism
as a.global problem as the author distinguishes between the bilingual individ-
ual and the bilingual country; the second part traces political factors as
important'elements in the universality of bilingualismI the third part discus-
ces all factors which make bilingualism universal.

Mackey, W.F. "The Description of Bilingualism." Canadian Journal of Linguistics
7:2.51-85 (1962).

Traces the development of major definitions of bilingualism through a discus-
sion of who is bilingual and what it means. Makes reference to such area of
language contadt and usage as: home language, community language, occupation
group, recreation group, and school language..

Padilla, A.M. and E. Liebman. "LangUage Acquisition in the Bilingual Child."
The Bilingual-Review 2:1&2.34-55 (1975).

Excellent article concerned with the simultaneous acquisition of Spanish and
English in three children. The authors compare this study with monolingual
language aCquisition studies. Auihors found no evidence th the language sam-
ples that might suggest an overall reduced or slower rate of language growth
for the bilingual children of the study.

Saville-Troike, Muriel. Bilingual Children: A Resr.urce Document. (Bilingual
Education Series, 2) Arlington, Va.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975.

The main focus of this resource book is to provide as succinctly as possible
information on the issues of bilingualism and child language acquisition
from an early childhood perspectiye. It is a wealth of well-documented
refersnces to, and discussions abcut, the Mexicamerican, Puerto Rican, and
Native American child. The document points out some of the misunderstandings
which occur between members of majority and minority cultures which may
hamper the development of the bilingual child. Extensive bibliography appended.

Spolsky, Bernard, ed. anaeicationofMinoTheLrity_Children: 'Selected
Readings. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1972.

Articles discuss issues crucial to bilingual/bicultural education, i.e. the
expectations of language education, sociolinguistic perspectives, language
assessment, and curriculum.

Ulibarri, Horacio. "Bilingualism." In Emma Marie Birkmaier (ed.), Britannica
Review of Foreign Language Education_(Vol. I). Chicago: Encyclopedia Britan-
nica, 1968.

The author discusses the nature of bilingualism, the interrelationship'between
bilingual sm and biculturalism, the problems faced by educators in handling
the situation, and the implications for teachers. Pe relationship of bilin-
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gualism to acculturation and biculturalism is noted, as are studies concern-
ing these areas and others, including testing and social class stratification.

Weinreich, Uriel. Languages in Contact: Findings and Problems. New York: Lin-
guistic Circle of NeW York, 1953.

Major publication in the study of bilingualism. Though highly.technical, the
introductory chapters provide excellent explanations of lang,age developments
as they occur when cultures and languages overlap and co-exist.

BILINGUAL EDUCATION: GENERAL

Andersson, T. and M. Boyer. Bilingual Schooling in the United States. (2 vols.)
Austin, Tex.: Southwest Educational Development Lab.., 1970.

Excellent and readable historical overview of societal and cultural factors
that have influenced bilingual schooling in the D.S. A major focus of these
volumes is an explanation of the Bilingul/Bicultural EduCation Act of 1968
and proposed guidelines. The authors also provide a general overview of
earlier bilingual programs across the U.S.

Benitez, M. "Bilingual Education: the What, the How, and the How Far." Hispania
54:499-503 (Sept. 1971).

Introductory article on the components of a bilingual/bicultural program and
organizational procedures for such. Discusses information on teaching Spanish
and English skills, and offers insights on the development of a cultural com-
ponent in the curriculum.

Bilingual Education Act: Hearing Before the General Subcommittee on Education
of the Committee on Education and Labor, House of Representatives, Ninety-third
Congress, Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1974.

Three billS concerning education of the limited English speaking child, teacher
traning for bilingual education programs, qualifications for schools receiving
federal aid for bilingual education, and expansion of programs of.bilingual
educatf-,n

Bilingual Education: An Unmet Need. Washington, DC: General Accounting Office,
.1976.

An assessment of how bilinguel education was or was not carried out under the
1968 Bilingual Education Act. Current needs are outlined and possible guid-
lines discussed.

Center for Applied Linguistics. Guidelines for the Preparation and Certification
of Teachers of Bilifigual/Bicultural Education. Arlington, Va.: Center for"
Applied Linguistics, 1974.

This brief statement is intended to assist teacher certification agencies and
educational institutions in the establishment of certification 'standards for
bilingual/bicultural education teachers, aa well as the design and evaluation
of bilingual:Iiicultural teacher training programs.
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Engle:, Patricia Lee. The Use of Vernacular Languages in Education: Language
Medium in Earlz School Years for Minority Language Groups. '(Bilingual Education
Series, "i) Arl.ing,ton. Va.: Center for Applied Linguistics, 1975. '

-Excellent reference on materials relating to the possible aavantages of
initial feading an:1 subject matter in a child's native language before intro-
ducing him to instruction and reading in his second language. Discussion on
major issues and recomr,edations of two basic language learning approaches:
the Direct Method and Native r.engago Approach. Detailed descriPtion of -
four studies relating to thi!w reading and'subject matter in a
child's first

Fishman, Josha A. 13ilingpal P.nwley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1976.

Presents an it.,2rntional perspective on bilingual education from the stand-
point of edunational as well RS s.ifiological needs. Of,practical int.erest
toteaohers ar thurThnali sketnhe:; ten bilingual schools outside of the
United States.,

Fishman, Joshua A. "The Politics of Bilingual Educatiotr." In.aames E. Alatis
(ed.), Bilizigualism and Language Contact: Anthropological, hinguistic, and
Sociological Aspects. 7TGeorgetown Thiv. Monograph Serie§ on Language and
Linguistics, 2) WaShington, DC: Creorgetown University, 1970.

Discusses 4...he poss'ible rolo of language scholars and language teachers in
influe.poing.bilingual education logisltion. Suggests some-techniques and
approaches suited to_the initial organizational stage of a- bilingual education
lobby, a:A hghlightS pertinent politinal issues that ,..econceptualise what
Ameria is and what it shot:1cl do.

Geffert, Hannah, Robert Harper, Salvador Sarmiento and DanIel M. Schender.
The Current Status of U.S. Bilingual Education Legislation. ,(Bilingual Education.
Series, 4.) Arlington, Va. Co:fter for Applied Lrnguistics, 1975.

This c a historical overview and explanatix,n of l.gislation that has influenced
Ameria's "language tradition". It cites specific legislation at the..state
and federal lov-1 ir effect as of Spring 1?75, and mentions, as well, .court

4deciFon;., ft7 -:,, 1.911 7s.):1:; decision.

Pefia, Anar.
27-34 (1976)

Gives a brf.exp]

on the roie-:,nt
't'n? general public.

- Uicn, 'he Why and the How?" NABE 1.1:

Educatin Act of 1968 and the 1974
education in the and aomments- %

r.4i.rento, teachers, schoOl b.dministratOrs and

Saville, Muriel and ]71_1:1olt,h C. AHandbok of Bilingual'Education.
Washington,_ DC: T17::(-)L-, 3Q71,

Addfesed-to-tr:P.chers and ;,.,:lm3nistr=ttors, this handbook is a practical guide
for those worinp7 in 17,ilirlua1 --The_authors review.the.history of
and t'undameL:.t%1 c_:nsiderations in n;lingual education, and consider the lin-
guistic, psycholl2ogcR1, pP.Aagogical problems involved.
Each sectjnn ar, -.1if;graphy.
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Trueba, Enrique T. "Bilingual/Bicultural Education: An Overview." In L.J. Rubin
(ed.), Handbook on Curriculum. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1975.

Excellent historical overview of bilingual schooling in the U.S., ihcluding
developmeats up to the 1974 Bilingual/Bh iltural Education Apt amendment.
The article raises issues that are critical to those.involved in bilingual
education, such.as: what are the criteria used to identify children eligible
for bilingual education?; and does bilingual education respond to the expeCta-
tions of ethnic groups?.

TLe author perceives bilingual/bicultural education as a multi-disciplinary
and cross-cuItural field that draws frOm psychology, sociology, anthropology,
pedagogy, and lingui'stics. Other concerns discussed are teacher-training,
research, and evaluation.

von Maltitz, Frances Willard. Livinz_and Learning in Two Languages: Bilingual-
Bicultural Education'in the United States. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1975.

The moat recent overview of developments in Bilingual/Bicultural Education.
Author presents historical and sociologiCal perspectives in Bilingual Education;
a concise rationale for-bicultural education; discussions on thr! Bilingual
Education Act of 1968 and the 1974 Amendment; and descriptions of methodological
approaches in the bilingual classroom.

BILINGUAL EDUCATION: SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND CURRICULUM MODELS

Baratz, Joan C. and Janice C. Redish. "Development of Bilingual/Bicultural
Education Models." Washington, DC: Education Study gepter, 1973.

This report includes chapters on tne goals of bilingual education, the develop-
ment of theoretical models for bilingual education, and, the realization of
concrete educational models. Otilar subjects discussed,include methodology,
testing dnd measurement and teacher training'.

Bell, Paul., "The Bilingual School." In J. Alldn Figurel (ed.), Reading and
Inquiry: Proceedings of the:International Reading AssOciation 10. Newark, Del.:
International Reading Assoc., 19 5.

Describes the origin, organization, and implementation-of a bilingual-
bicultural curriculum for a public school in Miami, Florida. Goals for the
program, community planning., staff organization, and curriculum development
are lucidly presented.

Bernal, Ernest M., Jr. "Models of Bilingual_Education; Grades K-3, for a Planned
Variation Study." Arlington, Va:: ERIC, April 1974, .CED 097 1573

The article presents four different theoretical and methodological approaches
to bilingual education. The Moddls are: the Behaviorist Model, the Immersion
Model, an Eclectic Model, and a Child-Centered Model.

Canyeau, Peggy and others. "The Identification and
Bilin8Ual Educatiop Programs." Palo Alto, Calif.:,
Research, 1975: ,

Report of a study undertaken for the U.S. Office
includes methodology anci ccmclusions of study as
descriptions.
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Cohen, Andrew. "Bilingual Schooling and Spanisn Language Maintenance: An
Experimental Analysis." The Bilirmuai Review 2:1&2.3-12 (1975).

A description of the Redwood City Bilingual Education Project which alms t(
maintain a minority group's language and culture Their longitudinal stud.,
shows that Mexicah American students in the bilingual program were using
Spanish more after several years than comparable children schooled conven-
tionally.

4116

Cohen, Andrew D. Th Culver City Spanish Immersion Program: :the First Two
Years." The Modern Language Journal 58:3.95-102 (1974),

Describesa program designed for English-speaking students participating in
a bilingual program and discusses definite policy ,implkeations for bilingual
education pro'grams elsewhere. The Culver City Spaniph Immersion Program is
modeled after the St. Lambert project in Montreal, Canada. The sar,-.,hor dis-
cusses the monolingual Spanish curriculum for the English dominant children,
the tarental support that made the program possible, and results from evalua-
tions.

Gaarder, Bruce A. "Organization of the Bilin al School." Journal of Social
--Issues-23:-2,-110-120--(1967-).

Presents one of the mostvelI,developed/conceptualizations of the nature of
bilingual education available. Complex models of "one-way" schools (one
group learning in two languageS) and'"two-way" schools (two groups,(each
learning in its own and the other'a'languagg) are juxtaposed in terms of
such dimensions as: mother tongue added or second language added to the
curriculum; segregated classes Or mixed classes; equal or unequal time and
treatment, etc.

Jenkins,.Mary. Iiilingual Education in Nev York City. Brooklyn, NY: Office of
,Bilingual Education, New York City Board Of Education, 1971.

This report is, dividedyinto eight sections. Among them are (1) Bilingual
Education -- A Histori:cal Perspective; (2) The Puerto Rican Child in the
Ney York City,SchooI/System; (3) Bilingual Education in the New York City
SphooldSystem; (4)-FUnding for Bilingual Programs; (5)'Rationale for Bilingual
Education._

John, Vera'and ViVifan Horner. Early Childhood' BilingRal_Education. New York:
'Modern Language/Association, 1971.

Ihcluded in' this vork ar2 coMments concerning various bilingual programs
around the country, 'The work at Rough Rock and Coral Way i6 discussed, as
is bilingualism in'New York City.- The importance of combining bicultural
education with language .study is emphasized.

Lambert, Wallace andlachard Tucker. ,Bilingual Edu8ation of Childrer.
St. LembeOt Experiment. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 197-2, ,

iA very thorough lonitudinal studytiof a bilingual program, covering seven
years of Canadian children (K-6) in a,French-Engq.ish setting. Gives detailed
eXplanationa of how the program Vas initiated, parental support, the' organi-
zatiop.of the program,a.nd teacher competencies. Also given is,detailed
description'of research desi,gn using both pilot groups and control groups.-
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Mackey, W.F. .1i,;.:41 7ducation inaBinational School: 'AS1 Equal
Language Maintenarice Through Free Alternation. Rowley, Mass.: ewLry House,

A .case study of t11.1. .7-12-K-gchoo1 In discussing 9actors .7,bat promote
bil-'_ngUalism in a school, the a'uthor examine:: the make-up of the pot-oulation,
teaching staff, selection and special characteristics of tea0,ers. Of special
interest is the author's often cited "Typology of Bilingual Education".

_

Macnamara, John: Bilingualism and Primary Education: A Stu,.4.,y of Tr;sh Experi-

ence. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1966.

The best single study of bilingualism in c-le country, especially from the
standpoint of how nation-wide programs in bilingual education can be managed;
or mismanaged.

Discusses the often disappointing efforts of the Republic of Ineland to
create a school population fluent in Gaelic as well as in English.

Zintz, Miles V. "What Classroom Teachers Should Know about Bilingual Education"
Albuquerque, NM: University of New Mexico, lc):)9. CERIC ED 028 4277

4

This report divided into the following chapters: (1) Cross-Cultural Educa-
tion; (2) Problems in Second Language Learnin g; (3) Classroom Methodologies;
(4).Special Aspects of Vocabulary; and (5) The Bilingual School.

Zirkel, Perry A. "Bilingual Education Programs at the Elementary School Level:
Their Identification and- Evaluation." The Bilingual Review 2:l&2.13-21 (1975).

This study assesses therelative effectiveness of various experimentai models
of bilingual education with respect to seiected.pupil.and parent outcomes.
The study shows that bilingual instructors can be an effective means of
improving the educational opportunities of limited English-speaking students
in i,he primary grades. Author also stresses the need to achieve zolid.commit-
ment, continuity, and coordination on the part of both school and community
if significant status is to be accorded the native language.'
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APPENDLX rI

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BILINGUAL (AND MONOLINGUAL)

VIETNAMESE, CAMBODIAN & LAOTIAN TEXT MATERIALS: K-12

The following is a short bibliography of monolingual and biAingualVietnamese and Cambodian materials available for public sale. Thesehave been produced by educational resource centers, school districts andstate agencies across the country. We have deliberately excluded one-of-a-kind items that ate available on an intrastate, basis, such as materialsobtainable through inter-librarj loan. Please note that the majority ofthe entries are for Vietnamese or Cambodian materials, due to the factthat materials in Lao are either limited or non-existent. 'However, Laomaterials for teachers and students are being produced by the Heartland
Education Agency, Ankeny, Iowa, and will soon be available from APPLE,.Inc. The package includes 210 minutes of bilingual tapes (English-Lao),a teacher's handbook (115 pp in English) and a student's handbookwhich contains transcripts of the tapes and an English-Lao dictionary(over 3,500 entries). For use by secondary students and adults, thesematerials are geared for survival English,

incorporating subjects suchas culture, math, health, filling out forms, etc. Ordering informationmay be obtained from: APPLE, Inc., P.O. Box 1914, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.

LANGUAGE ARTS

Vietnamese Textbooks: Reading Seiies

I Learn the Vietnamese Syllables, Grade I
I Learn to Read Grade II
Reader - Grade III
Reader - Grade IV
Reader - Grade V

SO

This series was developed by the,Miniscry of Education in Saigonand was the official Ministry textbook .series used. !,a all publicschools n Vietnam. The books have been reprinted by: Center forApplied Linguistics, 1611 North Kent-Streat,'Arlington, VA 22209.

Fables

The Crow and the Fox
The DOnkey.and the Fox
Two Donkeys
Wise Turtle, or The Big Race
The Fibbing Shepherd
The Fat Hens and Skinny Chickens
Who Will Place the Rattle on the Caf;'s Neck?

These are '_ort fables, translated into Vietnamese and produced inpaperback form.

Vietnamese-English Illustrated Vocabulary Series Levels 1, 2, 3
The Illustrated Vocabulary Series deals with a variety of topics.The fables and the vocabulary book are available from: 'BABEL Media `
Cvnter, 1033 Heinz St-., Terkeley, CA, 94710.
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Primers

The Cat and the Rat
The Happy Taxi Cab
Tuong's Special Day
The Lelt Thong
Where is Pete?
Anthology of Vietnamese Folk Stories
VietnaMese..Spelllng/Alphabet Bcok

Designed to act as Vietnamese/English bilingual pre-primer/primer
level readers. There are cassettes to accompany these texts'. The
monolingual. Spelling Book was designed.to encourage children to
maintain their language. Available from: English-Vietnamese
Bilingual Program, San Diego City Schools, Programs Division,
4100 Normal St., San Diego, CA 92113.

Vietnamese AIi.habet Colorin Book

Grder from: Vietnamese Bilingual,Materials, Grand Rapids Public
Schools, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Vietnamese Alphabet Book z:nd Cambodian Alphabet Book

Order from: Bilingual Program, D.C. Public Schools, 4820 Howard
St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016.

Meanings of.U.S. Holidays:

The Meanings of Christmas

The Meanings of Thanksgiviu

-.Available from: Arizona Department of Education, 1535 West Jefferson',
Phoenix, Ariznna 85007. Vietnamese taxt with slides.

MATH, SOCIAL STUDIES_AND SCIENCE

Math Termlnologx_I.ist

93-page glossary.

U.S: Constitution translated into Vietnamese (VietnaMese-English, Bilingual)

U.S. Constitution translated into Ca-.1odian (Cambodian-English, Bilingual)

Order above three items from: English-Vietnamese Bilingual Program,
, San Diego City Schools, Programs Division, 4100 Normal St., San Diego,

- CA 92103.
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Social Studies Unit for Vietnamese Children in the U.S.A.

A handbook for teachers, with suggested objectives and teaching
methods; covers U.S. and Vietnamese culture, geography, history,
systems of measure and money, signs and symbols; includes appen-
dices and bibliography. 40 pp.

English=Vietnamese Scientific Terminoloc;y for High School and Junior
College Students:

Book I: Mathematics; Book II: Physics; Book III: Geography;
Book Chemistry; Book V: Natural Sciences; Book VI: Govern-
ment and History.

This series lists a wide variety of English terms with appropriate
Vietnamese equivalents, which will be of much help to students
using English as their second language. Will also be useful to
Vietnamese 'undergoing vocational training.

Ordtr itemS from': BABEL Media Centdr, 1033 Heinz Street,
Berkeleyi CA 94710.

U.S. History Supplements-in Vietnamese and Camb:7dian;

Chemistry, Mathematics, Biologv and Physics Supplements in Vietnamese;

Biols.gx_and_Thysics Supplements in Cambodian;

Order above items from: Midwest Indochinese Resource Center, 500 South
Dwyer Avenue, Arlington Heights, IL 60005

CONSUMER, DRIVER EDUCATION AND HEALTH INFORMATION

Translation of Driver's Exam from Driving Handbook

Vicente Z. Serrano, Vietnamese Education Consultant, Kansas State
Department of Education, i ) East 10th St:, Topeka, KS 66612

Questions & Answers - Dviver's Test

Pennsylliania Department of Motor Vebtcies, Harrisburg, PA-17126

Driver's Guide

Department of Emergey Services, 42.20 E. Martin Way, Olympia, WA 98504

Guide to Driving i'ractices

Department of Emergency Services, 4220 E. Martin Way, Olympia, WA 98504

Florida Driving Exam .

Vu Duc Hanh: Bilingual-Tutor/Language Arts Dept., Escambia County
School Bocrd, Pensacola, FL 32506

Consumer Information:

Ranking, food stamps, insurance, housing, health, driving, etc.
Write to: WiscOnnid Resettlpment Asaistance Office,'4802
Sheboygan Ave., Madison, WI 53702.
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Alipt:NT-)Tx T

l't is provided as an aid for further study.

, 1,e-a.rmJCh of the scholarship

and is not readiiy available in the U.S.:

hY

AriE Waley, trans., 1

Te L,s-11 Tao Te Ching), :aistJ-tz Teitaro
Suziiki and trans C;pen Court. Publ. Co., 197k.

3. The Chinesf, :11as3iH;, 7,ge, trPris., 1593.

,,la7:sis in Chinese Philosophy, _J-imp. by Wade Baskin, Littlefield and Adams,
1071..

7AY.-3CDTN "ACTIAN hTS NIT AND C LTIJHE .,

1. Area liandbck for South Vietnam, by American,University Foreign Area Studies
'Division, -1J:S. -lovt. Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1967.

An extensive description by a: tear; f American roearchers and Vietnamese
informan4-,s of the social, T).)litical, ec,-aomic and legal systems of South
Vfetnam.- The sec-_ion on the social system contains references to many aspects

'of 'iietnamese customs and traditionL-;.

2. Area Handbook for Cambodia, American University Foreign Area Studies Division,
U.S. Covt. Printing Office, Washington D.C., 1968.

This handbook (and its comranion-Handbook.for Laos).was Prepared under
contract to DA by scholars at American University, Washington, D.C. Designed
as background information for military and for-ign service officers going to
Cambodia, this book may be used-successfully ly anyone interested in the
country. While it is not intended for the "specialist" (either in economics,
devpm!r.t, military affairs, or political science), neither is it simplistic
rv::r allperfic7a1.- A wide range of-t(-ics are discussed, ranging from history
to 'orlf-)m;c: O educat-icn d,Ltty llic. seful bibliographies, maps and
charts are include(3.

3. Area Handbook for Laos,- American _-,rliversity Foreign Area Studies Division,
U.:7. (:ovt. Printin:,-, Office, 'in.chington, D.(7., 1972.

See Handbook for Cambo,1i'a
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Cambodia: Its Peorie, Its Society, Its Culture, David Steinberg et al.,
Human. Relations Area Fle Press, New Haven, Conn., 1959.

-This is the campanion volume to Lads: Its People, Its Society, Its Cul-
ture, and the same careful scholarship may be seen in this book. While not
specifically w:rit-.en for the "expert", this book is a care-f-.11 and clear
discussion of the problems, and the background of those problems, facing
Cambodia.

5. Customs and Culture of Vietp2am, Ann C. Crawford, Tuttle Publ., Rutland,
Vt., 1966.

A description df many VietnaMese Customs and traditions by an American
resider' in South Vietnam who traveled 'extensively throughout the country.

6. A Dragon Defiant, Josech Buttinger, Prueer :;ew York, 197'.

-A short history of Vietnam for the general reader', the book contains a
wealth of information on the lond, the people and its history.

7. Handbook for Teachers or Vietnamese Students: Hints for lealing with Cross-
Cultural Differences in-Schools, National Indochinese Clearinghouse, Center
for Applied-Linguistics, Arlington, Virginia, 1975.

A short guide for American teachers, oontaining practical information on
tne differences between the i_merican and Vietnamese scnool systems and useful
suggestions on how to helc the Vietnamese refugee children adapt-to the new
sehool environment.

8. Fire in the Lake: The Vietnamese and Americans in Vietnam, Frances Fitz-
gerald, Little, Frown & Co., Boston, Mass., 1972.

A sensitive and insightful examination of the American involvement in
Vietnam, seen against the background of Vietnamese culture and history.

2. Getting to Know the Vietnamese and Their Culture, Vuong Gia Thuy, Ungar Publ.,
New. York; 1976.

Originally intended as a guide "or Americans working with the Vietnamese
refugees in he U.S., this short book about the VietnameSe deals very briefly
with their cultural background, their values, their characteristics,. and
their educational system.

10. Land-in Betwee-n: The Cambodian Dilemma, Maslin- Williams, William. Morrow.and
Co., New York, 1970.

This is a non-specialist view of Cambodia. There is a discussion of
political, econor;ic and deg:elopmental problems (presented from the Australian
point of view), but essentially, Mr. William book is an interesting travel-
ogue, wr'' ten in a very clever, enjoyable st..

11. Laos: I. --ople, Its Society, Its Culture, Frank Lebar and Adrienne Sucldar,
Human Relai ns Area File.Press, New Haven, Conn., 1960.

This is a7ery useful generai introduction to the culture of Laos. It

ine.ludes seCtions on history, religion, politics, daily life, education, etc.
/1-ii5 -book, and its companion on Cambodia (see No. 4 above) are extremely

- /
helpfUl for the general reader because of +1 "=! unbiased treatment that the
autaors give to the subjects and because of the high quality seholar6hip
that the authors display.
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1.7. Little World of Laos, C!,den M-s:ekr, Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, 1959.

This is a travelogue-.'ournal writt-.2n by a CARE representative who went to
Laos just after the FraIndochinese war ended in 1954. His photographs
are interesting and the highly r-J:adabl e. style of the author provides an
interesting view of Laos, wit:. glimrses of Thailand can Cambodia.,

13. Short History of Cazlbodia: Fror. the Days of Angkor to the Present, Martin
F. Her2, Praeger Publ. Co., :ley 7or, 1958.

This is a rather briif, somewhat superficial history of Cambodia up to
the Independence designed for the non-specialist. The sections on

Angkor, howt=ver, are quite interesting..
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LITER.ATI.:RE FOLKL)RE!

The f1 I phy deals with cultural and liz.erary
material dbout the Vietnamese, avlilable in English. Theentries are all for the elementary or secondary level: When avc:ilable,we have given pricez, Li booKs.

1. The Beggar in the iilanket and Other Vietnamese.Tales. retold by
Gail Oraham, illustrated by Brigitte Bryan. New York:
The '-' l70. 96 pp. $4.95.

Translated from French language sources in Vietnam by a
famous woman report_er/writer who liVed in Vietnam during 1966 and1967. The fairy tales collected are her favorites and the book :yas
basically written for her Own children. Some details of these
popular ,itories have been changed, yet the stories are ntrertheless
delightfully retold and a source of enjoyment for children and
adults alike.

9. First Snow, by lielen Contant, illustrated by Vo Dinh. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 197=4. 32 pp. $4.50.

A ,hildren's story featucing a little Vietnamese.girl who
has learned to accept the cycle of life and death as a patural
pattern of,the universe when, for the first time, she Watched the
falling snow in her first winter in the U.S. The story-is gentle
in style, beautifully illustrated by a well-known Vietnamese, artist.

3 From the Vietnamese: Ten Centuries of Poetry, edited by,Burton
Raffel. New York: October House, 1968. 75 pp. (Secondaryand Adult)

A sevcn-page introduction discusses and i:!ustrates the rules
of Vietnamese versifi:cation. The rest of the book.is .a collection
of Vietnamese poems fram the Ilth ceutury to the prescint. TWD
peasant songs are included. The translations are by Burton Raffel
based on literal renderings of the originals supplied by Vietnamese
scholars. (The poems represent a wide range both in time and sub-
ject matter.)

k

4. Getting to Know the Two Vietnams, by Fred West, illustrated by Polly
.1To1ian.. New York: Coward-McCann, 1963. 64 pp.

The first half of the book, for upper elementary and junior
high students, gives a comprehensive historical background of Viet-
nam, the achievements of President Diem's .administration and the
ciuset, that led to its downfall. There is a chapter on ,the city ofSe gon, the people, the transportation,

5choo1s, clothing and food.
4
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The second 11.1.±: deals with foreign ai6 in Vietnam, primarily
Chinese in the :orth am! Ameri,an in the South. The life in North
Vietnam is prescr-,-,2d through the eyes of a boy brought up on a
state-run f:Irm. ne 11,__Iti-or also talks about the role of different
religions in and sone cultural features.

"re tell t:',3r1 stories" is the stated goal of the book, yet
there are only five pages devoted to the life in North Vietnam.

The writing is clear, instructive, and supplemcaced with
beautiful illustrdtions, maps and a chronology of important dates
in Vietnamese history.

5. KIM - A Gift From Vietnam, by Frank W. Chinno(Ac. New York: World
Publishing Co., 1971- 210 pp. (Secondary and Adult)

An editor for Reader's Digest, Mr. Chinnock tells .the story
of his own adopted Vietnamese child. The first five chapters des-
cribe how the family came to the decision of adopting a Vietnamese
girl. his trip to Saigon to search for "their daughter", their long
wait, their anxiety, expectation, frustration and finally the
arrival of-Kim. The remaining eight chapters describe the difficult
time they had -adjusting to Kim and helping Kim adjust to her aew
family. Rcommended expecially for adoptive parents with Vietnemese
children. The Chinnocks' personal experience will help them under-
stand and handle their adoptel children better. There are 30 pic-
tures of Kim in different moods and acts.

6. Land of Seagull and Fox: Folk Tales of Vietnam, by Ruth Q. Sun,,
illustrated by Ho Thanh Duc. Rutland, Vermont: C.E. Tuttle.
Co., 1967.. 135 pp. $5.i0. (Secondary and Adult)

Thirty-one traditional folk stories translated ina pleasant
style. The author spent one year as a lecturer at the University
of Saigon, and collected many of the stories dir-::ctly from her stu-
dents in "versions learned at the .knees of their parents and grand-
parents". 'The book is well presented, beautifully illustrated and
representative; the tales reflect the universal nature of folk
tales, showing man's earliest attempt to interpret his :own sur-
rpundings, the basic human plight, man's inner desire to get away
from harsh reality, etc. There'is a short chronology 401ftvents :-
both real and legendary -- in Vietnamese history. The book can serve
as an entertaining source of infcrmation on Vietnam and its people.

7. Let's Visit Vietnam, by John C. Caldwell. New York: The John Day
Co., 1969. $3.96.

Appropriate for upper elementa'ry and junior high students.
The first part of the book gives an outline of the history of Viet-
nam from the ancient past.to the emergence of Ho Chi Minh and the
partition of Vietnam in 1954. It also describes the way of life
in dC:ferent areas of the country: the rural, the highlands anj
the city.- The second half is iout-the American-involvement in
Vietnam. The book ends with the beginning of. the combat ttodps'
withd,7awal.
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Ln his account of events, the author tends to relate what is
familiar to the Americans, such as the comparison of _he nocturnal
att;.cks of the Viet Cong on the-strategic hamlets with the Ind'in
attacks during tne niOt in the pioneer days, which help give a
clearer picture to the young reader.

Despite a few errors regarding the historical facts of Viet- 4111W

nam and the language, the book is easy to read, clear, instructive.
It is intended for the-American studenl. who wants t, know the whys
and hows of the American involvement in Vietnam.

8. NHAN, a Boy of Vietnam, by Inor Forney, edited by Joann Robinson.
Rutland, Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1969. 25 pp.

Some scenes of life in Saigon seen through the eyes of a
10-year-old paper boy from a poor'family. Includes: the inside of
Nhan's one-room house, the pr-3sidential palace, the policeman !Ind
a would-be saboteur, the New Year's,celebration in Chinatown, the
moon festival, and central market. The book is filled with inter-
esting illustrations which make the reading more attractive to
children.

9. Our Friends in Vietnam, by Inor & E.H. Forney. Rutland, Vexmont:
Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1967. 61 pp. $1.00.

A coloring boo' presented in rhe author's own handwriting.
Each page is accompanied with a drawing of the scene described.
The book shows activities of ordinary people in cities and rural
areas: the food they eat, the clothes they wear, the things they
do, the places they go and so on.

The book is more _than a coloring book. A stated, it is
"designed for people of all ages who would enjoy painting or
coloring in crayon and learning something at tho same time about
our friends in Vietnam".

10 Promises to F7,e_k, by Paige Dixon. New York: Atheneum, 1974.
165 pp. $6.95. /(Secondary and Adult)

The book deala
/

s with problems faced by an orphaned boy, half
American, half Vietnase, when he went to live with his AmeriCan
grandmother in e soap New England town Nfter his Vietnamese mother
died. His quiet but s_rong personality had a- good influence on his
American cousin. The book also presents the American youngsters%
as prejudiced, cruel, thoughtless; but there are other nice boys, too.

11. Southeast Asia, by William A. Withington and Margaret Fisher. Grand
Rapids: Fideler Company, 1968. 272 pp.

This is a well;-presented elementary geography textbook. The
first 13 chaPters deal with the area in general (land, climate, his-
tory, people,- farming; fishing, natural.tesources, crafts and industry,
transportation an& communication,.festivals and recreations, arts).
There follow chapters on each,country including sections on historYT,
geography, .government," and education. The book is filled with large,
interesting blac'k and white photographs which are well-coordinated
with the text to illustrate what is being di'Scussed. liaps'Ire also
well used to illustrete varrous types oftnformatiOn.
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The sections on Cambodia and Vietnam seem fairly presented

although the hi..;tory, of course, is not up to date. The chapter

cn fectivals has a description of Tet. Pere and throughout t:-.e

book, there are several good pictures of activities in Vietnam

(and Cambodia).

12. The Story of Vietnam: A Back-round Book for Youn Peo le, by Hal

Dareff. New York:. Parents' Magazine Press, 1966. 250 pp.

(Intermediate '.hrough Adult)

This is a clearly.presented (primarily modern) history of
V.etnam. The book begins with a chapter on the Ihistory of Viet-

nam before the French. The establishment of the French is given
in more detail, and there is a chapter nn communism and Po Chi

Minh. The Last half of the book is devoted to the period since
World War II, with the book ending with President Ky still in
power.

The author's purpose is to provide a badkground for under-
standing American involvement in Vietnam. As a result, this is
almost exclusively a political history, and is primarily concerned

with the more recent periods. In places the writing seems somewhat
"slanted", but the author makes it clear...in his introduction tLa:
the book ,ontains personal opinions and interpretations of facts.

13. Vietnam and Countries of_the Mekong, by Larry Henderson. Rev. ed.

New York: 'Thomas Nelson, 1967. 254 pp. (Secondary and

Adult)

The first five chapters are devoted to Vietnam, ranging
from the geographical and cultural background to the political and

economic problems. Good background reading for high school students.

Viet Nam: Land of Many Dragons, by Hal Buell. New York: Dc A,

Mead, 1968. 142 pp.

This is a simplified history of Vietnam for the upper elem-
entary/junior high level, with about half the book devoted to the

period of American involvement. The last two chapters deal with
the impact of.the Vietnamese war on the U.S. and its possible

importance in the world situation. The book is illustrated with
many striking black and white photographs. (Because orits publica-

tion date (1968) the concluding chapters are dated.)

15. Vietnam Our Beloved Land, by Nguyen C-o Dam and Tran C,o Linh.
Rutland, Vermont: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1968. 124 pp.

(Intermediate through Adult)

This is a collection of photographs by Vietnamese photo-
graphers designed to show Vietnam as it is remembered by the Viet-

namese. The 86 photographs are grouped into the following cate-
gories, each of which begins with a brief introduction: plains

and meadows, the everreen highlands, the sea, sand dunes, cultuial

aspects and folklol:e, Vietnamese boats, the Vietnamese woman,.the
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Vietnamese soldier. White these photographs have been chosen in
part for their-artistic value, most of them also present visually
important aspects of t'ie:Inamese culture 3s we'll as Views of the
land and people.

1. Vietnam: ihe Countrv,zThe Peotile, by David C. Cooke. New York:
Crosset & Dunlap, 1968. $4.95. (Secondary and Adult)

The book he 11 .chapters covering the legendary origin
tLe ':ietnamese, t. historical background and the characteritics
of their way of 14.1e_as compared with those in the Western-world.
Chapter Leadings are: .1) Legend of the Kindly Dragcn, 2) A Study
in Survival, 3) The Family is Always First. 4) Paris of the Orient,

Life in a Vietnamese Village, 6). Customs.and Religions, 7) The
iiappy Times, 8) A, Different Way of Life, 9) Marriage by Arrange-
ment, 10) .Nt.O.c mam and Hot Dog: 11) Your.Future in !Ile Stars. Most
of the information collected iS based on the author's personal con-
tacts during the days he served in Vietnam as publications advisor
to the SVN governm&nt,..

author dwells heavily on-traditions no longer practiced
in Vietn: 1 which tend to give the reader a misleading impression
of.the daiiy life of she modern Vietnamese. He also tends to over-
geni.ralie, and misinterpretations crop up throughout the book.
Yet,it is a,delightful book to reafd if one is looking for enter-
taining.reading material.

17. Vietnamese FoLlr. Poetry, translated by John Balaban. Greensboro,
N.C.: UniCorn P.ressl 1974. 47 pp. $8.00 cloth, $4.00
paperback. (Secondary and Adult)

. This is a book of traditional Vietnamese oral poems (ca da0)
collected bx the translator in the Mekong ilelta, Saigon, the Central
Highlamds', and Hue.in 1971 and 19.; The poems in this book were

.,- chosen from.arbund 5(.10 recorded at that time from about 30 people
ranging from a 5--year-old boy to a 72-year-old woman. In addition
to the 36 ,;hort poems (the longest is a page), there is , on..!--page

_introduction and a biographical note about the tranSlatex..,

t 18. Vctriamese Legends-, compiled Pnci translated by C.F. Schultz. Rut-
land, Vermont: C.E. Tuttle Co., 1965. 163 pp. $4.70.
(Secondary and Adult)

z

The book contains 32 short stories as part of the well of
folklore of Vietnam. Versions presented here are mOst pepular ones
and given in a pleasant style. The author gives a brief note on the
historical haekground of the country, pointing out the der.t.p influence
on the culture by the neighbor to the noth, yet observes that "on
the Chinese base, there as developed a language, literature and
civilization of distinct Vietnamese flavor", a point Many foreign
writers on .Vietnam have missed.

11'i. Zen Poems, by Nhat Hanh:. Greensboro, N.C.:- Unicorn Press, in press.
$10.0C; cloth, $5. 0 paperback.

This book contains 12 poems. These are written in Vo Dinh's
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ink-and-brush calligraphy fietnamese) or a sLeet which also
interprets each verse :th a drawing. The Erglish translation
(1-v Teo Savor anc Vo Dinh) is en face. The poems sugest the
fe,1 of the pnilosop' y c Zen Buddhism.
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